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Executive Summary

“Laws On Us” documents the legal developments that impacted communities based on their sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics between January 2023 and April 2024 in all 193 UN Member States, numerous non-UN Member and subnational jurisdictions. This report complements and expands on the ongoing documentation work that ILGA World continues to maintain and update through the ILGA World Database. It marks the culmination of a process aimed at significantly broadening the scope and depth of the legal monitoring and documentation efforts that the organisation offers to our communities and the world in general.

The tracking in this report encompasses 11 legal categories: the criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts; restrictions to freedom of expression; restrictions to freedom of association; prohibition of discrimination; hate crime law; prohibition of incitement to hatred, violence or discrimination; regulation of so-called “conversion therapies”; same-sex marriage and other forms of civil unions; adoption by same-sex couples; restrictions on interventions on intersex minors; and legal gender recognition (amendment of name and gender markers on identity documents).

Documentary research in the context of legal developments included in this report provides valuable insights into the trends and evolution of laws and regulations affecting the rights of LGBTI people, helping to inform advocacy efforts, shape public discourse, and guide policy interventions.

The period covered in this report showed intense legal activity in numerous UN Member States. With a few notable exceptions, most of the legal categories tracked in this report witnessed a significant number of legislative proposals transforming into laws, along with judicial decisions and regulations issued by executive powers.

Despite the increasing number of laws and regulations aimed at bolstering legal protections in various regions worldwide, relentless opposition has been a recurring theme present in all legal debates concerning issues of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics in every UN Member State. Resistance and detraction are pervasive across all regions and have materialised in repressive trends concerning the criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts, and especially freedom of expression and freedom of association. This trend is notable in numerous countries in Africa and Asia, but also in Europe and the Americas.

Since 2006, ILGA World has consistently utilised the criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts as a primary metric to gauge the legal oppression experienced by LGBT and gender diverse people. However, in recent years other types of legal restrictions, especially on freedom of expression and association in numerous UN Member States, have resulted in arrests, and persecution. This reality underscores the need to pay close attention to countries restricting these freedoms to roll back or prevent any progress towards equality. While the decreasing tally of States that no longer criminalise consensual same-sex intercourse or intimacy will continue to reflect invaluable legal victories, the proliferation of regressive laws targeting sexual and gender diversity in other legal fields requires expanding the scope of analysis to obtain an accurate understanding of the true dimension of criminalisation and the restrictiveness of domestic legal frameworks.

The landscape of antidiscrimination provisions exhibits a notable variance, both across regions and within the UN Member States that provide such protections. Not all demographics within our communities enjoy equal levels of protection. “Sexual orientation” currently stands out as the most frequently incorporated category within antidiscrimination legal frameworks by States, followed by “gender identity”, with a considerable lag in the protections afforded based explicitly on “gender expression” and “sex characteristics”.

Visible progress has been made in other areas such as increasing protections for same-sex couples and regulating so-called “conversion therapies”. However, it remains challenging to identify consistent global positive trends, as progress in these categories is also uneven across and within regions. Advancements towards legal gender recognition based on self-identification and the availability of non-binary gender markers have continued, with more UN Member States enacting laws in this direction. However, at a global scale, absolute numbers remain very low, and the anti-gender movement has presented a significant obstacle in advancing the rights of transgender, gender-diverse, and non-binary communities.¹

In a similar vein, legal frameworks remain overwhelmingly silent on protections for persons with

¹ This report does not cover the more recent wave of regressive legal developments fuelled by the anti-gender movement on issues related to gender-affirming healthcare, forced outings of gender-diverse minors, restrictions in sports, and sex-segregated spaces, among others. A separate publication on these legal categories is currently in production under the leadership of ILGA World’s Gender Identity, Gender Expression and Sex Characteristics Programme.
innate variations in sex characteristics from harmful practices. While some progress has been made in recent years, most legal frameworks allow medically unnecessary interventions on intersex minors to continue by omission, with a handful going so far as to deliberately carve out permissions for such practices within bans on gender-affirming care for trans and gender-diverse youth.

The entries in this report reflect the uphill journey of LGBTI advocates towards equality, evincing that triumphs are seldom achieved without facing fierce opposition. “Laws On Us” captures the tangible manifestations of the ongoing quest for rights and recognition within the legal sphere.

However, documenting the intricacies of those forces driving opposition requires its own dedicated effort, extending beyond this report’s scope. Furthermore, tracking the laborious efforts by activists following legal victories—the transformative work of translating these wins into tangible community improvements—also lies beyond the scope of this document. Hence, it is imperative to acknowledge that this report is designed to complement other critical sources of evidence. It functions as but one instrument among many within the advocate’s toolkit. “Laws On Us” equips us and our allies with high-quality information to assess our current position, measure our progress, and become aware of the challenges that lie ahead of and around us.
Today, we stand with immense pride to unveil the inaugural edition of “Laws on Us”. This significant publication follows in the footsteps of our esteemed predecessors, the “State-Sponsored Homophobia” and the “Trans Legal Mapping” reports. With “Laws on Us”, we aim to establish a new cornerstone in our documentation and advocacy efforts, leveraging the strengths and invaluable insights of our past publications.

Through the pages of “Laws on Us”, we delve into the intricate interplay between the law and our communities worldwide. We confront the stark reality of how legal frameworks are wielded to oppress us, yet simultaneously, we illuminate the journey of progress. A journey marked by courageous legal victories that pave our way towards greater equality. This publication serves not only as a testament to the challenges we face but also as a beacon of hope and resilience. It embodies our collective vision for more inclusive societies, where the richness of our identities is not only acknowledged but celebrated and embraced.

In their foreword to the 2019 edition of “State-Sponsored Homophobia”, our predecessors, former Co-Secretaries General Helen Kennedy and Ruth Baldacchino, keenly observed the evolution of the report, recognising its gradual departure from its initial focus solely on homophobia and sexual orientation. Since then—and notably with the groundbreaking launch of the ILGA World Database in March 2023—our research endeavours have naturally expanded to embrace a more inclusive framework.

This expansion has been intentional, reflecting our commitment to honour ILGA World’s mission of serving all our communities and members. With systematic inclusion, and in times where exclusionary discourses question the unity of our movement, our research now equally encompasses issues of gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics alongside those related to sexual orientation.

The last edition of “State-Sponsored Homophobia” was aptly termed “transitional”, reflecting ILGA World’s internal discussions aimed at reimagining and streamlining our research endeavours. This transition has culminated in the birth of this new report, marking a significant milestone in our organisation’s journey.

This report represents a new identity for the meticulous documentation, monitoring, and research efforts that ILGA World has steadfastly pursued since the pioneering launch of the first edition of the “Pink Book” in 1984, followed by the comprehensive ILGA World Legal Survey in the late 90s, and through the impactful “State-Sponsored Homophobia” reports spanning from 2006 to 2020, as well as our groundbreaking “Trans Legal Mapping Report” from 2016 to 2019.

As we embark on this new chapter, we honour our rich legacy while embracing innovation and adaptability. This report stands as a testament to our dedication to documenting legal landscapes, facilitating access to knowledge, and empowering our communities worldwide to advocate for change. It is a testament to the resilience and collective spirit of the LGBTI minority rights movement.
movement, reminding us that together, we can create a world where equality and justice flourish for all.

As we celebrate the launch of "Laws on Us" and reflect on the strides made in LGBTI advocacy, let us remember that our work is far from over. Each of us has a role to play in advancing equality and justice for all. Whether it’s by sharing this publication with your networks, engaging in conversations about LGBTI rights, or supporting organisations working tirelessly for change, your actions matter. Let’s use this publication to continue championing inclusivity, celebrating diversity, and creating a world where everyone can live authentically and without fear of discrimination. Thank you for being a part of this vital movement.

To all those involved in the production of this report, we extend our sincerest appreciation.
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In Remembrance and Renewal: Honouring Legacies, Inspiring Futures

By Lucas Ramón Mendos and Dhia Rezki Rohaizad

"Laws On Us" and the ILGA World Database follow in the footsteps of those who came before us and serve as living embodiments of the profound legacy left by many historic leaders of our movement. Their tireless endeavours not only laid the groundwork for ILGA World to ascend as a global leader in researching and documenting laws affecting our communities but also paved the way for the gradual recognition of our rights.

We are deeply honoured to carry forward the mantle of countless activists and experts who dedicated themselves to spearheading research and documentation, especially those who led the way in the early days of our organisation amidst the myriad challenges faced by our communities back then. From the shadows of fierce legal oppression to the relentless grip of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, they forged ahead, determined to offer the world the evidence of the discrimination that has been suffocating our communities for so long.

With our work, we are continuing the project initiated forty years ago by ILGA’s Information Secretariat and all those who led the three editions of ILGA’s Pink Books between 1984 and 1993 and the publication titled The Legal and Social Situation of Lesbians and Gay Men: A Country-by-Country Survey published in 1992. In the late 1990s, ILGA World created the first digital repository of laws affecting our communities across the world under the coordination of Nigel Warner (ILGA World Legal Survey, 1998). This groundbreaking survey can still be consulted online.4


Now, “Laws On Us” carries this forward as a seamless continuation of the invaluable groundwork laid by our predecessors. Building upon the meticulous documentation of ILGA World’s research work, this first edition of “Laws On Us” serves as a direct link to the past, ensuring the ongoing relevance and progression of ILGA World’s research initiatives.

A special acknowledgement is reserved for Lucas Paoli Itaborahy, Zhan Chiam, and Aengus Carroll, whose leadership during pivotal moments significantly expanded the scope, depth, and breadth of ILGA World’s research publications. Their visionary guidance propelled the organisation’s research efforts in new directions, enriching the information tracked and ensuring its relevance in addressing the evolving needs of our communities.

A heartfelt appreciation is also extended to Professor Kees Waaldijk of Leiden University. His continuous support of ILGA World’s research work and invaluable legal expertise have been instrumental in guiding many of the authors mentioned above. His contributions have left an indelible mark on all State-Sponsored Homophobia editions and on ILGA’s Pink Books, showing that his contributions have spanned almost three decades.

As our forebears did before us, those presently dedicated to maintaining ILGA World’s research initiatives will one day entrust the torch to the next generation, ensuring the continuity of our cause. In this spirit, we hope that our work in “Laws On Us” and the ILGA World Database will not only honour the tireless efforts of our predecessors but also serve as a catalyst for a new generation.

4 See: "ILGA World Legal Survey", Website of the International Lesbian and Gay Association (Archived by The Wayback Machine), retrieved 1 April 2024.
for change and inspire many more to join us in our mission to expand and utilise this information into more impactful research to advocate for our rights.

In honouring the legacies of those who came before us, we also recognise the responsibility that comes with carrying forward their mantle. Each paragraph of this report is not just a collection of words; they are a testament to the resilience and determination of countless activists, researchers, and experts who refused to be silenced by the shadows of oppression or the grip of adversity. Our hope is that this report represents more than just a compilation of laws; it symbolises the culmination of decades of struggle and sacrifice. It is a testament to the power of collective action and solidarity in the face of systemic discrimination and injustice.

We view it as a reminder of how far we have come and how much further we have yet to go. But it is also a source of inspiration and empowerment, a reminder that change is possible when we stand together and refuse to be silenced. As we look to the future, we do so with optimism and determination. We know that the road ahead will be challenging, but we also know that we are not alone. We have the support of a global community, united in its commitment to intersectional justice and equality for all.

And as we pass the torch to the next generation, we do so with the knowledge that they will carry it forward with the same passion and dedication that has brought us to this point. In the end, this report is not just a reflection of our past; it is a promise for the future. A promise that we will never stop fighting for a world where everyone is free to live their truth without fear of discrimination or persecution.

And with that promise in our hearts, we move forward, inspired by the courage and resilience of those who came before us, and determined to create a better, more just world for generations to come.

In Memoriam

The authors wish to pay homage to the memory of Natsuo Hayashi, a cherished colleague and esteemed activist from Japan. His invaluable contributions extended far beyond the realms of our report; he lent his expertise to members of our team to enrich the contents of this report and the ILGA World Database. His dedication shone brightly through his involvement in our Database dissemination campaign, where his presence in campaign videos left an indelible mark.

We mourn the loss of a remarkable individual whose passion and commitment have left an enduring legacy within our team and the broader community. The following homage was written by Akira Nishiyama (J-ALL Japan).

HAYASHI Natsuo-san was born and raised in Kyoto, Japan in 1970. Since childhood, he had been tormented by the differences between traditional family values, gender roles and his personal principles. He used to blame himself because he was caught in a dilemma; he didn’t want to live a life based on falsehood but he needed to do so in order to take care of his parents.

He started getting involved in LGBTQ+ activism when he started “Diversity Lounge Toyama” in 2015. One of the main focuses of “Diversity Lounge Toyama” is to promote advocacy for and give a voice to others who are closeted while protecting their safety in the town.

Diversity Lounge Toyama started to hold a safe space called “Yawa Café” in 2017. He started this space so that people could talk freely about topics related to sex and gender, and I assume that this is what he was searching for himself. Yawa Café has been held regularly even after he passed away.

Hayashi-san was a person of high integrity, with a high sense of human rights and never forgot those who are marginalized. On the other hand, he was also a delicate person who could get hurt and when exposed to malicious words, he would blame himself and suffer, even though he did not need to.

There was probably no place for Hayashi-san to truly feel safe in his lifetime. However, I hope one day that every place in this world will be “a hometown where Hayashi-san can go home to.”
Methodology

The production of this report is closely linked to the processes established for the continuous upkeep of the ILGA World Database, as both projects rely on the same methodology and the resulting reservoir of collated data. To maintain a steady flow of updated information to support both lines of work, ILGA World’s Research Programme has devised specialised methods tailored to streamline the monitoring of local developments across 193 UN Member States, more than 40 non-UN member jurisdictions, and over 100 subnational jurisdictions, particularly in States where legal advancements or regressions occur either in parallel or independently of developments at the national or federal level. Additionally, these methods allow ILGA World’s Research Programme to expedite the incorporation of such developments into the database, reporting on them shortly after they unfold.

In facilitating this endeavour, the Research Programme operates a coordinated sequence of mutually dependent processes that include monitoring and data collation, identification of pertinent legal developments, source location and verification, legal analysis, validation and verification, and systematic reporting.

1. Monitoring and data collation

In the initial phase of the methodology, the Research Programme tracks sources of information that are relevant to a set of legal categories. This step relies on the pool of data sources in the repository of online public information systematically collated by ILGA World’s Automated Source Processing Unit (ASPU).

The ASPU is an internal software developed by ILGA World’s Research Programme in 2020, serving as an aggregator of online sources that collates, translates, categorises, geolocates, and thematically tags content from across the globe about issues concerning sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics. This software operates daily, monitoring an array of over 20,000 online sources in 70 languages, including websites of media outlets, civil society organisations, National Human Rights Institutions, academic publications, detractor organisations and groups, legal databases, and governmental agencies and institutions, among others.

The ASPU’s functionality is underpinned by its ability to automate the majority of data collation and classification processes. Automation emerged as a critical solution to effectively manage and process the vast amounts of data essential for maintaining the currency and relevance of the ILGA World Database as well as other research outputs, including this specific report and other publications such as “Our Identities Under Arrest”, and the “Intersex Legal Mapping Report”, among others. The sheer volume of developments occurring across diverse geographical locations is impossible to track exclusively relying on retrospective observation through manual desktop research and on the submission of third-party information by member organisations, methods which ILGA World largely employed for the production of reports such as “State-Sponsored Homophobia” or the "Trans Legal Mapping Report".

By leveraging automated data collation processes, ILGA’s global office has enlarged its capacity to swiftly track, capture, and integrate updates from a multitude of sources. Nevertheless, the critical aspect of human curation remains integral to the monitoring system, ensuring that the tracked entries remain pertinent and aligned with the research needs of the programme. Through this vetting process, a robust foundation of information is consolidated upon which subsequent stages of the methodology are built.

---

5 These languages are Afrikaans, Albanian, Arabic, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Belarusian, Bangla, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Burmese, Catalan, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, Galician, Georgian, German, Greek, Gujarati, Hausa, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Icelandic, Igbo, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Japanese, Kazakh, Khmer, Kinyarwanda, Korean, Kyrgyz, Lao, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Malay, Malayalam, Maltese, Mongolian, Montenegrin, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Sinhala, Slovak, Slovene, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tagalog, Tajik, Tamil, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Uzbek, Vietnamese.

6 Since 2021, external users have been able to access the bulk of information collated by ILGA World’s Research Programme through the ASPU and the ILGA World Monitor.

7 The ILGA World Monitor has played a crucial role in informing the decision to create and publish a thematic report exclusively focusing on the enforcement of criminalising laws. The breadth and depth of data captured by this software have proven invaluable for tracking a significant amount of information on arrests and prosecutions that previously went unnoticed. This data is now systematically reported and disseminated, particularly benefiting asylum petition claims for Country-of-Origin Information (COI) research purposes. Additionally, the documented evidence serves to debunk the notion that these provisions are dormant laws.

8 The “Intersex Legal Mapping Report” is a publication produced by ILGA’s Gender Identity, Gender Expression, and Sex Characteristics programme in 2023. The Research Programme facilitated the raw data tracked on the developments presented in the report, which originated from the tracking work conducted by research consultants relying on the ILGA World Monitor.

9 Between 2021 and 2023, the Research Programme provided input and produced ad-hoc reports on multiple thematic lines for specific mechanisms and advocacy opportunities, including for reports to be presented at the High-Level Political Forum, the German Bundestag, the European Parliamentary Assembly, as well as other political fora, human rights mechanisms, and UN agencies, including UNDP and UNESCO.
2. Identification of pertinent legal developments, coding, and categorisation

Among the entries deemed relevant through the ASPU processing, a specialised monitoring process is undertaken to sift through and *a priori* identify legal developments. This task encompasses reviewing and analysing the content within these entries. To effectively manage the substantial volume of information, weekly data intakes are partitioned by geographical regions and distributed to various team members within the Research Programme on a rotational basis.

Following individual assessments, regular debriefing meetings are convened weekly for internal validation, facilitating discussions on preliminary findings, and ensuring alignment in understanding the identified legal developments. At this stage, developments are coded and categorised to streamline the organisation of the collected entries.

Each relevant entry is assigned a set of fixed codes, indicating one or more specific sections of the database, along with references to the types of legal development and the relevant areas of government involved. Furthermore, recurring or continued patterns and developments are identified, particularly in cases where a common legal thread is observed. This is particularly significant in updates related to ongoing judicial cases or the legislative progress of a bill or proposal.

3. Source location and verification

Once the legal developments have been identified through secondary sources, the subsequent phase involves locating and logging the original source containing the relevant legal development into ILGA World’s Legal Repository. This repository stands as an indispensable reservoir of firsthand materials crucial for comprehensive content analysis and also serves as a pivotal resource for the database to link to. This enables seamless referencing, particularly benefiting database users and publication readers who may require direct access to the original sources for their research, advocacy or scholarly pursuits. Moreover, the repository plays a pragmatic role in safeguarding against broken hyperlinks that may arise due to changes, disruptions, or the obsolescence of external websites. By meticulously documenting and archiving the original sources, ILGA World ensures the integrity and accessibility of critical legal materials, fostering transparency and reliability in the dissemination of legal information related to LGBTI rights.

In instances where information is directly sourced from governmental entities providing the original documents, this intermediary step becomes redundant, as the primary source is inherently integrated into the data identified in the prior step.

4. Legal Analysis

The identified original sources are utilised to examine the legal implications of tracked developments. Entries within the ILGA World Database typically maintain a concise format, although significant or intricate developments warrant expanded coverage. However, the analytical process undertaken for this report extends beyond legal analysis to encompass—wherever relevant and possible—broader societal, political, and cultural dynamics.

Fundamental to our methodology is the incorporation of legal doctrine into our examination of relevant developments. Through this analysis, researchers aim to elucidate the implications of each development, taking into account the complexities of each local legal landscape. This often requires an exploration of the evolution of laws over time, the interpretations of legal principles by local judicial bodies, and the impacts—or potential impacts—of legislative and judicial decisions on the rights of LGBTI people across various domains.

Conducting legal analysis on the extensive array of sources tracked within ILGA World’s Database presents multiple challenges inherent to the diverse legal landscapes across jurisdictions. Linguistic barriers are prominent among these challenges, particularly when terminology pertaining to sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics deviates from international standards, complicating cross-jurisdictional comparison.

In legal analysis, provisions often involve implicit references to sex, gender, and sexuality, reflecting local nuances and necessitating interpretation. Seemingly neutral clauses may elicit varied interpretations by law enforcement or judicial entities, adding complexity to the analytical process. Consequently, contextualising developments often demands supplementary sources beyond legal text scrutiny, particularly when SOGIESC issues are implicit rather than explicit. Even when laws appear straightforward, equally detrimental legal mandates can manifest abstractly. The scope and enforceability of legal provisions pose additional challenges, especially when the binding nature of texts or decisions remains ambiguous. This uncertainty often permeates local contexts, where ambiguity is integrated into the legal analyses. Therefore, ILGA World endeavours to ensure a comprehensive analysis to the best of its capacities, delving beyond surface interpretations to grasp the nuanced impact of the legal developments under study.

Furthermore, obstacles related to the accessibility and availability of legal developments exacerbate these challenges. Bills and legislative amendments may only surface through leaked versions or post-enactment publication, resulting in delayed public access. Publication delays, unpublished judicial decisions, and opaque reasoning behind judicial decisions further
compound these challenges. Consequently, in numerous instances, ILGA World may lack access to original sources, necessitating explanations presented as insights “as shared by” media outlets or other local sources, including ILGA member organisations or affiliated groups.

5. Verification and validation

To ensure the accuracy and reliability of the legal developments tracked on the ILGA World Database and in all other research outputs, ILGA World engages in verifying and validating the information produced by the global office in Geneva with member organisations, activists, and local stakeholders who possess firsthand knowledge pertinent to the identified legal developments. These stakeholders offer insights into the nuances of the legal landscape, providing context and clarity where ambiguity persists.

Verification involves confirming that the identified legal developments meet predetermined criteria, such as relevance, accuracy, and comprehensiveness. This process entails reviewing and evaluating the gathered information, ensuring that it aligns with the intended scope and objectives of our research. Specific efforts to validate focus on confirming that the identified legal implications and explanations provided effectively address and reflect those shared and understood by local stakeholders, especially ILGA’s member organisations. This process involves assessing whether the gathered information provides meaningful insights into the local legal landscape, enriching our understanding of the relevant developments and their implications for the rights of LGBTI people. Validation ensures that ILGA’s research outputs remain a reliable resource for stakeholders, empowering them with accurate and actionable information to support their advocacy efforts and decision-making processes.

It should be noted that due to the nature of the subject matter, as well as time and resource constraints, despite rigorous validation and verification processes, errors or discrepancies may still exist. ILGA World continually encourages stakeholders to provide feedback and report any inaccuracies or discrepancies they encounter in the information shared by ILGA World.

Beyond the methodological purposes of this step, the consultation process also serves as a platform for fostering partnership and building and strengthening relationships with our member organisations and local stakeholders. By actively involving them in the validation process, ILGA World honours a commitment to inclusivity and collaboration in its mission to advance LGBT rights globally. This collaborative approach not only enhances the repository’s credibility but also strengthens ILGA World’s network of members, allies, and advocates in the fight for equality and justice.

6. Systematic reporting

In the reporting stage, a comprehensive synthesis of the relevant findings is produced, aiming to present these in a manner that is both coherent and readily accessible to a diverse audience. While our primary focus remains on capturing the intricacies and nuances inherent in legal instruments, we also recognise the importance of integrating an educational element into the reporting process. This pedagogical approach ensures that our documentation of legal developments remains not only informative but also understandable and enlightening for our vast readership.

At the heart of our reporting philosophy lies a commitment to accessibility and clarity. We prioritise the use of plain language, eschewing dense legal jargon and technical terminology that may prove daunting or inaccessible to individuals without specialised legal training. Instead, we strive to communicate complex legal concepts in a clear and straightforward manner, making our research findings comprehensible to a broad spectrum of readers.

Moreover, our reporting endeavours—especially in reports like this one—are characterised by a contextual approach that seeks to situate legal actions within their broader social and cultural contexts. By providing contextual explanations—wherever relevant and possible—we aim to enhance understanding and facilitate deeper insights into the implications of legal developments for the rights and well-being of our communities.

Central to our approach is the belief that access to information is a fundamental prerequisite for meaningful engagement with legal issues. As such, we are deeply committed to democratising legal knowledge and empowering individuals from all walks of life to actively participate in legal discussions surrounding LGBT rights and legal advocacy. Through our transparent and accessible reporting practices, we strive to foster a culture of informed dialogue and collective action in pursuit of justice and equality for all.
A Note on Limitations and Disclaimers

The information provided in this report is intended solely for reference purposes and should not be considered legal advice. While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information presented, it is important to recognise the limitations inherent in such a vast undertaking. This report represents the culmination of extensive research across more than 250 jurisdictions, including UN Member States, non-UN member jurisdictions, and subnational entities, conducted with limited resources.

Reporting on legal developments affecting our communities in every country around the world poses numerous challenges. Firstly, linguistic barriers create hurdles, as the terminology used may not align with international standards, necessitating additional interpretation. Moreover, implicit references in legal texts, reflecting local understandings of sex, gender, and sexuality, often require further decoding. Interpretations of seemingly neutral provisions can vary greatly, particularly among law enforcement or judicial bodies, adding complexity. Additionally, the lack of clarity regarding the reach and scope of novel provisions, and the binding or non-binding nature of certain legal texts or decisions, further complicates matters. Accessibility issues, including information unavailability, difficulty accessing bills, drafts, and proposals—often limited to leaked versions—delays in official gazette publications, and opacity in judicial decisions, including unpublished ones, contribute to reporting complexities.

Readers should be aware that interpretations of non-explicit provisions will vary greatly, even among advocates for LGBTI+ equality. While efforts have been made to reflect local opinions and positions, it is essential to seek and consider additional points of view when assessing progress or backtracking, especially to complement the legal references presented in the report.

Due to the complexity of the subject matter, occasional imperfections may arise in the representation of information. Therefore, users are encouraged to exercise discretion and independently verify the information presented herein. It is recommended that readers consult the original sources provided throughout the report and utilise the hyperlinks to access additional resources and verify the exact text of each legal source cited. Special efforts have been made to ensure that these original sources are available so that our readers can access the actual reported provisions.

ILGA World also emphasises that the inclusion and citing of specific sources or media outlets in this publication is solely to offer additional information to readers. This does not constitute an endorsement by ILGA World, and we expressly disclaim any intention to guarantee the accuracy or reliability of any particular media outlet in reporting on LGBTI+ issues. It is crucial to note that coverage by certain media outlets referenced in this publication may not consistently adhere to respectful language standards and might employ slurs or inflammatory expressions. Readers are strongly advised to exercise discretion and critically assess the content from these sources, recognising that their reporting may not always align with ILGA World’s principles or sensitivities.

By accessing and utilising this report, readers acknowledge and accept that the information contained herein is provided on an “as-is” basis. Legal principles and regulations may vary across jurisdictions and are subject to change over time, therefore reliance solely on the information contained in this report is not advised. Professional legal advice should be sought where necessary to address specific legal issues or concerns.
Main Findings

Global legal trends in progress and backtracking

In this section, we provide a broad overview of the main legal developments and trends under each of the legal categories tracked by ILGA World between January 2023 and April 2024. The categories include the criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts; restrictions to freedom of expression; restrictions to freedom of association; protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics; hate crime law; incitement to hatred, violence and discrimination; regulation of so-called “conversion therapies”; same-sex marriage and civil unions; adoption by same-sex couples; restrictions on interventions on intersex minors; and legal gender recognition.

1. Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts

Despite the ongoing global trend towards decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts, much of Africa and some parts of Asia are experiencing a troubling regression, moving in the opposite direction.

In recent developments concerning the decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts, there has been a continued global trend towards decriminalisation. Notably, three UN Member States—Dominica, Mauritius, and Singapore—along with the Cook Islands, a non-UN Member, have decriminalised such acts. Additionally, Sri Lanka has been actively debating a bill to decriminalise, while Lebanon saw severe backlash over a similar bill. In another positive move, Venezuela repealed provisions criminalising consensual same-sex acts within its military forces.

However, alongside this progress, there is an emerging regressive trend, particularly in Africa and West Asia. Uganda has imposed the death penalty for “aggravated homosexuality”, which under some circumstances could include consensual same-sex sexual acts; Iraq has criminalised consensual same-sex sexual acts by law, codifying the criminalisation that existed de facto; and Indonesia criminalised “obscene/lewd acts” and “violations of decency”, defined as “sexual acts against the current values of the local community” (slated to come into effect in 2026).

Regressive bills have been introduced or announced in at least five UN Member States, including Bahrain, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana, Kenya, and Mali, either to criminalise such acts or increase penalties. Debates and discussions to criminalise or aggravate penalties have taken place in Burkina Faso, Niger, Tanzania, and Senegal, while calls for further criminalisation persist in Egypt and Zambia. Moreover, reports have surfaced of extreme forms of capital punishment being actively enforced in Afghanistan (toppling of the wall) and Yemen (lapidation and crucifixion).

In addition, there have been adverse litigation outcomes in four UN Member States, including Jamaica, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, South Korea, and Uganda. Furthermore, a pending high-profile case in Malawi has raised alarming procedural issues, highlighting ongoing challenges in legal battles for equality.

2. Restrictions to freedom of expression

There has been an alarming acceleration of UN Member States enacting and debating new legal barriers to freedom of expression. Laws regulating speech are increasingly prominent as mechanisms for criminalisation.

Three UN Member States—Jordan, Kyrgyzstan and Uganda—have formally implemented legal provisions targeting the so-called “promotion of homosexuality” or “non-traditional sexual relations”. Additionally, Russia has intensified existing restrictions by designating the “international LGBT movement” as “extremist” and imposing further limitations on so-called “foreign agents”. Belarus has followed suit by enacting legal restrictions that classify content related to sexual and gender diversity as “pornography”, thereby criminalising its promotion under the Penal Code. In Zambia, authorities announced that anyone found promoting “unnatural offences” or “acts of indecency” would be liable to prosecution in a court of law.

Furthermore, at least nine UN Member States have introduced or announced bills containing provisions against the perceived promotion or propaganda related to sexual and gender diversity. These countries include Bahrain, Belarus, Georgia, Ghana, Indonesia, Iraq, Lebanon, Romania, and Uzbekistan. In Namibia, a specific bill targets the “promotion of same-sex marriage”. Similar initiatives have been announced in jurisdictions like Kazakhstan, Kenya and Transnistria (Moldova).

Another concerning trend involves increasing administrative restrictions imposed on the media. In at least ten UN Member States, governmental agencies or
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Media oversight bodies have issued regressive directives or measures imposing broad bans on content discussing sexual and gender diversity. These countries include Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Jordan, Malaysia, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, and Nigeria. Additionally, media authorities in at least eight UN Member States have banned films and suspended TV programs and channels due to references to sexual and gender diversity. These countries include Algeria, Cameroon, Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates.

Moreover, there persists a continued trend of associating rainbow-coloured goods with the promotion of homosexuality in at least eight UN Member States. Authorities in these countries, including Algeria, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Libya, Sudan, Malaysia, Tanzania, Oman and Yemen, have seized, banned, and even destroyed rainbow-coloured goods under the pretext of promoting homosexuality.

Lastly, there has been a rising trend in the banning of books and educational content on sexual and gender diversity. Measures to ban and confiscate such material have been implemented in at least nine UN Member States, including Bangladesh, Belarus, Burundi, Egypt, Malaysia, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Tanzania. Additionally, in at least 12 UN Member States, bills, laws, and specific plans or policies have been developed or enforced to restrict any content pertaining to sexual and gender diversity in schools and educational institutions. These countries include Bulgaria, Indonesia, Iraq, Kenya, Morocco, Niger, Paraguay, South Korea, Tanzania, Uganda, the United States of America and Zimbabwe.

3. Restrictions to freedom of association

In tandem with restrictions to freedom of expression, legal measures were adopted to further restrict civic space, especially in Africa, Asia, and Russia. More legal measures were adopted to restrict the civic space for organisations dedicated to advocating for sexual and gender diversity issues across several UN Member States. In Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Uganda, recent legislative actions have intensified existing restrictions on the registration and operation of civil society organisations. Furthermore, at least six other UN Member States considered regressive bills and proposals aimed at further tightening restrictions on civil society organisations. Burkina Faso, Georgia, Ghana, Kenya, Tunisia, and Zimbabwe have all grappled with legislative initiatives that threaten to curtail the space for advocacy on sexual and gender diversity issues. Regressive policies have also led to the closure of several organisations advocating for sexual and gender diversity issues in member states such as China, Jordan, Tanzania, Russia, and Iraq.

In addition to legislative challenges, resistance to progressive judicial decisions emerged as a significant barrier in Eswatini and Kenya, favourable rulings have been met with notable resistance or reluctance to comply by the State, hindering the implementation of measures aimed at ensuring the right to freedom of association.

4. Protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics

Progress in enacting new anti-discrimination legislation among UN Member States remained limited. However, prospects for advancement emerge as multiple bills await legislative approval.

One UN Member State (Netherlands) amended its constitution to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation. Moreover, only two UN Member States and one non-UN member jurisdiction enacted new legal protections against discrimination: Moldova (sexual orientation and gender identity), Spain (sex characteristics) and Guernsey (UK) (sexual orientation). Additionally, three UN Member States expanded preexisting legal protections: Bulgaria (sexual orientation), Cuba (sexual orientation and gender identity), and Spain (sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression). Increasing the prospect for future progress, various bills with differing scopes and protected categories were introduced or discussed in several UN member states and subnational jurisdictions.

However, instances of backtracking on anti-discrimination protections have been observed in several UN member states as well. For instance, in Georgia, a proposed bill aims to remove gender identity and gender expression from existing anti-discrimination laws. In Portugal, a law aimed at ensuring protections for gender identity and expression in education was vetoed by the President. South Korea has witnessed initiatives in three of its provinces aimed at repealing protections based on sexual orientation and gender identity within educational settings. Additionally, in Spain’s Community of Madrid, there has been concerning backtracking where protections based on gender identity and gender expression have been replaced with "transsexuality condition". And in the United Kingdom, a regressive proposal sought to interpret the term "sex" exclusively as "biological sex" in the Equality Act.

5. Hate crime legislation

While very limited progress was noted, there is potential for further advancement in the coming years as multiple UN Member States deliberate on hate crime bills.

Bulgaria and Germany joined the list of UN Member states with hate crimes laws within the temporal scope of this report. Additionally, in the Northern Mariana Islands (USA) a comprehensive hate crime law was enacted, covering sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression.
Deliberations on hate crime bills occurred in various UN Member States and one subnational jurisdiction, showcasing a diverse range of initiatives in the Dominican Republic, Ireland, Mexico, Poland, South Africa, Ukraine and Queensland (Australia).

6. Incitement to hatred, violence or discrimination

Despite the urgency to combat hate speech, minimal progress has been made on laws specifically targeting incitement to hatred, violence, and discrimination based on SOGIESC. However, there is potential for future progress, as several UN Member States are currently discussing legislative measures on this matter.

Bulgaria was the sole country to join the list of UN Member States prohibiting incitement to hatred, violence, or discrimination, albeit only concerning the victim’s sexual orientation. Countries currently deliberating on similar initiatives, with varying scopes and protected categories, include Estonia, Ireland, the Philippines, Poland, and South Africa.11

7. Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies”

While the number of UN Member States enacting regulations against “conversion therapies” continues to grow, State-sponsored “rehabilitation” appears to be making inroads in Africa and advancing as official policy in Malaysia.

Between January 2023 and March 2024, there was a noticeable surge in the impetus for regulatory measures targeting so-called “conversion therapies” globally. Seven UN Member States, including Belgium, Cyprus, Iceland, Norway, Mexico, Portugal, and Spain, enacted nationwide bans. Additionally, subnational bans were implemented in four UN Member States: Australia, Mexico, Switzerland, and the United States of America.

Furthermore, legislative discussions concerning the issue were underway at both national and subnational levels in several UN Member States. Notably, at least seven nations, including Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, were engaged in national-level deliberations, while fourteen nations, such as Australia, Brazil, Switzerland, and the United States of America, focused on subnational debates.

However, a growing number of troubling legal provisions and public policies target the “treatment” or “rehabilitation” of LGBT individuals. Examples include Malaysia’s ongoing implementation of state-led programs for LGBT “rehabilitation”, Uganda’s enactment of provisions allowing courts to mandate “rehabilitation” for convicted homosexuals, and bills in Ghana and Kenya aiming to incorporate similar provisions. Additionally, Russia’s issuance of a Ministerial Order authorising the deployment of sexologists to address “sexual identity and sexual preference disorders” has raised grave concerns.

8. Same-sex marriage and civil unions

Legal protection for same-sex couples continued to grow, primarily in Europe and some parts of Asia. Multiple bills currently under debate reflect the potential for more progress.

Significant strides have been made in the enactment of rights for same-sex couples. Four UN Member States, namely Andorra, Estonia, Greece, and Slovenia, legalised same-sex marriage, with Nepal issuing an interim order to facilitate such unions. Moreover, Bolivia and Latvia legalised same-sex civil unions, while Japan has seen several prefectures (subnational jurisdictions) follow suit.

The legislative landscape also indicates promising advancements, with at least six UN Member States considering proposals to legalise same-sex marriage, including Italy, Japan, Liechtenstein, Peru, South Korea, and Thailand. Similarly, bills to legalise same-sex partnerships have been proposed in Lithuania, Peru, the Philippines, Slovakia, South Korea, and Ukraine. Additionally, Czechia aims to enhance the rights of existing civil unions through legislative measures.

Moreover, favourable judicial rulings in six UN Member States and two non-UN Member States, juxtaposed with adverse verdicts in at least four UN Member States, underscore the heightened intensity surrounding debates regarding the rights of same-sex couples and the expansion of the concept of “family” across numerous countries.

9. Adoption by same-sex couples

In contexts where same-sex couples enjoy some levels of legal protection, there has been a slight increase in the number of UN Member States legalising adoption.

The legalisation of adoption by same-sex couples has been formally enacted in two UN Member States: Greece, where both joint and second-parent adoption were legalised, and Estonia, where joint adoption was recognised. Additionally, Taiwan enacted legislation permitting joint adoption for same-sex couples. Progressive strides were seen in at least four other UN Member States. Cyprus has introduced a bill addressing adoption by same-sex couples, while the National Council of Justice in Brazil issued a decision that ensures non-discrimination of same-sex couples in

10 Following the cut-off date for the production of this report, ILGA World received information confirming the enactment of this bill.

11 Following the cut-off date for the production of this report, ILGA World received information confirming the enactment of this bill.
adoption processes. Furthermore, judicial decisions in Italy and Israel have signalled advancements in recognising the rights of same-sex couples in adoption matters, despite apparent regressive efforts by the governing party of the former.

10. Restrictions on interventions on intersex minors

Modest legal progress is being made amidst overwhelming silence of legal frameworks regarding interventions on intersex minors across UN Member States. However, there are grave concerns over backsliding in Russia and the United States of America. Chile, Spain, and sub-national regions like the Australian Capital Territory and Baleares have enacted legal restrictions affirming intersex rights and bodily autonomy. Costa Rica is deliberating similar restrictions.

Conversely, Russia and several US states have regressed with laws that ban gender-affirming care but simultaneously promote interventions on intersex minors. This dichotomy underscores the varied landscape of intersex rights, emphasising the need for comprehensive, rights-based approaches to protect intersex individuals’ autonomy universally.

11. Legal gender recognition (Gender marker change)

Several additional UN Member States have adopted legal gender recognition based on the principle of self-identification, alongside notable successes in challenging surgical requirements within diverse court systems, particularly in East Asia.

However, these advancements are unfolding amidst an escalating and well-financed global anti-gender movement that is also attaining legal victories.

Five UN Member States—Ecuador, Finland, Germany, New Zealand, and Spain—along with the subnational state of Yucatán in Mexico, have enacted laws embracing legal gender recognition based on the principle of self-identification. Moreover, Sweden and Queensland, Australia, have streamlined existing procedures to facilitate legal gender recognition.

In several instances, challenges to surgical requirements have resulted in legal victories in courts across different UN Member States. Notably, Japan, Peru, Romania, and South Korea, alongside the jurisdictions of Hong Kong and Taiwan, have seen successful challenges to surgical prerequisites. In Australia’s New South Wales, efforts have been made to eliminate this requirement through proposed legislation.

Efforts to establish or amend procedures for legal gender recognition have been actively pursued in multiple jurisdictions. Seven UN Member States—Costa Rica, Czechia, Montenegro, Namibia, South Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam—along with New South Wales, Australia, considered bills aimed at establishing or modifying recognition procedures, each with varying requirements and protocols. However, not all of these endeavours were successful, as some of the proposed bills have already been defeated.

Furthermore, advancements towards the inclusion of non-binary markers have been observed in several countries and subnational jurisdictions. In at least eight UN Member States—Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands and South Africa—various measures and initiatives towards this aim were observed.

However, amidst these positive developments, regressive actions have been witnessed in certain UN Member States. At least ten UN Member States—Bahrain, Bulgaria, Czechia, Georgia, Hungary, Pakistan, Paraguay, Russia, Tunisia, and the United Kingdom—have shown signs of regression in their approach to legal gender recognition.
Breakdown of countries per area

1. Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts
   - Continued trend towards decriminalisation:
     - Three (3) UN Member States (Dominica, Mauritius and Singapore) and one (1) non-UN Member Country (Cook Islands, New Zealand) decriminalised consensual same-sex sexual acts.
     - One (1) UN Member State continued debating a bill to decriminalise (Sri Lanka), and in another one (Lebanon), a bill to decriminalise, faced severe backlash.
     - One (1) UN Member State (Venezuela) repealed provisions criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts within the military forces.
   - Emerging regressive trend (regional):
     - One (1) UN Member State (Uganda) imposed the death penalty for consensual same-sex sexual acts.
     - One (1) UN Member State (Iraq) criminalised consensual same-sex sexual acts by law (codifying into law the criminalisation that used to exist de facto).
     - One (1) UN Member State criminalised “lewd acts” and “violations of decency”, defined as “sexual acts against the current values of the local community” (Indonesia), which encompass a wide variety of same-sex acts (slated to come into effect in 2026).
     - Regressive bills were introduced or announced in six (6) UN Member States (Bahrain, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ghana, Iraq, Kenya, and Mali) to either criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts or increase existing penalties.
     - Debates and discussions to criminalise or aggravate penalties were officially held in four (4) UN Member States (Burkina Faso, Niger, Tanzania, and Senegal). Calls from MPs to further criminalise continued to surface in two (2) additional UN Member States (Egypt and Zambia).
     - Reports of extreme forms of capital punishment emerged in Afghanistan (death by “toppling of the wall”) and Yemen (death by stoning and crucifixion).
   - Litigation with adverse outcomes in four (4) UN Member States (Jamaica, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, South Korea, and Uganda) and one pending high-profile case with alarming procedural issues in another UN Member State (Malawi).

2. Restrictions to freedom of expression
   - Increasing trend towards enacting general restrictions to freedom of expression (specific wording may vary between the promotion of “homosexuality”, “debauchery”, “non-traditional sexual relations”, etc.):
     - Three (3) UN Member States have formally enacted legal provisions against so-called “promotion” (Jordan, Kyrgyzstan and Uganda).
     - One (1) UN Member State (Russia) has significantly tightened existing restrictions by designating the “international LGBT movement” as “extremist” and imposing further limitations on “foreign agents”, among other regressive measures.
     - One (1) UN Member State (Belarus) has enacted legal restrictions by categorising content related to sexual and gender diversity as “pornography”, thereby criminalising its “promotion” under the Penal Code.
     - In one (1) UN Member State (Zambia), authorities announced that anyone found promoting “unnatural offences” or “acts of indecency” would be liable to prosecution in a court of law.
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At least nine (9) UN Member States considered bills that include provisions against so-called “promotion” / “propaganda” (Bahrain, Belarus, Georgia, Ghana, Indonesia, Iraq, Lebanon, Romania and Uzbekistan). Additionally, in Namibia, a bill specifically targets the “promotion of same-sex marriage”. Similar initiatives were announced in other jurisdictions, including Kazakhstan, Kenya and Transnistria (Moldova).

Increasing administrative restrictions imposed on the media:

- In at least ten (10) UN Member States, governmental agencies or media oversight bodies issued new regressive directives or measures imposing broad bans on content related to sexual and gender diversity (Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Jordan, Malaysia, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, and Nigeria).
- In at least eight (8) UN Member States, media authorities banned films and suspended TV programmes and channels due to references to sexual and gender diversity (Algeria, Cameroon, Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates).

Continued trend of associating rainbow-coloured goods with the promotion of homosexuality:

- In at least eight (8) UN Member States, authorities persisted in seizing, banning, and even destroying rainbow-coloured goods, deeming them to “promote homosexuality” (Algeria, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Libya, Sudan, Malaysia, Tanzania, Oman and Yemen).

Rising trend to ban books and educational content on sexual and gender diversity:

- In at least nine (9) UN Member States, measures were implemented to ban and confiscate books and educational material perceived as conflicting with moral standards or promoting homosexuality (Bangladesh, Belarus, Burundi, Egypt, Malaysia, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Tanzania).
- In at least twelve (12) UN Member States, bills, laws, and specific plans or policies have been developed or enforced to restrict content pertaining to sexual and gender diversity in schools and educational institutions (Bulgaria, Indonesia, Iraq, Kenya, Morocco, Niger, Paraguay, South Korea, Tanzania, Uganda, United States of America and Zimbabwe).

3. Restrictions to freedom of association

Persistent legal measures constricting civic space for organisations working on sexual and gender diversity issues:

- Three (3) UN Member States (Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Uganda) have adopted laws that significantly tightened existing restrictions for the registration and operation of civil society organisations.
- At least six (6) UN Member States considered regressive bills and proposals to increase restrictions (Burkina Faso, Georgia, Ghana, Kenya, Tunisia, and Zimbabwe).
- At least three (3) UN Member States saw regressive judicial decisions (Uganda, Iraq, Russia) issued.

Resistance to progressive judicial decisions:

- In two (2) UN Member States (Eswatini and Kenya), progressive judicial decisions have encountered significant resistance or reluctance to comply.

4. Protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics

One (1) UN Member State (Netherlands) amended its constitution to prohibit discrimination based on SO.

Two (2) UN Member States and one non-UN member jurisdiction enacted new legal protections against discrimination:

---

12 Nota Bene: The actual number of UN Member States where similar measures were issued is likely higher.

13 For further information on this trend, see: “Rainbow Items and the Morality of Colors in Arab Countries”, Arab Reform Initiative (retrieved 1 April 2024).
Moldova enacted new legal protections based on SO and GI.\(^{14}\)

Spain enacted new legal protections based on SC.

Guernsey (United Kingdom) enacted new legal protection based on SO.

In two (2) UN Member States, subnational entities enacted new legal protections against discrimination:

- The province of Laguna (Philippines) enacted new legal protections based on SO, GI and GE.
- The Basque Country (Spain) enacted new legal protections based on "sexual and gender identity".

Three (3) UN Member States enacted provisions that expanded preexisting protections:

- Bulgaria expanded existing legal protections based on SO.
- Cuba expanded existing legal protections based on SO and GI.
- Spain [national level] expanded existing legal protections based on SO, GI and GE.

In at least nine (9) UN member states, various bills with differing scopes and protected categories were introduced or discussed:

- Colombia (employment discrimination based on SO and GI).
- Costa Rica (comprehensive protection based on GI, GE, and SC).
- Japan ("no unjust discrimination" based on SO or GI [bill criticised as insufficient])
- Kenya (comprehensive protection for intersex people).
- Mexico [federal level] (comprehensive protection based on GI and GE).
- Philippines [national level] (comprehensive protection based on SO, GI, GE, and SC).
- Türkiye (protection in employment and goods and services based on SO, GI, and GE).
- United States of America [federal level] (comprehensive protection based on SO, GI, and SC).
- Venezuela (protection "in any area of public life" based on SO, GI, and GE).
- In Australia, two (2) subnational jurisdictions introduced bills: Queensland (protection based on SC and GE\(^{15}\)) and New South Wales (protection based on "sexuality", which includes "homosexuality", "bisexuality", or "asexuality"; and for any person "who lives as a member of another sex").

Instances of backtracking with regard to antidiscrimination protections were noted in at least five (5) UN Member States:

- Georgia (bill to remove GI and GE from anti-discrimination law).
- Portugal (law to ensure gender identity and expression in education vetoed by the President).
- South Korea, three (3) provinces (initiatives to repeal protections based on SO in education).
- United Kingdom (regressive proposal to interpret "sex" as "biological sex" only).
- Community of Madrid (Spain) (replaced protections based on GI and GE with "transsexuality condition").

5. Hate crime law

Two (2) UN Member States (Bulgaria and Germany) joined the list of countries with hate crime laws for crimes motivated by sexual orientation.

One (1) non-UN member (Northern Mariana Islands, USA) adopted a new hate crime law for crimes motivated by SO, GI, and GE.

---

\(^{14}\) Employment discrimination based on sexual orientation was prohibited in Moldova in 2013.

\(^{15}\) The bill would include "other expressions of the person's gender, including name, dress, speech and behaviour" within the definition of "gender identity".
Main Findings

- At least six (6) UN Member States and one subnational jurisdiction deliberated on bills aimed at addressing hate crimes, with varying scopes and protected categories.
  - **Dominican Republic** (inclusive of SO, GI, and GE) [only applicable to women].
  - **Ireland** (inclusive of SO, SC, and “gender”, in turn inclusive of trans and gender diverse people).
  - **Mexico** [federal level] (inclusive of “sexual preference” and “sexual self-ascription”\(^\text{16}\)).
  - **Poland** (inclusive of SO and GI).
  - **South Africa** (inclusive of SO, GI, GE, SC).\(^\text{17}\)
  - **Ukraine** (inclusive of SO and GI).
  - Queensland, **Australia**, (inclusive of SO, GI, GE, and SC).

6. Incitement to hatred, violence or discrimination

- Only one (1) UN Member State (Bulgaria) joined the list of countries that prohibit incitement to hatred, and only with regard to the victim’s SO.
- At least five (5) UN Member States are currently deliberating on bills, with varying scopes and protected categories.
  - **Estonia** (to include GI).
  - **Ireland** (SO, SC, and “gender”, inclusive of trans and gender diverse people).
  - **Philippines** (SO, GI, GE, SC).
  - **Poland** (SO, GI).
  - **South Africa** (SO, GI, GE, SC).\(^\text{18}\)
  - Queensland, **Australia** (inclusive of SO, GI, GE, and SC).

7. Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies”

- Momentum for regulatory action against so-called “conversion therapies” increased from January 2023 to April 2024:
  - Seven (7) UN Member States enacted nationwide bans (Belgium, Cyprus, Iceland, Mexico, Norway, Portugal, and Spain).
  - Four (4) UN Member States where subnational bans were enacted (Australia, Mexico, Switzerland, and the United States of America).
  - Bills were under debate at the national level in at least seven (7) UN Member States (Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Netherlands, and the United Kingdom).
  - Bills were under debate at the subnational level in at least four (4) UN Member States (Australia, Brazil, Switzerland, and the United States of America).
- Indirect regulations were not favoured.\(^\text{19}\) No UN Member States enacted such legislation since 2022.
- Increasing number of concerning legal provisions and public policies aimed at “treating” or “rehabilitating” LGBT people. Examples:
  - Malaysia continued to implement State-led programmes for LGBT “rehabilitation”.

---
\(^{16}\) In Spanish: “auto adscripción sexual”.
\(^{17}\) Following the cut-off date for the production of this report, ILGA World received information confirming the enactment of this bill by the President of South Africa.
\(^{18}\) Following the cut-off date for the production of this report, ILGA World received information confirming the enactment of this bill by the President of South Africa.
\(^{19}\) “Indirect regulations” refer to laws that, even though they do not explicitly target so-called “conversion therapies”, prevent health professionals from legally providing them by prohibiting a diagnosis based on the patient’s sexual orientation or gender identity.
Main Findings

- **Uganda** enacted provisions to permit courts to order "rehabilitation" for convicted homosexuals.
- In **Ghana** and **Kenya** proposals for the "rehabilitation" of homosexuals have been included in proposed or announced bills.
- **Russia** issued a Ministerial Order to deploy sexologists to treat "sexual identity and sexual preference disorders" with regulated forced interventions.

### 8. Same-sex marriage and other forms of civil unions

- **Steady progress in the enactment of rights for same-sex couples:**
  - Four (4) UN Member States legalised same-sex marriage (**Andorra**, **Estonia**, **Greece**, and **Slovenia**). Additionally, an interim order has been issued in **Nepal** to allow for same-sex marriage.
  - Two (2) UN Member States legalised same-sex civil unions (**Bolivia** and **Latvia**).
  - In one (1) UN Member State (**Japan**), multiple subnational jurisdictions legalised same-sex unions.

- **Bills indicating forthcoming advancements have been deliberated in multiple UN Member States across regions.**
  - At least six (6) UN Member States introduced bills to legalise same-sex marriage20 (**Italy**, **Japan**, **Liechtenstein**, **Peru**, **South Korea**, **Thailand**).
  - At least six (6) UN Member States introduced bills to legalise same-sex partnerships (**Lithuania**, **Peru**, **Philippines**, **Slovakia**, **South Korea**, **Ukraine**).
  - Additionally, in one (1) UN Member State (**Czechia**), a bill aims to expand the rights granted to existing civil unions (after the same-sex marriage bill was heavily modified).

- **Favourable judicial decisions in six (6) UN Member States (Croatia, Japan, Latvia, Namibia, Peru, South Korea) and two (2) non-UN Member States (Hong Kong, China; Cayman Islands, United Kingdom).**

- **Unfavourable judicial decisions in at least four (4) UN Member States (India, Lithuania, Panama, Suriname).**

### 9. Adoption by same-sex couples

- Adoption by same-sex couples was legalised in two (2) UN Member States (**Greece**, joint and second-parent adoption; **Estonia**, joint adoption). One (1) non-UN member (**Taiwan**) legalised joint adoption for same-sex couples.

- **Progressive developments were observed in at least four (4) UN Member States:** **Cyprus** (bill introduced), **Brazil** (decision to ensure non-discrimination of same-sex couples in adoption), **Italy** and **Israel** (judicial decisions).

- **Regressive developments were observed in at least six (6) UN Member States (Czechia, Ghana, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Latvia).**

### 10. Interventions on intersex minors

- Two (2) UN Member States (**Chile** and **Spain**) and two (2) subnational jurisdictions (Australian Capital Territory, **Australia**: Baleares, **Spain**) approved legal restrictions on interventions on intersex minors.

- In at least one (1) UN Member State (**Costa Rica**) a bill to enact these restrictions has been introduced.

- In one (1) UN Member State (**Russia**) and in multiple subnational jurisdictions in another (**United States of America**), regressive prohibitions of gender-affirming care incorporated specific exceptions that promote interventions on intersex minors.

---

20 Brazil has witnessed the introduction of a bill aimed at enshrining same-sex marriage into legislation. Since 2013, same-sex marriage has been legal nationwide following a decision by the National Council of Justice.
11. Legal gender recognition

- Five (5) UN Member States (Ecuador, Finland, Germany, New Zealand, Spain) and one (1) subnational jurisdiction (Yucatán, Mexico) enacted laws on legal gender recognition based on the principle of self-identification.

- One (1) UN Member State (Sweden) and one (1) subnational jurisdiction (Queensland, Australia) adopted laws to simplify and streamline existing legal gender recognition procedures.

- In at least four (4) UN Member States (Japan, Peru, Romania, and South Korea) and two (2) non-UN members (Hong-Kong and Taiwan, China), surgical requirements were successfully challenged before the courts. In one (1) additional subnational jurisdiction (New South Wales, Australia) a bill was introduced to eliminate this requirement.

- At least seven (7) UN Member states (Costa Rica, Czechia, Montenegro, Namibia, South Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam) and one (1) subnational jurisdiction (New South Wales, Australia) considered bills to establish or amend procedures for legal gender recognition, with varying requirements, markers and procedures.

- Progress towards the introduction of non-binary markers was observed in at least eight (8) UN Member States (Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands, and South Africa) and in at least six (6) subnational jurisdictions (Quebec, Canada; Jalisco, Mexico City, Quintana Roo, Tabasco, and Tamaulipas, Mexico).

- Regressive developments were observed in at least ten (10) UN Member States (Bahrain, Bulgaria, Czechia, Georgia, Hungary, Pakistan, Paraguay, Russia, Tunisia, and the United Kingdom).

21 For the purpose of this legal category, “legal gender recognition” refers to the legal possibility of amending personal names and gender markers of personal documents.

22 Passed in 2021, enacted in 2023.
CHAPTER 1

Criminalisation of Consensual Same-Sex Sexual Acts

Global Summary — Despite the ongoing global trend towards decriminalisation, much of Africa and some parts of Asia are experiencing a troubling regression, moving in the opposite direction.

Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Continued trend towards decriminalisation:
  - Three (3) UN Member States (Dominica, Mauritius and Singapore) and one non-UN Member (Cook Islands, New Zealand) decriminalised consensual same-sex sexual acts.
  - One (1) UN Member State continued debating a bill to decriminalise (Sri Lanka), and another one (Lebanon), a bill to decriminalise, faced severe backlash.
  - One (3) UN Member State (Venezuela) repealed provisions criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts within the military forces.

- Emerging regressive trend (regional):
  - One (1) UN Member State (Uganda) imposed the death penalty for consensual same-sex sexual acts.
  - One (1) UN Member State (Iraq) criminalised consensual same-sex sexual acts by law (codifying existing de facto criminalisation).
  - One (1) UN Member State criminalised "lewd acts" and "violations of decency", defined as "sexual acts against the current values of the local community" (Indonesia) (slated to come into effect in 2026).
  - Regressive bills were introduced or announced in six (6) UN Member States (Bahrain, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ghana, Iraq, Kenya, and Mali) to either criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts or increase existing penalties.
  - Debates and discussions to criminalise or aggravate penalties were officially held in four (4) countries (Burkina Faso, Niger, Tanzania, Senegal). Calls from MPs to further criminalise continued to surface in two (2) additional UN Member States (Egypt and Zambia).
  - Reports of extreme forms of capital punishment being enforced emerged in Afghanistan (death by toppling of the wall) and Yemen (death by stoning and crucifixion).

- Litigation with adverse outcomes was observed in four (4) UN Member States (Jamaica, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, South Korea, and Uganda) as well as one pending high-profile case with alarming procedural issues (Malawi).
**Global Tallies** (UN Member States) – April 2024

- **61** criminalise by law
- **1** criminalise de facto
- **131** do not criminalise

![Graph showing the decline in countries criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts](image_url)

![Bar chart showing regions and their status](image_url)

**Analysis:**
- From 1990 to 2025, the number of countries criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts has decreased significantly.
- In 1990, 120 countries criminalised, whereas in 2025, only 60 countries criminalise.

**Regional Breakdown:**
- **Africa:** 31 countries, 23 criminalising, 8 non-criminalising
- **Asia:** 20 countries, 22 criminalising, 8 non-criminalising
- **Europe:** 48 countries, 30 criminalising, 18 non-criminalising
- **Americas:** 5 countries, 5 criminalising, 0 non-criminalising
- **Oceania:** 6 countries, 6 criminalising, 0 non-criminalising

**Note:** The numbers represent the count of countries in each category, not the percentage.
What do we mean by criminalisation? A reflection on the value of certain tallies and figures in our discourse around the oppression of sexual and gender diversity

Current regressive trends in several regions evince the need for a more comprehensive approach to criminalisation going beyond the focus on consensual same-sex sexual acts.

Since 2006, ILGA World has consistently utilised a primary metric to gauge the extent of criminalisation affecting our communities on a global scale, focusing on the prohibition of consensual same-sex sexual acts. This metric remains a pertinent and significant indicator, revealing the extent to which legal frameworks perpetuate persecution and marginalisation against individuals of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities.

ILGA World’s report, “Our Identities under Arrest”, has unmistakably demonstrated that these provisions, far from lying dormant, are extensively enforced. In addition to reaffirming deep-seated prejudices and their associated indirect consequences, these laws serve as the legal pretext for the deprivation of liberty and, in several UN Member States, even the execution of individuals within our communities.

However, in recent years, more robust and explicit restrictions on freedom of expression and association have been deliberated, enacted, and enforced with notable fervour in numerous UN Member States. This has resulted in a broader array of provisions and legal instruments aimed at suppressing advocacy and discourse concerning sexual and gender diversity, leading to the arrest, imprisonment, and persecution of human rights defenders and LGBT and gender diverse individuals. Under these provisions, the focus of legal action does not revolve around the performance of sexual intercourse or even sexual interaction. It goes beyond sexual activity and targets the sole mention of the existence of LGBT people in a positive light and any advocacy effort towards equality.

ILGA World has consistently asserted that the legality of consensual same-sex sexual acts should not be interpreted as indicative of a safer societal environment. This assertion is grounded in the recognition that, in many jurisdictions where such acts are technically legal, societal stigmatisation of individuals perceived as non-heterosexual or non-cisgender remains prevalent. This premise must now incorporate the need for a more comprehensive approach, affording particular attention to countries where consensual same-sex sexual acts are not explicitly criminalised, but legislation imposing sanctions on freedom of expression and association is either under consideration or being enforced.

In other words, the sustained decline in the number of jurisdictions criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts, representing a marked global trend, continues to reflect significant legal victories attained by our communities in the pursuit of equality. However, the emergence of regressive laws targeting sexual and gender diversity in other legal domains necessitates an expansion of the analytical scope to attain a more accurate comprehension of the extent of criminalisation and the restrictiveness of domestic legal frameworks.

On a pragmatic level, while ILGA World’s map displaying countries criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts remains an invaluable tool for identifying regions where our communities face legal oppression, it is imperative, now more than ever, to juxtapose this map with those illustrating areas where laws impede freedom of expression and association regarding sexual and gender diversity issues.

Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

Africa

Algeria

Algeria continued to criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts through 2023, per Articles 333 and 338 of the Penal Code (1966), which outlines a prison sentence of between two months and two years, with a fine of 500 to 2000 Algerian Dinars.

ILGA World continues to document instances of enforcement of criminalising provisions by the State, such as in March 2023, where an undisclosed number...
of people were arrested in northern Algeria for practising "magic, sorcery and homosexuality".1

Nonetheless, State persecution also materialised significantly through the targeting of any manifestation regarding sexual and gender diversity and the pervasive policing of the dissemination of information, as elucidated in the section concerning restrictions to freedom of expression within this report.

Botswana

The Penal Code (1964), as amended by the Penal Code Amendment Act (2005), contained several provisions that criminalised consensual same-sex intimacy, such as Article 164, which criminalised "unnatural offences" (defined as "carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature") and imposed a punishment of imprisonment for up to seven years. However, such provisions were struck down in Letsweltseng Motshidiemang v. Attorney General (2019) as those provisions were deemed incompatible with the Constitution of Botswana.2

In July 2023, it was reported that Botswana’s Parliament intended to repeal the nullified Article 164 of the Penal Code.3 However, in August 2023, this parliamentary debate was reportedly shelved due to "public concerns over the introduction of the bill [that] have necessitated further consultation on the matter".4

Burkina Faso

Though Burkina Faso does not expressly criminalise consensual same-sex acts, ILGA World has been made aware of several instances where State agents have targeted individuals for offences against "decency" or "good morals".5

Furthermore, documented efforts to formally criminalise were observed in 2023. In September, the Official Burkina Information Agency (AIB) reported on the activities of the Transitional Legislative Assembly (the parliamentary body of Burkina Faso following the coup d’etat of 2022), which conducted regional consultations to gather insights into proposed political, institutional, and administrative reforms. Deputies were organised into thirteen operational teams, each entrusted with conducting consultations and gathering information from local stakeholders referred to as the "living forces". These stakeholders encompassed representatives from civil society, professional organisations, religious authorities, and various segments of Burkinabe society. With over 1,300 participants engaged in these exchanges, offering feedback on the proposed reforms, the deputies synthesised this input and formulated recommendations for the government’s consideration.

Notably, among these recommendations was the explicit proposition to criminalise homosexuality to "fight against sexual deviance, and to deter and prevent the spread of these phenomena contrary to morals, and religious and traditional aspects of Burkina society". Additionally, the recommendations proposed the prohibition of associations advocating for the rights of LGBT people. Subsequently, the Assembly approved a report endorsing these recommendations for the government’s review and potential implementation.6

Burundi

In 2023, Burundi continued to criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts between adults through Article 567 of Section 5 of the Penal Code (2009). ILGA World has documented numerous cases of criminal enforcement in the State, including in February 2023, when authorities in Gitega took into custody 24 people attending an HIV-related educational and advocacy workshop. After ten days in custody, the detainees were charged with "homosexual practices and incitement to homosexual practices" by the Public Prosecutor and transferred to the central prison of Gitega pending trial.7 In his oral address to the UN Human Rights Council, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Volker Türk, expressed profound concern over this case, characterising it as part of a

2 Apart from Article 164, Article 165 also criminalised “attempts to commit unnatural offence with imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years, while Article 167 criminalised “gross indecency”. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Botswana, retrieved on 10th October 2023.
3 "No need for debate, uphold the Court of Appeal decision on LGBTIQ+ rights in Botswana", Southern Africa Litigation Centre, 11 July 2023.
Among recent notable incidents are two cases involving lesbian couples detained in January 2023. One couple received a one-year prison sentence, facing potential sentence extensions due to an inability to pay the accompanying fines. The other couple remained in detention without trial until at least May 2023. Instances of prolonged detention without trial and extended sentences for those unable to pay fines are distressingly common in Cameroon, contributing to a disproportionately high number of incarcerated LGBT individuals throughout 2023, some of whose arrests may precede the scope of this report.11

Democratic Republic of the Congo

In April 2024, National Deputy Constant Mutamba proposed legislation aimed at criminalising, among other things, consensual same-sex sexual acts.12 The bill’s rationale, outlined in a comprehensive “statement of reasons”, revolves around cultural preservation, sovereignty protection, and resistance against perceived “neocolonial influences” promoting divergent cultural norms. It contends that homosexuality is incompatible with Congolese heritage, emphasising adherence to the “natural order” and the preservation of “traditional values”. The proposed amendments seek to address perceived moral decay by explicitly criminalising “sexual deviations” within the Penal Code, including consensual same-sex conduct. Furthermore, it is contended that revisions to rape and assault statutes are necessary to extend the criminalisation of homosexuality “in all its splendour”, thereby reinforcing a conception of homosexuality that encompasses both consensual and non-consensual acts.13

The publicly disclosed version of the bill proposes the insertion of a fifth section into Title VI of the Penal Code, titled “Homosexual Deviations”. It employs unconventional terminology to define the relevant

Cameroon

In 2023, Cameroon continued to criminalise same-sex sexual acts under Section 347-1 of the Penal Code (2016). ILGA World has documented evidence showcasing consistent enforcement of this provision, encompassing arrests, prosecutions, and subsequent sentences.
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offences. As per Article 1 of the bill, a penalty of up to 10 years in prison and a fine will be imposed on individuals of the same sex who engage in "sexual relations" or "relations of a sexual nature", "whether in private or within the context of practices associated with any belief system". Furthermore, "all acts and gestures assimilated to homosexuality" will be subject to the same penalties.\(^{14}\) The bill also introduces several provisions concerning non-consensual same-sex sexual acts and enhances penalties when an individual of the same sex perpetrates certain crimes.\(^{15}\)

**Egypt**

No law explicitly criminalises consensual same-sex sexual activity in Egypt. However, ILGA World consistently lists the country as having enforced de facto criminalisation, including in 2023. The high number of arrests and prosecutions documented primarily rely on the Law on the Combating of Prostitution (1961), selectively targeting individuals of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities. The main charges brought include "habitual practice of debauchery" (Article 9-c),"publicising an invitation to induce debauchery" (Article 14), and "incitement to debauchery" (Article 1). While these articles provide a maximum of three years’ imprisonment, Bedaya, a local NGO, notes that some cases could, in some cases, potentially receive up to six years.\(^{16}\)

Additionally, as explained by Cairo 51, several provisions in the Penal Code can be employed against queer individuals in Egypt, notably Article 269bis, which pertains to the "habitual practice of debauchery" as well as Article 25 of the Cybercrime Law (2018).\(^{17}\) One of the most alarming enforcement tactics employed by Egyptian authorities in recent years, including in 2023, continued to be entrapment by police officers, where informants lure queer individuals into meetings leading to arrests. Ambiguous legal interpretations regarding its legality further complicate this common tactic.

Against the backdrop of a high number of arrests and a relatively high rate of formal prosecution in Egypt, 2023 also saw at least one parliamentarian make public calls for a law to criminalise the "promotion of homosexuality".\(^{18}\) Political figures periodically reintroduce these attempts with the support of religious and media-oriented groups. ILGA World has documented such attempts to aggravate penalties or formally criminalise same-sex sexual acts in the past, such as the 2019 introduction of a bill which sought to aggravate Article 14’s punishment of "debauchery", and to define debauchery to expressly include "sodomy".\(^{19}\)

**Equatorial Guinea**

Though Equatorial Guinea does not formally criminalise same-sex sexual acts, ILGA World has identified a trend of state actors targeting suspected LGBTQ individuals and human rights defenders. Local organisations have pointed out that the Law of Vagrants and Crooks (1954), as amended by Law No. 16 (1970), has been used to persecute people of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities.

In 2023, representatives of Somos Parte del Mundo informed ILGA World of ongoing arbitrary detentions by "public order" patrols, with the support or acquiescence of the armed forces. It was also reported in 2023 that police raided the home of a transgender woman, confiscating all his possessions "in the name of the law".\(^{20}\) Additionally, an LGBTQ activist was arrested in August 2023, with local human rights defenders claiming that this was one of several instances of the authorities punishing those who spoke out against human rights violations.\(^{21}\)

**eSwatini**

Eswatini continues to criminalise same-sex acts through an interpretation of Roman-Dutch Common Law as it stood in 1907 but has no explicit provision outlawing such acts.

In February 2023, the King’s spokesperson refuted rumours of a proposed bill to decriminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts.\(^{22}\)

---

18. "Kamati ifahafah yaqyadi naarabani fikra fududhi (a parliamentarian calls for the issuance of Arab legislation to criminalise the promotion of homosexuality and homosexuality)", Sada El Balad, 6 August 2023.
22. “More than five(5) of Mswati’s children are Gays, King’s Spokesperson says no Bill to legalize LGBTQ”, Africa Press, 24 February 2023.
Ethiopia

In Ethiopia’s Penal Code (2004), consensual same-sex sexual activity continued to be grounds for imprisonment under Article 629.23

Several Ethiopian activists informed ILGA World of an unprecedented surge in violence and incitement to violence against LGBTQ persons in Ethiopia since July 2023, forcing many groups to suspend operations temporarily. Such incitement to violence has also been said to spur online attacks against LGBTI people in Ethiopia in the form of outings, in addition to the physical violence taking place.24 Videos of attacks by mobs were also allegedly shared across social media, particularly on TikTok. Local organisations such as the House of Guramayle issued statements to the international press identifying the State’s complicity in the attacks. These attacks seem to be the result of the Addis Ababa city administration announcing a crackdown on nightclubs, bars and hotels where “promotion of homosexuality” and “homosexual activity” were believed to be taking place.25 A statement from the office of the city’s administration read: “If there is any sympathy towards those who committed and perpetrated this heinous act, hated by man and God, we will continue to take action”.26

Since then, authorities in the capital city have raided various social venues, including restaurants, guesthouses and other places of entertainment suspected of being involved in “abhorrent acts” of “homosexuality”. The general population have also been urged to report such venues to the police. LGBTI advocacy groups from Ethiopia informed ILGA World that the Addis Ababa Police Commission explicitly shared hotlines and telephone numbers for any member of the public to report such businesses and those they suspect to be homosexual.27 Additionally, the local organisation, Addis Alliance, also received reports about gay men being arrested in the cities of Adama and Bishoftu following the crackdown in Addis Ababa.

Ghana

Ghana currently criminalises same-sex sexual activity under Section 104(1)(b) of its Penal Code (1960), as amended in 2003.28

Despite this, the Promotion of Proper Human Sexual Rights and Ghanaian Family Values Bill (2021) was introduced in 2021 and later passed the parliamentary vote in February 2024. Section 6 of this bill would increase the minimum prison sentence for those found guilty of “sexual intercourse between or among persons of the same sex” to three years and the maximum to five years and/or a fine. The same provision further prescribes the same punishment for anybody who “marries or purports to marry a person who is of the same sex” or “a person who has undergone gender or sex reassignment, except [surgeries] to correct a biological anomaly, including intersex”; who “provides or participates in the provision of a surgical procedure for sex or gender reassignment” or any other procedure intended to “create a sexual category other than the sexual category of a person assigned at birth”.

Notably, a concerning provision within the contents of the bill is the criminalisation of publicly identifying (i.e., “holding out”) as “a lesbian, a gay, a bisexual, a transgender, a transsexual, a queer, an ally, a pansexual, or a person of any other sociocultural notion of sex or sexual relationship that is contrary to the sociocultural notions of male and female or the relationship between male and female”. Historically, sexual acts were the primary target of criminalising provisions; with this bill, the act of simply identifying as a sexual or gender-diverse person could put one at risk of being placed in prison—a dire consequence for mere non-conformity to sociocultural norms.

On 31 March 2023, the Committee on Constitutional, Legal and Parliamentary Affairs submitted its report of the bill to Parliament, paving the way for formal debates and an eventual vote.29 This came after the Ghanaian Attorney General voiced concerns about issues such as violations of the right to privacy, requiring redrafting of the bill. However, the “consensus” between the Committee and the Attorney General appears to have left most of the original bill intact.

In May 2023, a private citizen filed a legal action against the Speaker of Parliament and the Attorney General, challenging the validity of the bill’s legislative procedure.30

On 5 July 2023, Ghana’s parliament unanimously approved advancing the bill to a third and final vote, which would make identifying as LGBTQ punishable by up to three years’ imprisonment. People who campaign for the rights of LGBTQ people could also face up to 10

23 For more information, see: ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Ethiopia (retrieved: 5 April 2024).
25 “Opareshi yanzishwa dhidi ya maneno yanayodaiwa kuendeleza ushoga Ethiopia” [The operation will be launched against the areas allegedly promoting homosexuality in Ethiopia], Millord Ayo, 11 August 2023; ILGA World: Kellyn Botha, Our identities under arrest: A global overview on the enforcement of laws criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts between adults and diverse gender expressions, 2nd Edition (Geneva: ILGA, November 2023), 68-70.
26 “Ethiopya da iştimalı ečişnel seks baskın” [“Gay sex” raid on businesses in Ethiopia], Medyascope, 11 August 2023.
27 “��作し手年齢制限” [Age and year limit in the operation], Sada El Balad, 11 August 2023; “Ethiopian police crackdown on ‘homosexual acts’”, Münner, 14 August 2023; “Police in Ethiopia to open public to snitch on LGBTQ+ people in anti-homosexuality crackdown”, LGBTQ Nation, 14 August 2023.
28 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Ghana, retrieved on 29 August 2023.
years in prison. Media outlets reported that the bill’s first public hearing began on 10 November. By early February 2024, debates and amendments around the bill remained ongoing, with some media reporting that an amendment was made to bring the penalty for those who “aid, facilitate, encourage, or promote LGBTQ activities” down from five years in prison to a six-month custodial sentence, meaning allies of the LGBTI community would also be at risk of imprisonment. Unconfirmed reports from around this time claimed that Ghanaian President Nana Akufo-Addo was planning to veto the bill.

On 15 February, it was reported that the Deputy Majority Leader, Alexander Afenyo-Markin, had blocked the third reading of the bill seeking to replace the punishment of incarceration with “community service”. He stated that while he was not opposed to the bill outright, he did not believe that incarceration would fix the “behavioural issue” of homosexuality and emphasised the need for “rehabilitation” instead.

Despite this, following strong opposition within Parliament, he withdrew these amendments to the bill. On 28 February 2024, the Parliament of Ghana approved the Promotion of Proper Human Sexual Rights and Ghanaian Family Values Bill (2024), which, as of March 2024, awaits the President’s signature before becoming law.

International organisations have condemned the passing of this law, citing grave concerns surrounding discrimination towards already deeply marginalised communities. The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and other UN experts are urging Ghana’s President to reject the discriminatory bill, saying that the bill would “[tear] at the very fabric of human rights and democracy in the country”. The Finance Ministry also reportedly noted that Ghana could lose up to 3.8 billion USD from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) over the next five to six years due to internal IMF policies that prohibit discrimination based on personal characteristics if the bill becomes law.

Following such internal pressure to sign the bill into law and external pressure to reject it, it was reported in late March 2024 that the President’s office submitted an official letter to Parliament to refrain from sending the bill for presidential assent. Reportedly, such a delay has been requested until legal challenges to the bill have been resolved. This includes the challenge initiated in May 2023 and another challenge in the Supreme Court to the law’s passage on the grounds of insufficient parliamentary quorum.

In a continued attempt to crack down on LGBTQ, the Ghana Education Service issued an updated version of the Code of Conduct for Students in the Pre-Tertiary Levels of Education in the Ghana Education Service (2024). This code saw the inclusion of a clause categorising sexual acts between students of the same sex as “misconduct” warranting “disciplinary action”. Local activists have claimed that this addition is intended only to stifle LGBTQ students and legitimise discrimination against them, as all sexual acts between students had already been classified as misconduct, regardless of gender.

Moreover, in recent years, ILGA World has identified multiple documented instances of criminal enforcement by State actors, which (along with broader hate crimes committed by the public) are often violent and seem to spike in relation to media or political discourse around LGBTQ issues and legislation. One example from 2023 is a video which surfaced on the internet in March, revealing a pastor in Somanya proposing a sexual encounter with another man, culminating in an arrangement to meet at a remote location. When the pastor arrived at the agreed spot, he was confronted by the young man and two accomplices, who subjected him to assault and demanded a sum of money that he was unable to provide. Subsequently, the Eastern Regional Police intervened, arresting both the pastor and the other individual involved.

In March 2023, parliamentarian George Peter Kaluma announced the Family Protection Bill (2023), which aims to amend the definition of “family” contained in Article 45(2) of the Constitution and Section 162 of the Penal Code (1930). The draft bill has yet to be gazetted and has not been presented to parliament for debate.
This contentious draft bill came only weeks after the Supreme Court’s decision that allowed the formal registration of the National Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (NGLHRC) as a non-governmental organisation.\(^{44}\) This ruling was also followed by waves of LGBTQ protests by detractor legislators and clerics.\(^{35}\)

The text of the draft bill would bring harsher penalties for consensual same-sex sexual acts. Those found guilty of such acts could face imprisonment for at least ten years or even the death penalty. Moreover, owners of premises where same-sex sexual activities occur may be fined USD 14,000 or serve a seven-year jail term.\(^{46}\) As it stands, Kenya already criminalises same-sex acts with penalties of up to 14 years in prison.\(^{47}\)

Moreover, the announcement of the draft Family Protection Bill takes place against a backdrop of growing calls for the criminalisation of not only same-sex sexual acts but also of “being gay”, as expressed by the Secretary-General of the biggest party in the opposition, Senator Edwin Sifuna.\(^{48}\) Notably, several members of the clergy have been very vocal. In November 2023, the wife of Kenya’s Deputy President, a pastor herself, urged Kenyan religious leaders to stand up against same-sex relationships.\(^{49}\)

In March 2024, marking a year after the announcement of the draft Family Protection Bill, a multi-denominational group of clerics presented a petition to Parliament pledging their support for the bill and warning about an alleged “well-choreographed and well-financed plan to fight laws prohibiting homosexuality”.\(^{50}\)

Under Article 407(4) of the Penal Code (1953), as amended in 1976, consensual “illicit sex” carries a potential punishment of up to five years in prison. Further, Article 408(4) states that whoever “disgraces the honour” of a person with their consent shall be punished along with their partner. It must be noted, however, that the situation in Libya has remained in flux since the first Libyan Civil War in 2011 and the second in 2014. The details of how various factions on the ground implement legislation or de facto rules remain largely opaque to date.

In late May 2023, the General Authority for Endowments and Islamic Affairs, under the internationally recognised Government of National Accord (GNA), launched the “Guardians of Virtue” programme, aiming to “spread values and fortify society against moral deviation”. This move has been decried by activists, who have expressed concern that it could be used as a means for Islamist groups to dominate citizens’ fundamental rights. The Kun Organisation has claimed that the project “aims to legitimise and structure the ongoing campaign [of targeting]” and to be “the governmental body to pursue LGBTQ individuals actively”.\(^{51}\)

Several examples of targeting by both the GNA and other de facto governments in Libya have been documented in recent years, with several occurring in 2023. On 27 January 2023, it was reported that the General Directorate for Combating Counter Activities and Criminal Acts arrested a group of eight men, of whom six were foreigners, suspected of being part of a “homosexual network”. The General Directorate for Combating Counter Activities and Criminal Acts also arrested a gay man in Tripoli, according to a news article from 25 March 2023. Authorities reportedly entrapped him and forced him to confess to having sex with 25 other men.\(^{52}\) It was reported in December 2023 that the Internal Security Service arrested an unknown number of university students accused of “embracing the ideology of atheism and homosexuality”.\(^{53}\)

In 2023, the Kun Organisation also published the testimony of a young gay man who had been targeted by authorities in Misrata the previous summer. He and some of his friends were socialising at the coast when armed men approached them to interrogate them, accusing them of being gay. They threatened to take


\(^{45}\) *Details of Kaluma’s bill on criminalizing LGBTQ*, Kenya Moja, 9 April 2023.

\(^{46}\) The Penal Code, as amended by Criminal Law (Amendment) Act (2003), prescribes under Section 162 a prison sentence of up to 14 years for consensual “carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature”. Attempted acts “against the order of nature” are also criminalised under Section 163 with imprisonment for seven years. Section 165 also prescribes a 5-year sentence for men found guilty of “gross indecency”. For more information, see ILGA World, *ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Kenya*, retrieved on 29 August 2023.

\(^{47}\) *There is No Law in Kenya against Being Gay, Senator Edwin Sifuna Says*, Tuko, 2 February 2024.

\(^{48}\) *Second Lady Dorcas Gachaga urges religious leaders to stand up against LGBTQ*, Kenya Moja, 18 November 2023; *Dorcas Rigathi Says Kenya Will Not Bow To Pressure to Endorse LGBTQ Activities*, Tuko, 7 November 2023.

\(^{49}\) *Clerics concerned over rise of LGBTQ agenda, urge MPs to probe it*, The Star (Kenya), 3 February 2024; *Clerics petition Parliament to ban gay relations*, Standard Digital, 02 February 2024; *Religious Leaders Petition Parliament Over LGBTQ Agenda In Kenya*, Citizen Digital, 1 February 2024.


\(^{52}\) *趋势 [Trends]*: *The Internal Security Service, headed by Lutfi Al-Harithi, arrests a number of male and female university students and Libyan youth who embrace the ideology of atheism, homosexuality, and homosexuality*, Nabd, 29 December 2023.
them to local militia groups with a history of forced disappearances if they did not cooperate. Still, when one of the young men stood up to them and asserted that they had done nothing wrong, the armed men threatened to shoot them and proceeded to beat them.\(^{54}\)

**Malawi**

Malawi continues to criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts under Section 153(c) of the Penal Code (as amended in 2011).\(^ {55}\) In 2023, the issue of criminalisation garnered widespread attention from the media, religious leaders, and politicians due to a high-profile judicial case involving a trans woman convicted of “unnatural offences” and “obtaining by false pretence” for not disclosing her transgender identity to her sexual partners.\(^ {56}\)

Jana Gonani received an eight-year sentence from a Magistrate’s Court in Mangochi in December 2021. Despite her status as a first-time offender and the classification of the charges as misdemeanours, the court opted against granting her a suspended sentence. This specific decision hinged upon the perceived “gravity” of the charges levied against her. After the verdict, heightened media attention prompted a local civil society organisation to extend legal representation to ensure an appeal before the High Court. Simultaneously, a constitutional referral challenging Sections 153, 154, and 156 of the Penal Code was filed.\(^ {57}\) Due to the expected lengthy process, Jana’s legal team requested her release on bail. Still, the Magistrate reportedly refused to sign the necessary documents for a hearing on the bail request.

In January 2023, upon the appointment of the Constitutional Court, a troubling decision was made to consolidate Jana Gonani’s case with another constitutional referral initiated by a Dutch national facing nine criminal charges of sexual abuse and sodomy under Sections 153 and 156 for allegedly molesting students and employees at Timotheos Foundation between January 2018 and April 2020. The court deemed these cases “similar enough” to warrant joint consideration, although they addressed profoundly distinct issues.

Moreover, throughout the course of this case, additional troubling decisions were made based on the premise that favourable opinions with regard to equality based on sexual orientation or gender identity constitute “bias” allegedly affecting impartiality. In effect, during the initial oral hearing on 27 April 2023, the State’s representative requested the recusal of one judge, alleging that his past public support for “homosexuality rights” would “predetermine the case”. The judge recused himself in response to the petition.\(^ {58}\) Additionally, during witness cross-examination, a medical professional and researcher from the University of Cape Town—presented by Gonani’s lawyers—was accused of “bias”, and State lawyers pressured her to disclose her sexual orientation, resulting in her admission of being a lesbian during the hearing. Consequently, the State Attorney impugned her research results as “they could not be objective” due to her sexual orientation. During the hearings, hostile crowds gathered with placards against same-sex practices, which prompted Gonani’s legal aid team to raise security concerns before the court.\(^ {59}\) Furthermore, in June 2023, several faith groups were admitted as “friends of the court” in the case, including the Catholic Episcopal Conference of Malawi, the Malawi Council of Churches, the Evangelical Association of Malawi, and the Muslim Association of Malawi.\(^ {60}\) The Court concluded hearing the case on 29 August 2023, reserving its judgment for an undetermined date.\(^ {61}\) As of the time of publication, the decision has yet to be rendered.

The hearings for Jana Gonani’s case unfolded amidst heightened media sensationalism and organised demonstrations by Catholic, Evangelical, and Muslim groups, accompanied by reported acts of intimidation against Gonani’s supporters. Religious authorities and the media consistently portrayed the decriminalisation of consensual same-sex acts as a “threat to traditional marriage”, deliberately provoking public outrage and shaping media framing.\(^ {62}\) This mischaracterisation was

---


\(^ {55}\) Additionally, Section 156 of the Penal Code criminalises “indecent practices between males”, whether in public or private, imposing a penalty of imprisonment for five years. For more information, see ILGA World, *ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts* - Malawi, retrieved on 11 October 2023.


\(^ {57}\) Nota bene: In Malawi, there is no institutionalised Constitutional Court as in other countries, but the Courts Act (1958), as amended, stipulates that for matters involving the interpretation and application of substantial constitutional issues, the High Court must sit with an expanded quorum. It is during these instances, often referred to as “constitutional court”, that the High Court assumes this specific role. For more information, see: Mwiza Jo Nhakata, *The High Court of Malawi as a constitutional court: constitutional adjudication the Malawian way* (2020), 3.

\(^ {58}\) "Judge Mambulasa out of same sex case", *The Nation*, 28 April 2023; “CJ allocates same-sex case another judge”, *The Nation (Malawi)*, 6 May 2023.

\(^ {59}\) “AG satisfied with cross-examination in gay case”, *Malawi 24*, 6 June 2023; “Witness confesses of being lesbian in Court during same s3x case”, Face of Malawi, 7 June 2023.

\(^ {60}\) "Clergy, CSOs join same-sex case", *The Nation (Malawi)*, 6 June 2023.

\(^ {61}\) "Court Finishes Hearing Homosexuality Case”, *Zodiak*, 1 September 2023.

also evident in submissions to the court by religious groups. Although initial news coverage omitted references to same-sex marriage, public statements from religious figures influenced media narratives, leading to widespread misconceptions. Multiple demonstrations—widely covered by the press—occurred between June and July across various cities, including in Lilongwe, Blantyre, Mangochi, Mzuzu, Zomba, Neno, and Dedza, with Christian and Muslim leaders urging President Lazarus Chakwera, a former evangelical preacher, to resist pressure to legalise same-sex marriage. Several members of the Cabinet, including the Minister of Information and the Minister of Mining, participated in these demonstrations.

After their second plenary in Lilongwe, Catholic Bishops of the Episcopal Conference of Malawi (ECM) issued a statement on 6 July 2023, urging Catholics to "defend the family" by participating in the demonstrations. The Malawi Council of Churches (MCC) also promoted preaching, prayers, and teaching against same-sex unions in July. Press conferences aimed at influencing media coverage blurring the case's true purpose. A fabricated argument suggested Jana Gonani's ruling would legalise same-sex marriage and force church leaders to marry same-sex couples in Churches against their beliefs.

In parallel to the demonstrations, speakers and legislators from the Malawi National Assembly commended the Parliament of Uganda for passing the Anti-Homosexuality Law (2023) during an official visit led by the First Deputy Speaker, Madalitso Kazombo. Additionally, the Government Chief Whip from the Malawi National Assembly said, "It is time for Africa to stand up for sovereignty in its values. At times, we lose our focus because of the carrots that are dangled to stand up for sovereignty in its values. At times, we lose our focus because of the carrots that are dangled elsewhere, which makes us lose our dignity. I commend your Parliament for paving the way for this decision in Africa".

During the case hearings, one of the organisations openly supporting Jana's case had its offices broken into by unknown individuals who stole documents and electronic equipment. The organisation also reported that virtually all media outlets refused to include their testimonies while reporting these events.

In August 2023, a Parliamentary Committee was reported to have drafted a report recommending holding a referendum on the issue instead of leaving the matter to judicial adjudication. Vice Chairperson of the Committee, Victoria Kingstone, stated to the press that this issue "should be left in the hands of Parliament to debate and should report to people to decide in the form of referendum". Representatives of civil society indicated that "nobody in Malawi, not even LGBT organisations, is talking about same-sex marriage" but about fundamental human rights and stressed that a referendum on this matter would be a waste of time and resources.

Malawi currently lacks formal provisions criminalising consensual same-sex sexual activity. However, the present military government seems poised to enact such provisions. In 2023, several announcements were made towards this end, including adopting a new Constitution and the draft texts for a new Penal Code and a new Code of Criminal Procedure.

In March 2023, the President of the Observatory for Elections and Good Governance hailed the country's new draft Constitution, citing "the fight against homosexuality" as a "major advance" in the text. The final version, approved after a constitutional referendum in June 2023, includes a clause restricting...
marriage to one man and one woman but does not include explicit references to criminalisation.\textsuperscript{72}

In September 2023, the Council of Ministers endorsed two draft laws regarding the new Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure and sent them to the legislature for ratification.\textsuperscript{73} If ratified as proposed, “obscene/lewd acts” (actes impudiques) would reportedly cover consensual same-sex sexual acts, aligning with recommendations from previous years’ consultations during the drafting process.

\textsuperscript{72} Decret No. 2023-0401/PT-RM du 22 Juillet 2023, portant promulgation de la constitution. Article 9.


On 4 October 2023, the Supreme Court of Mauritius delivered landmark judgments in two related cases: \textit{Fokeerbux and others v Mauritius} (2023) and \textit{Ah Seek v Mauritius} (2023). These rulings declared Section 250(1) of the Criminal Code, which criminalised “sodomy”, unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{74} This provision stipulated that anyone found guilty of “sodomy” could face up to five years of “penal servitude”. In 2007, the Government introduced the Sexual Offences Bill (2007), which would have deleted the crime of sodomy (Section 24) and set an equal age limit of 16 years for sexual acts (Sections 11 to 14). However, the bill was never passed in Parliament.

The Fokeerbux decision is the result of a legal action brought forward by four young Mauritians—Najeeb Ahmad Fokeerbux, Vipine Aubeeluck, Imesh Fallee, and Jürgen Soocramanien Lasavanne—who in September 2019 sought constitutional redress from the Supreme Court, contending that Section 250(1) of the Criminal Code violated their fundamental rights and freedoms. According to the Young Queer Alliance, three of the plaintiffs openly declared their sexual orientation while holding public office, marking a groundbreaking development in their respective professions. Notably, these individuals come from diverse religious backgrounds, including Hindu, Christian, and Muslim.\textsuperscript{76} Shortly thereafter, in October 2019, Abdool Ridwan Firaas Ah Seek, a 29-year-old activist supported by the local organisation Collectif Arc-en-Ciel and the Human Dignity Trust, filed another challenge before the Supreme Court, which led to the Ah Seek decision.

Before this, in August 2022, a national gathering was held to review preliminary drafts of the Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure, coinciding with a high-profile case involving lesbian behaviour within military ranks at a training centre in Ségou. During this event, Minister of Justice and Human Rights Mameoudou Kassogué reportedly labelled homosexuality as “an unnatural relationship”, lacking specific prohibitions under current Malian law. He declared the government’s resolution to impose sanctions on such acts. The assembly tasked with drafting the reforms, comprising members of the Permanent Legislative Commission, reportedly chose the term “lewd acts” to indirectly encompass “any sexual relationship or contact between two people of the same sex”.\textsuperscript{74}


\textsuperscript{76} “Mauritius: LGBTQ people no longer criminalised”, Young Queer Alliance, 4 October 2023.

In 2023, Morocco continued to criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts, notably under Article 489 of the Penal Code (1963). Discussions on reforming the Penal Code occurred throughout the year, culminating in its finalisation in November 2023.\textsuperscript{77} Despite advocacy from local groups for the repeal of Article 489, the amendments did not address this issue.\textsuperscript{78} Minister of Justice Abdellatif Ouahbi asserted to the press: “No one has the right to work, to participate in the political life of the country, to study, to work, to be a member of a political party, to be a citizen, to vote, to be elected, to be a member of any institutional body, to be a public official, to be a public officer, to be a public servant, to be a public employee, to be a public functionary.”

\textsuperscript{77} “Mali Actu: "Le débat sur la réforme du Code pénal"

\textsuperscript{78} “LGBTQIA+: Conseil des Religions affirme qu’il est important de reconnaître que l’homosexualité est aussi notre prochain “ [LGBTQIA+: Council of Religions affirms that “It is important to recognize that homosexuals are also our neighbors”], Inside News, 7 October 2023.

\textsuperscript{78} “Mauritius: LGBTQ people no longer criminalised”, Young Queer Alliance, 4 October 2023.
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can legalise homosexuality in Morocco. We remain a Muslim country*. He emphasised that the reform of the Penal Code was a government initiative supported by the majority. Accused by his detractors of aiming to "legalise debauchery and corrupt society" through the Penal Code reform, Ouahbi clarified that he had not proposed abolishing legal proceedings for extramarital sex either.79

There is abundant evidence of enforcement of provisions criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts by State agents in recent years, including in 2023. Activist testimony and older statistics made public by the Moroccan government indicate that these probably represent only a tiny fraction of the total number. Examples of such enforcement from 2023 include the January case of two men in the town of Driouch who were arrested after the Royal Gendarmerie received complaints from the neighbourhood’s residents. Both men were sent to Silwan Prison on charges of homosexuality. Two more men were reportedly arrested in March near the town of Oulad Taima. In April 2023, the Royal Gendarmerie raided a villa on the outskirts of Casablanca after complaints from the neighbouring residents regarding a "suspicious" party and heavy noise from a loudspeaker. Local media reported that the party was composed of "lesbians and homosexuals", "men dressing like women", and "perverts". Between 80 and 100 people were reportedly arrested during the raid.80 In the latter half of 2023, four individuals were arrested in Marrakesh by the Judicial Police in September for "homosexuality and drug use", and in December, an Al-Hoceima Court reportedly sentenced two men to three years in prison for engaging in same-sex sexual acts.81

Furthermore, in 2023, the local group "Akaliyat" conducted a community-driven study involving 248 individuals to investigate the needs of local communities, including with regard to the enforcement of legal provisions criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts. Results indicated that 29% of participants had been arrested by local authorities, with over half attributing their arrest to "suspicions of homosexuality". Other reasons included gender expression, self-defence, and identity verification. Trans and non-binary individuals were twice as likely to be arrested compared to others. Those earning over 8,000 Moroccan Dirhams (around USD 800) per month were less likely to face charges or arrests. Notably, access to legal representation was limited, with only 15.3% receiving assistance and nearly half declaring they had to finance legal expenses personally. In contrast, others relied on support from friends, family, or NGOs.82

Currently, Namibia *de jure* criminalises consensual same-sex sexual acts, as evidenced by Article 299 of the Criminal Procedure Act 25 (2004). This provision initially stemmed from Roman-Dutch law in South Africa and was incorporated into Namibian law upon the nation’s independence in 1990. While some public officials have endorsed decriminalisation, no legislative updates have been enacted.83

Litigation challenging the criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts continued in 2023. The case, initially filed in June 2022 by Friedel Dausab, a gay Namibian man, challenges the compatibility of the common law sodomy offence and related offences with his rights under the Constitution of Namibia.84

In February 2023, media reports indicated that the Attorney General submitted an affidavit to the Windhoek High Court, arguing that a majority of Namibians still reject homosexuality and, thus, “sodomy” laws should remain in force. He stated:

*I deny that the mere existence of the sodomy law promotes the stigmatisation of gay men. If these men suffer any stigma, it is in consequence of their choice to engage in sexual conduct considered to be morally taboo in our society.*

On 31 October 2023, the three judges of the Windhoek High Court reportedly reserved their judgement on the case until 17 May 2024.85

---

81 "أداة مدين ايشيكا الاشي أيضا بالمهما " و "(adda Amin M@yahoo com" [Conviction of two accused of homosexuality in Al Hocina], Assabah (Morocco), 17 December 2023.
83 In 2016, John Walters, the Ombudsman of Namibia, said while referring to anti-sodomy legislation that “I think the old sodomy law has served its purpose. How many prosecutions have there been? I believe none over the past 20 years. If we don’t prosecute people, why do we have the [Act]?” In May 2021 the Law Reform and Development Commission submitted two reports to the Minister of Justice, which among other areas of reform recommended the decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts. The Minister stated that she would be submitting the recommendations to Cabinet for consideration, though no further updates have been made public. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Namibia, retrieved on 21 September 2023.
84 "Namibia: Case before the High Court", Human Dignity Trust, 23 July 2022.
85 "Attorney-General says sodomy law should stay", Namibian Sun, 13 February 2023; "Attorney general says homosexual conduct is 'immoral and unacceptable'", The Namibian, 21 February 2023.
In January 2023, the then President of Niger, Mohamed Bazoum, discussed the need for reform in the country’s Criminal Code in a local radio interview. He mentioned ongoing efforts to establish a multi-disciplinary panel for this purpose and asserted that the future Penal Code would include a dedicated section on homosexuality. Bazoum clarified that homosexuality would be criminalised, with public displays of affection considered a separate offence. Additionally, he outlined penalties for those convening, hosting, or funding “gay clubs” or advocating for the rights of LGBT people. Moreover, participation in same-sex marriages would result in life imprisonment or even the death penalty.

Debates and discussions on criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts gained momentum in late 2022 in Niger after a court in the region of Maradi reportedly acquitted two young lesbian women initially charged with indecent exposure in October 2022, as homosexuality was at the time deemed a crime. However, they were sentenced to two years in prison for sharing explicit videos on social media, allegedly depicting their “lesbian acts”. Responding to their acquittal on same-sex charges, MP Nana Djibouti Harouna proposed a bill to Parliament to formally criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts. During a press conference in the capital, Niamey, the MP explained that the decision was intended to safeguard the “rights and interests of the public” and characterised homosexuality as “a problem affecting society.”

Later, in July 2023, the Presidential Communication Office indicated that the new Penal Code would introduce penalties for consensual same-sex sexual acts. A Committee formed by the Ministry of Justice was tasked with reviewing and adapting both the Penal and Criminal Procedure codes. The revision process involved scrutinising 304 of the 408 articles in the codes, reportedly incorporating about a hundred new articles to address various offences. According to this official source, these additions included provisions imposing penalties on consensual same-sex sexual acts and others categorised as “indecent acts”. As reported by the Nigerien Government Official News Agency, the Committee’s President affirmed the adoption of these reform proposals and reassured the public that the code included severe sanctions against engaging in “indecent acts”, having same-sex relations, marrying a person of the same sex, officiating, or organising same-sex marriages, and supporting homosexual organisations or events. He stressed that such practices would be “permanently prohibited” in Niger, underscoring the committee’s stance on what they deemed “immoral and unnatural”.

On 26 July 2023, Niger experienced a coup d’état as the presidential guard detained President Mohamed Bazoum. Following this, a military junta assumed control, implemented a curfew, and suspended all political party activities. The impact of the coup on the fate of the bill criminalising homosexuality remains uncertain. Notably, the junta has explicitly expressed opposition to any discussions or dissemination of ideas related to sexual and gender diversity (see chapter on freedom of expression).

**Nigeria**

Nigeria continued to criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts under a complex patchwork of laws, including federal, state, and customary laws. At the federal level, the Criminal Code Act (2004) and the Penal Code (Northern States) Federal Provisions Act (1959) criminalise same-sex sexual acts. Twelve Northern states have adopted Sharia Penal Codes, prescribing the death penalty and corporal punishment for same-sex activity and criminalising diverse gender expressions. Moreover, the Same-Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act (2013) prohibits same-sex marriages and civil unions, but Section 7 defines civil unions broadly, criminalising diverse forms of same-sex relationships. Public displays of “same-sex amorous relationships” are also criminalised.

In 2023 and early 2024, ILGA World documented several instances of enforcement of these provisions, some of which included large groups of people being arrested in raids.

On 25 January 2024, the Nigeria Police Force, Nigeria’s primary law enforcement and principal security agency,
issued a press release in response to a social media video where several individuals disclosed their LGBTQ identities. The statement announced arrest orders against all persons featured in the video and provided explanations on the legal framework regarding “unnatural offences” and “same-sex marriage” in Nigeria, implying that “identifying as queer” was unlawful. The Police Force also urged Nigerians to report “all suspicious activities related to unnatural offences or same-sex marriage” and provide crucial information to aid police efforts to enforce the law. Local groups criticised the statement for, among other reasons, stretching the scope of the legislation in force.92

Senegal

In Senegal, consensual same-sex sexual acts remain illegal under Article 319 of the Penal Code (1966), punishable by imprisonment from one to five years and a fine. However, in April 2023, a new bill aimed at further criminalising such acts was proposed to the National Assembly. This bill sought to intensify existing penalties for those engaging in “acts against nature” with individuals of the same sex.93

However, the bill was ultimately rejected by the Bureau of the National Assembly. Nevertheless, the lack of success of the bill was not grounded in human rights concerns but rather because the targeted acts were “already illegal”, rendering the proposed law “insignificant in reality”.94 In this line, it’s crucial to note that the President of Senegal and multiple public authorities have made it clear in the past that homosexuality would not be decriminalised in Senegal.95 The last iteration of these statements took place in January 2024, when Senegal’s Minister of Justice, Aïssata Tall, reaffirmed at the United Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva the country’s stance on LGBT rights, stating:

I wish to solemnly reiterate Senegal’s position: we categorically reject any legalisation concerning LGBT matters.96

The legal provisions that criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts continue to be actively enforced in Senegal. Local organisations have reported an ongoing “hunt” against non-heterosexual and non-cisgender individuals, escalating around 2018.

Moreover, ILGA World noted at least 36 suspected gay men arrested in 2020 alone (though actual numbers are likely to be higher), with more arrests, prosecutions, and sentences handed down in subsequent years.97

This high level of official hostility—legally backed by criminalising provisions, deeply conservative views on gender and morality, and politically mobilised local detractor groups—creates an environment where threats, assaults, and mob violence against people of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities can take place with little to no intervention from authorities.98

Tanzania

Presently, Tanzania criminalises “carnal knowledge against the order of nature” through the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act (1998), which punishes it with “imprisonment for life and in any case to imprisonment for a term of not less than 30 years”.99

In the first months of 2023, Tanzania saw a surge in discussions within the government, the Parliament, and among political and religious leaders to criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts between adults further. In late March 2023, the head of the women’s wing in the Tanzanian government, Mary Chatanda, called for severe punishments, including castration, for same-sex sexual activities.100 Also, in March 2023, the Vice-President of Tanzania, Philip Mpando, was...
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99 “Carnal knowledge against the order of nature” was first punished under Section 154 of the Penal Code of Tanzania (formerly, Penal Code of Tanganyka) (1930) with imprisonment for up to 14 years until it was amended in 1998. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Tanzania, retrieved on 10 October 2023.

100 A party leader calls for the “castration of homosexuals” in Tanzanian, Hespress, 20 March 2023.
reported by local media as stating that there had been an "erosion of values" and referred to same-sex marriage as something that "does not even exist for animals". Other government members, such as the Director of Information Services, Hassan Abbas, and the Vice-Minister for Constitution and Law, Pauline Gekul, also manifested their commitment to effectively banning the promotion of homosexuality and amending current legislation to achieve this aim. Previously, President of Tanzania Samia Suluhu Hassan was also quoted as stating that LGBTI rights are "imported cultures".

On 11 and 12 April 2023, the parliamentary discussions on the 2023-24 national budget drifted towards a debate on stricter legislation against "the spread of homosexuality". MP Abubakar Damian Asenga introduced a parliamentary motion calling on the government to "take immediate action" in expanding legislation against same-sex sexual acts. Asenga claimed that existing legislation was "ineffective" as it prohibited "carnal knowledge against the order of nature" but not "homosexuality" per se. He argued that the existing law was difficult to enforce as it often required the infringing of citizen’s right to privacy, and cited draconian new legislation from Uganda as an example of a "better approach" as it would criminalise hotels and other venues where "homosexuality" occurs, and prohibit "propaganda on homosexuality". Taking these sentiments further, MP Ahmed Katani called for the death penalty for anybody "confirmed to have engaged in homosexual acts" and reportedly went so far as to propose a bill requiring all members of Parliament to undergo examinations to identify those who engage in same-sex acts.

Religious leaders also exerted pressure towards more severe legislation against consensual same-sex sexual acts. On 8 April 2023, Tanzanian media reported that the Christian Council of Tanzania (CCT) had called on Tanzanians "to abstain from homosexual practices, as it is a sin and against the law, culture and tradition of the country". Moreover, the Bishop of the Anglican Church in the Ruvuma Diocese, Raphael Haule, stated that "Tanzanians should join hands in waging war against homosexuality". Moreover, the African Queer Youth Initiative informed ILGA World that at least six gay men and trans women received 30-year prison terms between April and May 2023 after undergoing forced anal examinations and coerced confessions of engaging in same-sex conduct, thereby violating their right to a fair trial.

The first Tunisian Penal Code (1913) remains in effect and criminalises consensual same-sex sexual acts. Article 230 of the Code prohibits "sodomy" and "lesbianism" and prescribes a penalty of imprisonment of up to three years. Additionally, under Article 226, anyone found guilty of deliberately and publicly "promoting indecency" is liable to six months imprisonment and a fine. Article 226 bis imposes a penalty of six months’ imprisonment and a fine on whoever "publicly undermines good morals or public morals" by gesture or word or intentionally interferes with others in a way that undermines modesty.

On 2 January 2023, a legal ordeal lasting more than seven years came to an apparent close when the Court of Appeal in Kairouan dismissed a case against a young LGBT activist due to procedural irregularities, including unauthorised police searches of his computer, back in December 2015. Police had raided the house of five university students and a minor in Kairouan without a search warrant on suspicion of terrorism, where they found and confiscated condoms, lipstick, a dress, and a

101 "Ndoa za jinsia moja zamulika Makanu wa Rais, atopa tamko ‘hata wasi kwa hawafanyi’" [Same-sex marriage raises the issue of the Vice President, he makes a statement ‘even animals don't do it’], Millard Ayo, 25 March 2023.
102 "Kauli ya serikali kuhusu mapeni ya jinsia moja" [Government statement on homosexuality], East Africa TV, 14 April 2023; "Marekebisho ya Sheria Kudhibiti ya Ushoga yaiva Bungeni" [Amendment of the Law Controlling Homosexuality was in Parliament], Tanzania Web, 17 April 2023.
103 "Tanzania: MPs seek to tighten anti-LGBT laws", Mombio Online, 14 April 2023.
104 "Mbunge acharuka wimbili la ushoga ‘Samia, Mpando, Majaliwa mtaliziwa’” [Member of Parliament will jump the wave of homosexuality "Samia, Program, Majaliwa will be questioned"], Tanzania Web, 11 April 2023.
105 "Tanzanie : des députés veulent la peine de mort pour les homosexuels" - Mayotte la 1ère [Tanzania: MPs want the death penalty for homosexuals], Guadeloupe 1, 15 April 2023; "MPs call for tough on same-sex relations", The Citizen (Tanzania), 12 April 2023.
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pornographic video downloaded onto a laptop. The "Kairouan Six" were thus arrested on suspicion of being gay and made to undergo forced anal examinations. They were sentenced to three years' imprisonment and fines of 400 dinars each (USD 195), as well as being exiled from Kairouan for three years. The sentence was reduced to one month (served) after an appeal, and their ban from the Kairouan area was lifted. In 2018, the Court of Cassation sent the case back for appeal. The ruling signified a major win, but decisions like these are rare in Tunisia. The public prosecutor filed another cassation request, but the Court dismissed the appeal.

Illegitimately obtained digital information, leading to online extortion, harassment, and, by extension, will punish them under laws against same-sex sexual activity. In February 2023, Human Rights Watch published a report documenting how State actors utilise social media and dating applications to entrap LGBT individuals, leading to online extortion, harassment, outtings and arrests. Illegitimately obtained digital content—such as videos, photos, and chats—has been used in prosecutions, violating rights to privacy and due process.

Uganda

In 2021, the "Sexual Offences Bill" was passed by Parliament, which listed "sexual act[s] contrary to the order of nature" as one of the sex crimes for which offenders could be imprisoned for up to 10 years and listed on a national sex offender registry. However, the bill was vetoed by President Yoweri Museveni, reportedly because other laws already cover the activity. The bill explained that the object thereof was "to protect the cherished cult of the people of Uganda" and by "protecting the cherished culture of the people of Uganda, legal, religious, and traditional family values of Ugandans against the acts of sexual rights activists seeking to impose their values of sexual promiscuity on the people of Uganda" and by "protecting children and youth who are made vulnerable to sexual abuse through homosexuality and related acts". Basalirwa also described homosexuality as a "cancer eating up the world" and urged legislators to join him in ensuring the establishment of a law to curb it.

The memorandum also explained that the law was supposed "to address the gaps in the provisions of other laws in Uganda, for example, the Penal Code Act, Cap. 120. The Penal Code Act, Cap. 120 has no comprehensive provision catering to anti-homosexuality. It focuses on "unnatural offences" under section 145 and lacks provisions for penalising the procurement, promotion, and dissemination of literature and other materials concerning the offences of homosexuality. As a result, there is a need for legislation to enhance offences relating to homosexuality and clear provisions for charging, investigating, prosecuting, convicting, and sentencing of offenders".

Particularly concerning, Section 2(1)(d) of this bill featured a definition for the offence of "homosexuality", which included anyone who "holds out as a lesbian, gay, transgender, a queer or any other sexual or gender other things, but were declared unconstitutional and therefore void in December 2022 by the Constitutional Court of Uganda in Francis Tumwesige Ateenyi v. Attorney General (2022). Before the Sexual Offences Bill, the contentious Anti-Homosexuality Act (2014) would have prescribed the death penalty for certain forms of same-sex sexual activity before being revised to "life imprisonment". The Constitutional Court annulled the law on "procedural grounds".

On 9 March 2023, the Ugandan Parliament granted leave to allow MP Asuman Basalirwa to table a new Anti-Homosexuality Bill (2023) as a private member's bill (i.e., a bill moved by a backbench MP, as opposed to a government's bill). The introductory memorandum for the bill explained that the object thereof was "to protect the traditional family by "strengthening the nation's capacity to deal with emerging internal and external threats to the traditional, heterosexual family" by "protecting the cherished culture of the people of Uganda, legal, religious, and traditional family values of Ugandans against the acts of sexual rights activists seeking to impose their values of sexual promiscuity on the people of Uganda" and by "protecting children and youth who are made vulnerable to sexual abuse through homosexuality and related acts". Basalirwa also described homosexuality as a "cancer eating up the world" and urged legislators to join him in ensuring the establishment of a law to curb it.

The memorandum also explained that the law was supposed "to address the gaps in the provisions of other laws in Uganda, for example, the Penal Code Act, Cap. 120. The Penal Code Act, Cap. 120 has no comprehensive provision catering to anti-homosexuality. It focuses on "unnatural offences" under section 145 and lacks provisions for penalising the procurement, promotion, and dissemination of literature and other materials concerning the offences of homosexuality. As a result, there is a need for legislation to enhance offences relating to homosexuality and clear provisions for charging, investigating, prosecuting, convicting, and sentencing of offenders".

Particularly concerning, Section 2(1)(d) of this bill featured a definition for the offence of "homosexuality", which included anyone who "holds out as a lesbian, gay, transgender, a queer or any other sexual or gender
identity that is contrary to the binary categories of male and female” [sic], thus criminalising the mere fact of identifying as non-cisgender or non-heterosexual. This clause was later replaced by a definition based on conduct, i.e., when a person "performs a sexual act on another person of the same sex or allows a person of the same sex to perform a sexual act on him or her".

A report by the Sectorial Committee on Legal and Parliamentary Affairs noted that whereas "homosexuality" as an offence already existed in the Penal Code, there was a need to "redefine" the law to address the “new and emerging matters” not contained in the Code, such as the "promotion of homosexuality" and the alleged "recruitment of children into homosexuality". The report also incorrectly established that “homosexuality is mainly an acquired and learnt sexual practice, with little or no influence from nature”.

On 21 March 2023, the bill was passed by Parliament following a period of increased hateful rhetoric against sexual and gender diversity in Uganda. However, after the expiration of the 30 days to sign the bill into law, President Yoweri Museveni sent it back to Parliament, requesting amendments based on concerns raised by the Attorney General regarding the bill's constitutionality. Subsequently, on 29 April 2023, the Committee on Legal and Parliamentary Affairs announced that they had sent a revised version of the bill back to Parliament for a new vote. On 2 May 2023, the Ugandan Parliament passed the amended bill with a vote of 341-1, and on 26 May 2023, the President signed the bill into law as the Anti-Homosexuality Act (2023).

Section 2 of the Act criminalises any person who "performs a sexual act or allows a person of the same sex to perform a sexual act on him or her" and imposes a penalty of life imprisonment for such acts and ten years imprisonment for any attempt to commit such acts.

The most alarming provision, Section 3, prescribes the death penalty for "aggravated homosexuality". Many of the subsections in this clause encompass consensual same-sex sexual acts, for example, in cases where the individual convicted is a "serial offender" (which includes anyone with a prior conviction for engaging in same-sex sexual acts between consenting adults) or when ”the person against whom the offence is committed contracts a terminal illness". Furthermore, the death penalty could potentially be used when one of the adults involved is a person with a disability or of advanced age, regardless of their ability to consent. Minors face three years' imprisonment if convicted of homosexuality under Section 4 of the law.

Under Section 9, landlords can be sentenced to up to seven years' imprisonment for allowing premises to be "used for homosexuality" or to commit any other offence stipulated under the Act, which could effectively prevent LGBTI individuals from accessing housing or expose them to evictions. Indeed, local organisations reported numerous cases of individuals suspected of homosexuality being evicted by landlords in the months leading up to and following the adoption of this law.

Despite the absence of legal recognition of same-sex marriage in Uganda, Section 10 imposes a 10-year prison sentence for intending to marry a person of the same sex, as well as for presiding over, attending, or participating in the preparation of a same-sex wedding.

Section 14 establishes a “duty to report acts of homosexuality” to the police in broad terms, providing that “a person who knows or has a reasonable suspicion that a person has committed or intends to commit the offence of homosexuality or any other offence under this act shall report the matter to the police for appropriate action”. The law also provides whistleblower protections for those who report under Section 14(4).

Finally, Section 16 grants courts the authority to order the provision of “social services for purposes of rehabilitating the convicted person”, which may amount to court-ordered “conversion therapy”. The law also includes an extensive prohibition of the “promotion of homosexuality”, which is explained in the chapter about restrictions on freedom of expression.

Hours after the law was enacted, a group of local activists filed a petition—Draft Petition No. 15 (2023)—against the Anti-Homosexuality Act (2023) before the Constitutional Court. The petition was based on procedural issues such as inadequate public consultation and multiple violations of the Constitution. ILGA World was informed by local activists that the Attorney General responded in full defence of the Act, maintaining that it was passed with full public participation, that the provisions of the law are not vague, and that consensual same-sex conduct goes against Ugandan values and aspirations among other reasons. In late September 2023, all parties presented their written submissions on the matter at
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the request of the Constitutional Court.\textsuperscript{123} It was later reported in November that the Constitutional Court consolidated all petitions and other applications filed by different groups and individuals against the Act to hear them together.\textsuperscript{124} Activist Kiggundu Ronald Reagan informed ILGA World that on 28 November 2023, the constitutional court of Uganda set 11 December 2023 as the hearing date for the Anti-Homosexuality Act 2023 and on 3 December 2023, the Constitutional Court of Uganda allowed Pastor Sempa of Makerere Christian Church and Steven Lwanga of Family Life Network to join Attorney General in defending the Anti-Homosexuality Act.

Following the Anti-Homosexuality Act’s enactment into law, the Ministry of Health published a Circular on Provision of Services to All People Without Discrimination (2023) in June 2023, reminding all healthcare workers that healthcare services are to be provided "without any form of discrimination" and that healthcare workers are not to be discriminate or stigmatise any individual who seeks healthcare for any reason, including "sexual orientation". Nevertheless, the local organisation, HRAPF noted that such Ministry directives do not override acts of Parliament, meaning the "duty to report" required by law would still be mandatory where one knows or reasonably suspects that homosexuality has been committed.

Additionally, shortly after the passing of the Anti-Homosexuality Act (2023), a bizarre incident occurred in the Parliament of Uganda, where some MPs vehemently opposed granting tax exemptions for adult diapers meant to assist senior Ugandans. As quoted directly from the Parliamentary Hansard on 4 May 2023, MP Aisha Kabanda stated:

\begin{quote}
We just passed the Anti-Homosexuality Bill, and we know for a fact that the biggest number of people that use diapers for adults are actually homosexuals. So, when you say diapers for adults, you are going to benefit, to a bigger extent, the homosexuals.\textsuperscript{125}
\end{quote}

Furthermore, MP Agnes Kirabo expressed, to a round of applause:

\begin{quote}
These adult diapers could be a result of homosexuals. If we do not tax them, we are going to promote homosexuality.\textsuperscript{126}
\end{quote}

The response to these arguments was no less shocking. MP Jane Pacuto stated:

When we were debating this bill, we agreed that when a homosexual graduates [sic] to the level where he or she has to use diapers, then it is a medical issue. Therefore, he or she should be treated as an adult.\textsuperscript{127}

The Ministry of Finance had asked Parliament to exempt adult diapers on medical grounds, but the measure was defeated.\textsuperscript{128} This incident is perhaps illustrative of the degree to which the anti-gay moral panic and paranoia seem to have taken hold over legislators in the country.

In addition to the moral panic, human rights organisations have also documented the extent to which the Anti-Homosexuality Act has impacted the lives of LGBTI people in Uganda since its enactment. A report by Liberty for Marginalized Persons Uganda and Rainbow Advocacy revealed that between the period of January to October 2023, LGBTQ+ persons were subjected not only to state-sanctioned arrests and arbitrary investigations but also evictions, beatings, and blackmails from non-state actors.\textsuperscript{129} Other organisations like Rainbow Railroad also saw increased requests for assistance and reported human violations from Uganda following the Act’s enactment into law, indicating the real and adverse effects such laws have on sexual and gender minorities.\textsuperscript{130}

On 3 April 2024, the Ugandan Constitutional Court upheld most of the draconian Anti-Homosexuality Act (2023). The court’s ruling, prompted by petitioners and human rights groups, deemed certain sections of the law unconstitutional. These sections include those criminalising owners of premises being used for the purposes of homosexuality or anyone who knowingly allowed the use of such premises and the duty to report. Specifically, Sections 3(2)(c), 9, 11(2)(d) and 14 of the Act were nullified for being inconsistent with the Constitution as they violated the rights to health, privacy and freedom of religion. However, the ruling does not address other concerning provisions, leaving LGBTQ individuals and allies disheartened in Uganda.

Nicholas Opiyo of Chapter Four Uganda stated:

While we respect the court, we vehemently disagree with its findings and the basis on which it was reached. We approached the court expecting it to apply the law in defence of human rights and not rely on public sentiments and vague cultural values arguments.\textsuperscript{131}
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On 15 April 2024, a group of human rights activists and advocates appealed to the Supreme Court to oppose the ruling of the Constitutional Court. Due to the timing of the decision's release, which took place subsequent to the cut-off date of this report, ILGA World has been unable to perform a comprehensive analysis of its content and legal implications. We urge our readers to consult the ILGA World Database for forthcoming updates.

Zambia

In March 2023, calls for more stringent criminalising provisions and the effective enforcement of existing provisions were made at the National Assembly. One MP specifically highlighted that Zambia relied on “a piece of legislation that talks about the order of nature” and called for the enactment of a law that would “specifically target those who are involved in homosexuality”. In so doing, he also stated that “even those men who are dressing like women must be punished under that law”. 132

The same month also saw the President of Zambia, Hakainde Hichilema, deny claims that his government was planning on decriminalising homosexuality. Rumours to that end have plagued his administration since before being elected to office, demonstrating the politicisation of this topic in Zambia and the broader region. Hichilema stated that no law would be changed without extensive consultations with the public and encouraged Zambia’s religious leaders to continue preaching against LGBTQ+ identities. 133

Zambia’s continued criminalisation of persons of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities has, in the past, resulted in real-world arrests, prosecutions and discrimination, continuing into 2023. Between June 2022 and June 2023, for example, three trans women known to ILGA World were detained by police in a number of separate incidents. Two of the women were released after paying bribes. At least one of the women was detained twice and harassed by police numerous times during this period. 134

Zimbabwe

Article 73(1) of the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act (2004) continued to criminalise anal intercourse between males as well as “any act involving physical contact other than anal sexual intercourse that would be regarded by a reasonable person to be an indecent act” into 2023. For these two types of conduct, the Code imposes a penalty of imprisonment for up to a year and/or a fine.

Several cases of State actors targeting LGBTQ+ individuals and activists have been documented in recent years. For example, on 15 February 2023, an activist in Bulawayo was arrested and questioned by three men identifying themselves as police for organising a social event for queer students. Further details of the incident are not known. In September 2023, two men were reportedly arrested for cohabitation and faced sodomy charges. And in December, a lesbian couple were charged under the Censorship and Entertainment Control Act when a video of the pair having sex leaked online. 135
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Asia

Afghanistan

Since the Taliban takeover in August 2021 as Afghanistan’s de facto government, the extent to which the laws of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan remain in force and how they are considered within the current legal framework of the country has become unclear. However, extreme levels of persecution and violence by representatives of the Taliban and declarations made by Taliban leaders reveal that the criminalisation of diverse SOGIE is an indisputable fact of life in 2024. ILGA World has noted numerous cases in recent years in which Taliban officials enforce harsh penalties, such as the deprivation of liberty, public floggings in stadiums, and even capital punishment. The erosion of the rule of law has also resulted in the absence of due process, with numerous cases involving instances where Taliban members or their associates have resorted to physical violence, sexual assault, psychological abuse, entrapment, public exposure, extortion, public humiliation, and even coerced repentance rituals.  

It is impossible at present to accurately determine the actual number of such cases. However, some examples identified from 2023 alone include a January report of nine men who were publicly flogged at a sports stadium in Kandahar Province. The lashings were carried out in front of officials, religious clerics, elders, and local people, with each man being struck between 35 and 39 times. While the Taliban did not disclose the specific crimes of the men, the country’s Supreme Court stated that they were charged with robbery and “sodomy”, according to a local news broadcaster. In May 2023, the Afghan LGBT Organisation (ALO) reported that the Taliban Supreme Court had also sentenced 37 people to death by stoning and four more to death by “killing under the wall” for “adultery and sodomy”. The ALO has indicated that the four people receiving the latter punishment were accused of “sodomy”.  

ILGA World is collecting information on four additional cases of mass flogging and imprisonment in the later months of 2023. However, sparse information and conflicting reports make it difficult to verify many details.

Bahrain

In April 2023, local media reported on a proposed law prepared by MP Mohammed Al-Ma’arafi to impose penalties for “sexual deviance” and to explicitly criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts with a prison term of no less than six months and a fine. MP Al-Ma’arafi reportedly justified this proposal by referring to society’s values and traditions and the principles of Islamic Shari’ah law. The proposed law aims to address “practical challenges” in prosecuting cases related to “sexual deviance” while also criminalising the promotion and defence of such behaviour. 

It was reported that Al-Ma’arafi’s amendments were passed by the House of Representatives in February 2024, meaning it will likely proceed to the Consultative Council for consideration next. The amendments, as tabled during the vote, would punish “anyone who commits an act of deviance with a person of the same sex” with imprisonment for not less than six months and a fine of up to 2,000 Dinars (approximately 5,300 USD). Moreover, anyone who “promotes, glorifies, justifies, or encourages acts that constitute an act of deviance with a person of the same sex” would also be punished with imprisonment or a fine. However, the National Institute for Human Rights (NIHR) criticised the bill’s wording because it failed to adequately define “acts of deviance”. For its part, the Bahraini Lawyers Society—the official professional body for lawyers—reportedly recommended that the Parliament add a provision defining “acts of deviance” as acts “that deviate from the perceived standards of sexual orientation, variations in normal sexual life, unusual sexual practices, or
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deviations from sexual norms, according to the natural variables of sexual interests, and any sexual acts other than natural.143

These laws arguably would serve only to legitimise and expand existing practices by State actors, as ILGA World has identified several examples of targeting persons of diverse SOGIE in prior years for “cross-dressing” and “inciting debauchery and public indecency”, to cite some recorded instances.144

Bangladesh

Against this backdrop of criminalisation in the country,142 prominent political and government figures have also expressed their positions against recognising LGBTI rights in the country through 2023 and early 2024. Most recently, in January 2024, the Home Minister, Azaduzzaman Khan Kamal, said to the media that the government does not recognise transgender individuals, considers their identity as “haram” [forbidden] in Islam, and that no “anti-Islamic” law will be passed in the country.143

Despite limited information and resources available to ILGA World surrounding the use of criminalising provisions and state policy to enforce such regulations, reports from Bangladeshi organisations reveal that crackdowns and violence against the LGBTI community remain prevalent. A report published in 2023 on the violence perpetrated against the LGBTI community reveals a concerning number of arrests by law enforcement and members of the public, as well as consistently high levels of violence with up to 51 reported incidents in the form of physical assault, murder, harassment, and arrest among others.144

Justice Makers Bangladesh in France (JMBF) informed ILGA World of several cases of arrest carried out by law enforcement during the reporting period of this publication. For instance, in January 2024, two girls in a same-sex relationship were reportedly taken into police custody after local citizens found that the two were living together in a house in Kalaoa of the Sakhara District in the Division of Kula. The Kalaoa police officer reportedly confirmed that they were brought into custody and that efforts were made to return them to their respective families.145

Other reports also surfaced in March 2024 concerning the detention of two lesbian couples in the districts of Manikganj and Natore respectively who were handed over to the police by homophobic neighbours. They were reportedly released without being charged, but local activists have criticised such instances as part of a concerning trend of interference in the personal lives and privacy of sexual and gender minorities in Bangladesh.146

India

On 11 August 2023, the Home Minister of India introduced the Indian Penal Code Amendment Bill (2023), a comprehensive code that would replace the existing Penal Code. If passed, the proposed code would repeal offences previously struck down by courts, including Section 377.147 Though no longer enforceable, the law has not yet been formally repealed.

Prior to the Supreme Court ruling against Section 377 in 2018, the High Court of Delhi at New Delhi had decided in Naz Foundation v. Government of NCT of Delhi and Others (2009) that Section 377 was unconstitutional. However, in 2013, the Supreme Court quashed this decision in Suresh Kumar Koushal & Anr v. Naz Foundation and Others (2013), which reinstated the colonial-era law. A curative petition was thus filed in response to this ruling, challenging the reinstatement of
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146 “LGBTQ rights activists denounce detention of 4 lesbians in Bangladesh”, 6 Erasing 76Crimes, 23 March 2024; for more information and detailed monitoring of instances of arrest, homophobia, violence and discrimination against LGBTI people in Bangladesh, see "Bangladesh Human Rights Violation Monitor by JusticeMakers Bangladesh in France (JMBF)", Blogspot, retrieved on 30 April 2024.

147 In September 2018, India decriminalised consensual same-sex acts between adults when the Supreme Court declared in Naveen Singh Johar v. Union of India (2018) that Section 377 of the Penal Code (1860) was unconstitutional. Section 377 punished any person who voluntarily had “carnal intercourse against the order of nature with any man, woman or animal” with imprisonment for life or imprisonment for a term of up to 10 years and a fine. See as well: “Explainer: How Centre’s new bill can drop Section 377; decriminalize sexual assault of men, LGBTQ, adultery”, Daily News and Analysis, 13 August 2023.
Having achieved independence from the Netherlands in 1945, the Indonesian Penal Code (1952) has no provisions prohibiting consensual same-sex sexual acts in private. However, 2023 saw several legislative developments that could have the effect of criminalising certain consensual same-sex sexual acts under specific circumstances in the future, particularly if any of such acts are committed in public.

In December 2022, the Criminal Code (2023) was passed in the country’s Parliament and later received the President’s signature on 2 January 2023, though it will only take effect in January 2026. Before its passing, international human rights organisations warned against the disproportionate impact the law would have on marginalised communities, particularly women and people of diverse sexual orientations, gender identities and gender expressions.

The new Criminal Code does not technically criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts in private. However, at least two provisions using vague language (keseulian: “decency” and perbuatan cabul: “obscene/lewd act”) effectively criminalise certain acts that encompass consensual same-sex sexual conduct carried out in public.

First, Article 414, paragraph 1, establishes that any person who commits an “obscene/lewd act” with another person of the same or different gender in public, is liable to imprisonment of up to 1 year and 6 months or a fine. Local commentators have explained that under the new Criminal Code, even if same-sex attraction is not criminalised, “criminal charges for homosexuality do exist if followed by obscene acts” or if “published as pornographic content”. The “obscene” nature of public acts remains legally undefined, leaving considerable space for discretionary interpretation. For instance, in July 2023, the Deputy Chairman of the People's Consultative Assembly of the Republic of Indonesia, Hidayat Nur Wahid, publicly argued that the principles of Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and the recently enacted Criminal Code collectively denote “LGBT and all its deviations”, explicitly mentioning Article 414 as the legal basis for his reasoning.

Moreover, Article 406 of the new Criminal Code criminalises “violations of decency in public”, which are explicitly defined as “sexual acts against the current values of the local community” and punished with imprisonment of up to one year or a fine. Local legal commentators have explained that these acts include those carried out in public that are “considered outrageous and when others look, can cause feelings of displeasure and shame”. Among the examples provided, they explicitly include “homosexual and lesbian”, i.e. same-sex relationship between two men (homosexual) or same-sex relationship between two women (lesbian) who love each other, alongside sodomy, adultery, voyeurism, rape, abortion and sexual harassment.

In addition to these concerning developments at the federal level, other developments took place in 2023 at the Kabupaten (or regency) level, and the district level in Indonesia. In January 2023, 24 local organisations voiced their opposition through a collective press statement against the 2021 bylaw in Bogor City on the prevention and countermeasures of sexual deviant behaviours. This bylaw—which mentions explicitly “lesbians”, “homosexuals”, “bisexuals”, and “transgender” people, among others—delineates the principles and responsibilities of the local government to prevent and address such behaviours through “education and counselling”.

148 A curative petition refers to a legal recourse pursued by individuals or groups dissatisfied with a judicial decision, particularly in cases involving constitutional matters. Specifically, after the Supreme Court of India reinstated Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code in 2013, a curative petition was filed. This petition aimed to challenge the Supreme Court's decision and seek a reconsideration of the matter.

149 [Supreme Court: ‘Supreme’ comment on curative petition against the decision related to homosexual relations], Amar Ujala, 8 February 2024.

150 Articles 290 and 292 of the Penal Code, as well as the Child Protection Law (2002) set a higher age of consent for same-sex sexual acts than for different-sex sexual acts. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Indonesia, retrieved on 17 January 2024.

151 [Bima Arya invites YLBHI and friends who reject the Raperda Anti-LGBT to sue the Constitutional Court], Detik News (Indonesia), 02 February 2023.
Several months later, in July 2023, the Garut Regency passed a similar bylaw prohibiting “LGBT activities”. The Regent of Garut, Rudy Gunawa, said that the regulations were enacted as a response to an alleged increase in local HIV cases, incidents of sexual harassment, and the presence of “homosexual groups” on Facebook. Similar to the bylaw in Bogor, this policy emphasizes preventing and remedying “deviant behaviour”, with Rudy Gunawa characterising such behaviours as “infectious diseases that must be cured”.156

In November 2023, a member of the People’s Representative Council in Indonesia called for stoning as a punishment for LGBT individuals to “suppress the increasing prevalence of [such] practices”.157 The politician cited religious sentiments as her reasoning behind the proposal during an Islamic Education forum held in West Java while urging parents to monitor their children’s behaviour to avoid their involvement in “promiscuity”. The local organisation Arus Pelangi noted that there were 45 anti-LGBT regulations in Indonesia as of January 2023.158

These attitudes from State actors and public figures resulted in numerous cases documented over recent years in which authorities appear to be targeting LGBT persons, with varying—often unclear—levels of legality and official sanction. One notable example came on 28 May 2023, when the Civil Service Police Unit of Pekanbaru City and the Sukajadi Police Station arrested 73 people in joint raids across the city. Around eight were arrested for possession of “sharp weapons” and narcotics, and many were targeted on suspicion of engaging in sex work. Still, some of those detained were strongly suspected to be lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender perpetrators. A police spokesperson told local media that this suspicion stemmed from “lipstick and other makeup tools in the bags of the men” and that some were caught engaging in “deviant behaviour” with persons of the same sex. The Mayor of Pekanbaru reportedly stated at the time:

We agreed with Forkopimda some time ago [to] conduct raids at locations where there are indications of LGBT activity.159

The Pekanbaru Mayor added that the raids had been part of ongoing “persuasive” and “pre-emptive” measures meant to counter the influence of LGBT people. For his part, the Governor of Riau Province, of which Pekanbaru is the capital, urged the authorities to impose stringent sanctions on LGBTQ people and stated:

For those who join LGBT, I ask them to immediately change and repent and pray to ask forgiveness from the Creator because this activity invokes divine wrath.160

The Iran Islamic Penal Code (2013) includes several provisions that prescribe severe punishments such as the death penalty, imprisonment, and flogging for various crimes related to same-sex sexual acts. Additionally, other provisions within the code continue to be used as tools of oppression against individuals of diverse sexual and gender identities.161

ILGA World has documented numerous instances in which consensual same-sex sexual acts have resulted in punishment by Iranian state actors. Moreover, there have been cases of human rights defenders and bloggers being targeted for advocating on behalf of these issues. Following the death of Jina Mahsa Amini in 2022 and the subsequent protests in Iran, the Iranian Lesbian & Transgender Network (6Rang) reported numerous human rights violations committed by state agents.162

Additionally, in January 2023, a non-binary blogger was detained but was eventually released. The blogger seems to have been arrested for speaking out in support of anti-government protests which had spread across much of Iran in the preceding months. They made statements on social media indicating that they expected to be arrested soon, and implied that if the authorities claimed they died of suicide or illness while in custody this should not be believed.163

Iraq’s Penal Code (Law No. 111) (1969) does not explicitly prohibit consensual same-sex sexual acts. However, due to a range of factors on the ground, from the use of related legislation to target persons of

157 “Hukuman Rajam untuk Pelaku LGBT, Anggota DPR Ini Bilang Perlu karena Makin Mewabah” [This DPR Member Says Stoning Punishment for LGBT Perpetrators is Necessary Because It is Increasingly Endemic], Tribun News, 13 November 2023.
158 “Rancangan Perda anti-LGBT di Makassar dan Garut disebut ‘tren jelang tahun politik’”, [Draft anti-LGBT regulations in Makassar and Garut called ‘trend ahead of political year’] BBC News Indonesia, 10 January 2023.
159 “Forkopimda” is the Regional Leadership Coordination Forum where regional and local governments discuss coordinating and implementing general government affairs across jurisdictions.
161 For more information, refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Iran (retrieved: 21 April 2024).
162 6Rang (Iranian Lesbian & Transgender Network), War on Bodies and Minds Gender Persecution of LGBTQ+ Protestors in the Context of the 2022-23 Iran Uprising (2023), 20-22.
diverse SOGIE to extensive extrajudicial targeting from State actors, same-sex sexual acts are considered de facto illegal.\(^\text{164}\)

To address this "legal vacuum", the Deputy Speaker of Parliament officially endorsed the introduction of a bill that would explicitly criminalise same-sex sexual acts. On 1 July 2023, the Secretary-General of the military group "League of the Righteous", Qais Al-Khazali, called on the House of Representatives to pass a law criminalising homosexuality to "ensure immunity and adequate protection for Iraqi society's authentic values, beliefs and morals". Soon after, MP Raad Hamdan AL-Maliki submitted the Bill to amend the Law against Prostitution (2023) to the chairman of the Legal Committee.\(^\text{166}\) This bill aims to rename the Law against Prostitution (Law No. 8) (1988) as "Law against Prostitution and Sexual Deviance" and effectively criminalise so-called "acts of sexual deviance". Iraqi LGBT activists have warned that passing this bill would "put the lives of community members in severe danger amid increasing efforts by several Iraqi politicians urging violence against them.\(^\text{167}\) Among such acts to be criminalised are "homosexual relations", defined as "a relationship between two persons of the same sex, male and male, or female and female, for the purpose of engaging in a continuous sexual relationship, and includes any sexual intercourse between two individuals of the same sex if it is repeated more than three times, whether it occurs between the same individuals or with others of the same sex".

Alarming, Article 5 of the bill establishes the death penalty as the legally prescribed penalty for "homosexual relations". Life imprisonment is included as an alternative punishment under the same provision. Under Article 2 of the bill, "acts of effeminacy" are defined as "the practice of imitating women" by any of the following actions:

(a) putting on women’s cosmetics and wearing women's clothes in public places or appearing in an appearance similar to women’s appearance, if these acts are practised in other than the acting profession.

(b) taking medication that has the effect of increasing female hormones in a way that contributes to showing signs of femininity in the male.

(c) any other acts that are an intended practice of effeminacy according to medical and social standards.

The "promotion of sexual deviance" is also prohibited, as well as acting as an intermediary between two individuals to promote or encourage "sexual deviance" and facilitating homosexual activities.

To further criminalise consensual same-sex sexual relations, on 2 July 2023, the deputy head of the Legal Affairs Committee of the Federal Parliament of Baghdad, Dr. Saadoun Ali, submitted another Bill to amend the Penal Code to Criminalise Homosexuality (2023) to the speaker of the Iraqi Parliament, Mohammed al-Halbousi. He also urged the president to include the bill in the country’s next legislative season, which began in September.\(^\text{168}\) On 15 July 2023, the Representative of the Higher Education and Scientific Research Committee, Firas Al-Maslamawi, confirmed in a TV interview that signatures were being collected to pass a law to criminalise "homosexuality and everything that contradicts Islamic principles". He added that after the law is passed, "security services can take their role in confronting and arresting anyone who seeks, supports, and encourages these deviant ideas that contradict the principles they were raised on in Iraq.\(^\text{169}\)

On 18 August 2023, local media reported that the Iraqi Parliament had made the first reading of the Bill to amend the Law against Prostitution (2023). Furthermore, Dara Sekaniani, a lawmaker from the Kurdistan Islamic Union’s bloc and member of the parliament’s legal committee, confirmed that as per the proposals submitted for amending the law, consensual same-sex sexual acts could be punished with the death penalty, a life sentence, a significant fine or imprisonment for up to five years.\(^\text{170}\) Other members of the parliamentary legal committee have said that "the new law will hold homosexuals to account and impose the most severe penalties on them.\(^\text{171}\) It was also reported that Saud Al-Saadi, the head of the Huqouq Party, expressed support for the Bill and even suggested amendments considering other terms linked with the LGBT community, such as "gender", to "fill any void" in the law.\(^\text{172}\) International human rights organisations like Human Rights Watch have called on the Iraqi government to withdraw the proposed law.

---

\(^{164}\) Article 401 of the Penal Code criminalises "immoral acts" in public, which are punishable by a period of detention of up to six months and/or a fine. There have been cases of same-sex couples and individuals being prosecuted on the basis of this criminal provision as well as on "prostitution" charges. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Iraq, retrieved on 10 October 2023.

\(^{165}\) " аппالح الخزلي يدعو إلى تشريع قانون يجرم "الذكورة الجنسية.\(( Sheikh Khazali calls for the enactment of a law criminalising homosexuality), Al-Ahed News, 1 July 2023.

\(^{166}\) "عراق: مشروع قانون يمنع الجنس المثلي, Pink News, 4 July 2023.

\(^{167}\) "العراق يجري مفاوضات لتشريع جرائم الجنس المثلي", The New Arab, 18 August 2023.

\(^{168}\) "برلمان يعيد جملة "التشريع ضد جرائم الجنس المثلي", Sout Al Iraq, 9 July 2023.


\(^{171}\) "البرلمان يجري مفاوضات لتشريع جرائم الجنس المثلي", Pink News, 4 July 2023.


---
noting that it would "threaten the lives of Iraqis already facing a hostile environment for LGBT people".  

In January 2024, it was reported that the Speaker of the House of Representatives, Muhammad Al-Halbousi, had withdrawn from the Parliamentary agenda the Bill to amend the Law against Prostitution (2023). Subsequently, Representative Raed Al-Maliki, a member of the Legal Committee of the House of Representatives, initiated legal proceedings contesting the constitutionality of the Speaker’s decision. Al-Maliki argued that the withdrawal lacked adequate explanation. The Federal Supreme Court of Iraq, in Case No. 254/Federal/2023 (2024), ruled in January 2024 in favour of Al-Maliki, thereby reinstating the proposed law onto the legal agenda and permitting its progression to the second reading stage. In response to the court’s decision, Al-Maliki denounced what he perceived as "external interference and objections from Western countries" in the legislative process. This stance underscores his determination to see the law enacted during the ongoing legislative session.  

On 27 April 2024, it was reported that the Iraqi Parliament passed the Law against Prostitution and Sexual Deviance (2024). The Law dropped the amendment to impose the death penalty, but still effectively imposes a maximum 15-year prison sentence for consensual same-sex sexual relations, and at least seven for anyone convicted of 'promoting homosexuality'.  

Due to the timing of the law’s approval, subsequent to the cut-off date of this report, ILGA World was unable to obtain access to the final approved version of the law’s text. As a result, detailed information regarding the latest amendments, specific provisions and other aspects of the law are not included in this report. We kindly request that our readers consult the ILGA World Database for updates shortly.

Jordan does not technically criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts. However, in December 2021, the General Iftaa Department issued Fatwa No. 3670 (2021), declaring homosexuality and advocating for LGBT+ rights illegal under Islamic law. Officials have stated that the prohibition of sodomy under Sharia law holds greater significance than any provisions in secular legislation. Consequently, they largely regard anything related to homosexuality and LGBT activities and advocacy as contrary to local laws and customs. Additionally, security forces exploit vague morality laws to target LGBT people, operating with impunity due to the absence of legal protections.

Human Rights Watch’s has documented the extensive offline repercussions of enacting the Cybercrime Law (2023), including entrapment, online extortion, harassment, and the use of unlawfully obtained digital data from arbitrary phone searches in legal proceedings. LGBT individuals expressed feeling unable to safely express themselves, leading many to pre-emptively disband their work and groups to avoid prosecution.

ILGA World has also noted several instances of enforcement, particularly by the General Intelligence Directorate (GID), Jordan’s domestic intelligence agency. The two recorded instances involved human rights defenders, where members of the GID detained and harassed the victims, threatening to and outing them to their families. Authorities have also been noted to freeze their bank accounts to push them to cease their advocacy work.

Kuwait

In 2023, ILGA World noted multiple examples of criminal enforcement against individuals for both alleged same-sex acts and for having diverse gender expressions. Still, numbers are difficult to calculate given the apparent trend of law enforcement informally abusing or extorting people in exchange for their freedom rather than putting them through the legal system.

Formal criminal enforcement did continue into 2023, though, as it was reported in February 2023 that Kuwaiti authorities in Salmiya arrested and deported three Saudi Arabian men charged with “practising acts against public morals” for engaging in consensual same-sex sexual acts. However, in December 2021, the General Iftaa Department issued a fatwa declaring homosexuality and advocating for LGBT+ rights illegal under Islamic law. Officials have stated that the prohibition of sodomy under Sharia law holds greater significance than any provisions in secular legislation. Consequently, they largely regard anything related to homosexuality and LGBT activities and advocacy as contrary to local laws and customs. Additionally, security forces exploit vague morality laws to target LGBT people, operating with impunity due to the absence of legal protections.

Human Rights Watch’s has documented the extensive offline repercussions of enacting the Cybercrime Law (2023), including entrapment, online extortion, harassment, and the use of unlawfully obtained digital data from arbitrary phone searches in legal proceedings. LGBT individuals expressed feeling unable to safely express themselves, leading many to pre-emptively disband their work and groups to avoid prosecution.

ILGA World has also noted several instances of enforcement, particularly by the General Intelligence Directorate (GID), Jordan’s domestic intelligence agency. The two recorded instances involved human rights defenders, where members of the GID detained and harassed the victims, threatening to and outing them to their families. Authorities have also been noted to freeze their bank accounts to push them to cease their advocacy work.
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 Jordan does not technically criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts. However, in December 2021, the General Iftaa Department issued Fatwa No. 3670 (2021), declaring homosexuality and advocating for LGBT+ rights illegal under Islamic law. Officials have stated that the prohibition of sodomy under Sharia law holds greater significance than any provisions in secular legislation. Consequently, they largely regard anything related to homosexuality and LGBT activities and advocacy as contrary to local laws and customs. Additionally, security forces exploit vague morality laws to target LGBT people, operating with impunity due to the absence of legal protections.

Human Rights Watch’s has documented the extensive offline repercussions of enacting the Cybercrime Law (2023), including entrapment, online extortion, harassment, and the use of unlawfully obtained digital data from arbitrary phone searches in legal proceedings. LGBT individuals expressed feeling unable to safely express themselves, leading many to pre-emptively disband their work and groups to avoid prosecution.

ILGA World has also noted several instances of enforcement, particularly by the General Intelligence Directorate (GID), Jordan’s domestic intelligence agency. The two recorded instances involved human rights defenders, where members of the GID detained and harassed the victims, threatening to and outing them to their families. Authorities have also been noted to freeze their bank accounts to push them to cease their advocacy work.

Kuwait

In 2023, ILGA World noted multiple examples of criminal enforcement against individuals for both alleged same-sex acts and for having diverse gender expressions. Still, numbers are difficult to calculate given the apparent trend of law enforcement informally abusing or extorting people in exchange for their freedom rather than putting them through the legal system.

Formal criminal enforcement did continue into 2023, though, as it was reported in February 2023 that Kuwaiti authorities in Salmiya arrested and deported three Saudi Arabian men charged with “practising acts against public morals” for engaging in consensual same-
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sex sexual acts with one another, possibly in exchange for money.\textsuperscript{180} Additional reports were noted in September 2023, in which the General Department of Criminal Investigation are said to have arrested 71 people on charges of “acts contrary to public morals and incitement to debauchery” in Mahboula, Salmiya, Hawalli, and Farwaniyah.\textsuperscript{181} 

**Malaysia**

Malaysia currently criminalises consensual same-sex relations both at the federal level through the Penal Code (1936) and at the state level through individual State Syariah Enactments.\textsuperscript{185} Throughout 2023, Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim and his administration made conflicting statements regarding the rights of LGBTI individuals in Malaysia. Two months after assuming office as Prime Minister, in January 2023, he declared that the recognition of LGBT people and their rights “will never happen under [his] administration”.\textsuperscript{186} Later, in September 2023, in an interview with the media regarding the raids of 11 Swatch stores and the confiscation of its pride-themed collection, Ibrahim expressed that harassment against the LGBTI community should be avoided and condemned in Malaysia. In the same interview, however, he acknowledged that he was required to “respect the consensus of Malaysians” who do not accept the LGBTQ+ community.\textsuperscript{187} Similarly, the religious affairs minister of the Prime Minister’s office affirmed that the government would not “deny the rights of the LGBT community” guaranteed under the Federal Constitution while also reiterating the government’s stance against their “lifestyle”, promoting government initiatives to “help the group return to the fitrah (natural state) and become aware of their mistakes”.\textsuperscript{188} Amid the political sentiments surrounding the criminalisation of LGBTI people in 2023, the Federal Court of Malaysia began hearing a legal challenge against 20 Syariah provisions in the Kelantan Syariah Criminal Code (i) Enactment (2021) in August 2023.\textsuperscript{189} Among the provisions challenged are Sections 14 and 15 criminalising same-sex sexual relations. The plaintiffs argue that the State Legislature of Kelantan did not have the power to enact laws on such offences as there are already federal laws covering the same crimes, citing the 2021 judgement of *BKA-3-11/2019* (2021) in

\begin{itemize}  
\item [\textsuperscript{180}] Ibid.  
\item [\textsuperscript{181}] The General Department of Criminal Investigation, represented by the Department for the Protection of Public Morals, was able to arrest (71) people on charges of acts contrary to public morals (practicing vice) and incitement to immorality and debauchery, in Mahboula., \textit{Nald} (Kuwait), 22 September 2023.  
\item [\textsuperscript{182}] "An Insult to Culture": MP Mark Daou Criticizes Minister Mourtada for Opposing Homosexuality Decriminalization Proposal in Lebanon *Ibc* TV, 13 August 2023.  
\item [\textsuperscript{183}] "An Insult to Culture": MP Mark Daou Criticizes Minister Mourtada for Opposing Homosexuality Decriminalization Proposal in Lebanon *Ibc* TV, 13 August 2023.  
\item [\textsuperscript{184}] Anwar on Malaysia’s stand on LGBTQ+ issue: We have to respect the consensus of the people *Nsttv*, \textit{New Straits Times}, 23 September 2023.  
\item [\textsuperscript{185}] "Govt won’t deny LGBT community’s rights under the constitution, says minister", \textit{Free Malaysia Today}, 18 October 2023.  
\item [\textsuperscript{186}] "We’ll never recognize secularism, communism, LGBT, says Anwar", \textit{Free Malaysia Today}, 7 January 2023.  
\item [\textsuperscript{187}] "Govt won’t deny LGBT community’s rights under the constitution, says minister", \textit{Free Malaysia Today}, 18 October 2023.  
\item [\textsuperscript{188}] "Apex Court nine-man bench hears legal challenge seeking to declare 20 Syariah criminal offences unconstitutional", \textit{The Sun (Malaysia)}, 17 August 2023.  
\end{itemize}
On 9 February 2024, the Federal Court struck down 16 of the Syariah provisions, including the provision criminalising "sodomy". In Petition No. BKA-2-05-2022(D) (2024), the court based its decision on the 2021 court ruling of BKA-3-11/2019 (W) (2021), declaring such provisions "null and void". The ruling was grounded in the understanding that the "Legislature of the State of Kelantan has no power to enact laws" on matters exclusive to the federal Parliament’s jurisdiction, reaffirming such provisions’ unconstitutionality. Furthermore, the court acknowledged that although these laws pertain to the "precepts of Islam", they can equally apply to non-Muslims as they do to Muslims. Consequently, they are not purely religious offences and, thus, fall outside the jurisdiction of the state legislature. Notably, the state legislation prescribes a shorter sentence (3 years) compared to the 20 years under federal law, meaning consensual same-sex acts still face the risk of harsher punishment. Nonetheless, activists have welcomed the judicial decision, highlighting that Syariah enactments criminalising consensual same-sex acts are more vigorously enforced than those outlined in the Penal Code at the federal level. Following the decision, the lawyer-activist and her daughter, who initiated the challenge, have reported that they had been receiving death threats. Nik Elin informed media that she had filed three police reports regarding the online death threats made to her, as well as threats to "slaughter" her and "burn her house down". These threats surfaced following a campaign by political and religious leaders characterising the challenge as a threat to Malaysia’s Syariah court system.

Enforcement of criminalising provisions in Malaysia, particularly those within the Syariah system, remained consistent in 2023. ILGA World monitored an investigation conducted in June by the Penang State Islamic Religious Council (MAINPP) following photos of two women allegedly engaged in a wedding proposal and "displaying affection in a private lodging facility in Balik Pulau" circulating on social media. Media sources were told that MAINPP would gather more information on the case and take legal action as the country prohibits LGBT activities if the incident did indeed take place.

Section 411(a)(2) of the Penal Code (Law No. 6) (2014) still criminalises "unlawful sexual intercourse", which is committed when a person engages in sexual intercourse with a person of the same sex. In February 2023, a Maldivian police officer was convicted of homosexuality, resulting in dismissal from the force, imprisonment, and public exposure through a newspaper publication. The officer had maintained a relationship with a Bangladeshi national working in the Maldives. The pair were filmed together, with the video circulated on social media, leading to the officer’s immediate arrest. Initially sentenced to one year, two months, and twelve days’ imprisonment, the officer successfully appealed, reducing the sentence to one year. The whereabouts of his partner remain unknown.

In Myanmar, while no significant strides have been observed between January 2023 and March 2024 in terms of legal reform, reports published by local civil society organisations underscore the systematic employment of existing laws to suppress and discriminate against people of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities. Since the occurrence of the 2021 coup d’état, various provisions within the legal framework have been wielded by members of the military and law enforcement agencies to instil fear, and to arrest LGBT individuals under false pretences. Noteworthy among the statutes invoked for such purposes is the infamous 1860 Penal Code Section 377, alongside Sections 312 and 320, Section 30 of the Rangoon Police Act (1899), Section 35 of the Police Act (1945)—colloquially called “Shadow Laws” or “Darkness Laws”—and the 1949 Suppression of Prostitution Act, among others. Furthermore, additional legal instruments, such as Penal Code Section 268, criminalising acts of "public nuisance", and Section 66(D) of the Electronic Communications Law, have also been deployed to persecute LGBT individuals under the auspices of the prevailing military regime.

---


191 "Nik Elin terima banyak uganat bunuh" [Nik Elin received many death threats], Sinar Harian, 11 February 2024; "Keputusan kes Nik Elin tak hikis kuasa mahkamah syariah - Amanah" [The decision of the Nik Elin case does not erode the authority of the sharia court], Sinar Harian, 15 February 2024.


193 "Investigation launched into alleged same-sex wedding proposal in Penang", New Straits Times, 8 July 2023.

194 "Maldives: Les homosexuels sont punis, sauf les touristes - Mayotte la 1ère" [Maldives: Homosexuals are punished, except tourists], Franceinfo, 4 March 2023; "Un policier maldivien condamné à un an de prison pour homosexualité" [Maldivian police officer sentenced to one year in prison for homosexuality], STOP homophobic, 4 March 2023.

Pakistan

In May 2023, the Federal Shariat Court issued Shariat Petition No. 5 (2023) following a legal challenge to various provisions of the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act (2018) and the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Rules (2020), among others. A primary contention of the plaintiffs centred on the notion that the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act (2018) provided “legal cover for homosexuality”, facilitating its indulgence by those deemed “sexually perverted”. They further argued that the Act promoted illicit sexual activities, particularly homosexuality, within society. Same-sex sexual acts of course remain illegal in Pakistan, per Section 377 of the Penal Code (Act No. XLV) (1860).

The ruling substantially altered the Act’s provisions by affirming the absence of individual autonomy to alter gender and deeming certain provisions incongruous with Shariah law. In July 2023, the decision was challenged in the Supreme Court.

Qatar

Article 285 of Qatar’s Penal Code (Law No. 11) (2004) states that whoever “copulates with a male over sixteen years of age without compulsion, duress, or ruse shall be punished with imprisonment for a term up to 7 years”. The same penalty applies “to the male for his knowledge”. The same penalty also applies to the female for “leading”, “instigating”, or “seducing” of a male to copulate. The same penalty applies “to the male for his knowledge” of his partner being under 16 years of age without compulsion, duress, or ruse.

These laws remain actively enforced, putting people of diverse SOGIE living in Qatar at risk of criminalisation and hostility from State actors and the public. Several reports from prior months and years demonstrating this surfaced in the leadup to the December 2022 FIFA World Cup, hosted by Qatar.

2023 in particular saw an Indonesian national deported for being caught at a restaurant with his friends wearing tinted moisturiser, considered by the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) to be in violation of Qatar’s dress code. They were all reportedly questioned in separate rooms about their personal details and whether they were involved in sex work and were denied the opportunity to phone their in-country sponsors for assistance.

In February 2024 a gay British-Mexican national visiting Qatar was entrapped by police officers on a gay dating app, and arrested for possession of illegal narcotics. He was also reportedly denied access to his HIV medication while in custody. Qatari authorities have denied his sexual orientation had any bearing on the arrest, though several activists and the man’s family have seemingly called this claim into question.

Singapore

After the 2022 Court of Appeal decision to rule Section 377A unenforceable, the Singaporean Prime Minister announced plans during his National Day Rally Speech to repeal Section 377A. However, in the same speech, he announced that the government would also amend the constitution to “safeguard the institution of marriage” as being defined as between a man and a woman. Later that year, in October 2022, the Penal Code (Amendment) Bill No. 31 (2022) was introduced for the First Reading in Parliament to repeal Section 377A and amend all laws that reference Section 377A, including the Criminal Procedure Code (2010) and Evidence Act (1893). The bill was passed in November 2022, and on 3 January 2023, the Penal Code (Amendment No. 39) (2022) was officially gazetted after having received assent from Singapore’s President, thus officially repealing Section 377A and decriminalising same-sex sexual acts. It is to be noted that this move came with an amendment to the
A year after the official decriminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts, in January 2024, in a written reply (2024) to a parliamentary question, the Ministry of Home Affairs stated that individuals whose conviction records are not automatically considered nullified may apply to the Commissioner of Police to have them expunged. It was reported by local media that there were more than 250 living people who were convicted under Section 377A between 1988 and 2007 who can thus have their convictions cleared by such an application.

In October 2023, the Constitutional Court, in Case No. 16 (2023), upheld Article 92-6 of the Military Criminal Act with a 5-4 majority vote. Notably, this marks the fourth occasion when the law’s constitutionality has been debated. In previous judgments, the tally stood at seven constitutional versus two unconstitutional in 2002, five constitutional versus four unconstitutional in 2008, and five constitutional versus four unconstitutional in 2016, resulting in a 15-year deadlock in the discussion.

South Korea

Although South Korea’s Criminal Act (as updated in 2009) contains no provisions criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts between adults, Article 92(6) of the Military Criminal Act (1962) criminalises “indecent acts” and punishes military personnel who “commit an act with a person’s consent for the purpose of gratifying sexual desire”. Article 92(6) criminalises “indecent acts” and punishes military personnel with imprisonment for not more than two years.” Following a Supreme Court ruling (Judgement 2019 – Decree 3047) in 2022 that acquitted two soldiers for engaging in consensual same-sex sexual acts, the Ministry of National Defence reportedly stated in February 2023 that they were studying the possibility of formalising an exception so that soldiers engaging in voluntary same-sex activities outside military premises would not be penalised.

In October 2023, the Constitutional Court, in Case No. 16 (2023), upheld Article 92-6 of the Military Criminal Act with a 5-4 majority vote. Notably, this marks the fourth occasion when the law’s constitutionality has been debated. In previous judgments, the tally stood at seven constitutional versus two unconstitutional in 2002, five constitutional versus four unconstitutional in 2008, and five constitutional versus four unconstitutional in 2016, resulting in a 15-year deadlock in the discussion.

Sri Lanka

Currently, Article 365 of Sri Lanka’s Penal Code (1885), as amended by the Penal Code (Amendment) Act (Act No. 22) (1995), punishes “unnatural offences” (defined as “carnal intercourse against the order of nature with any man, woman or animal”) with imprisonment for up to 10 years.

In April 2023, the Penal Code (Amendment) Bill (2023) was placed in official parliamentary business after being introduced sent to the President as a private member’s bill in August 2022. The bill seeks to amend Section 365 of the Penal Code to only criminalise “carnal intercourse” with an animal, removing reference to intercourse with a man or woman. The bill also seeks to repeal Section 365A regarding “gross indecency”. Representatives from several major political parties in Sri Lanka signalled their support for the bill, with many members of parliament discussing their views on ensuring the rights of LGBT Sri Lankans.

In the same month, however, a petition was filed before the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka to declare the Penal Code (Amendment) Bill unconstitutional. The petitioners reportedly argued that the repeal of Section 365A would “promote homosexual activities” and would “expose children to LGBT programmes in schools, impacting the rights of children.” Other arguments by the petitioners included that decriminalisation would exacerbate the situation of HIV/AIDS although...
evidence suggests otherwise while also arguing that national standards of culture and morality deem homosexuality as ‘prejudicial’.  

In May 2023, the Supreme Court rejected such arguments. It determined in SC SD No. 13 (2023) that the bill is not unconstitutional and that the legislation "would, in fact, ensure that all persons shall be equal before the law and be entitled to the equal protection of the law, irrespective of their sexual orientation", clearing the way for a Parliamentary debate and vote on the subject. It was reported that the Committee on Parliamentary Business held its first reading of the bill on 20 November 2023, with a second on 12 December. Amid these discussions, in November 2023, the Human Rights Commission of Sri Lanka (HRCSL) submitted recommendations to Justice, Prison Affairs, and Constitutional Reforms Minister Wijeyadasa Rajapakse, urging the prompt repeal or amendment of Sections 365 and 365A of the Penal Code.

Yemen

Yemen's criminalising laws are enforced by various factions, including the internationally recognised government and insurgent forces, amid an ongoing civil war and humanitarian crisis. All parties in the conflict have targeted individuals of diverse sexual orientations, gender identities, and expressions, with the UN documenting violations of international humanitarian law. Concerns persist about the resurgence of oppressive gender norms and their impact on gender non-conforming individuals, as highlighted by the UN Group of Eminent International and Regional Experts in 2019. Throughout 2023, ILGA World monitored numerous reports of arrests targeting individuals accused of engaging in consensual same-sex relations or promoting homosexuality in Yemen. Among these, on 1 January, four men were reportedly arrested in Al-Hodeidah's Al-Zahra Directorate for allegedly trying to "spread homosexuality". Public calls for the death penalty heightened tensions. In July, eight Houthis militia members were also reportedly detained in a Dhamar hotel for "promoting homosexuality". In October, further reports surfaced that Houthi militia members were facing charges of homosexuality and sodomy, prompting referral to a criminal court.

In January 2024, disturbing reports surfaced when a criminal court in Dhamar, northern Yemen, reportedly sentenced nine individuals to death. Seven were to be executed by stoning, two by crucifixion, and 23 others received prison terms of six months to 10 years on charges such as 'homosexuality' and 'spreading immorality'. Similarly, in February, a court in Ibb condemned 13 students to death and three to flogging for 'spreading homosexuality'. Amnesty International's Crisis Evidence Lab analysed videos showing individuals being publicly flogged in the presence of Houthi officials, suggesting the imposition of the penalties occurred in public spectacles aimed at instilling fear.

Tajikistan

Tajikistan does not explicitly outlaw consensual same-sex sexual acts. However, ILGA World has documented multiple instances of arrests and detentions of LGBT people in recent years. Additionally, there are reports of widespread police extortion attempts targeting suspected gay individuals, exploiting social stigma that deters many from safely disclosing their sexual orientation.

In February 2023, Barotali Khamidzoda, the head of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, announced the detention of ten gay men in Dushanbe on suspicion of "deliberately infecting citizens with HIV". Rakhimzoda stated that the Ministry "does not carry out special raids against gays and lesbians. However, they are constantly under our supervision".

215 "Will Sri Lanka Decriminalize Same-Sex Relations?", Ground Views, 5 May 2023; "Dr. Paikiaothy Saravanamuttu, Bhavani Fonseka and Mirak Raheem Intervene in Supreme Court Special Determination (SC SD 13/2023) in support of the Penal Code (Amendment) Bill", Centre for Policy Alternatives, 19 April 2023.

216 "تقرير رسمي من المهميشية: صبيحة في تنزانيا: تقع في أحضان النور وتحمل اسمها" [Support the amendment to decriminalize homosexuality], The Leader (Sri Lanka), 12 May 2023; "SC deems pro-LGBT Bill consistent with Constitution", The Morning, 12 May 2023; "الرائد: تقدم جنرال التحالفات في النشرة، SC نجح في الإعلان عن مرحلة اليوبيل للعقوبات للأعمال الجنسية بين الجنسين" [Homosexuality decriminalized in Sri Lanka, SC gives verdict after hearing over a dozen petitions], Prabha Sakshi, 10 May 2023; "ICJ welcomes SC’s determination on proposed amendment decriminalising consensual same-sex relations between adults" [ICJ welcomes SC’s determination on proposed amendment decriminalising consensual same-sex relations between adults], Lanka News Web, 12 May 2023.


219 "لا يوجد القصور في الأحزاب السياسية في اليمن: الناشطات في نشرة اليوم، SC توافق على التعديلات المشتركة للنصوص الجنسية بين الجنسين" [In Dushanbe, gay men are suspected of infecting more than 80 people with HIV], Radio Ozodi, 15 February 2023.


221 See, among others: "النظام في اليمن: القضاء على الاغتصاب وانتشار المثلية الجنسية" [The militia acknowledges the occurrence of same-sex marriage in an area under its control in western Yemen and claims to have arrested the perpetrators], News Line (Yemen), 2 January 2023; "في اليمن: الهزات ت進め المثلية الجنسية وتشدد عقوباتها" [Fears heightened as the Houthis released members of a cell promoting homosexuality and drugs in the city of Dhamar], Akhbar News Agency, 31 July 2023.

Europe

France

In August 2022, the Bill to grant reparations to those convicted of homosexuality (2022) was introduced in the French Senate. According to Article 2, people who were sentenced under laws criminalising same-sex sexual acts between consenting adults would be entitled to a fixed compensation of 10,000 euros, a compensation of 150 euros per day of imprisonment, and to the reimbursement of any fines they had been obligated to pay. By March 2024, it had already been supported by both chambers of the French Parliament and was awaiting a second vote by the Senate.223

Russia

The Russian Federation has not explicitly criminalised consensual same-sex sexual acts since 1993.224 Nevertheless, over the past decade, a complex and regressive series of laws and judicial rulings have coalesced to form an oppressive legal framework which criminalises individuals of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities. Stringent limitations on freedom of expression and association have led to the imposition of fines, arrests, prosecutions, and incarceration of activists and members of the LGBT community. Furthermore, persistent efforts to dismantle and suppress organisations have decimated the local movement. The most recent manifestation of this strategy is evident in a Supreme Court decision that designated the LGBT movement as “extremist”, imposing substantial restrictions and impeding the dissemination of information or advocacy for LGBT rights.

Notably, these measures have been implemented despite the absence of explicit criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts. This fact has been cynically exploited by senior officials, including President Vladimir Putin, to suggest that homosexuality is not officially persecuted in the country.

> For a detailed examination of the legal developments that took place between January 2023 and April 2024 that contributed to this situation in Russia, please refer to the chapters on restrictions to freedom of expression and freedom of association in the referenced report.

Latin America and the Caribbean

Dominica

Until April 2024, Section 16 of the Sexual Offences Act (1998) punished the crime of “buggery” with imprisonment of up to 10 years, and if deemed fit by the court, the convicted person could be sent to a psychiatric hospital for treatment, making Dominica the only UN Member State retaining court-mandated "conversion therapy" as a legally prescribed penalty for consensual same-sex sexual acts.

Acts of “gross indecency”—understood as “an act other than sexual intercourse by a person involving the use of genital organs for the purpose of arousing or gratifying sexual desire”—were also punished under Section 14 with imprisonment for five years.

However, on 22 April 2024, these provisions were declared unconstitutional and void in B.G. v. Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Dominica et al. (2024),225 as they contravene fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution of Dominica, specifically the rights to liberty, freedom of expression, and protection of personal privacy.

In order to give effect to these declarations, the court determined that Section 14(2) of the Sexual Offences Act is to be interpreted in a manner that excludes consensual acts of gross indecency committed in private between consenting adults from the scope of the offence. Similarly, section 16(1)(b) is to be read to specify that consensual acts between adults conducted in private are not subject to prosecution.

> Due to the timing of the decision’s release, subsequent to the cut-off date of this report, ILGA World has been unable to perform a comprehensive analysis of its content and legal implications. We urge our readers to consult the ILGA World Database for forthcoming updates.

Jamaica

In March 2023, the Court of Appeal adjourned the case of Attorney General v. Maurice Tomlinson (2023), which aimed to challenge the constitutionality of Jamaica’s anti-sodomy laws.226 The Court ordered a

---

223 “Condamnations pour homosexualité : le vote des députés en faveur d’une réhabilitation” [Constitutions for homosexuality: the vote of deputies in favour of rehabilitation], Komité, 9 March 2024; “France’s lower house backs compensating victims of anti-gay laws”, France 24, 8 March 2024.

224 For more information, refer to: ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Russia (retrieved: 1 April 2024).

225 Full title: B.G. v. Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Dominica, the Bishop of Roseau, the Methodist Church, the Anglican Church and Dominica Association of Evangelical Churches, DOM-HCV2019/0149, 22 April 2024.

226 In Jamaica, consensual same-sex sexual acts are criminalised under various provisions of the Offences Against the Person Act (1864). For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Jamaica, retrieved on 10 October 2023.
separate trial to determine whether the constitutionality of Sections 76, 77, and 79 of the Offences Against the Person Act (1864) could be considered. In October 2023, this new case was dismissed, with the Court indicating that it considered this issue under the legislature’s purview instead. The Court also referred the Constitution’s Savings Law Clause, which was intended to protect pre-independence, colonial laws from constitutional challenges. The Court, however, acknowledged the State’s ability to preserve the country’s buggery laws and utilisation of the Savings Law Clause to prevent scrutiny of the laws violating citizens’ rights. The main plaintiff and activist, Maurice Tomlinson has since reportedly expressed interest in taking this matter to the country’s apex court, the Privy Council, located in the United Kingdom.

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines

On 16 February 2024, in the case of Javin Kevin Vinc Johnson v Attorney General (2019), consolidated with Sean Mcleish v Attorney General (2019), Justice Esco Henry—sitting as a High Court Judge within the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court—ruled against the claimants and thereby validated Sections 146 and 148 of the Criminal Code of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (informally referred to as the “buggery” law). These provisions prescribe a penalty of up to ten years imprisonment for individuals engaging in “buggery” and a maximum penalty of five years for those involved in acts of “gross indecency”, respectively. The lawsuits were filed in 2019 by two gay men residing abroad and challenged the constitutionality of these Criminal Code provisions.

Shortly after the case was admitted, a coalition of ten Christian churches was added as “interested parties” in the litigation, granting them the opportunity to submit written arguments and oral presentations during the proceedings. Ultimately, they played a highly influential role in the decision. The coalition also mobilised politically during the case, organising a significant rally in November 2019 under the theme “A Call to Righteousness, Calling Our Nation to God” to demonstrate against the case in the capital city of Kingstown. During the rally, the leader of the Coalition, Mandella Peters, described the case as “an assault on Christian beliefs about sexual relations” and asserted that the litigation represented the first step of the “LGBT Agenda” in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, aiming to legitimise same-sex marriage and “the promotion of transgenderism”.

In her decision, Justice Esco Henry established that as neither claimant was a resident of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines any longer, they had no legal standing to bring such a case and had, in any event, failed to demonstrate the harm caused to them by the existence of the law.

Regarding the substantive issue, the Attorney General argued that two main objectives justified keeping the law: public health and public morality. Concerning public health, the Attorney General contended that “the increasingly high cost of supplying medication to persons stricken with HIV provides a reasonably justifiable rationale” for upholding criminalisation. Justice Esco Henry alarmingly supported the disproven argument that decriminalising same-sex sexual acts could lead to a surge in HIV cases, stating that “the thought of a public health crisis occasioned by an unstemmed deluge of new HIV cases is a real and serious concern, which reasonably justifies a public health response of the kind embedded in the challenged provisions”.

As for the public morality argument, Justice Henry indicated that the testimonies provided by Pastor Haynes and Reverend Davis on “the content of the prevailing mores” were reflective of the public morality standards by which Vincentian society governs itself. In his testimony, Pastor Haynes notably stated that the rights of Churches and their members “would be adversely affected” with the repeal of the buggery law, including their right to seek and disseminate information in opposition to buggery, their equality before the law, their right to enjoy a healthy environment, and their right to freedom of religion, among others. For his part, Reverend Davis—who had been a fervent speaker at the rally against the litigation in 2019—expressed that the repeal of the “buggery” law

227 “Gay rights activist’s constitutional challenge delayed”, Jamaica Observer, 4 April 2023; “Court seizes on a new way to delay challenge to Jamaica’s anti-gay law”, 76 Crimes, 15 April 2023.
would “enable the LGBT agenda to be forced upon a community whose religious ethos is totally at odds with it.”

In conclusion, Justice Esco Henry indicated that he harboured “no doubt” that criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts has “a rational connection” with public health and public morality concerns within the context of the State’s limited resources and the “local mores”.

In response to the decision, UNAIDS said in a statement that it was “particularly concerned that the judgment referred to protecting public health and tackling the HIV epidemic as justifying punitive anti-LGBTQ laws because the evidence shows that such laws hinder efforts to protect public health and tackle the HIV epidemic”. The statement went on to indicate that “in fact, studies show that these laws have negative health outcomes. A punitive legal environment, including criminalisation of same-sex relationships, drives people underground and away from vital health services, including HIV prevention, testing, treatment, and care” and that “to achieve the goal of ending AIDS as a public health threat by 2030, it is vital to ensure that everyone has equal access to essential services without fear, stigma or discrimination”.

VincyCHAP, a local civil society organisation that joined the claimants as an interested party to the case stated: “It is a dark day in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines for minorities who are LGBT persons. This has now weaponised hate, it has now weaponised discrimination, it has now weaponised homophobia, sanctioned by the highest court.”

**Venezuela**

Although consensual same-sex sexual activity has not been criminalised since Venezuela enacted its first Penal Code (1836), it was outlawed in the military until 2023 under Article 565 of the Military Justice Code, which prohibited “sexual acts against nature”. In March 2023, the Supreme Court struck down this article in Judgment No. 0128 (2023) for lack of precision with regard to the punishable behaviour.

**Oceania**

**Cook Islands (New Zealand)**

April 2023 marked a significant victory for local communities in the Cook Islands as the Crimes (Sexual Offences) Amendment Bill (2023), encompassing provisions for the decriminalisation of consensual same-sex acts, was successfully enacted after passing its second and third readings in the local Parliament.

Before this date, Section 155 of the Crimes Act (1969) had penalised “sodomy” with varying consequences based on the nature of the offence. Earlier attempts to repeal this provision, including the Crimes Bill (2017), faced multiple deferrals. In 2019, the Crimes Bill Select Committee briefly considered heightened penalties for “sodomy” and an extension to cover same-sex acts between women; however, this was abandoned after widespread public backlash.

According to local media, Prime Minister Mark Brown stated in Parliament that the amendment brings outdated laws, enacted nearly 60 years ago, into the 21st century by eliminating “legal language that is no longer appropriate in this day and age”. For its part, UNAIDS issued a statement welcoming the decision.

UNAIDS Asia Pacific Regional Director, Eamonn Murphy, stated that “by decriminalising sex between same-sex partners, the Pacific nation joins a global movement toward affirming the human rights to non-discrimination and privacy” and that the “abolition of punitive and discriminatory colonial laws across the world is essential for public health, including for ensuring the end of AIDS”.

---

232 “Statement from UNAIDS on the decision of the High Court of St. Vincent and the Grenadines to uphold discriminatory and harmful laws”, UNAIDS (Website), 25 February 2024; “UNAIDS comments on High Court ruling on challenge to Buggery laws”, Searchlight, 27 February 2024.

233 “High Court ruling undermines the rights of LGBTQ+ Vincentians”, Eastern Caribbean Alliance for Diversity and Equality, 19 February 2024.

234 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Venezuela, retrieved on 1 June 203.

235 “TSJ anula artículo que castiga con cárcel a militares homosexuales” [TSJ annuls article that punished gay soldiers], El Carabobeño, 18 March 2023.

236 “Historic day: Cook Islands Parliament decriminalises homosexuality”, Cook Islands News, 15 April 2023; “We are now truly one nation and one people, says Pride Cook Islands”, Cook Islands News, 17 April 2023; “Bisher drohten 5 Jahre Knaat: Cookinseln legalisieren Homosexualität!” [So far threatened 5 years jail: Cook Islands legalize homosexuality], Bild, 18 April 2023; “Postkolonialismus: Cookinseln befreien sich vom homophoben Erbe” (Postcolonialism: Cook Islands shed homophobic legacy), Männer, 18 April 2023.

237 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts - Cook Islands (New Zealand), retrieved on 10 October 2023.

238 “Historic day: Cook Islands Parliament decriminalises homosexuality”, Cook Islands News, 15 April 2023;

239 “UNAIDS welcomes the decriminalisation of same sex relations by the Cook Islands parliament”, UNAIDS, 17 April 2023; “Cook Islands’ original path toward equality”, UNAIDS, 27 April 2023.
Section 210 of the Criminal Code (1974) still penalises "unnatural offences" with imprisonment of up to 14 years. The crime is defined as "sexual penetration" against the order of nature. Attempts to commit this "crime" can be punished with imprisonment for seven years. Further, "indecent practices between males" are criminalised under Section 212, with a penalty of imprisonment of up to three years.

In March 2023, two men were due to appear in court after being granted bail by the Lae Committal Court in Morobe. They were reportedly arrested for engaging in consensual sexual activity at a healthcare centre. Magistrate Lorna Sani instructed each man to pay bail of 700 Kina (approx. USD 182) and charged them with committing an "unnatural offence". The magistrate said in court that the alleged offence "was out of the order of nature and an infringement of the Constitution".

Police had earlier asked the court to issue a higher bail due to the type of offence.240

During Pride Month in 2023, the Prime Minister of Papua New Guinea, James Marape, clarified that his government had not introduced any measures to "endorse or promote homosexuality" and reiterated his stance against "such initiatives" during his tenure. Moreover, he emphasised that there was no bill under consideration by Parliament aimed at "legitimising lesbian and gay rights", nor did he foresee any such legislation being passed shortly. He stressed the "cultural and religious perspectives of both Melanesian and Christian traditions", asserting that practices deemed unnatural are not locally condoned and called upon residents and visitors to respect the national ethos and values of Papua New Guinea. His statement was reportedly prompted by concerns Kundia-Gembogl MP Muguwa Dilu raised regarding flying the Rainbow flag at the United States embassy in Port Moresby.241

240 The sources pertinent to this case have been redacted because they contain information pertaining to the individuals who were apprehended. Should you require specific details regarding this case for COI research, kindly contact research@ilga.org. See also: ILGA World: Kellyn Botha, Our identities under arrest: A global overview on the enforcement of laws criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts between adults and diverse gender expressions, 2nd Edition (Geneva: ILGA, November 2023), 245-246.

Restrictions to Freedom of Expression

Global Summary – There has been an alarming acceleration of UN Member States enacting and debating new legal barriers to freedom of expression. Laws regulating speech are increasingly prominent as mechanisms for criminalisation.

Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Increasing trend towards enacting general restrictions to freedom of expression (specific wording varies between the promotion of “homosexuality”, “debauchery”, “non-traditional sexual relations”, etc.):
  - Three (3) UN Member States have formally enacted legal provisions against so-called “promotion” (Jordan, Kyrgyzstan and Uganda).
  - One (1) UN Member State (Russia) has significantly tightened existing restrictions by designating the “international LGBT movement” as “extremist” and imposing further limitations on “foreign agents”, among other regressive measures.
  - One (1) UN Member State (Belarus) has enacted legal restrictions by categorising content related to sexual and gender diversity as “pornography”, thereby criminalising its “promotion” under the Penal Code.
  - In one (1) UN Member State (Zambia), authorities announced that anyone found promoting “unnatural offences” or “acts of indecency” would be liable to prosecution in a court of law.

- At least nine (9) UN Member States considered bills that include provisions against so-called “promotion” / “propaganda” (Bahrain, Belarus, Georgia, Ghana, Indonesia, Iraq, Lebanon, Romania and Uzbekistan). Additionally, in one (1) UN Member State (Namibia), a bill specifically targets the “promotion of same-sex marriage”. Similar initiatives were announced in other jurisdictions, including Kazakhstan, Kenya and Transnistria (Moldova).

- Increasing administrative restrictions imposed on the media:
  - In at least ten (10) UN Member States, governmental agencies or media oversight bodies issued new regressive directives or measures imposing broad bans on content related to sexual and gender diversity (Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Jordan, Malaysia, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, and Nigeria)
  - In at least eight (8) UN Member States, media authorities banned films and suspended TV programmes and channels due to references to...
restrictions to freedom of expression

LAWS ON US - 2024
Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

Regional

In May 2023, a coalition of countries launched the "International Program for the Protection of Family Values". The round table "Family. Traditions. Mercy." held in Minsk, Belarus, brought together MPs, activists, and clergy from Russia, Belarus, Serbia, Uzbekistan, Egypt, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Georgia, Armenia, and Kazakhstan. Anna Kuznetsova, Deputy Chairman of the Russian State Duma, opened the event and highlighted the increasing global demand for "safeguarding traditional family values" amidst an alleged rising number of people who identify as LGBT, warning against "radical LGBT initiatives" and the alleged "European proposals on legalising paedophilia" [sic]. During the round table, proposals were made on how to counter the "destructive Western ideology", with proposals to adopt verification mechanisms to test all adopted legislative acts for compliance with "spiritual values".

Additionally, the Minister highlighted the pivotal role expected from professional organisations and civil society, notably the Consumer Protection Association, calling on them to educate economic agents about their responsibilities regarding the importation and display of products conflicting with the relevant interests of consumers. Additionally, the Minister highlighted the pivotal role expected from professional organisations and civil society, notably the Consumer Protection Association, calling on them to educate economic agents about their responsibilities regarding the importation and display of products conflicting with the relevant interests of consumers.

Media outlets have also contributed to amplifying this campaign, which was widely reported in the SWANA region. Moreover, the Algerian newspaper En-Nahar

Similarly, the awareness campaign mobilised the Ministry of Religious Affairs and community actors to collectively contribute "to consumer protection". Under the slogan "Protect your family, beware of products that carry colours and symbols contrary to faith and our moral values", the campaign encouraged individuals to refrain from acquiring such products via targeted SMS messages, urgent economic operators to abstain from importing or manufacturing them, and emphasised the supervisory and preventive roles of control services in safeguarding the "material and moral interests of consumers". Additionally, the Minister highlighted the pivotal role expected from professional organisations and civil society, notably the Consumer Protection Association, calling on them to educate economic agents about their responsibilities regarding the importation and display of products conflicting with the relevant interests of consumers.

Media outlets have also contributed to amplifying this campaign, which was widely reported in the SWANA region. Moreover, the Algerian newspaper En-Nahar

Africa

Algeria

In January 2023, the Algerian Minister of Trade and Export Promotion, Kamel Rezig, initiated a national campaign to confiscate and destroy products featuring rainbow colours in physical stores and electronic sales platforms alongside an awareness-raising component. The Minister stated that these products are perceived to be detrimental to "the religious faith and moral values of Algerian society". He emphasised a firm stance against those infringing upon the religious beliefs of Algerians or compromising "the moral interests of consumers" and expressed concerns about the proliferation of colours, symbols, and logos conveying "values of consumer protection". He also emphasised the concentration of such products targeting the youngest demographic.

Furthermore, he broadened the scope of concern to include television programs, movies, games, and electronic applications.

Simultaneously, the awareness campaign mobilised the Ministry of Religious Affairs and community actors to collectively contribute "to consumer protection". Under the slogan "Protect your family, beware of products that carry colours and symbols contrary to faith and our moral values", the campaign encouraged individuals to refrain from acquiring such products via targeted SMS messages, urgent economic operators to abstain from importing or manufacturing them, and emphasised the supervisory and preventive roles of control services in safeguarding the "material and moral interests of consumers". Additionally, the Minister highlighted the pivotal role expected from professional organisations and civil society, notably the Consumer Protection Association, calling on them to educate economic agents about their responsibilities regarding the importation and display of products conflicting with the relevant interests of consumers.

Media outlets have also contributed to amplifying this campaign, which was widely reported in the SWANA region.

Moreover, the Algerian newspaper En-Nahar

3 "В Минске проходит международный круглый стол по защите традиционных семейных ценностей" [Minsk hosts an international round table on the protection of traditional family values] | Countries Unite: International Program to Protect Family Values Launched, Sovetskaya Belarus, 17 May 2023.

4 "Campagne contre les couleurs LGBT en Algérie : les précisions de Rezig - Algérie360" [Campaign against LGBT colors in Algeria: details from Rezig - Algérie360], Algérie 360, 4 January 2023; "Société : Rezig mène son offensive contre les produits arborant les couleurs arc-en-ciel" [Society: Rezig leads its offensive against products bearing rainbow colors], Algérie Focus, 4 January 2023; "La voyance dite "sexuelle" n'est pas un délit en Algérie" [Harsh penalties for those who promote homosexuality.. Algerie seizes immoral products that violate faith], Faith News (Egypt), 4 January 2023; "المغرب: حملة ضد مشتريات الأناقة والمвисرة الموسيقية" [Algeria: Campaign against products that "promote homosexuality and immorality"], Mosaique FM, 4 January 2023.

5 "عذراً، انتم لديكم كثيرٌ من الأفكار الغير جيدة" [Sanctions against producers and importers of products with colours and symbols offensive to religion], En-Nahar Online, 4 January 2023; "Société : Rezig mène son offensive contre les produits arborant les couleurs arc-en-ciel" [Society: Rezig leads its offensive against products bearing rainbow colours], Algérie Focus, 4 January 2023; "L’Algérie veut bannir les couleurs arc-en-ciel dans le commerce" [Algeria wants to ban rainbow colours in commerce], TSA, 2 January 2023.

6 See for example: Toys, tools, and clothes that promote gay ideas.. How do you recognise them?, Echorouk El Yawmi, 6 January 2023.

7 See for example: [Egypt] [The Algerian Ministry of Trade launches a national campaign to confiscate products bearing the colours of the rainbow], M’isr News, 9 January 2023; [Iraq] [وزارت التجارة العراقية تطلق حملة وطنية لمحاربة المنتجات التي تحمل ألوان القطب الشمالي], Al Islam, 9 January 2023; [Kuwait] [وزارت التجارة الكويتية تطلق حملة وطنية لمحاربة المنتجات التي تحمل ألوان القطب الشمالي], Al Shorouq, 9 January 2023; [Morocco] [ألاجندية الشريفة لجمعية الوسط الأفريقي] [Algeria launches a campaign to prevent the marketing of homosexual products], Nabd, 4 January 2023; [Morocco] [L’Algérie débute l’année 2023 par une chasse nationale visant les couleurs de l’arc-en-ciel] [Algeria begins
In late November 2023, local media reported that rumors about "the introduction of homosexuality into school curricula" in Benin had sparked controversy. The issue was raised during the plenary session of the National Assembly. Still, the Parliament's spokesperson had to clarify that no bill or proposal regarding "the practice of homosexuality" was on the agenda and that such a proposal had never been discussed. Furthermore, the Minister of Secondary, Technical, and Vocational Education denounced this move as "disinformation" and clarified that the content of the Life Sciences and Earth Sciences (SVT) teaching guide clearly explains that homosexuality is a "deviation from natural sexual behaviour".

**Benin**

In August 2023, the Superior Council of Communication (CSC) adopted a decision (See Press Release) (2023) that restricts the broadcast of LGBT-related content. The CSC cited concerns about "the resurgence of audiovisual programmes accessible to minors that depict or promote homosexuality" as the basis for their decision, deeming it inappropriate for their age and societal norms. This decision prohibits television channels from airing content "promoting homosexuality" and bans any content or scenes of a "homosexual character" on channels targeted at children and young audiences.

**Burkina Faso**

In August 2023, the Superior Council of Communication (CSC) adopted a decision (See Press Release) (2023) that restricts the broadcast of LGBT-related content. The CSC cited concerns about "the resurgence of audiovisual programmes accessible to minors that depict or promote homosexuality" as the basis for their decision, deeming it inappropriate for their age and societal norms. This decision prohibits television channels from airing content "promoting homosexuality" and bans any content or scenes of a "homosexual character" on channels targeted at children and young audiences.
**Cameroon**

In June 2023, the National Communication Council (CNC), the entity in charge of supervising and regulating local media, issued an official notification to broadcasters in Cameroon to withdraw programs with "revealing scenes of homosexuality" deemed as "harmful to social order, especially to children and youth". These measures were reportedly implemented based on reports from media monitoring conducted by the NCC's services. The President of the Council stated that programmes which "violate the law, good morals and customs of our country" will be punished with the outright suspension of the media organisations and channels. They emphasised that such content goes against cultural practices and national laws, and given that homosexuality is prohibited by Cameroon law, broadcasting scenes associated therewith is considered a "violation of professional ethics" and "the laws of nature".

Subsequently, in September 2023, the CNC instructed the immediate suspension of Canal+ Elles broadcasts in Cameroon until further notice, denouncing "programmes conveying obscene practices with homosexual tendencies and undermining the laws and values in force in the country".

**Democratic Republic of the Congo**

In June 2023, the "DRC Mining Week," a major mining event in the city of Lubumbashi, faced controversy when gift bags distributed to attendees were found to have a six-striped rainbow pattern on both sides. Certain observers interpreted these rainbow colours as "symbols of homosexuality and lesbianism," leading to social media uproar and outrage among the event’s participants and visitors. In response, the organisers swiftly removed the bags.

Following this incident, the High Council for Audio-visual and Communication (CSAC), which oversees media content in the DRC, issued a statement to address the situation. The Council stated that "homosexuality and lesbianism, along with their associated practices" are "degrading" and "unconstitutional" and, in keeping with its duty to protect minors and "good morals", demanded that all media outlets in the DRC refrain from any involvement in "shameful" campaigns to "promote homosexuality". It also stated that media outlets "involved in these campaigns" could face legal consequences under Congolese law.

**Egypt**

Since 2018, Law No. 180 (2018) regulates the press, media, and the Supreme Council for Media Regulation. The law includes provisions addressing issues such as the "violation of public morals" and the "disturbance of peace". Numerous television shows, phone apps, video games, and films have faced bans for featuring—or allegedly featuring—representations of diverse expressions. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal barriers to freedom of expression - Democratic Republic of Congo, retrieved on 19 January 2024.
In January 2023, “Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness” was prohibited due to its depiction of a lesbian character, despite her sexual orientation not being a central aspect of the film’s plot. Similarly, “Spider-Man: Across the Spider-Verse” encountered a ban prior to its release due to the visibility of a trans flag and trans-positive messages in the background of a scene.

In July, the screening of “Barbie” was postponed to August, and certain scenes were edited due to concerns surrounding perceived “homosexual stories” depicted in the film. The film underwent parliamentary scrutiny, with a representative formally petitioning the government for measures to ban it completely and prevent the dissemination of what was termed “homosexual propaganda” and the erosion of “family values”. However, it remains unclear which specific content provoked these concerns, as the representative did not cite any particular scenes. Additionally, another Member of Parliament advocated for the necessity of blocking the Disney+ platform in Egypt, alleging that it was “promoting homosexuality” and aiming to “corrupt the youth” by spreading toxic and atheistic ideas among Egyptian children.

In 2023, Egyptian parliamentarians also directed their attention beyond films. In June, a representative questioned the Prime Minister and the Minister of Telecommunications and Information Technology about the video game “Subway Surfers”, which apparently had caused “homosexual propaganda” and the erosion of “family values”. In July, the screening of “Barbie” was postponed to August, and certain scenes were edited due to concerns of homosexuality as something natural that is not morally or religiously forbidden and that is not incompatible with our culture.

More broadly, another representative called for “Arab legislation” against the “promotion of homosexuality and atheism”, particularly in sports events. The parliamentary emphasis on curbing the dissemination of “homosexual propaganda” reflects a mounting moral panic evident in both media and society. For instance, in June 2023, controversy erupted over rumours of a new 20 Egyptian Pound banknote featuring a multi-coloured watermark that some believed resembled a rainbow. This design had reportedly already caused uproar in August 2021, prompting an apparent redesign of the banknote. It is unclear what reignited the uproar in June 2023, but the media frenzy was such that the Central Bank had to officially clarify that there were no plans to introduce the rainbow banknote design. This highlights how swiftly backlash against perceived “propaganda of homosexuality” can emerge in Egypt.

Later, in July, a bookstore in Sheikh Zayed (a city in the Greater Cairo urban area) was targeted by a social media content creator who discovered a book on family diversity titled “Love Makes a Family” and criticised it on their social media platforms. The store responded with a statement acknowledging an "error" in acquiring books from abroad. However, the matter subsequently became a topic of discussion in Parliament. A representative urged the Government to ban books “promoting homosexuality among children” as they were deemed to potentially cause a “moral catastrophe in Egyptian society, endangering future generations”.

This moral panic also elicited a response by government authorities in August 2023, when the Ministry of Endowments cautioned against the so-called “promotion of homosexuality”, deeming it a “bad omen for all humanity”. In an official statement, the Ministry asserted that “our religion, our civilisation, our values, our morals, and our humanity reject this serious anomaly, and we warn of its terrible consequences”.

Moreover, in December, the president of the Supreme Council for Media Regulation announced that a committee was working on new standards and control mechanisms for platforms such as Netflix and Disney+. He claimed that these platforms were attempting to “control media worldwide” and “promote homosexuality, atheism, and extremism.” He
In early March 2024, Ghana’s parliament approved the contentious Promotion of Proper Human Sexual Rights and Ghanaian Family Values Bill (2021) after nearly three years of the bill’s initial introduction in 2021. If enacted, it would impose a prison sentence of three to five years and a fine on individuals who “hold out” (i.e. identify) as lesbian, gay, transgender, transsexual, non-binary, queer, pansexual, bisexual, or even as an “ally” of the LGBT+ community. The nature of this kind of provision in criminalising LGBTI people by mere identification as part of the LGBTI community is deeply alarming and a development that UN experts have warned would “[tarn] at the very fabric of human rights and democracy in the country”.

The bill also prohibits “propaganda”, “promotion”, and “advocacy” for any of the activities and identities prohibited within the bill, carrying a penalty of five to 10 years in prison for any breach in the media or on social media platforms. The bill mandates media companies, creative industries, teachers, educators, clergy, and government officials with the “duty to promote proper human sexual rights and Ghanaian family values”. This duty applies to all legacy media, including television broadcasts, newspapers, radio, social media, and any use of digital devices to create or publish such content.

Additionally, individuals who, outside the media and publications space, “undermine” “Ghanaian family values” by instigating, encouraging, or promoting “illegal activities” may face imprisonment for two to four months. The bill also mandates teachers and educators with the “duty to promote proper human sexual rights and Ghanaian family values” and criminalises advocacy for and allyship to the LGBT+ community. It prescribes a six to 10-year prison sentence for anyone creating content or information that might “evoke the interest of a child” related to prohibited activities or identities or “teach the child to explore any gender or sex other than the binary category of male or female”.

Following internal pressure to sign the bill into law and external pressure to reject the bill, it was reported in late March 2024 that the President’s office submitted an official letter to Parliament to refrain from sending the bill for presidential assent. Reportedly, such a delay has been requested until legal challenges to the bill have been resolved. This includes a challenge initiated in May 2023, where a private citizen filed a legal action against the Speaker of Parliament and the Attorney General, challenging the validity of the bill’s legislative procedure, and another challenge in the Supreme Court to the law’s passage on the grounds of insufficient parliamentary quorum. A resolution to these challenges remains uncertain. The Finance Ministry also reportedly said that Ghana could lose up to 3.8 billion USD from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) over the next five to six years due to internal IMF policies that prohibit discrimination based on personal characteristics if the bill becomes law.

In 2023, Kenya saw several legislative initiatives to restrict freedom of expression regarding sexual and gender diversity in education and the larger public sphere.

In March 2023, MP George Peter Kaluma announced the draft Family Protection Bill (2023), which aims to prohibit “activities that seek to advance, advocate, promote or fund homosexuality and unnatural sexual acts", which would directly curb freedom of expression, among other human rights. Section 12 of the bill lists the various acts considered as the "promotion of prohibited activities", which include different forms of published and digital media deemed to be "promoting or encouraging homosexuality", as well as providing financial support and offering premises to operating organisations that promote such activities. Additionally, about education, the bill aims to prohibit Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE) in pre-primary, primary, and secondary school education programs. The bill also seeks to "uphold the prior rights of parents and guardians to their children’s education" and reaffirms "the rights of parents to be informed and to consent to sexuality education involving their children".

In March 2023, the Kenyan parliament voted to pass a motion during the thirteenth parliamentary session stating that the Government should "immediately ban discussing, publishing and distributing information that promotes same-sex relationships in the country and set up a strategy to control such content in accordance with Article 45(2) of the Constitution and Article 162 of the Criminal Law “in order to protect society, especially
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children and young people, against being approached by the perverted tendencies of same-sex love and marriage.

In the same month, the Education Cabinet Secretary announced a plan to "prevent LGBTQ education" in schools and to install chaplaincies in all schools. According to media outlets, religious leaders will be included in a new governmental committee, which an Anglican archbishop will chair.

Libya

Joining the increasing number of countries confiscating products that are deemed to "promote homosexuality", in March 2024, media outlets reported that customs officials at the Misrata Port Customs Centre intercepted a container from Europe. The shipment, consisting mainly of items of clothing, featured designs deemed offensive to Islamic teachings and appeared to promote homosexuality.

Mauritania

In August 2023, the screening of "Barbie" was prohibited over claims that the film purportedly served as a "vehicle for moral corruption and contravention of Islamic values". The ban was communicated by the president of the Advertising Regulatory Authority through his Facebook page. In the announcement, he specified that this decision was made under the guidance and oversight of the Mauritanian Minister of Culture. Additionally, he encouraged individuals to report any perceived instances of "propaganda" to the authorities through "any means".

Morocco

Restriction to freedom of expression was seen to take place even within civic spaces in Morocco. ILGA World was informed by local activists that in June 2023, a women's rights protest in Casablanca, Morocco, was organised by the newly established Moroccan women's rights movement, Hiya. The protest aimed to address gender disparities in the law, particularly in family and penal codes. Among the participants was a transwoman who raised the rainbow flag to highlight the marginalized LGBTQ+ community. This action provoked backlash from some protesters and passers-by, resulting in homophobic slurs directed at her from the public as well as death threats over social media since the incident. Eventually, she left the protest for her safety, and authorities followed up after the incident.

In April 2023, reports surfaced regarding a teacher from a school operating under the French mission in the city of Kenitra (in northwestern Morocco) who was dismissed for allegedly "presenting information on homosexuality" to students. A group of parents reportedly sued the professor, accusing her of introducing students to "abnormal tendencies" and spreading insulting ideas about personalities and symbols of Islam.

In August 2023, due to parental outcry on social media about a French book allegedly "promoting homosexuality", authorities removed the contentious textbook from Rabat's libraries and markets. Additionally, the Moroccan Publishers Association instructed libraries nationwide to remove the book promptly. In parallel, other media outlets reported on Canadian and Spanish schools in Morocco "promoting homosexuality" and teaching about rainbow families.

These cases prompted the Ministry of Education to announce, the day after the start of the new school year, "heightened surveillance" over the content taught in foreign-run schools in Morocco, aiming to prevent the promotion of "LGBT ideology". The Minister
government was cognisant of “subversive attempts by certain ‘satanic’ [sic] elements, in collaboration with a foreign power and a group of greedy Nigerians, to introduce LGBT practices and discussions into society, particularly within the educational sphere.” The minister expressed concern over a group of young Nigerians being “misled” into attending an educational forum discussing and advocating for the rights of LGBT people in Geneva in October 2023.

The government thus announced “stringent measures” to counter any efforts to promote LGBT rights within the country, including “drastic actions”, such as identifying and prosecuting those involved in activities deemed “contrary to Niger's laws and morals” and imposing “severe sanctions” on those found responsible. Additionally, the Minister explained that the transitional government would ensure that the actions and messages of Nigerians worldwide “align with the nation’s laws, culture, and religion”.

In October 2023, a series of peculiar events unfolded, leading to a media frenzy, parliamentary sessions, inflammatory speeches by legislators, and the involvement of authorities from the Ministry of Education, the Committee on Basic Education, the National Library of Nigeria, and state authorities in Kano—including the Kano State Films and Censorship Board—and other stakeholders. The catalyst for this uproar was the "Queen Primer", a schoolbook with historical roots dating back to the 19th century, which had been in use in Nigeria’s education system for decades and is considered by local experts as a “critical resource” to reduce illiteracy in the country. The controversy centred around the "discovery" that the word "gay" appeared in the book’s second volume. Based on this, members of the House of Representatives suggested a "covert attempt" to introduce what was labelled as "immoral culture" into Nigerian schools through the "Queen Primer". It was primarily argued that the book’s inclusion of the term "gay" aimed to "communise sexual perversion and

In July 2023, two bills were introduced by lawmakers from the governing SWAPO Party in response to a Supreme Court decision that ordered the recognition of same-sex partners as “spouses” for migration purposes under Namibian law. One of these two bills, the Marriage Amendment (Bill) (2023), defines the term “spouse” to only include those of the “opposite sex”. Notably, the bill imposes fines and imprisonment on those who "promote or propagate" same-sex marriages.

In October 2023, the Ministry of National Education launched an investigation into a purported student form that allegedly included a “third gender” option. The school reportedly denied having issued that document in an official statement.

Netherlands

In July 2023, the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport of the Netherlands launched an investigation into a survey that reportedly asked students to rate their gender identity on a scale of 1 to 7, with the option of selecting "other". The survey was accused of "promoting" LGBT practices. The ministry stressed that Moroccans “have [their] own values, and everyone, including foreign institutions, must adhere to the law”. Moreover, in September 2023, the Ministry of Education communicated the government's position during a meeting of Education Ministers in Geneva in 2023.

Furthermore, several movies continued to face strong criticism and condemnation for allegedly "promoting homosexuality", including from public authorities and political leaders. For instance, in June 2023, the leader of the Islamist Justice and Development Party (PJD) expressed vehement disapproval of the movie “The Blue Caftan”, advocating for its legal prohibition. The film ignited significant controversy in Morocco, with the PJD asserting that it “promotes homosexuality” and represents a "serious violation of the religious, national, and moral values of the Moroccan Muslim people”, as outlined in a statement released by the party.

In October 2023, a series of peculiar events unfolded, leading to a media frenzy, parliamentary sessions, inflammatory speeches by legislators, and the involvement of authorities from the Ministry of Education, the Committee on Basic Education, the National Library of Nigeria, and state authorities in Kano—including the Kano State Films and Censorship Board—and other stakeholders. The catalyst for this uproar was the "Queen Primer", a schoolbook with historical roots dating back to the 19th century, which had been in use in Nigeria’s education system for decades and is considered by local experts as a “critical resource” to reduce illiteracy in the country. The controversy centred around the "discovery" that the word "gay" appeared in the book’s second volume. Based on this, members of the House of Representatives suggested a "covert attempt" to introduce what was labelled as "immoral culture" into Nigerian schools through the "Queen Primer". It was primarily argued that the book’s inclusion of the term "gay" aimed to "communise sexual perversion and
immoral behaviours”, potentially exposing innocent children to inappropriate content for their age. A parliamentary session dedicated to this issue led to the adoption of a unanimous resolution urging the Federal Government to scrutinise and censor this “immoral” educational material. Furthermore, distributing this book and other materials was proposed to be declared a criminal offence. During the debates, Rep. Sulaiman Gumi characterised this book as “unlawful, unethical, highly immoral, and in direct contradiction to the principles of child upbringing”. In support of the motion, Rep. Bello el-Rufai stated that he even “had to withdraw his children from a popular school in Abuja” because of the words in this book. Rep. Isaka Ibrahim took the opportunity to blame the “moral decadence” in Nigeria on the seizing of schools from the missionary, arguing that now “moral decadence is on the high side and needs urgent intervention”. During the debate, it was also alleged that the term “eros” was another controversial term included in the book (but this was later deemed untrue by an investigation carried out on the book). The Committee on Basic Education was subsequently mandated to oversee and enforce compliance with this directive.52

Even though many critics recognised that the term actually meant “happy” when the book was first written, they still claimed that the book “intentionally” supported a “pro-LGBT” stance. Despite acknowledging the challenge of proving that the authors deliberately promoted “unnatural tendencies and sexual corruption”, the strict measures proposed by authorities were largely applauded.53 The unfolding events hinted at a narrative that twisted the logic surrounding the book’s historical context, suggesting that the controversy was strategically staged for political gain.

In response to this frenzy, in the Northern state of Kano—where consensual same-sex sexual acts are punished with the death penalty—the government issued a statement notifying school operators that the sale and use of “Queen Primer” was banned effective immediately. According to the Director of the Kano State Films and Censorship Board, the board’s operations team proceeded to swiftly seize over 1,200 copies of the book from bookstores and open markets. In his press statement, he said: “Praise be to God, everyone in Kano knew that we all woke up to a moral menace about a book being used to teach our children in primary schools titled ‘Queen Primer’. We will not relent in our investigation to get to the root of the matter to make those responsible face the full wrath of the law”.54

In February 2024, the outcomes of the research that was commissioned on the “Queen Primer” and its use of the term “gay” were unveiled during a one-day roundtable meeting convened by the Ministry of Education in Abuja. The event saw active participation from numerous stakeholders, including government officials and civil society organisations focusing on health and education issues. Experts emphasised the pivotal role played by the book in combating illiteracy and its significance in facilitating foundational learning. Moreover, the CEO of the National Library of Nigeria highlighted the book as a crucial resource for beginners, pointing out that “Queen Primer” stands alone, as no other indigenous literary material had been written to support early literacy efforts. Indeed, in 2022, a substantial number of copies had been procured and distributed nationwide to literacy centres across local governments. It was clarified that the term “gay” within its context had been misconstrued, leading to a regrettable instance of misinformation being spread by members of the National Assembly. The roundtable advocated against an outright ban and expressed that the focus should shift towards a more nuanced approach. They urged educational institutions to critically assess other words in the book that might warrant review, proposing a revision of terms considered inappropriate rather than a wholesale prohibition.55

Senegal

Since 2016, the dissemination of information through electronic means deemed “contrary to good morals” has been criminalised under Article 431-60 of the Penal Code (1965). In 2023, ILGA World was informed of at least one high-profile case where at least ten men were arrested and prosecuted under this relatively new provision.

In August 2023, a private party in Cité Mixta, a neighbourhood in the capital city Dakar, was abruptly interrupted by law enforcement, leading to the arrest of ten individuals aged 25 to 29. According to reports, the police responded to a report from the Surveillance Committee of the Residents’ Union of Cité Mixta, a citizens’ association that later expressed satisfaction with the prompt police intervention. The arrests were made on charges vaguely related to “suspected homosexual behaviour,” with electronic devices seized during the search. Authorities claimed that many of the men were members of WhatsApp groups “related to


Sudan

Sudan was not exempt from the anti-rainbow hysteria that has swept across many countries in recent years, and local authorities have engaged in a campaign to seize all rainbow-themed products. Initially, in December 2022, the Consumer Protection Department and the Sudanese Standards and Metrology Authority took action in response to information indicating the presence of goods, including children’s toys, bags, and shoes adorned with rainbow colours. These items were believed to be “intentionally designed to influence the subconscious of Sudanese consumers, particularly young individuals”.

Special parliamentary orders were issued for inspections, leading to the discovery of a significant quantity of such toys in multiple stores across Khartoum, as reported by local media. Reports emphasised the official campaign’s educational aspect, with many sellers cooperating due to their lack of awareness regarding the symbolic significance of these colours and willingly providing information about their origin.57

Tanzania

In late January 2023, the Tanzanian government initiated a series of steps to address concerns about the perceived "erosion of morals" in educational institutions after a reported surge in social media posts suggesting that primary school students were being taught "sodomy" and "about same-sex relationships through foreign-sourced books. In response to these allegations, the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Education convened a meeting with education officials to strategise on the situation. Speaking to journalists, the Secretary stated: "We want, through our education officers and quality controllers, to find out where the flaw is and set a strategy to strengthen quality control by examining all the books students use in schools. This strategy goes hand in hand with the team led by the Commissioner for Education, who is already present in the regions and continues investigating these reported matters. We want these education officers at all levels to work with social welfare officers to determine this nuisance".58

In February, the Tanzanian Ministry of Education banned the use of 16 titles from a popular children’s book series—"Diary of a Wimpy Kid"—in schools, citing concerns about the books allegedly "advocating LGBTQ rights". The decision was based on claims that the series goes "against the country’s traditions, customs, and cultures", that it is "morally repugnant", and that it "endangers the quality of education for children". According to reports, schools found using them would face disciplinary and legal consequences, including the potential revocation of their registration.59 No detailed explanations were offered with regard to the specific content that led to the ban, especially when no plotline or character in the Wimpy Kid series is—or suggests being—LGBT.

Amidst these ongoing efforts to uphold "national values and culture", the Tanzanian Government also reported that over 3,360 websites and social media, accounts had been shut down for "promoting homosexuality" as of April 2023. The Minister of Information, Communication and Information Technology told the National Assembly of Tanzania that these figures included more than 2,500 "gay groups" on social media. Members of Parliament have also reportedly urged the government to take immediate action against these "promoting same-sex marriage in public" and through media channels. Furthermore, the Deputy Minister of Constitution and Legal Affairs said the government continued to take actions to tackle the issue of the promotion of homosexuality "including instituting long jail terms of more than 30 years". 60

Furthermore, in late April 2023, the Minister of Education and Vocational Training of Zanzibar issued a ban on the use of rainbow paint in schools. This ban was due to the perceived similarity between rainbow paint and that commonly "associated with LGBTQ activists".61
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On 29 May 2023, the Anti-Homosexuality Act (2023) was signed into law by the President of Uganda following an increase in hateful rhetoric against homosexuality in Uganda.

Section 10 of the Act punishes the “promotion of homosexuality” with imprisonment of 20 years when a person: (a) persuades someone to perform a same-sex sexual act or any other offence; (b) advertises or promotes homosexuality or an offence under the Act through various means, including the internet; (c) provides financial support for activities that encourage homosexuality; (d) knowingly provides a house, building, or establishment to another person to undertake activities that encourage homosexuality or any other offence under the Act; and (e) operates an organisation that promotes or encourages homosexuality or conduct that is prohibited under the Act. After the introduction of the Law, both the Parliament and the Ministry of Education announced their intentions to conduct investigations into the alleged “increase in homosexuality within schools”.

Human rights activists, including those who have submitted a petition (see Draft Petition No. 15, 2023) to challenge the law’s constitutionality, have deemed the law to be “an anti-publication law” as well as the broad terms in which the law talks about homosexuality could be interpreted to mean anything the government does not agree with. The Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) in Uganda found, through interviews with local journalists, that the law has affected the way they work, particularly in the way they report on LGBTQ+ issues, as some have encountered barriers in finding LGBTQ+ Ugandans to report on the law’s impact. In contrast, others have expressed concern over the potential punishment for covering such matters in their reporting.

In March 2023, a series of events evinced the intimate link between the interpretation and utilisation of laws prohibiting consensual same-sex activities and their application to criminalise particular forms of expression or self-identification as a member of the LGBT community.

On 10 March 2023, four women’s rights activists were arrested for their participation in a demonstration against gender-based violence in Lusaka. Deputy Police Public Relations Officer Danny Mwale stated that the police had granted a permit because it was going to be a protest against sexual and gender-based violence. However, it came to their attention that conveners had exhibited “a different agenda” related to “issues of homosexuality”. This was because a demonstrator was spotted carrying a small rainbow flag and another one wearing a rainbow mask, which authorities interpreted as an act of “promotion of homosexuality”.

The arrests and the alleged march in support of homosexuality sparked intense reactions from various government officials. During the National Assembly session on 7 March 2023, the issue was raised as a “matter of urgent public importance”. MP Clement Andeleki stated that “it was in the public domain” that the march had supported LGBT rights and provocatively questioned, “Some people are asking whether this Government supports gay rights.”

This prompted the Minister of Home Affairs and Internal Security, Jack Mwiimbu, to explain that the event was only the change of the slogan to “my body, my right”. In her words, this “was contrary to the notification given to the Zambia Police Service, as homosexuality is illegal in Zambia by virtue of Sections 155 and 157 of the Penal Code”. Therefore, “arising from the behaviour exhibited by the marchers on the material day, the Zambia Police Service instituted investigations”. The Minister went on to stress that the President of Zambia had publicly made his position known “that he will not and does not support gayism [sic] in all its forms” and that his party—the United Party for National Development—“does not support gayism” either. She informed the House that the Zambia Police Service had arrested four suspects for giving false information to a public officer and that they would soon appear in court. Two days later, another MP raised the issue again as “a matter of urgent public importance” to inquire as to why the arrested activists had not been charged for homosexuality as opposed to only being charged for having provided false information. He explained that “the [rainbow] flags that were lifted made it very clear that [the activists] were practising
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homosexuality”, and therefore, his constituency was expecting to see Sections 155 and 157 of the Penal Code enforced in this case.69

The matter continued to be escalated by other MPs in the following days, with politically-motivated, inflammatory speeches, as well as specific calls to tighten the existing criminalising provisions. Opposition MP Emmanuel Tembo stated that “so-called lesbians and gays” had started demonstrating because the ruling party had not been strong on this issue. MP Francis Kapinya expressed that Zambia was being hit by “a moral tsunami: the issue of homosexuality” and stressed that never in the history of the country had there been a situation “where those propagating homosexuality would go publicly doing so”. On a technical note, he indicated that Zambia relied on “a piece of legislation that talks about the order of nature” and called for the enactment of a law that would “specifically target those who are involved in homosexuality”. In doing so, he also stated that “even those men who are dressing like women must be punished under that law”.70

In a statement issued by the Public Relations Unit of the Ministry of Information and Media, the Zambian Government Spokeswoman, Chushi Kasanda, stated: “The government wishes to remind the public that, as a Christian nation, it has a duty to uphold the Christian values of morality, decency and human dignity”.71 A few months earlier, in September 2022, Ms Kasanda had explained that anyone found “promoting” any of the acts punished under the Penal Code—including “unnatural offences” or “acts of indecency”—would be liable to prosecution in the courts of law.72

On 21 September 2023, the Ministry of Health issued a memorandum directed to all Provincial Health Directors detailing the prohibition of the utilisation of the term “Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights”, alleging that the usage of this term “advocates for LGBTQ rights”. The memorandum cites the 2nd joint Africa-EU Ministerial meeting convened in Kigali, Rwanda, in October 2021, in which several nations of the African Union allegedly rejected the term. The memo also highlights Zambia’s position in not supporting LGBTQ rights within its jurisdiction and instructs officials to avoid using this term in public pronouncements and speeches and to “only refer to ‘Reproductive Health and Rights’”.73

In April 2023, Education Ministry Spokesperson, Taungana Ndoro, said certain stakeholders were trying to set a “homosexual agenda” into the education curriculum through donations of books to local schools. He announced zero tolerance towards such attempts, emphasising the preservation of national norms and culture.74

In December 2023, two Zimbabwean women were apprehended by the Zimbabwe Republic Police following the circulation of a leaked viral video depicting them engaged in purported intimate acts, which garnered millions of views online. Subsequently, both women appeared before a Magistrate’s Court in Masvingo and were granted bail. They faced charges under the Censorship and Entertainment Control Act (1967) for contravening prohibitions on “undesirable publications”. The application of this provision in this particular case has been criticised as “selective”. Additionally, the two women have reported breaches of their privacy, alleging that police officers accessed and misused their mobile phones, leaked private content, and solicited money via messages subsequent to the women surrendering their devices and passwords to the officers.75

69 National Assembly of Zambia, Order Paper (2024) Thursday, 9 March 2023 (retrieved 1 April 2024).
70 National Assembly of Zambia, Order Paper (2024) Friday, 10 March 2023 (retrieved 1 April 2024).
In April 2023, local media reported on a proposed law presented by MP Mohammed Al-Ma'arafi to toughen penalties for "sexual deviance" and to explicitly criminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts, with a prison term of no less than six months and a fine. MP Al-Ma'arafi reportedly justified this proposal by referring to the values and traditions of the society and the principles of Islamic Sharia law. The proposed law aims to address "practical challenges" in prosecuting cases related to "sexual deviance" while also criminalising "the promotion and defence of such behaviour".76

In February 2024, Al-Ma'arafi's amendments were passed by the House of Representatives, meaning it will likely proceed to the Consultative Council for consideration next. The amendments, as tabled during the vote, would punish anyone "who, by any means, promotes, glorifies, justifies, or encourages acts that constitute an act of deviance with a person of the same sex" with imprisonment or a fine. The National Institute for Human Rights (NIHR) reportedly agreed to the fact that "there must be legislation to regulate and criminalise certain behaviours to preserve the family, public order, and public morals" and on the need for "legislative intervention to deter this phenomenon". However, the NIHR criticised the wording of the bill because it failed to adequately define "acts of deviance". For its part, the Bahraini Lawyers Society—the official professional body for lawyers—reportedly recommended that the Parliament add a provision defining "acts of deviance" as acts "that deviate from the perceived standards of sexual orientation, variations in normal sexual life, unusual sexual practices, or deviations from sexual norms, according to the natural variables of sexual interests, and any sexual acts other than natural".77

In parallel, on 18 November 2023, the Parliamentary Foreign Affairs, Defence, and National Security Committee recommended approval of a motion to develop a national strategy to "preserve values and traditions", particularly in response to so-called "ideological incursions" and "Western principles" that conflict with Islamic law, such as the acceptance of homosexuality. The Committee highlighted that substantial support for these ideas is being deliberately integrated into society through sports, music, arts, and ads, among others. While the Ministry of Justice and Islamic Affairs stressed the need for a comprehensive study and collaboration with relevant entities to formulate a national strategy, the Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs underscored its longstanding awareness of the dangers of "organised international campaigns" threatening Islamic values and traditional ethical systems.78

In February 2023, it was reported that the National Curriculum and Textbook Board (NCTB) had withdrawn new school textbooks for allegedly "promoting homosexuality" and "transgender identities".79 This came after thousands gathered in the capital, Dhaka, as part of a campaign by Islamist groups demanding that the NCTB remove the two textbooks for students aged 11 to 13. One of the textbooks featured the story of a transitioning child named Sharif who later takes the name Sharifa. Islamist groups criticised the transgender narrative as "dangerous". Parliamentary debates ensued, with several MPs calling for its removal, citing conflict with Islam. Opposition Chief Whip of the National Parliament in Bangladesh and Jatiya Party General Secretary, Mujibul Haque Chunnu also argued that the inclusion of the transgender character in the textbook was solely aimed at creating "social chaos by undermining traditional social values". The education minister also reportedly commented on the issue, saying that the rights of hijas are legally recognised in Bangladesh, that they are citizens of the country, and that he would be open to reviewing the content if there was sufficient "issue" with it.80 Despite the minister’s openness to review the content, the Islami Andolan Bangladesh political party held a protest rally condemning the government’s alleged promotion of trans people through text books in January 2024. This was following widespread criticism after a private university (Brac University) fired a part-time teacher for tearing apart some of the pages of the textbook’s chapter on "The Story of Sharifa".81
This occurred amidst reports of increased harassment and intimidation by enforcement authorities against LGBT activists and worsening transgender acceptance, even within academia. For instance, in November 2023, a fundamentalist group campaigned against transgender activist Ho Chi Minh Islam speaking at North South University’s “Women’s Career Carnival”, labelling the event as “promoting homosexuality”, resulting in its cancellation.82

In recent years, China has seen increased efforts to restrict freedom of speech, particularly in areas pertaining to human rights and democracy, including matters of sexual and gender diversity. This trend has manifested through heightened censorship not only in the media and academic settings but also in various other spheres.83 In effect, regressive measures have coincided with actions leading to a significant reduction in civic space and the closure of numerous organisations advocating on these issues.84

Chinese social media platforms, including WeChat, Weibo and Douyin, continued to be tightly supervised by the government, with their parent companies Tencent, Sina and ByteDance mandated to enforce proactive online censorship, heavily restricting content related to sexual and gender diversity issues. A notable instance occurred in July 2021 when 18 LGBTQ WeChat public accounts operated by students and associations from Chinese universities were suddenly banned. These included “Purple” from Tsinghua University and “Zhihe Society” from Fudan University. The bans coincided with the 100th anniversary of China’s Communist Party and are considered part of a wider governmental effort to suppress dissent and control civil society. The government reportedly frames LGBT rights as a “Western ideology” that poses a threat to Chinese cultural and political norms.85

In the realm of media, there has been a noticeable surge in censorship of LGBTQ expressions by Chinese authorities in recent years. Since September 2021, the National Radio and Television Administration of China (NRTA) prohibited the representation of “effeminate men” (娘炮 – Niáng Pào) across all media, deeming it “abnormal aesthetics”.86 Discussions about male effeminacy have often adopted nationalistic tones, portraying these aesthetics as a threat to the nation’s future and security and sometimes even presented as something promoted by “Western countries” or its “foreign agents” for that purpose. Official media outlets have condemned femininity in men, linking it to harm against the nation’s masculine identity.87

In August 2023, attendees at a Beijing concert by Taiwanese singer Chang Hui-mei, also known as “A-Mei” and Taiwan Pride’s first ambassador, were prevented from wearing rainbow-themed clothing and accessories, with security employees stopping fans whose attire changed colours in different lighting. A-Mei was also banned from performing her LGBTQ-themed song “Rainbow”.88 Continuing this trend, in September 2023, the LGBTQ-affirming song “Womxnly” by Taiwanese singer Jolin Tsai was removed from her Changsha concert setlist following the earlier cancellation of rainbow lighting during her performances.89 This represents a stark contrast to 2015, when concertgoers were free to wave giant rainbow flags at A-Mei’s concerts, highlighting a significant shift in the cultural and political landscape regarding LGBTQ expressions.

With regard to academic settings, official policies to closely police and restrict discourse on sexual and gender diversity persisted.90 In 2023, the Ministry of Education dismissed an administrative review application filed by two students whom Tsinghua University had disciplined for distributing rainbow flags on campus on the basis that such flags constituted “propaganda”.91 In its Decision on Rainbow Flags (2023), the Ministry stated that “their right to education was not violated”, and thus, their case did not fall within the scope of administrative reconsideration. In February 2023, the students filed a lawsuit against the Ministry of Education in the Beijing First Intermediate People’s Court, seeking a review of the penalty in Huang vs.
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In a vehement statement delivered after the cancellation of an event organised by the ASEAN SOGIE Caucus, the Vice-Chairman of Indonesia’s People’s Consultative Assembly denounced “LGBT and all its deviations”, citing the principles of Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and the newly adopted Criminal Code, which criminalises ‘lewd acts’. Urging decisive action, he called for immediate consideration of the “Anti-Propaganda of Sexual Deviance Bill” proposed in 2020 to uphold national principles and laws.

In July 2023, just days after Malaysia’s government blacklist the band “1975”, citing the lead singer’s behaviour during a music festival as “violating the morals of Malaysians” due to a kiss with his fellow male band member on stage, the scheduled show in Indonesia was also cancelled in response to the incident. Furthermore, in November 2023, the Indonesian Ulema Council reportedly urged organisers of Coldplay’s scheduled concert in November to guarantee that there would be no symbols, remarks or acts that “promote LGBT behaviour” during the band’s concert. Due to the band’s history of publicly expressing support for the LGBTI community, media outlets reported that there were several calls by protestors to have their show cancelled. In response to these requests and concerns, the band members reportedly changed their usual rainbow flag to a white flag that says “Love” during their concert.

Moreover, in December 2023, a circular was reportedly issued by the Gadjah Mada University (UGM) to prohibit “LGBT behaviour” or “sexual deviations” in educational and community environments, which was signed by the dean of the Engineering Faculty. The circular prohibits pro-LGBT views, positions and activities and imposes penalties for any teachers, students or staff found to support the “LGBT movement”. Detractor groups have supported this move, encouraging the government to expand such regulations to other educational institutions to “save the younger generation from the dangers of the LGBT movement”.

---

**Indonesia**

Freedom of expression in Indonesia is generally restricted through various laws, government circulars, city regulations, and Islamic fatwas. Other regulations proposed by public officials were also seen throughout 2023.

In January, it was reported that a draft regulation in the city of Makassar in South Sulawesi was being drafted to restrict LGBT groups from openly campaigning in the city. The mayor of the city, when speaking to local media, said that all forms of “campaigns or activities that are deviant” will no longer be allowed in the city.

In a vehement statement delivered after the cancellation of an event organised by the ASEAN SOGIE Caucus, the Vice-Chairman of Indonesia’s People’s Consultative Assembly denounced “LGBT and all its deviations”, citing the principles of Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and the newly adopted Criminal Code, which criminalises ‘lewd acts’. Urging decisive action, he called for immediate consideration of the “Anti-Propaganda of Sexual Deviance Bill” proposed in 2020 to uphold national principles and laws.

In July 2023, just days after Malaysia’s government blacklist the band “1975”, citing the lead singer’s behaviour during a music festival as “violating the morals of Malaysians” due to a kiss with his fellow male band member on stage, the scheduled show in Indonesia was also cancelled in response to the incident. Furthermore, in November 2023, the Indonesian Ulema Council reportedly urged organisers of Coldplay’s scheduled concert in November to guarantee that there would be no symbols, remarks or acts that “promote LGBT behaviour” during the band’s concert. Due to the band’s history of publicly expressing support for the LGBTI community, media outlets reported that there were several calls by protestors to have their show cancelled. In response to these requests and concerns, the band members reportedly changed their usual rainbow flag to a white flag that says “Love” during their concert.

Moreover, in December 2023, a circular was reportedly issued by the Gadjah Mada University (UGM) to prohibit “LGBT behaviour” or “sexual deviations” in educational and community environments, which was signed by the dean of the Engineering Faculty. The circular prohibits pro-LGBT views, positions and activities and imposes penalties for any teachers, students or staff found to support the “LGBT movement”. Detractor groups have supported this move, encouraging the government to expand such regulations to other educational institutions to “save the younger generation from the dangers of the LGBT movement”.

---
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Iran

Following Jina Mahsa Amini’s death in 2022 and the subsequent protests in Iran, the Iranian Lesbian & Transgender Network (6Rang) reported numerous human rights violations perpetrated by State agents. These include violations stemming from online expressions or information sharing. Moreover, during this period, a surge in State-led hate speech was observed in reaction to increased visibility, with continued messaging portraying LGBTQI individuals as “immoral” and a threat to Islamic values.105

Numerous arrests, followed by physical and psychological abuse, were documented. Several LGBTQI individuals were arrested for displaying “abnormal behaviours” and “advocating for homosexuality” because they criticised the government, supported users on social media who took photos with rainbow flags, or posted pictures challenging government norms and binaries.106

Iraq

In December 2022, at the national level, the Bill Prohibiting Propaganda and the Spreading of Homosexuality (2022) was introduced by 25 Members of Parliament. The proposed legislation aims to penalise the “promotion of homosexuality” across various domains, including state media, institutions, schools, universities, and social media platforms, as well as in books, cinemas, theatres, publications, and public spaces. Moreover, the bill specifically prohibits the importation of any materials, products, or goods that bear flags or symbols related to homosexuality. Political, artistic, or sporting groups or delegations, community organisations, and media institutions will not be allowed to use symbols associated with homosexuality. Violators would face significant fines, while government bodies and companies would incur aggravated penalties. In the case of international institutions violating this law, their activities within the territory of Iraq would be permanently terminated.107

In March, Minister of Communications Hiam al-Yasiri stated that websites “promoting homosexuality” in Iraq would be blocked, similar to how pornographic sites are restricted. She emphasised that the Ministry was actively tracking these websites, even as their addresses changed.108

Furthermore, in July 2023, MP Raad Hamdan Al-Maliki submitted the Bill to amend the Law against Prostitution (2023) to the chairman of the Legal Committee.109 This bill aims to rename the Law against Prostitution (Law No. 8) (1988) to the “Law against Prostitution and Sexual Deviance” and effectively criminalise so-called “acts of sexual deviance”. Iraqi LGBT activists have warned that passing this law would “put the lives of community members in severe danger amid increasing efforts by several Iraqi politicians urging violence against them”.110 The “promotion of sexual deviance” is also prohibited under this bill, as is acting as an intermediary between two individuals to promote or encourage “sexual deviance” and “facilitating homosexual activities”. Those found guilty of “promotion”, or “aiding promotion”, are punishable with up to seven years in prison and a fine, and any promotional materials will be confiscated.111

Additionally, on 13 July 2023, Iraq’s Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research, Naeem Al-Aboudi, issued an Official Guide to Universities (2023), directing universities and institutes of higher education to organise educational workshops and seminars aimed at “confronting homosexuality”. He advised exercising “caution” when employing the term “gender” in official statements and speeches.112 This was subsequently formalised in an executive order on 8 August 2023, when the Board of Commissioners in Iraq issued the Decision of the Board of Commissioners at its 22nd session (2023). This order prohibited the use of the terms “homosexuality” and “gender” across all media outlets, mandating instead the use of the term “sexual deviance”.113 A similar directive had reportedly already been issued at the sub-national level on 30 July 2023 when the Administrative Deputy for the Basra Governorate issued an order on The Prohibition of the Term 'Gender’ (2023), which included the prohibition of seminars, conferences, and any activities that “promote” or employ the term “gender”.

In March 2024, the Federal Supreme Court issued Decision No. 325 (2024), mandating that the Ministry of Communications and Media Authority in Iraq block access to websites and various digital platforms, including social media and electronic communication applications hosting content deemed sexually immoral
or unethical. This decision extends to materials offensive to Iraqi societal morals and values, expressly forbidding the promotion and dissemination of content related to "immorality" and "homosexuality".  

In April 2024, an initiative to prohibit "LGBT propaganda" was presented in Parliament, with an MP calling for "tackling the upbringing" of young people urgently and the taking of "preventive measures before the situation worsens". In that same month, the Religious Administration of Muslims of Kazakhstan published a fatwa wherein the muftiate urged the public to "refrain from obscenity", asserting that "under the guise of defending women’s rights, obscene and degenerate same-sex relations are being promoted".

In January 2024, at the request of the Committee for the Protection of Children’s Rights of Kazakhstan, the Ministry of Culture and Information blocked Self Tanu, the first and sole LGBTQ education website tailored for teenagers, without prior warning or notification. The basis for this action was alleged violations of laws governing mass media, children’s rights, and safeguards against disseminating information detrimental to their health and development. However, local activists asserted that authorities deemed the educational content featured on the website as "sexually explicit and erotic", citing texts discussing the nature of sex and the conformity of queer individuals to social stereotypes. Moreover, they explained that the materials were crafted with sensitivity and underwent scrutiny by psychologists. Legal recourse is being pursued as legal representatives contest the site’s blocking in court.

In April 2024, Kazakh media reported on two proposed initiatives aimed at banning so-called "propaganda of non-traditional sexual relations", following the language adopted in similar regressive legislation in Russia and other jurisdictions. The first initiative involved an amendment to Article 22 of the Bill on Mass Media, which was under discussion in the Kazakh Parliament.

Jordan

Human Rights Watch has documented a troubling decline in civic freedoms in Jordan in recent years. Authorities have been employing vague laws to target peaceful activists and suppress dissent. Journalists, political activists, and unions face detention and restrictions under a systematic campaign to silence critical voices.

On 12 August 2023, the King of Jordan approved the Cybercrime Law (2023) after extensive discussions in Parliament. Article 14 of the law punishes the use of information networks, technology, systems, or websites to “promote debauchery” or “the breach of public morals” with a minimum of six months’ imprisonment and a fine. The law also punishes any individual who engages in activities involving the publication, creation, purchase, sale, or promotion of “pornographic content” through information networks or websites. It also seems to restrict the use of tools like VPNs, proxies, and Tors, which are tools often used by LGBT individuals to protect their online anonymity. Local activists have said that this law will "destroy all forms of LGBT expression online" and intensify "interference in people’s private lives".

In addition to the approval of this restrictive law, in December 2023, the head of the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority confirmed in a response to members of Parliament that Grindr, an LGBT dating app, had been blocked across the country for “promoting homosexuality”. He also indicated that all government agencies were broadly responsible for ensuring "immoral" content is blocked.

---
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but did not initially reference “non-traditional sexual relations”. If approved, this amendment would allow authorities to suspend the release or distribution of mass media content if it was deemed to promote “non-traditional sexual orientations”. Concurrently, as part of the same Bill on Mass Media discussions, a second initiative was introduced by two Members of Parliament (MPs). This initiative proposed modifying Article 174 of the Penal Code, which prohibits incitement to hatred, to include punishment for “promoting non-traditional sexual relationships”. The proposed amendment would have made such promotion punishable by up to seven years in prison. However, on 17 April, the latter initiative was dropped.

Kuwait

In August 2023, the movie “Barbie” was banned over claims that it promoted “ideas and beliefs that are alien to Kuwaiti society and public order”. Public officials of Kuwait’s Ministry of Information have said that the authorities are allowed to ban anything that represents a “violation of public morals”, which the movie was deemed to do.123

Kyrgyzstan

In March 2023, Bill No. 6-4094 (2023) was introduced in the Supreme Council of the Kyrgyz Republic to amend several laws, including the Measures to prevent Harm to Children’s Health [...] and Moral Development (2015).124 The bill’s Explanatory Memorandum indicates that the 2015 law had to be updated in accordance with the principles of Executive Decree No. 1 (2021), namely the education of citizens in “high moral standards, traditions, traditional family, and social values”.125 The bill broadens the scope of the term “information harmful to the health and development of children” contained in Article 2-1(1) of the 2015 law to now encompass information “rejecting family values” and “promoting non-traditional sexual relations”. This type of information cannot be disseminated in educational, cultural, or healthcare institutions or within 200 meters of their premises; otherwise one could be subject to fines. Moreover, the bill introduces mandatory measures, stipulating that any video content deemed detrimental to children must be appropriately labelled and that printed materials distributed in areas accessible to people under 18 must be securely sealed and inaccessible to minors for purchase. Furthermore, Article 3 of the bill amends the Mass Media Act (1992) to insert a new subsection under Article 23 and include information “harmful to minors” into the list of what cannot be publicly disseminated.

In June 2023, the Supreme Council passed the bill,126 which was later signed into law by the President in August 2023.127 The amendments faced criticism on both procedural and substantive grounds. For instance, the Kyrgyz Media Policy Institute conducted an analysis of the amendments and concluded that the measure represents yet another administrative tool for instituting censorship and arbitrary constraints on citizens’ access to information. They argued that the stated objective of the initiators, aimed at creating a “secure information environment for children”, is merely populist rhetoric and an attempt to feign proactive engagement.128

Beyond the passage of the above legislation, in September 2023, the Supreme Council also passed a law amending the Law on the Constitutional Court. This amendment stipulates that the Court’s decisions may be subject to review by the Council upon the President’s recommendation if the decision “contradicts the moral and ethical values and public consciousness of the people of the Kyrgyz Republic”.129 Shortly thereafter, it was reported that a petition was filed with the Speaker of the Supreme Council, Nurlanbek Shakiyev, calling for a precise elucidation of terms such as “moral and ethical values”, “public consciousness”, “traditional social values”, among others, at the legislative level.130
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In April 2023, reports indicated that the movie "Scream 6" had been prohibited from cinema screenings due to its inclusion of LGBTQ+ characters. In August, the movie "Barbie" was also banned by the Ministry of Culture over claims that the film "promotes homosexuality and transsexuality [...] supports rejecting a father's guardianship, undermines and ridicules the role of the mother, and questions the necessity of marriage and having a family". However, the ban was lifted in September 2023.

On 16 August 2023, in response to the introduction of a bill that aimed to decriminalise consensual same-sex sexual acts, the Minister of Culture reportedly submitted a draft law aimed at strengthening measures against "the promotion of homosexuality". This proposed legislation criminalises any action explicitly or implicitly endorsing "abnormal sexual relationships", with potential penalties of up to three years in prison and a fine of five million Lebanese pounds (approximately USD 332).

Additionally, the law targets actions promoting the possibility of "gender reassignment" or disseminating information to minors encouraging "changes in sex" or about sexual orientation, with similar prison sentences.

Subsequently, on 17 August 2023, MP Ashraf Rifi submitted an expedited law proposal to criminalise the "promotion of homosexuality and sexual deviance". This bill seeks to amend Article 534, explicitly criminalising "indecent or unnatural sexual acts" between individuals of the same gender, whether consensual or coerced. It prescribes penalties ranging from one to three years' imprisonment and a fine of at least five times the minimum wage for such acts. Furthermore, the bill extends these penalties to those who promote, facilitate, conceal, or incite others to commit the mentioned acts through any means. Following the submission of this bill in October 2023, Minister of Culture Mohamed Wissam al-Mortada stated that the "promotion of homosexuality" will very soon be punished with the "most severe penalties".

Currently, Malaysia has various non-explicit legal barriers regulating SOGIESC content in the media, as well as LGBTI content in general. In the past few years, these legal provisions have actively been used to censor, confiscate, and ban various forms of distributed media.

Throughout 2023, there was an increase in the use of such acts to confiscate LGBTQ-related books in Malaysia. In February 2023, the Home Ministry banned three books: "The Tale of Steven", "Jacob’s Room to Choose", and "Aku" through Government Gazette P.U.(A). In August 2023, the Home Ministry gazetted P.U. (A) 236 (2023)—a prohibition order entailing that "production", "distribution", and "possession" of the LGBTQ-themed Swatch watches could mean imprisonment for up to three years, under the Printing Presses and Publication Act (1984).

Similarly, in May 2023, the Home Ministry seized a reported total of 164 watches from local Swatch stores for bearing symbols relating to the LGBTQ community. The watches were part of Swatch’s Pride Collection. Home Ministry officials said the seizures were initiated due to violations of Section 7(1) of the Printing Presses and Publications Act (1984). Later, in August 2023, the Home Ministry gazetted P.U. (A) 236 (2023)—a prohibition order—entailing that "production", "distribution", and "possession" of the LGBTQ-themed Swatch watches could mean imprisonment for up to three years, under the Printing Presses and Publication Act (1984).

Other laws were also used to crack down on the physical freedom of expression of protesters and activists in Malaysia. In March 2023, several organisers and protesters of the "Women’s March" held in the country’s capital of Kuala Lumpur were called in for police questioning for participating in "an illegal
assembly*. The Royal Malaysia Police said in a statement that the placards, such as “trans women are women”, among others, that protesters held violated Section 9(5) of the Peaceful Assembly Act (2012) and Section 14 of the Minor Offences Act (1995). No further action was reportedly taken against the individuals involved.

Additionally, a three-year legal battle surrounding the banning of a book titled “Gay is Okay! A Christian Perspective” saw some progress when the High Court ruled in July 2023 in *WA-25-53-02/2021* (2022) that the ban was to be lifted on the grounds that the Home Ministry failed to show evidence that the book was prejudicial to public order in the years the book was available for sale since 2013. The government appealed against the decision in May 2023. The Court of Appeals later ruled in September 2023 in a split 2-1 decision in favour of the Home Ministry’s bid to reinstate the ban on the book, citing the lower court’s error in relying on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in their ruling as Malaysia “has not enacted any local law to enforce those principles.” The book’s publisher and author attempted to appeal against the ban’s reinstatement, but the Federal Court dismissed their appeal application in February 2024. As such, the book ban remains in force.

In July 2023, Malaysia’s Minister of Communications ordered the immediate cancellation of a local music festival, “The Good Vibes Festival”, following an incident involving “1975’s” lead singer denouncing Malaysia’s criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts and subsequently kissing a male band member on stage during their performance. This sparked national and international debate on the matter, with many criticising the band’s actions, particularly because Malaysia’s government announced additional measures to restrict freedom of expression in response to this incident. Newly enacted Communications Ministry guidelines now require concert organisers to have a “kill switch” to cut short performances that violate State law and policy and mandate that foreign artists must “adhere to the local culture”. Following this, the country’s updated Agency Guidelines for Filming Foreign Films and Performances of Overseas Artists (PUSPAL), in April 2024, were in its final stages of review to “manage LGBT issues” regarding Western artists performing in Malaysia. The British band has since been blacklisted from performing in the country. Malaysian activists, such as Dhia Rezki Rohaizzad and S. Thilaga also criticised the band’s actions, citing the intense backlash that made its rounds on social media against the LGBT community in general, causing heightened panic and polarisation amidst already high anti-LGBT sentiment during elections in the country.

Restrictions were also seen in the online sphere. In March 2022, media reported that a transgender cosmetic entrepreneur was charged with two counts of non-physical sexual assault and two counts of sexual communication with children under sections 15(a)(i) and 11(1)(a) of the Sexual Offences Against Children Act (2017) respectively. This was because she hosted an Instagram live session in 2021 where she was reported to have been acting “lewdly” with another user while several minors were watching through the Instagram application. The trial was set to take place in July 2023. However, in July, the defence submitted a preliminary objection to two of the four charges against her, resulting in the Ampang Sessions Court pushing the trial dates to September 2023. In August 2023, however, she was released without bail on all four charges, though she was not acquitted.

In March 2024, the Malaysian Home Minister announced that the Film Censorship Board (LPF) would not approve the screening of any content containing LGBTQ themes in the country during a session at the Dewan Rakyat (the lower house of the bicameral Malaysian Parliament). “Any film promoting this lifestyle will not be approved for screening in Malaysia”, he stated. The rationale for the measure presented by the Minister hinged on the fact that “the Malaysian government has never ratified any international conventions on LGBTQ and has never recognised any LGBTQ lifestyle.”

---

*Police open investigation paper on Women’s March over alleged illegal assembly*, Malay Mail, 12 March 2023.

*Sept 25 ruling on govt appeal to restore ban on ‘Gay is OK!’*, Malaysia Kini, 26 May 2023.


*“Gay is OK!” book remains banned in Malaysia after failed Federal Court bid by publisher, author*, Malay Mail, 28 February 2024; *“Gay is OK!” book remains banned in Malaysia after failed Federal Court bid by publisher, author*, Yahoo News Malaysia, 28 February 2024.

*“Artis luar negara: Garis panduan Puspal dalam peringkat akhir pindaan - Nie Ching” (Overseas artists: Puspal guidelines in final stages of amendment - Nie Ching), Astro Awani, 03 April 2024.

*“The 1975 diharam buat persembahan di Malaysia” [The 1975 was banned from performing in Malaysia], Free Malaysia Today, 22 July 2023; *“Malaysia issues ‘kill switch’ order to cut controversial concerts”*, The Guardian, 3 November 2023.

*Matty Healy: Malaysia LGBT community angry at 1975’s lead singer’s outburst over alleged sexual assault*, BBC, 25 July 2023; *“Far from helping, local LGBT activists say The 1975’s Matty Healy only made things worse”*, Malay Mail, 25 July 2023; *“Malaysia’s gay community fears backlash after Matty Healy’s outburst”*, The Guardian, 24 July 2023.

*Cosmetics entrepreneur Safiey Illias enters preliminary objection against two sexual offences charges*, Malay Mail, 24 July 2023.

*“Safiey Illias granted discharge not amounting to acquittal of four sexual charges”, The Star, 16 August 2023.

*“LPF tidak akan lulus film papak-handungan LGBTQ” [LPF will not pass films showing LGBTQ content], Sinar Harian, 21 March 2024; *“Filem ada unsur LGBTQ, Islamofobia tak akan diluluskan” [Films with LGBTQ elements, Islamophobia will not be approved], Berita Harian (Malaysia), 21 March 2024; *Interior Minister: Movies that promote LGBTQ will not be allowed to be screened*, Oriental Daily News, 22 March 2024.
South Korea’s Ministry of Education released a Revised Education Curriculum (2022) for all elementary and secondary school students. The adopted test removed words such as “gender equality” and “sexual minorities”. Despite criticisms from experts and civil society, the Ministry did not re-revise the curriculum, reportedly citing concerns that teaching adolescents about LGBTQ people could lead to ‘gender identity confusion’.

Saudi Arabia

In June 2023, Saudi Arabia imposed an official ban on the new “Spiderman” movie due to its inclusion of LGBT themes. Furthermore, in August 2023, after the screening of “Barbie” was delayed due to concerns about alleged “LGBTQ content”, the film was released but restricted to those over 18 years of age.

Pakistan

On 4 May 2023, the Private Educational Institutions Regulatory Authority (PEIRA) banned the printing, publishing, distribution, and teaching of the “Sociology Course Book”, which allegedly contained materials on same-sex marriage, deemed to be against the “social and cultural traditions of Pakistan”. The PEIRA, in an official notification issued by the Education Ministry, cited the exercise of its powers under section 4(a), read with 4(g) of the ICT PEIRA Act (2013) to ban the books and have legal action taken against the violators of those sections. The notification was sent to the principals and chief executive officers of all private educational institutions of the federal government.

Oman

In August 2023, Omani media reported several products (mainly stationery and school supplies) had been seized for displaying “homosexual colours” (i.e. rainbow-like colours). In addition, legal action was taken against the shops selling them. Media reported that the Consumer Protection Authority seized approximately 500 products displaying such colours. These seizures echo similar measures taken by Omani authorities in 2022.

United Arab Emirates

In 2023, ILGA World noted several reports that films were banned in the UAE due to alleged portrayals of LGBTQ content. In January 2023, the media reported that “Dr. Strange in the Multiverse of Madness” was banned for this reason. Additionally, in August 2023, the Emirates Media Council, after initially delaying the release of “Barbie”, granted permission for its screening but restricted it to audiences aged 15 and above. The decision was attributed to “possible content issues”, with media reports indicating that concerns could be linked to the film’s alleged inclusion of “LGBTQ content”.

Uzbekistan

In December 2022, the Draft Information Code (2022) was announced for public discussion. Article 45 of this draft prohibits the “promotion of unnatural relationships between same-sex couples”. However, no major updates on the progress of this law were noted in 2023.

Yemen

Since 2022, Circular No. 64 (2022) prohibits the entry of any products that “promote homosexuality” or bear drawings, pictures, slogans, phrases, sentences, or symbols that contradict the teachings of Islamic Sharia, religion or public morals and ethics.

Throughout 2023, local media outlets reported on the ongoing efforts of authorities in confiscating merchandise adorned with rainbow colours. Numerous
2023 saw an increase in legislative developments that would further restrict the freedom of expression of LGBTI people in Belarus since the passing of Law No. 362-Z (2016). The law came into effect in Belarus in July 2017 and has since prohibited the dissemination of information that "discredits the institution of family and marriage".

In April 2023, the House of Representatives passed the first reading of a bill to amend the Law on Mass Media (2009). The purpose of this amendment is to legislatively ban "LGBT propaganda that promotes non-traditional values". The bill also expands the grounds for revoking a certificate of state registration for media outlets and imposes limitations on accessing Internet resources, network publications, or news aggregators.68 A week prior to introducing the bill, the Ministry of Information issued 500 warnings to publishers and distributors of printed materials, cautioning against distributing LGBT literature online or offline, and threatening specific administrative actions. This move was reportedly prompted by news of Russian publishers planning to circumvent fines from the newly enacted "propaganda law" in that country by moving their operations to neighbouring countries such as Belarus.69

In June 2023, the General Prosecutor's Office announced an "Action Plan for the Protection of Children from Sexual Violence and Exploitation", which, among other measures, would involve imposing administrative punishments for the propaganda of "non-traditional sexual relations" and "change of sex". Additionally, the Penal Code would also be amended. President Alexander Lukashenko publicly expressed his support for this Action Plan.69

In September and October 2023, Belarusian media reported again that a bill was being prepared to ban "propaganda on LGBT, paedophilia and change of sex".69

---
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Moreover, the Prosecutor General’s Office revealed plans to introduce “Basics of Family Life” into school curricula, aiming to prepare youth “to start a family”. A representative of the office stated that this initiative would help “neutralise the efforts of some Western countries to perniciously promote non-traditional sexual relations, gender reassignment, paedophilia and childlessness”. In February 2024, the General Prosecutor announced that the drafting process of the bill had been concluded.

In October 2023, a complaint was submitted to the Ministry of Education about a 2022 textbook titled “Teaching Speech Communication in English”, alleging LGBT propaganda, reportedly “due to an illustration featuring a man in a woman’s dress”. Following an investigation, the Ministry withdrew all copies of the textbook from the library, banned its use, and mandated that corrections be made before republishing.

In April 2024 the Ministry of Culture adopted Decision No. 24 (2024), which amends the “Instruction on the procedure for the release, duplication, display, rental, sale and advertising of erotic products, products containing elements of eroticism, violence and cruelty, sexual education and sex education products, as well as products for sexual purposes” (Decision No. 18) (2007) to classify “homosexualism”, “lesbian love”, “bisexuality”, “exhibitionism” or “paedophilia”. Moreover, it also includes “non-traditional sexual relations and/or behaviour” as part of the more general concept of “pornography”. It should be noted that Article 343 of the Belarusian Criminal Code (1999) punishes the distribution, production and promotion of “pornography” with up to two years’ imprisonment (four years if done by an organised group).

Although there are no known legal barriers restricting the freedom of expression surrounding LGBTI issues in Bosnia and Herzegovina, in March 2023 the President of Republika Srpska, Milorad Dodik, announced the imminent introduction of a law prohibiting the presence of LGBTI individuals in educational institutions. In an interview with Prnjavor’s K3 television, the president stated: “Republika Srpska will in the next few months pass a law banning members of LGBTI organisations from accessing educational institutions. So, kindergartens, schools, colleges, they won’t be able to work, they won’t be able to approach, they won’t be able to do propaganda. Why do you think we don’t have the right to do that?” He also added that it was his “institutional responsibility” to preserve “traditional and family values”.

This announcement followed an incident in which a group of more than thirty masked individuals attacked several activists and organisers affiliated with the Pride event in Banja Luka, the administrative capital of Republika Srpska in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The assault occurred shortly after the police cancelled an LGBTI film screening and forcibly removed the attendees from the premises.

Bulgaria currently does not impose legal constraints regarding the freedom of expression relating to LGBTI issues. Despite this, several regressive legislative developments have taken place throughout 2023. In April 2023, the Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP) completed the official registration of a referendum in the National Assembly, to prohibit the teaching and
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promotion of “gender ideology” in schools, as per the definition provided by the BSP representative. Following the registration, a three-month period was allotted for collecting a minimum of 200,000 signatures to present the matter before the Parliament. Additionally, in November 2023, the Bulgarian Parliament debated proposed amendments to the Child Protection Act, which aimed to restrict the promotion and discussion of “gender reassignment” and “gender identity” issues in schools and kindergartens. These amendments, initiated by the populist ITN Party with the support of the BSP and other parties, also included provisions for imposing financial penalties on individuals and legal entities found in violation of these regulations. Despite the support from certain political factions, the amendments failed to pass.

In January 2024, the national news agency of Bulgaria informed that a bill was introduced to amend the Law on Preschool and School Education (2016, as amended), which would ban “non-traditional” sexual orientation and gender identity “propaganda” in the education system. The so-called “propaganda” would include the promotion or incitement in any way, directly or indirectly, of ideas and views related to “non-traditional” sexual orientation and gender identity.

In November 2022, a far-right extremist group known as Alt-Info introduced a Bill to Amend the Law on Assemblies and Manifestations [...] (2022) into the Georgian Parliament, supported by the signatures of 25,000 citizens. The proposed legislation aimed to ban all public gatherings that “promote or popularise propaganda of sexual orientation” or involve “statements or calls that are against any religious movement”, among other concerning elements. In May 2023, an extension was granted to the Legal Affairs Committee to facilitate a thorough review of this draft law. Subsequently, Georgian media reported that the Party of European Socialists intended to introduce another draft law aimed at restricting “LGBT propaganda”.

In early March 2024, the Georgian Dream announced their intention of advancing a draft law to ban “LGBT propaganda”. In particular, this proposal would seek to counter “pseudo-liberal ideology” that promotes “non-traditional orientation” and the “introduction of gender-neutral terminology”. According to media reports, these plans were expressly endorsed by the Prime Minister of Georgia.

On March 25, the leader of the Georgian Dream parliamentary majority, Mamuka Mdinaradze, announced two draft constitutional laws to amend Article 30 of the Constitution to enshrine the “protection of family values and minors”. Mdinaradze also explained that in the very near future, the party would initiate more concrete amendments to legislation. These amendments are expected to encompass several dozen laws. In effect, upon explaining the tenets of the constitutional reform, he outlined a long list of measures that represent profound and severe regressions in legal protections related to sexual orientation and gender identity. These included banning the dissemination of information, gatherings, and education promoting same-sex relationships, non-heterosexual adoption, gender reassignment, or gender-neutral terminology in public or private institutions, among other regressive proposals, such as recognising only unions between “genetically male and female individuals”; restricting adoption or fostering to married couples or heterosexual individuals; prohibiting gender-affirming medical interventions and outlawing legal gender recognition.

In November 2022, a far-right extremist group known as Alt-Info introduced a Bill to Amend the Law on Assemblies and Manifestations [...] (2022) into the Georgian Parliament, supported by the signatures of 25,000 citizens. The proposed legislation aimed to ban all public gatherings that “promote or popularise propaganda of sexual orientation” or involve “statements or calls that are against any religious movement”, among other concerning elements. In May 2023, an extension was granted to the Legal Affairs Committee to facilitate a thorough review of this draft law. Subsequently, Georgian media reported that the Party of European Socialists intended to introduce another draft law aimed at restricting “LGBT propaganda”.

In early March 2024, the Georgian Dream announced their intention of advancing a draft law to ban “LGBT propaganda”. In particular, this proposal would seek to counter “pseudo-liberal ideology” that promotes “non-traditional orientation” and the “introduction of gender-neutral terminology”. According to media reports, these plans were expressly endorsed by the Prime Minister of Georgia.

On March 25, the leader of the Georgian Dream parliamentary majority, Mamuka Mdinaradze, announced two draft constitutional laws to amend Article 30 of the Constitution to enshrine the “protection of family values and minors”. Mdinaradze also explained that in the very near future, the party would initiate more concrete amendments to legislation. These amendments are expected to encompass several dozen laws. In effect, upon explaining the tenets of the constitutional reform, he outlined a long list of measures that represent profound and severe regressions in legal protections related to sexual orientation and gender identity. These included banning the dissemination of information, gatherings, and education promoting same-sex relationships, non-heterosexual adoption, gender reassignment, or gender-neutral terminology in public or private institutions, among other regressive proposals, such as recognising only unions between “genetically male and female individuals”; restricting adoption or fostering to married couples or heterosexual individuals; prohibiting gender-affirming medical interventions and outlawing legal gender recognition.

In 2023, EU proceedings initiated against Hungary due to the enactment of the Hungarian Law on tougher action against paedophile offenders and amending certain laws to protect children (2021) continued, with several EU Member States joining the European Commission’s infringement procedure against Hungary. By April, a total of 15 States reportedly joined the legal case.

Hungarian authorities enforced this law on at least two occasions in May 2023, targeting at least two stores selling books and comics, such as “Heartstopper”, without adhering to the legal requirement of wrapping them up to conceal their contents. Hungarian media
reported that these incidents marked the initial instances of the law being put into practice. Although the bookstores were sanctioned, in February 2024 it was reported that a court in Budapest had lifted the fine.

Later, in September 2023, one of the bookstores (Lira) was fined again by the Bács-Kiskun county for selling "Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls". Among the many stories on female empowerment included in the book, the authors tell the real story of a trans child who won a legal battle for the legal recognition of her identity. According to Hungarian media, a copy of the book was found during an inspection in one of the Lira stores that were "less than 200m away from a school and a church", which was considered a violation of the Law on tougher action against paedophile offenders and of Decree No. 473 (2021). However, it was reported in February 2024 that a court in Győr had lifted the fine.

In April 2023, the Hungarian Parliament approved Bill No. T/3089/11 (2023). Initially aimed at transposing an EU Directive on rules protecting individuals who report specific breaches of EU Law, the bill took a contentious turn with the addition of Article 50. This Article provided protection for individuals reporting breaches of "fundamental values and rights enshrined in the Fundamental Law" and safeguarded the "Hungarian way of life". Notably, it included defending the constitutionally recognised role of marriage and family, defined exclusively as between a man and a woman, and upholding children's right to an identity congruent with their sex at birth. The partial veto of the President led to the enactment of this law without this provision.

In January 2023, the European Court of Human Rights declared in Macate v. Lithuania (Application No. 61435/19) (2023) that Lithuania had breached the human right to freedom of expression, almost a decade and a half after the enactment of Law No. XI-594 (2009). This law had amended the Law on the Protection of Minors against the Detrimental Effect of Public Information (Law No. IX-1067) (2002) to define the "propagation of same-sex relations" as information that "adversely affects minors". In particular, the Court found that by restricting children's access to information about same-sex relationships, Lithuania's authorities had demonstrated their preference for different-sex couples over same-sex couples, thus contributing to stigmatisation. Therefore, the Court concluded that there was no legitimate aim in censoring such content.

As a reaction to this judgment, in July 2023 the Ministry of Justice of the Lithuanian Government announced a bill to reform the Law on the Protection of Minors [...] (2002) to remove the references to "propagation of same-sex relations", which was introduced in October as Bill No. XIVP-3270 (2023). However, the Sejmas (the Lithuanian Parliament) rejected the bill in November. According to Lithuanian media, the failure of the bill moved the government to announce in December 2023 that it would challenge the law before the Constitutional Court. Later, in February 2024, it was reported that the Constitutional Court had started reviewing the case.
In parallel, attempts to further restrict freedom of expression regarding sexual and gender diversity continued in 2023 after several unsuccessful attempts over the previous decade. In September 2023, an MP introduced Bill No. XIVP-3103(2) (2023), which would have banned sexuality education in schools. However, the bill was rejected in October 2023 by the Sejm.

**Poland**

In February 2023, the infringement procedure launched by the European Commission against Poland in 2021 over the so-called “LGBT-free zones” was dropped. As explained by ILGA-Europe, throughout 2023, local municipalities continued retracting many of these anti-LGBT resolutions or “Family Rights Charters”, although some of them still persist. In October, the Supreme Court invalidated five more anti-LGBT resolutions across various regions in Poland.

In August 2023, the Sejm (the lower house of the Polish Parliament) voted in favour of the authorities' control over the contents taught in public education in order to exclude those related to sexual and gender diversity. However, this bill was rejected by the Senate in September 2023.

**Romania**

In February 2023, Bill No. B68 (2023) was introduced to the Senate by two ultraconservative parliamentarians, backed by 100,000 citizen signatures. This bill seeks to amend the Law on the Prevention and Combating of Pornography (Law No. 196) (2003), targeting any expression "promoting homosexuality" among minors or that "restricts the minor’s right to a society. The government referenced similar mechanisms in other countries prioritising "the value of the family and the inviolability of children" and announced that the bills would be sent to the Supreme Council for consideration and adoption.

Attempts to include specific provisions against the "public promotion of homosexual relations" or dissemination of information violating "constitutional family values" in the Code of Administrative Offences were unsuccessfully made in 2010, 2014, and 2015. In 2022, an MP introduced Bill No. XIVP-2194 (2022) to fine any “public disparagement of the family through speech, displayed objects, posters, slogans, audiovisual means and other actions”, mentioning the “values enshrined in the Constitution”.

In January 2024, the government of the Russian-occupied breakaway region of Transnistria declared 2024 the “Year of Family Values.” To commemorate this, the Government announced a plan "to combat the manifestations of non-traditional sexual relations", “change of sex”, "paedophilia, etc." will be strictly accountable before the law. The government clarified that this means there is no right to publicly approve such relations or disseminate information posing hidden threats to children.

Attempts to include specific provisions against the "public promotion of homosexual relations" or dissemination of information violating "constitutional family values" in the Code of Administrative Offences were unsuccessfully made in 2010, 2014, and 2015. In 2022, an MP introduced Bill No. XIVP-2194 (2022) to fine any “public disparagement of the family through speech, displayed objects, posters, slogans, audiovisual means and other actions”, mentioning the “values enshrined in the Constitution”.

In February 2023, the National Parliament voted against a bill which aimed to ban "LGBT propaganda in schools". The bill was introduced in November 2022 by the Parliamentary Bloc of Communists and Socialists (BCS) as part of the backlash against the launch of "LGBT Children in Your School", an online platform aimed at helping teachers support children who face bullying based on stereotypes towards LGBT people. Also, in November 2022, the Education Department in the Autonomous district of Gagauzia announced that all trainings and campaigns related to "LGBT Children in your schools" would not be permitted to go ahead in any school in the district.

In January 2024, the government of the Russian-occupied breakaway region of Transnistria declared 2024 the "Year of Family Values." To commemorate this, the Government announced a plan "to combat the manipulation of public opinion" and relevant amendments to the Code of Administrative Offences and other laws. Under these laws, persons promoting "non-traditional sexual relations", "change of sex", "paedophilia, etc." will be strictly accountable before the law. The government clarified that this means there is no right to publicly approve such relations or disseminate information posing hidden threats to children.

Attempts to include specific provisions against the "public promotion of homosexual relations" or dissemination of information violating "constitutional family values" in the Code of Administrative Offences were unsuccessfully made in 2010, 2014, and 2015. In 2022, an MP introduced Bill No. XIVP-2194 (2022) to fine any “public disparagement of the family through speech, displayed objects, posters, slogans, audiovisual means and other actions”, mentioning the “values enshrined in the Constitution”.

In 2022, an MP introduced Bill No. XIVP-2194 (2022) to fine any “public disparagement of the family through speech, displayed objects, posters, slogans, audiovisual means and other actions”, mentioning the “values enshrined in the Constitution”.

In January 2024, the government of the Russian-occupied breakaway region of Transnistria declared 2024 the "Year of Family Values." To commemorate this, the Government announced a plan "to combat the manipulation of public opinion" and relevant amendments to the Code of Administrative Offences and other laws. Under these laws, persons promoting "non-traditional sexual relations", "change of sex", "paedophilia, etc." will be strictly accountable before the law. The government clarified that this means there is no right to publicly approve such relations or disseminate information posing hidden threats to children.
In a marked trend towards a further tightening of the already oppressive legal framework on sexual and gender diversity in Russia, on 30 November 2023, the Supreme Court handed down a decision where it categorised the “international LGBT movement” [sic] as “extremist”, following a lawsuit initiated by Russia’s Ministry of Justice.201

According to the ruling,202 this decision was based on Article 1(1) of the Federal Law on Countering Extremist Activity (Federal Law No. 114/FZ) (2002), which, among other things, considers the “incitement of social [...] or religious animosity” as grounds to label an organisation as “extremist”. Given that the “international LGBT social movement” is not an existent “organisation”, it is unclear who can be found as a participant or an organiser thereof. However, an analysis published in Meduza points out that, according to recent case law related to other movements deemed to be “extremist”, anybody who speaks in favour of sexual and gender diversity could potentially be considered an extremist. Furthermore, lawyers interviewed by Meduza said that legislation against “extremist” activities and organisations can be used against LGBTQ people even if they don’t participate in any form of activism.203

The legal consequences of being found to be part of an “extremist organisation” are varied and harsh,204 and include many sanctions aimed at curtailing the freedom to express so-called “extremist” ideas. According to the Penal Code (1996), the “propaganda” or “public display” of the “symbols and paraphernalia” of an “extremist organisation” can be punished with up to four years’ imprisonment.205 Furthermore, producing, selling, or buying those symbols and paraphernalia can also be punished with up to four years’ imprisonment.206 All of these actions might also be subject to fines or several years of forced labour.

The impact of this legislation on the right to freedom of expression in Russia should not be understated, even if the “international LGBT movement” targeted by the Supreme Court’s ruling is not a real organisation. In its reasoning, the Supreme Court considers the “promotion” and “propaganda” of an “illegal ideology aimed both at destroying the moral foundations of society and at inciting hatred towards the government” to be the unifying basis of the movement and the main reason to declare it an “extremist organisation”.207 With this aim, argues the court, its participants would use the same symbols (the rainbow flag and its variations) and


201 “Верховный суд России объявил «экстремистским» и запретил движение ЛГБТГ*” [The Supreme Court of Russia declared “extremist” and banned the “LGBT movement”], Meduza, 3 December 2023; “Верховный суд России признал нарушающее основополагающие права человека в том числе права ЛГБТГ-людей решение” [The Supreme Court of Russia made a decision that violates fundamental human rights, including the rights of LGBT people], ECOM - Eurasian Coalition on Health, Rights, Gender and Sexual Diversity, 2 December 2023; “A Supreme Court Case Strikes Fear In Russia’s LGBTQ Community”, Radio Free Europe, 28 November 2023.

202 Although it was initially reported that the judgment would not be made public, ILGA World’s research team had access to the copy published by Russian media outlet Svobodnye Novosti. See: “Разрушение традиционных ценностей и феминитивы. "Свободные новости" публикуют полный текст решения Верховного суда РФ о признании экстремистским движение ЛГБТГ*” [“Destruction of traditional values and feminism, Svobodnye Novosti publishes the full text of the decision of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation recognizing the “LGBTQ movement” as extremist.”], Svobodnye Novosti, 18 January 2024.

203 “Верховный суд объявил экстремистским “международное общественное движение ЛГБТГ*“ хотя его и не существует Людей в России теперь будут преследовать за ориентацию?” [The Supreme Court declared the “international LGBT social movement” extremist - even though it does not exist. Will people in Russia now be persecuted for their orientation?], Meduza, 17 December 2023.

204 “Qué implica que Rusia declare extremista al movimiento LGBTI+” [What does it mean for Russia to declare the LGTBI+ movement extremist?], Queridísico: Blog jurídico queer, 23 December 2023. See also the chapter on Restrictions to Freedom of Association for more information.

205 Article 282.4.2 Penal Code. Moreover, it is also possible to be charged according to Article 20.3 of the Code of Administrative Offences when the act of propaganda does not meet the severity threshold of criminal liability.

206 Article 282.4.2 Penal Code. It should be noted, however, that this penalty is reserved for cases where someone has already been sanctioned under article 20.3 of the Code of Administrative Offences.

207 Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, Judgment Case No. ACPI23-990с, 30 November 2023, p. 17.
would share customs, interests and a common language (like using feminine nouns in Russian). This vague description of what constitutes “propaganda” of the “international LGBT movement” has led to general confusion on what is specifically forbidden. In January 2024, Russian media reported the concerns among media outlets and journalists about the inclusion of feminitives among the “extremist symbols”, as it could lead to legal consequences even for those who do not support the “international LGBT movement”. In at least one occasion, a group of students were prohibited from using feminitives in their publications by their university, citing the Supreme Court’s ruling. Moreover, Vitaly Milonov (a prominent MP who has sponsored anti-LGBT legislation) commented on this topic by publicly calling for a legal ban on feminitives and for feminists to be declared extremists as well.

Furthermore, in February 2024, a woman from Nizhny Novgorod was reportedly detained after a video of her wearing frog-shaped earrings with the colours of the rainbow surfaced online. She was then charged and sentenced to five days in detention under article 20.3.1 of the Code of Administrative Offences for wearing an “extremist symbol”, even if the court was not able to identify whether the earrings depicted the Pride flag or just an ordinary rainbow. This arrest prompted some political representatives, such as a member of the Presidential Council for the Development of Civil Society and Human Rights, and the Vice-Speaker of the State Duma, to ask the Supreme Court for clarifications on what constitutes “extremist propaganda”. The confusion surrounding feminitives or the colours of the rainbow exemplifies how the Supreme Court’s ruling has contributed to a higher degree of legal uncertainty that can easily expand the scope of what is punished as “extremist propaganda” in practice. However, there have been other cases of enforcement of anti-extremism legislation specifically targeting LGBT people and advocacy. In February 2024, a man from Volgograd and a feminist photographer from Saratov (both in south-western Russia) were found guilty of “publicly displaying the symbols of an extremist organisation” for posting pictures of rainbow flags online. Both were fined under the Code of Administrative Offences. At the end of the same month, a woman from Perm was fined for the same reason after hanging a rainbow flag from her window.

Nevertheless, anti-extremism laws are not the sole method employed by Russian authorities to restrict the freedom of expression of SOGIESC-related topics. The already existing rules banning “propaganda of non-traditional sexual relations” were extensively enforced throughout 2023 and the first months of 2024 against online “influencers” and bloggers, among others. Such actions include police raids and investigations against a “My Little Pony” convention, the “Duolingo” language learning app, and private parties, all of which have only added to the increasing hysteria over so-called “LGBT propaganda”. As for websites, in September 2023, it was reported that Roskomnadzor, the state media watchdog, had added over 200 websites related to LGBT propaganda on Duolingo and private parties, all of which have only added to the increasing hysteria over so-called “LGBT propaganda”. As for websites, in September 2023, it was reported that Roskomnadzor, the state media watchdog, had added over 200 websites related to
LGBT content to its list of prohibited information in less than a month.\(^{218}\) Finally, of particular concern is the ever-increasing frequency of violent police raids against LGBT clubs since the Supreme Court’s ruling.\(^{219}\)

Moreover, 2023 brought new developments in the case of activist Yulia Tsvetkova. In 2022, Tsvetkova was acquitted by the Central District Court of Komsomolsk-on-Amur in the Siberian region after facing several years in prison for allegedly "spreading pornography" and "propaganda of non-traditional sexual relations" among minors.\(^{220}\) The charges referred to a series of drawings on the bodily diversity of women and on homoparental families. Tsvetkova has been fined on other occasions for similar reasons, in addition to being declared a "foreign agent".\(^{221}\) However, Russian media reported in March 2023 that the Ninth Cassation Court of General Jurisdiction of Vladivostok had overturned Tsvetkova's acquittal.\(^{222}\)

There have also been further attempts to aggravate the existing penalties for spreading "propaganda on non-traditional sexual relationships". In February 2024, it was reported that MP Nina Ostanina, the Chairwoman of the State Duma Committee on Family Protection, Parenthood, Maternity and Childhood Issues, had introduced a bill to amend the Penal Code and add articles 151.3, 151.4 and 151.5. These provisions would penalise with imprisonment the "promotion of non-traditional sexual relationships or paedophilia", as well as its dissemination among children, in cases where the accused had already been fined according to the Code of Administrative Offenses and had repeated their actions, nonetheless. However, the Governmental Committee on Legislative Activities rejected these changes, arguing that current criminal legislation already can be applied to such cases of propaganda, particularly after the Supreme Court's decision to label the "international LGBT movement" as "extremist".

Furthermore, there has been several developments concerning the legislation on so-called "foreign agents".\(^{223}\) In late February 2024, the Duma passed a law banning advertising for organisations deemed "foreign agents". Businesses, media outlets, and other relevant entities are prohibited from promoting or advertising "foreign agents" on their own platforms, and are prohibited from advertising themselves on the platforms of "foreign agents" as well. Violations incur fines of up to 50,000 rubles (USD 530) for individuals and up to 500,000 rubles (USD 5300) for legal entities.

State Duma Chairman Vyacheslav Volodin emphasised the incompatibility of "denigrating the nation" for foreign financial gain while profiting from domestic advertising. According to the outlet, large advertising agencies plan to insert clauses in contracts allowing unilateral termination if a platform is labelled a "foreign agent".\(^{224}\)

Later, in March 2024, Russian media outlets reported that a group of MPs led by Elena Yampolskaya (a prominent supporter of legislation against so-called LGBT propaganda) had introduced a bill to authorise the confiscation of books written by “foreign agents” or “extremists”, which could potentially include those written by LGBTI+ people.

### Türkiye

The Constitutional Court ruled that an existing ban on the Hornet gay dating app violated freedom of expression and the right to an effective remedy. The verdict, issued on 22 November 2023, addressed multiple consolidated applications. Ankara’s 8th Criminal Court of Peace imposed the ban on Hornet in accordance with Law No. 2020/5617 on August 6, 2020. Despite initially retaining access, Hornet was removed from the App Store in August 2021 following a court order. With over three million Turkish users, Hornet challenged the ban, leading at first to an appeal dismissal. The company then pursued individual recourse via lawyer Kerem Dikmen to the Constitutional Court.\(^{225}\)

---

\(^{218}\) "Роскомнадзор запретил более 200 сайтов по закону об "ЛГБТ-пропаганде" [Russia: Roskomnadzor banned more than 200 sites under the law on "LGBT propaganda"], Meta, 30 September 2023.

\(^{219}\) See the chapter on Restrictions to Freedom of Association for more information.

\(^{220}\) "Siberian Court Acquits LGBT Artist Charged In 'Pornography' Case", Radio Free Europe, 31 July 2022.

\(^{221}\) For more information on the implications of being declared a "foreign agent" see: ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal barriers to freedom of association - Russia (retrieved: 08 April 2024).

\(^{222}\) "Суд в России отменил оправдательный приговор для художницы и ЛГБТ-активистки Юлии Цветковой" [Russian court overturns acquittal for artist and LGBT activist Yulia Tsvetkova], Current Time, 29 March 2023.

\(^{223}\) For more information on the notion of "foreign agent" under Russian law, please refer to the chapter on barriers to freedom of association in this report.

\(^{224}\) "Госдума одобрила законопроект о запрете рекламы для "иноагентов"" [The State Duma approved a bill banning advertising for "foreign agents"], Radio Svoboda, 29 February 2024.

\(^{225}\) "The Constitutional Court rendered a verdict of "violation of freedom of expression" on all access bans including Hornet", Kaos GL, 7 February 2024.
Latin America & the Caribbean

Brazil

Throughout 2023, Brazil saw the introduction of a few new regressive bills at both the state and municipal levels. Over recent years, numerous subnational jurisdictions have proposed and enacted multiple laws and regulations, particularly concerning education and the instruction of “gender ideology” or “gender dogmatism” across several municipalities spanning various states. Despite the Supreme Court’s nullification in 2020 of several local laws of this kind, similar initiatives have persistently emerged, with varying degrees of success.

 Bills aimed at prohibiting children from attending LGBTQ Pride parades were introduced in various jurisdictions, including the state of Goiás and cities such as João Pessoa (Paraíba), Betim (Minas Gerais), and Ribeirão Preto (São Paulo). Notably, such legislation was successfully passed in the state of Amazonas, where event organisers, sponsors, parents, or guardians would face fines of 10,000 Brazilian Reals (approximately USD 2,050) for each hour a minor participated in such events. In January 2024, this bill was challenged before the Federal Supreme Court.

Furthermore, in Brazil’s Federal District, a bill was introduced to prohibit advertising on issues related to sexual and gender diversity concerning children and adolescents in the media, and in the city of Uberlândia (Minas Gerais), a bill to prohibit the “ideological indoctrination of gender” was passed but subsequently suspended in July 2023 by the Court of Justice of Minas Gerais.

Paraguay

In June 2023, a group of Paraguayan senators introduced Bill No. S-2300017 (2023) with its primary objective explicitly stated in Article 1: “to prohibit the promotion, encouragement, or teaching of gender ideology within the framework of Paraguayan education”. This prohibition, as framed under Article 1, is stated as “absolute”, encompassing all levels of education, whether in public or private institutions, and applies to both in-person and online teaching methods. Additionally, as outlined in Article 2, the bill’s scope extends to all forms of cooperation, including financial, technical, or of any other nature, whether originating at the national or international level, that might contribute to the propagation of “gender ideology” within the educational system. The bill proposes the imposition of criminal or administrative sanctions for violations of these prohibitions, as outlined in Article 3.

Puerto Rico (USA)

On 15 August 2023, House Bill No. 1821 (2023) was filed in the Puerto Rican House of Representatives, seeking to amend the Penal Code to make "obscene exhibitions in front of minors" punishable by a fine and...
up to three years in prison. Local activists have denounced the bill, asserting that it intends to criminalise “drag shows”. This is due to the prohibition outlined in the bill, which restricts the “impersonation of the male or female sex in male or female attire, not limited to the use of wigs, masks, or grotesque makeup in an establishment, open or closed facility, public or private, restaurant, theatre, public street, or any property where artistic activities or entertainment for children or families are performed". The bill also aims to penalise with a fine and up to three years in prison any “institution, school principal, teacher, or person who exhibits, facilitates, performs, participates in, promotes, and/or organises obscene exhibitions in front of minors” within schools.235

North America

United States of America

According to the “Trans Legislation Tracker Project”, the year 2023 bore witness to a continuous wave of anti-trans legislation in the United States, marking the fourth consecutive year of record-breaking numbers. A staggering total of 600 bills intensified the assault on transgender individuals nationwide. Throughout the year, a deluge of bills flooded the legislative landscape, with only a fraction finding success.236 However, despite their limited passage, combating these regressive measures demanded—and continues to demand—substantial energies and resources across virtually every state, with varying levels of success.

Many of these bills have targeted educational settings, regressively regulating the way issues related to sexual and gender diversity can be taught in schools. Only a few years ago, the seemingly archaic “no-promo-homo laws” appeared to be outdated remnants of the numerous regressive bills enacted, especially during the 1980s, seemingly on the path to obsolescence. However, in recent years, a resurgence of bills targeting sexual and gender diversity in school curricula, along with allowance for book censorship, has emerged. Additionally, many of these bills have targeted forms of gender expression, particularly through the prohibition of drag performances in different settings.

At the federal level, in January 2023, HR 146 (2023)—known as the “Old Glory Only Act”—was introduced in the United States Congress by members of the Republican party to prohibit the flying of any flag other than the U.S. flag, including Pride flags, over American diplomatic and consular posts.237

On the occasion of Trans Day of Visibility in March 2023, and against a concerning trend of regressive legislation being proposed at the state level, the Democratic Party introduced House Resolution No. 269 (2023) and Senate Resolution No. 144 (2023) in the US Congress with the aim of affirming the obligation of the US Federal Government to formulate and enforce a Transgender Bill of Rights. These resolutions represent a call to safeguard and enshrine the rights of transgender and nonbinary individuals within the legal framework in order to ensure their access to essential resources such as medical care, housing, security, and financial stability. However, these initiatives primarily serve a symbolic purpose, as they do not entail any immediate alterations to federal laws or regulations. The directives outlined in them are not binding on lawmakers. Resolutions, being non-binding instruments, neither necessitate the endorsement of the opposing legislative chamber nor the approval of the president, and they lack the force of law.

Facing the Tide: Monitoring the Assault on Sexual and Gender Diversity Through Regressive Bills in the United States of America

Due to resource constraints, ILGA World’s Research Programme has regrettably ceased its monitoring of the extensive and rapidly evolving legal developments at the subnational level in the United States of America, effective from January 2024. For current and detailed information on developments in individual US states, please consult:

- The Trevor Project: LGBTQ+ Legislation Heatmap by State.

For specific information on progressive legislative efforts, please refer to GLSEN: State Legislative Tracker 2024: Pro-LGBTQ+ Legislation Affecting Schools.

235 “Proyecto Dignidad presenta medida que tipifica como delito la exposición de niños a “drag shows””, El Nuevo Día, 17 August 2023.
236 “2023 anti-trans legislation”, Trans Legislation Tracker (retrieved 1 April 2024).
Restrictions to Freedom of Association

**Global Summary** — In tandem with restrictions to freedom of expression, legal measures were adopted to further restrict civic space, especially in Africa, Asia, and Russia.

**Top Legal Developments** (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Persistent legal measures constricting civic space for organisations working on sexual and gender diversity issues:
  - Three (3) UN Member States (Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Uganda) have adopted laws that significantly tightened existing restrictions for the registration and operation of civil society organisations.
  - At least six (6) UN Member States considered regressive bills and proposals to increase restrictions (Burkina Faso, Georgia, Ghana, Kenya, Tunisia, and Zimbabwe).

- Resistance to progressive judicial decisions:
  - At least three (3) UN Member States saw regressive judicial decisions (Uganda, Iraq, Russia) issued.
  - In two (2) UN Member States (eSwatini and Kenya), progressive judicial decisions have encountered significant resistance or reluctance to comply.

**Global Tallies**

- AT LEAST 59 UN Member States with legal barriers (total)
- AT LEAST 32 UN Member States with confirmed legal barriers
- AT LEAST 27 UN Member States with legal barriers likely to exist
Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

Africa

**Burkina Faso**

In September 2023, it was reported that the so-called “living forces” (representatives of civil society, professional bodies, religious authorities and other stakeholders of the Burkina Faso government) proposed a package of measures during the ongoing discussion in the Transitional Legislative Assembly (Burkina Faso’s parliament) following the coup d’état. Among other suggestions, the proposal included banning the creation of associations to defend the rights of the LGBT+. Subsequently, the Assembly approved a report recommending that the government take these proposals into account and implement them.1

**eSwatini**

June 2023 marked a significant milestone for Eswatini Sexual Gender Minorities (ESGM), a local LGBTI group. In their pursuit of official registration when the Supreme Court finally recognised their right to be formally registered, the litigation began in September 2019 when ESGM faced initial denial of registration, following approximately four months fraught with legal ambiguity. In rejecting their request, the Eswatini Registrar of Companies invoked Article 27 of the Constitution, which delineates marriage as exclusively between men and women, juxtaposing it with ESGM’s advocacy for same-sex relations. Furthermore, the Registrar contended that ESGM’s objectives contradicted Eswatini’s “collective interests” and had the potential to cause “public annoyance” or be construed as “blasphemous or indecent”.2 In response, ESGM petitioned the High Court to review the Registrar’s decision, resulting in Case No. 1897-2019.

ESGM pursued an appeal to the Supreme Court, with a hearing initially slated for 26 April 2023 and later postponed to 5 May 2023.3 On 16 June 2023, the Supreme Court delivered a unanimous decision in Melusi Simelane et al. v. Ministry of Commerce et al. (2023), invalidating the High Court’s decision and affirming ESGM’s right to registration. Subsequently, the Court referred the matter to the government, granting a 60-day window to reconsider ESGM’s application.4

Nevertheless, after the decision was communicated, the government persisted in its refusal to register the organisation in open defiance of the Supreme Court decision. In October 2023, the acting Minister of Commerce argued that the Constitution does not explicitly protect sexual orientation and gender identity and added that the name and objectives of ESGM “seek to offend against the customary principles as preserved in our Swazi Law and custom that a man and a woman shall start and maintain a love relationship”. Consequently, he instructed the Registrar of Companies not to proceed with registration.5

**Ghana**

In early March 2024, Ghana’s parliament approved the contentious Promotion of Proper Human Sexual Rights and Ghanaian Family Values Bill (2021) nearly three years after the bill’s initial introduction in 2021.6

The bill, among other concerning aspects, severely restricts the freedom of association of LGBTI-related groups. Specifically, Clause 15 seeks to disband all

---


3 “News release: Eswatini high court denies registration of LGBTQ+ organisation”, Southern Africa Litigation Centre, 30 April 2022; “Another ‘No’ for Eswatini’s LGBTI community”, African Legal Information Institute, 7 May 2022; “Eswatini court refuses to recognise LGBTQ group”, News 24 (Kenya), 30 April 2022; “Blow as Eswatini High Court rejects bid to register LGBTQ group”, Mamba Online, 30 April 2022.

4 “Eswatini Sexual Gender Minorities runs to the Supreme Court, challenges judgement preventing registration of association”, Africa Press, 28 April 2023.

5 “Supreme Court of Eswatini rules in favour of Gays and Lesbians, LGBTQ members to register their organisation” [Supreme Court of eSwatini rules in favour of Gays and Lesbians, LGBTQ members to register their organisation], Africa Press, 17 June 2023; “Eswatini Supreme Court rules in favour of LGBTQ+ rights group”, 76 Crimes, 28 June 2023.

6 “Eswatini rebuffs its Supreme Court, clings to anti-LGBT stance”, 76 Crimes, 12 October 2023; “Eswatini govt defies Supreme Court LGBTQ+ ruling”, Mamba Online, 17 October 2023.

7 “Ghana’s anti-LGBTQ bill draws international condemnation after it is passed by parliament”, NBC News, 1 March 2024.
existing groups, societies, associations, clubs or organisations whose purposes are to "promote, facilitate, support or sustain" any act prohibited under the bill. Clause 16 takes this restriction further by punishing the formation of such organisations and "all acts related to the promotion of, or participation in" such associations with up to 10 years in prison. Additionally, Clause 14 prohibits funding or sponsoring "prohibited activities", and it also imposes a punishment of up to 10 years upon conviction.

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and other UN experts are urging Ghana’s President to reject the discriminatory bill, saying that the bill would “[tear] at the very fabric of human rights and democracy in the country.” 8 The Finance Ministry also reportedly indicated that Ghana could lose up to 3.8 billion USD from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) over the next five to six years due to internal IMF policies that prohibit discrimination based on personal characteristics if the bill becomes law.9

Following internal pressure to sign the bill into law as well as external pressure to reject the bill, it was reported in late March 2024 that the President’s office submitted an official letter to Parliament to refrain from sending the bill for presidential assent. Reportedly, this delay has been requested until legal challenges to the bill have been resolved. This includes a judicial challenge initiated in May 2023, where a private citizen filed a legal action against the Speaker of Parliament and the Attorney General, challenging the validity of the bill’s legislative procedure and another challenge in the Supreme Court to the law’s passage on the grounds of insufficient parliamentary quorum.10

On 24 February 2023, the Supreme Court handed down a landmark decision in *NGO Co-Coordination Board v. Eric Gitari et al.* (2023) affirming the right of the National Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (NGLHRC) to be formally registered and operate as an NGO in Kenya.11

The case was initiated in 2015 when the Non-Governmental Organizations Coordination Board declined to register the NGLHRC, citing, among other reasons, “objectionable” terms like “gay” and “lesbian” in its proposed names. The Executive Director referenced the Penal Code’s prohibition of consensual same-sex sexual acts to justify this decision. Despite attempts to challenge it, the refusal persisted. Consequently, the NGLHRC filed a petition with the High Court, alleging violations of constitutional provisions. The High Court ruled in favour of the NGLHRC, stating that the Board’s actions breached Article 36 of the Constitution by denying fair treatment to gay and lesbian individuals seeking association registration. The Board appealed this decision to the Court of Appeal, but on 22 March 2019, the appeal was dismissed, reaffirming the High Court’s ruling. Subsequently, on 6 May 2019, the Board appealed again, this time to the Supreme Court, aiming to overturn both prior judgments.

However, the Supreme Court agreed with the holding of the High Court decision. It stressed that an interpretation of the principle of non-discrimination “which excludes people based on their sexual orientation would conflict with the principles of human dignity, inclusiveness, equality, human rights and non-discrimination”.12 Therefore, the Court concluded that the Board’s refusal to reserve the name of the NGLHRC on the ground that Sections 162, 163 and 165 of the Penal Code criminalise “gay and lesbian liaisons” was discriminatory in view of Section 27(4) of the Constitution, thereby establishing that such denial was an act of discrimination based on sexual orientation.13

The decision sparked swift and fervent reactions from an extensive spectrum of influential figures, such as the President of Kenya,14 the Deputy President of Kenya,15 the National Assembly Speaker,16 the Attorney General,17 the First Lady,18 the leader of the...
opposition, numerous politicians, religious leaders and institutions, and other social leaders and groups. President William Ruto announced that the Attorney General was "going back to court" to seek a review of the Supreme Court decision. Further, he stated that he was a "God-fearing man" and "even if we respect the Court, our culture, values, Christianity and Islam cannot allow women to marry each other, or men to marry fellow men". He also added that "the agenda that was being 'forced' onto the country was not going to be accepted under the Constitution".

Amidst the unyielding pushback, a consortium of civil society organisations issued a statement declaring: "Even as we celebrate the remarkable decision and milestone in advancing human rights, we are alarmed by the reactions, misinformation and disinformation being spread online, statements by public officials, religious organisations and popular artists, celebrities, bloggers, vloggers, among others, regarding the ruling from the Supreme Court of Kenya. The impact created by these reactions continues to affect the LGBTQ+ communities disproportionately.

Shortly after the decision was published, MP Peter Kaluma announced the draft Family Protection Bill (2023), which, among other things, aims to criminalise any involvement with any group or organisation that promotes any of the acts prohibited under the bill—whether overtly or covertly—and forbids forming, promoting, or participating in such entities. While the bill remains a draft, these offences would be punishable with a minimum of three years imprisonment and would directly impact the right to associate and advocate for equality and diversity. In March 2023, the same MP filed a request with the Supreme Court in an attempt to overturn the NGLHRC decision.

A subsequent ruling was laid down by the Supreme Court in September 2023 in Petition No. E011 (2023), where, once again, the right of the NGLHRC to register and operate as an NGO was upheld. Nevertheless, MP Kaluma vowed to appeal the decision once again.

Amidst the debates surrounding the court decision, activists such as Christine Nkonge of the Katiba Institute explained the ruling through a radio talk show to attempt to dispel the misinformation and disinformation that was building.

The Embassy of Russia in Kenya joined the backlash by openly disparaging LGBTQ initiatives as "unnatural". A tweet by the Embassy—seen as a direct challenge to US activities in Kenya—emphasised the Russian stance on "natural gender relations" and referred to Russia's stringent laws prohibiting the dissemination of LGBTQ materials to both minors and adults across various media platforms.

Kevin Mwachiro, an openly gay activist from Kenya, expressed that the ruling had been misinterpreted "as
meaning that homosexuality would be legalised" and that political and religious leaders had "used misinformation to twist the reality", putting LGBTQ people's lives at risk.32

In October 2023, the Parliament of Kenya launched an investigation into alleged claims of "promotion of homosexuality" in the Kakuma Refugee Camp, one of the largest refugee camps in Africa. The Senate’s Labour and Social Welfare Committee led the examination, prompted by reports of alleged "extensive support for LGBTQ advocacy within the camp". Nominated Senator Beatrice Ogola initiated the inquiry, and lawmakers demanded thorough scrutiny to identify "those promoting the LGBT agenda" in Kakuma. The committee, chaired by West Pokot Senator, Julius Murgor, was also charged with evaluating "measures to address the LGBT agenda" in the camp and its surroundings.33

Niger

It was reported in January 2023 that the President of Niger, Mohamed Bazoum, spoke on the “La Voix du Sahel” radio station about the need to reform the country’s Criminal Code, and stated that he had begun work on forming a multi-disciplinary panel for this purpose. Bazoum noted explicitly that "in the future Penal Code, there will be a whole section dedicated to homosexuality". He indicated that the new code would criminalise same-sex sexual acts between adults but also that persons or organisations convening, hosting, or funding "gay clubs" or advocating for LGBT+ rights would face penalties. In addition, any participants in same-sex marriages would be subject to a punishment of "10 years of criminal imprisonment to life imprisonment or the death penalty".34

Later the same year, during a meeting of the Council of Ministers in October 2023, the transitional military government in Niger announced stringent measures to combat “the promotion of LGBT rights” within the country, particularly within the educational sector, including identifying and prosecuting individuals involved in such activities, which are considered to be “against Niger’s laws and moral values”. These actions were unveiled after the Minister of National Education, Literacy, Vocational Training, and the Promotion of National Languages highlighted the government’s awareness of alleged “subversive attempts” to introduce LGBT-related practices and discussions.35

Tanzania

A vast body of laws and regulations has been in force since 1954, and they have set the regime for the operations of NGOs in Tanzania. Many of these pose legal barriers to the registration and operation of organisations working on sexual and gender diversity issues. There have also been various recorded instances in the past where these regulations have been used to stifle the freedom of association of LGBTI people in Tanzania.36

This trend continued in 2023. Notably, in June, media outlets reported about the Nachingwea District Chief’s prohibition of numerous non-governmental institutions and organisations within the southern Tanzanian region. The ban was purportedly imposed due to their alleged involvement in activities associated with ‘same-sex relationships’ and ‘homosexuality’. These entities were consequently instructed to promptly disclose their engagements to the authorities.37

Tunisia

In October 2023, the Proposed Organic Law on the Organisation of Associations (Bill No. 27) (2023) was introduced to the Assembly of People’s Representatives. The bill, which aims to regulate the creation and financing of associations in Tunisia, faced significant criticism from human rights organisations. This proposal came against a backdrop of deteriorating safety conditions for local human rights defenders and LGBT activists, as expressed by the statement issued by the Tunisian League for the Defense of Human Rights. The League expressed deep concern over the systematic targeting and online harassment they faced.38

The proposed law imposes stringent controls on both Tunisian and foreign NGOs, subjecting them to close...
government supervision and requiring prior authorisation for their creation and external funding. The government would also keep discretionary powers to approve or reject funding, potentially impeding NGO operations. International organisations have criticised the bill for its potential to restrict rights and undermine Tunisia’s civil society. The law reflects a broader crackdown on civil society, with statements from the President and Prime Minister suggesting concerns about “foreign funding”. Critics argue that the law deviates significantly from existing legal frameworks, raising fears of a regression in Tunisia’s democratic progress, echoing authoritarian tactics of past regimes.39

**Uganda**

Since 2016, the Non-Governmental Organisations Act (2016) has been invoked to target organisations perceived to be operating "in contravention of the laws of Uganda", in accordance with Article 30 of the Act. This legal framework has also been wielded against local LGBTI organisations.40

In January 2023, the NGO Bureau of Uganda published a report outlining the agency’s investigations and interventions concerning several organisations advocating for the rights of LGBTI individuals.41

Notably, the Bureau conducted an investigation against Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMUG) and determined that the organisation was operating illegally, as it was not registered with the Uganda Registration Services Bureau (URSB) or the NGO Bureau. Despite attempting to reserve its name with URSB in 2012 for incorporation, the name had been rejected. Therefore, on 3 August 2022, the NGO Bureau ordered the suspension of SMUG’s operations with immediate effect, citing its lack of legal incorporation, registration, and authorisation to operate. Furthermore, the report revealed the denial of registration to several other organisations, including The Robust Initiative for Promoting Human Rights, Tranz Network Uganda, and Ubuntu Law and Justice Centre. The report identified approximately twenty additional organisations slated for heightened scrutiny. Finally, it recommended that authorities take stricter measures against NGOs that “promote LGBTIQ activities”, including stepping up the criminalisation of activism. Moreover, the agency recommended increasing its own funding and dismissed the Ugandan government’s plans to reduce its size.42

On 29 May 2023, the Anti-Homosexuality Act (2023) was signed into law by the President following an increase in hateful rhetoric against sexual diversity in Uganda.43 Under Section 11 of the Act, organisations found guilty of “promoting homosexuality” face a significant penalty of fifty thousand currency points (approximately USD 266,000), and may have their legal entity license suspended for a period ranging from ten years to permanent, when they are found to have: (a) advertised or promoted homosexuality or an offence under the Act through any means, including the internet; (b) provided financial support for activities that encourage homosexuality; and (c) knowingly provided a house, building, or establishment to a person to undertake activities that encourage homosexuality or any other offence under the Act.

In March 2024 the Ugandan Court of Appeal reaffirmed the denial of legal registration for SMUG, despite its longstanding efforts to advocate for the human rights of individuals with diverse sexual orientations, gender identities, and expressions.

**Zimbabwe**

In February 2023, Zimbabwe's Parliament passed the Bill to Amend the Private Voluntary Organisation Act (2023). Following its passage, various international organisations and UN Experts expressed concerns about the potential for serious violations of freedom of association in Zimbabwe. The bill introduces provisions allowing for periodic assessments of Private Voluntary Organisations (PVOs) to determine if they are susceptible to "misuse by terrorist organisations". These assessments aim to identify instances where organisations may be utilised as fronts for terrorist entities or exploited for terrorist financing. Additionally, the bill grants the Minister the authority to replace the executive committee of an organisation if it is deemed necessary in the public interest. Moreover, the bill includes provisions that enable the suspension or cancellation of any organisations that either support or oppose a political party or candidate in a presidential, parliamentary, or local government election. Notably, the bill lacks a clear definition or criteria for interpreting what constitutes "support" or "opposition". Consequently, there are concerns that organisations denouncing human rights abuses could be subjected to cancellation under the premise of "opposing" local authorities.44

Furthermore, in February 2024, local reports revealed the government of Zimbabwe’s public condemnation of

39 “Loi sur les associations : un projet qui met la société civile en peril”, Inkyfada, 13 Decembre 2023; “En Tunisie, un projet de loi sur les associations inquiète la société civile” [In Tunisia, a bill on associations worries civil society], Le Monde, 5 March 2024;
40 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal barriers to freedom of association - Uganda, retrieved on 3 January 2024.
41 Ministry of Internal Affairs: National Bureau for NGOs, Status report on NGOs suspected to be involved in the promotion of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex and queer (LGBTIQ) activities in the country (2023).
42 Ibid.
the activities of Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ), particularly their initiative to offer education scholarships to members of the LGBT community. GALZ inaugurated this scholarship program in 2018 with the objective of providing equal educational opportunities to LGBTQ individuals who face marginalisation. After almost six years since the inception of the initiative, the government characterised it as a “diabolical attempt to lure young people into sexual misconduct”. In a strongly worded statement, Vice President Constantino Chiwenga asserted that the scholarship posed a direct challenge to the government’s authority. He emphasised that Zimbabwe’s educational institutions would not enrol applicants associated with what he termed as “alien, anti-life, un-African, and un-Christian values”, which he believed were being promoted by “decadent societies” with no shared moral or cultural affinities. Chiwenga emphasised legislation currently in force, stating that any scholarship offers based on such “aberrations” were not only unlawful and criminal but also a “grave affront to national values” and ethos as a Christian nation. He warned against the temptation for young people to trade their morals for such “abominable and devilish offers”, asserting that the government would enforce national laws without hesitation. Furthermore, Chiwenga denounced what he described as “insidious attempts by foreign interests” to recruit Zimbabwe’s less privileged students into LGBTQ+ activities through educational scholarships.

### Asia

#### China

In recent years, a concerning trend has been observed where several LGBTQ civil society organisations have been forced to halt their activities due to government pressure, particularly in areas related to human rights and democracy.

In 2023, significant regression occurred, as the LGBTQ community in China faced a severe setback with the closure of several key organisations. Firstly, the Beijing LGBT Centre, one of the largest and most active LGBTQ organisations in China, ceased its operations, attributing its closure to “forces beyond their control”. This closure echoed the earlier discontinuation of activities by other groups, such as the Shanghai PRIDE Committee. After 12 years of organising the nation’s major Pride events, the Committee paused its operations in 2020, unable to hold any events in the last two years due to police scrutiny and random house checks of its core members. Additionally, the closure of LGBT Rights Advocacy China in 2021, an organisation renowned for its advocacy through law-based campaigns, had already left a significant void in the local advocacy capacity of LGBTQ organisations just two years prior. These recent developments further compound the challenges and limitations confronting the LGBTQ community in China.

Local sources and media outlets have reported instances of organisers being arrested, volunteers and activists being questioned by the police, and planned events being abruptly cancelled. Activists reported that during interrogations, emphasis was placed on issues more related to “national security” than to “morality”. The crackdown partly stems from hostility towards sexual and gender diversity and “reactionary” gender politics, but mainly reflects the Chinese Communist Party’s overall opposition to any signs of organising outside of State control and surveillance. Even though LGBT people may enjoy some forms of tolerance, or at least indifference from authorities, this is only so if they keep a low profile and refrain from engaging in any kind of organising.

This applies equally to student groups on university campuses, which have also encountered growing challenges in carrying out their activities and

---

45 “VP Chiwenga breathes fire, blasts gays and lesbians scholarship program”, My Zimbabwe News, 18 February 2024; “Govt condemns foreign scholarships linked to LGBTQ recruitment”, Harare Post, 18 February 2024; “Vice President Chiwenga denounces LGBT Scholarship offer for Zimbabwean students”, Mail Times, 17 February 2024; “Zimbabwe’s vice president says the government will block a scholarship for LGBTQ+ people”, Africa News, 17 February 2024; “Chiwenga Labels Gays and Lesbians Scholarship a National Threat”, 1 Harare, 16 February 2024; “Chiwenga rejects scholarships for gay students”, News Dze Zimbabwe, 17 February 2024.

46 Among other key services the organisation offered psychological counselling to clients, training to counsellors, and facilitating access to supportive and inclusive mental health services in a context where such resources may be scarce or lacking. For more information see: [“中國同志機構北同「因不可抗力」關閉”](https://www.chinanews.com/entertainment/2023/02-15/10241.html) (China’s gay organization Beitong closed “due to force majeure”, sexual minorities feel “cold lips”), The News Lens [Taiwan], 29 May 2023.


48 For more information, see ILGA World. ILGA World Database: Legal barriers to freedom of association - China, retrieved on 18 January 2024.
The regular operation and conduct of activities by civil society organisations working on sexual and gender diversity in Indonesia faced significant challenges in 2023. In July 2023, the regional, Philippines-based organisation ASEAN SOGIE Caucus’s planned ASEAN Queer Advocacy Week in Jakarta was cancelled following multiple instances of opposition, harassment and death threats against organisers and participants from government officials and Muslim conservative groups.50

During the 30th Plenary Meeting of the House of Representatives, MP Al Muzzammil Yusuf called on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to ensure that the event did not take place and publicly condemned the organisers and the LGBTI community in general for “damaging the nation’s generation with things that are not in accordance with the ideology of Pancasila51 and the laws of the Indonesian nation.”52

The Vice-Chairman of the People’s Consultative Assembly of Indonesia also elaborated in a statement on how the principles of Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and the recently enacted Criminal Code collectively denounce “LGBT and all its deviations”. He emphasised the recent criminalisation of “lewd acts” [perbuatan cabul] under Article 414 of the new Code. Furthermore, he stressed that all recognised religions in Indonesia reject “LGBT deviations”. Urging the government to take decisive action, he highlighted the need for immediate deliberation on the “Anti-Propaganda of Sexual Deviance Bill”. This, he argued, is crucial for the effective implementation of Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and the Criminal Code. Given that the ASEAN SOGIE Caucus is registered in the Philippines, he even suggested that Indonesia should question the registration of the organisation via ASEAN.

Finally, he noted the widespread repudiation of the cancelled event by prominent Indonesian bodies, including the Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI), the Indonesian Women’s Islamic Consultative Body (BMIWI), and the Civilized Indonesia Movement.53

In May 2023, a court in the city of Sulaimaniyah issued Order No. 1354/B/2021 (2023), resulting in the closure of the Rasan organisation, which had been the primary advocate for the rights of the local LGBTI community in Iraqi Kurdistan, indicating a pattern of crackdowns against LGBT activists by authorities. The shutdown followed a lawsuit filed by a Kurdish parliamentarian, with the court asserting that the organisation was involved in “homosexuality-related activities” despite its simultaneous efforts to combat domestic violence against women. Rasan’s Executive Director stated that the judge’s reasoning appeared to revolve around perceived “discrepancies” related to the organisation’s rainbow logo, which was interpreted as a symbol of their involvement in “homosexuality-related activities”. Rasan has filed an appeal but cannot sustain operations during the appeal process.54 Human Rights Watch strongly condemned the closure of Rasan, labelling it an attack not only against freedom of association and civil society as a whole but also a direct threat to the lives of vulnerable individuals assisted by the organisation.55

Human Rights Watch has documented a troubling decline in civic freedoms in Jordan in recent years. Authorities have been employing vague laws to target peaceful activists and suppress dissent. Journalists, political activists, and unions face detention and restrictions under a systematic campaign to silence critical voices.56

49 “Rainbow Hunters’ Target LGBTQ Chinese Students”, Foreign Policy, 29 July 2023. For more information, refer to the chapter on freedom of expression.


51 Nota bene: Pancasila is the official philosophical foundation of the Indonesian state. The term derives from two Sanskrit words: panca (“five”) and sila (“principles” or “values”). Pancasila is composed of five core values: (1) Belief in one God; (2) Just and civilized humanity; (3) Democracy guided by the inner wisdom in the unanimity arising out of deliberations amongst representatives; (4) Social justice for all the people of Indonesia; Pancasila holds immense importance in Indonesia. It provides a framework for national identity, guiding principles for governance, and a common ground for Indonesians to unite despite their diverse backgrounds. It’s enshrined in the Indonesian constitution and plays a crucial role in shaping the nation’s policies and societal values.


54 “HRW condena la orden de cierre de la única organización LGBTI+ en el Kurdistán iraquí” [HRW condemns the order to close the only LGBTI+ organization in Iraqi Kurdistan], Swisinfo, 6 July 2023. See as well: “Hbtq-personer i Irak kämpar för sina rättigheter – trots extrema risker” [LGBTQ people in Iraq are fighting for their rights – despite extreme risks], Tidningen Syre, 5 December 2022.


The few remaining spaces for defenders to carry out work in defence of LGBT people were targeted throughout 2023. In January, the intelligence agency closed the bank account and ordered the shutdown of an organisation providing safe spaces for LGBT people (registered as a company due to the government’s refusal to register the group as an NGO). The organisation’s director fled Jordan under threat, revealing official coercion and closure directives. The few activists who were still active in Jordan faced intense pressure as security agencies targeted their organisations in a coordinated effort.

Furthermore, the passage of the Cybercrime Law (2023) in August 2023 criminalised the use of information networks to "promote debauchery" or "the violation of public morals" through Article 14. Such legal provisions can easily be used to target and persecute any activity carried out by activists and LGBT human rights defenders. In the wake of this law’s passage, it was reported by Human Rights Watch that an online and physical "crackdown" on LGBT persons and activists had begun, which included interrogations, threats of violence and arrest, and forced "outing" by members of Jordan’s General Intelligence Department (GID) and the Preventive Security Department of the Public Security Directorate against anyone deemed to be part of or working with the LGBTQI+ community.57

**Kyrgyzstan**

On 19 May 2023, 33 Members of Parliament submitted for public discussion Bill No. 6-7100 (2023),58 informally referred to as the "Bill on Foreign Representatives". Its provisions are largely identical to those of another bill that was introduced in November 2022 but subsequently withdrawn.59

In summary, this bill seeks to grant the government amplified oversight powers, permitting representatives of the Ministry of Justice to engage in the internal activities of non-governmental organisations to ensure alignment with their stated objectives. Crucially, the bill introduces the designation of "foreign non-governmental organisations", augments reporting requirements for all such entities, and empowers the Ministry of Justice to restrict funding from foreign sources.

Moreover, it imposes criminal liability, with penalties of up to 10 years’ imprisonment, for involvement in organisations deemed to incite citizens to "unlawful acts". The introduction of the element of criminal liability was largely denounced by MPs who opposed this bill.60 This element of the bill was particularly concerning, given other recent legal developments in Kyrgyzstan that have incorporated dangerously vague and ambiguous language regarding "traditional values" and "moral and ethical values".61

Local sources have highlighted strong parallels between this and earlier bills, both domestically and internationally, particularly drawing comparisons with the Law on Foreign Agents (2012) in the Russian Federation. Similarities appear to be evident even in the precise wording of certain provisions.62

Moreover, several UN Special Procedures "strongly advised" the Kyrgyz government "to refrain from approving the draft law in its current form" and to consult broadly with all sectors of civil society to develop a new comprehensive law, highlighting that many of the provisions in the bill—and the introduction of the legal category of "foreign organisation"—could lead to violations of the rights to freedom of association and expression.63 These observations complement the urgent interim opinion issued by the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights in December 2022 on the original version of the bill referenced above.64 However, in October 2023, the plenary of the Kyrgyz Supreme Council endorsed the bill in its first reading, "practically without discussion", as reported by the media. Prior to its submission to the plenary, the bill received approval from two crucial parliamentary bodies.

57 "Jordan: Security Forces Target LGBT Activists", Human Rights Watch, 4 December 2023. For more information please refer to the chapters on criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts and freedom of expression in this report.
58 Full title: Russian: "О внесении изменений в некоторые законодательные акты Кыргызской Республики (Закон Кыргызской Республики «О некоммерческих организациях», Уголовный кодекс Кыргызской Республики)" (Law of the Kyrgyz Republic "On Non-Commercial Organizations" and the Criminal Code of the Kyrgyz Republic).
59 For more information, see: ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal barriers to freedom of association - Kyrgyzstan (retrieved: 1 April 2024).
61 For further information on other legal developments in Kyrgyzstan, please refer to the chapter on restrictions to freedom of expression in this report.
62 "ЗАВАЖЕ РУПРОКС: НАРМАТОВА ЧИСТИЛА "ИНОСТРАННЫХ АГЕНТОВ" С РОССИЙСКОГО ЗАКОНА" [Plagiarism again: Narmatova writes off "foreign agents" from Russian law], Factcheck.kg, November 2023. For further information on previous efforts to enact a similar law in 2013, refer to: "Dispatches: Kyrgyzstan Does the Right Thing", Human Rights Watch, 12 May 2016.
63 The communication was signed by the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association, the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, and the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders "UN Special Rapporteurs have urged the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic to reconsider and withdraw the draft law "On Foreign Representatives", United Nations in the Kyrgyz Republic (Web Site), 6 October 2023.
In February 2024, the second reading of the bill was reportedly approved. In that same month, President Sadyr Japarov defended the bill against criticism from US Secretary of State Antony Blinken, accusing foreign-funded NGOs of “spreading misinformation.” Finally, on 14 March 2024, the bill was approved in its third reading and submitted to the President for final assent on 25 March 2024.

Europe

Georgia

In early March 2023, clashes erupted as Georgia’s Parliament voted 76–13 in the first reading of the Transparency of Foreign Influence (2023), informally referred to as the “Foreign Agent Bill”, accelerated from its original schedule. The bill mandated organisations receiving over 20% of funding from abroad to register as “foreign agents” or face fines. Critics denounced this bill as being “requested by Moscow”, as it echoed Russian laws stifling journalism and democracy. Conversely, the bill’s authors claimed it was modelled on the U.S. Foreign Agents Registration Act (1938), enacted 80 years ago to expose Nazi propaganda, requiring people to disclose when they lobby in the U.S. on behalf of foreign governments or political entities. Tensions escalated as President Zurabishvili vowed to veto the bill if approved, supporting protesters. Shortly after, lawmakers rejected the bill 35–1 in a brief session, with no debate. The vote came less than a day after Georgia’s ruling party, Georgian Dream, said it would withdraw the legislation.

In April 2024, the party announced its intention to reintroduce a law in parliament with the term “foreign agent” replaced by “organization pursuing the interests of a foreign power”. Reports indicated that with Georgia’s EU candidacy achieved in December 2023, leaders anticipate reduced protest fervour.

Russia

In a marked trend towards further tightening the already oppressive legal framework on sexual and gender diversity in Russia, on 30 November 2023, the Supreme Court handed down a decision where it categorised the “international LGBT movement” [sic] as “extremist”, following a lawsuit initiated by Russia’s Ministry of Justice. This decision is poised to inflict significant damage upon the few remaining Russian LGBT civil society organisations, potentially resulting in the pulverisation of the NGO space dedicated to sexual and gender diversity.

According to the ruling, this decision was based on Article 1(1) of the Federal Law on Counteracting Extremist Activity (Federal Law No. 114/FZ) (2002), which, among other things, considers the “incitement of social […] or religious animosity” as grounds to label an organisation as “extremist”. Given that the “international LGBT social movement” is not an existent “organisation”, it is unclear who can be found as a participant or an organiser thereof. However, an analysis published in Meduza points out that, according to recent case law related to other movements deemed as “extremists”, anybody who speaks in favour of sexual, gender and could potentially be considered an extremist. Furthermore, lawyers interviewed by Meduza against “extremist” activities and
organisations can be used against LGBTQ people even if they don't participate in any form of activism.73

The legal consequences of being found to be part of an "extremist organisation" are varied and harsh.74 Not only the distribution of so-called "extremist materials" or the display of "extremist symbols" are banned,75 and severe punishments might also be imposed on alleged "members of an extremist organisation". According to the Penal Code (1996), those who create, lead, or organise the activities of an "extremist organisation" can be imprisoned for up to 10 years,76 while those who participate in such activities might be jailed for six years.77 Moreover, if someone is found to have "incited, recruited or involved someone in the activities of an extremist organisation", they might be given an eight-year sentence.78 Furthermore, financing an "extremist organisation" can be punished with eight years' imprisonment.79 All of these actions may also be subject to fines, administrative arrest or several years of forced labour.

The impact of this legislation on the right to freedom of association in Russia should not be understated, even if the "international LGBT movement" targeted by the Supreme Court's ruling is not a real organisation. In its reasoning, the Supreme Court sees civil society as "divisions of the "international LGBT movement", of the anti-governmental agency "Safe Internet League",80 a criminal case was brought against them for organising "extremist activities", facing up to 10 years' imprisonment.81 A court in Orenburg remanded the two employees in custody until 18 May 2024, awaiting trial.82 In April 2024, the owner of the club was also indicted for extremism, being added to the official list of extremists along with the two employees.83 Although this has been regarded as the first case of enforcement of the anti-extremism legislation against so-called "members of the international LGBT movement", several violent police raids against clubs and parties frequented by LGBTQ people have been reported since

73 "Верховный суд объявил экстремистским международное общественное движение ЛГБТ— хоть его и не существует "Людей в России теперь будут преследовать за ориентацию?" [The Supreme Court declared the "international LGBT social movement" extremist - even though it does not exist. Will people in Russia now be persecuted for its orientation?], Meduza, 17 December 2023.
74 "Qué implica que Rusia declare extremista al movimiento LGTBI+? [What does it mean for Russia to declare the LGTBI+ movement extremist?], Quedrícido: blog jurídic queer, 23 December 2023.
75 See the chapter on Restrictions to Freedom of Expression for more details.
76 Article 282.1 and 282.2 of the Penal Code.
77 Article 282.2.2 Penal Code.
78 Article 282.1.1 Penal Code.
79 Article 282.3 Penal Code.
80 Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, Judgment Case No. ACR23-990с, 30 November 2023, pp. 3-4.
81 "Как изменилась работа киев организаций после решения Верховного суда" [How the work of queer organisations has changed since the Supreme Court decision], Parni+, 29 February 2024.
82 "Правозащитная инициатива "Дело ЛГБТ+" объявила о самороспуске" [Human rights initiative "LGBT+ Cause" announced its dissolution], Radio Svoboda, 2 December 2023.
83 "Музолина сообщила, что после рейда в клубе Оренбурга завели первое в России дело об участии в экстремистской организации за связь с "движением ЛГБТ" – Meduza" [Muzolina reported that after the raid at the Orenburg club, the first case in Russia was opened for participation in an extremist organization for connections with the "LGBT movement" - Meduza], Meduza, 19 March 2024; "2 Russian drag show arrests: the charge is 'LGBT extremism'," 76 Crimes, 22 March 2024.
84 The Safe Internet League is a heavily influential organisation linked to the Russian Government whose leader, Ekaterina Muzolina, has been sanctioned by the Council of the European Union for "enforcing censorship practices against Internet content creators and artists in favour of the Russian government and its policies" and who "is responsible for serious and systematic abuses of freedom of opinion and expression". See: Council Implementing Regulation (EU) No. 2024/417, of 29 January 2024 implementing Regulation (EU) 2020/1998 concerning restrictive measures against serious human rights violations and abuses, Annex, p. 1., Council of the European Union., 29 March 2024.
85 See: "В Оренбурге впервые завели уголовное дело против ЛГБТ-клуба" [A criminal case was opened against an LGBT+ club for the first time in Orenburg], Gazeta (Russia), 20 March 2024; "Суд оставил без изменения меру пресечения сотрудникам ЛГБТ-бара в Оренбурге" [The court upheld the preventive measure for employees of an LGBT bar in Orenburg], TASS, 29 March 2024.
86 "Суд оставил без изменения меру пресечения сотрудникам ЛГБТ-бара в Оренбурге" [The court upheld the preventive measure for employees of an LGBT bar in Orenburg], TASS, 29 March 2024.
87 "Владелица гей-клуба "Поза" внесла в список террористов-экстремистов" [The owner of the gay club "Pose" was added to the list of extremist terrorists], Parni Pks, 12 April 2024.
the Supreme Court’s ruling. Moreover, on 26 March 2024, it was reported that a club in Novosibirsk (a city in Siberia, southern Russia) was being investigated by the Ministry of Internal Affairs for “extremism”. Previously, in February 2024, it was reported that Mizulina’s “Safe Internet League” had filed a formal complaint after a video of a resident denouncing the venue’s activities got traction online. Bars and clubs have reportedly become the first targets of anti-extremism legislation because they were the only remaining spaces where LGBTQ people could gather openly.

Another method employed by Russian authorities throughout 2023 to further limit the freedom of association of civil society organisations working on sexual and diversity issues has been the declaration of such organisations as “undesirable”. Under the authority of the Prosecutor General’s Office, any foreign or international non-governmental organisation deemed to pose “a threat to the security of the state and the foundations of the constitutional order” can be classified as “undesirable”. Such organisations are prohibited from conducting operations or distributing information within Russian territory. Moreover, anyone who engages with an “undesirable organisation” might be punished with up to four years’ imprisonment. Similar penalties apply to individuals found guilty of financing or organising the activities of an “undesirable” organisation, with imprisonment terms potentially extending to five or six years, respectively.

On 12 February 2024, the Ministry of Justice designated the British human rights organisation “Article 19” as “undesirable”. Later, on 18 March 2024, it was reported that a Canadian organisation, the Russian Canadian Democratic Alliance, had also been included in the list of undesirable organisations for “promoting the banned international LGBT social movement”.

Furthermore, in March 2024 it was reported that the “international LGBT movement” had been incorporated into the Rosfinmonitoring (the Russian Government’s fiscal overseer) blacklist. According to Russian legislation on money laundering and terrorism financing, individuals and organisations included in this list can have their assets frozen.

On 9 December 2022, the Turkish Justice and Development Party (AKP) submitted to the Presidency of the National Assembly a constitutional amendment proposal focusing on the “constitutional guarantee for the headscarf and protection of the family” with the signatures of 336 MPs. One key aspect of the proposal is the definition of marriage, aimed at amending Article 41 of the Constitution to stipulate that “marriage shall consist only of the union of a man and a woman”. The proposal justification reportedly indicated that family and marriage had to be protected from “all kinds of dangers, threats, and attacks” and from “the impositions of perverted movements”. Commenting on the initiative, President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan stated: “We want to prevent the virus of heresy, which is against human nature, from poisoning our nation’s existence”.

Later, in June 2023, an official affiliated with AKP stated that “if the constitutional amendment is adopted, the activities of LGBT associations will be ‘terminated quickly’”. Local activists have expressed concern that

---

98 “Они ходили и каждого спрашивали, мальчик ты или девочка” В российских городах устраивают рейды по закрытым вечеринкам в позках представителей «международного движения ЛГБТ». Посетители кладут лицом в пол и избиивают: “They walked around and asked everyone whether you were a boy or a girl.” In Russian cities, they are organizing raids on closed parties in search of representatives of the “international LGBT movement.” Visitors are placed face down on the floor and beaten.

99 “Силовики устроили облаву на закрытую ЛГБТ-вечеринку в российском ночном клубе” [Security forces raided a closed LGBT party in a Russian nightclub], Lenta, 22 February 2024; “ЛГБТ-бар в Новосибирске проверяют на экстремизм” [Elton Bar in Novosibirsk is being checked for extremism], Siber Realit, 27 March 2024.

100 “Они ходили и каждого спрашивали, мальчик ты или девочка” В российских городах устраивают рейды по закрытым вечеринкам в позках представителей «международного движения ЛГБТ». Посетители кладут лицом в пол и избиивают.

101 Article 284.1 of the Penal Code of the Russian Federation. It can also lead to an administrative infraction, with sanctions reaching up to 15,000 rubles, as per Article 20.33 of the Code of Administrative Offenses of the Russian Federation.

102 “В России могут впервые посадить за «ЛГБТ-экстремизм» — сотрудников колиз-клуба из Оренбурга Почему власти выбрали для прецедента именно клубную индустрию” [In Russia, employees of a queer club from Orenburg may be imprisoned for the first time for ‘LGBT extremism.’ Why did the authorities choose the club industry as a precedent? As and organizers and visitors of an LGBTQ party,], Meduza, 25 March 2024.

103 Article 284.1 of the Penal Code of the Russian Federation. It can also lead to an administrative infraction, with sanctions reaching up to 15,000 rubles, as per Article 20.33 of the Code of Administrative Offenses of the Russian Federation.


105 “Russia adds ‘LGBT movement’ to list of extremist and terrorist organisations”, Reuters, 22 March 2024.


108 “Anayasa değişikliği nefreti körükleyecek: Hedef LGBT derneklerinin ‘itirazsiz’ kapatılması” [Constitutional amendment will fuel hatred: Target LGBT associations to be closed without objection], Haber SoL, 23 June 2023; “İkiday, yeni anayasaya LGBT+ derneklerini “hıza” kapatmayı hedefleyor” [The government aims to close LGBT+ associations “quickly” with the new constitution], T24, 23 June 2023.
such discriminatory amendments will pave the way for criminalising same-sex relationships and prohibiting LGBTI+ organisations from operating in the country.98

In September 2023, it was reported that the Ministry of Family and Social Services issued a directive to its provincial directorates, instructing them to organise “family workshops”. Local feminist lawyers argued that with these workshops, the government wanted to create the impression that it was “consulting with civil society” in preparation for the new constitution and amendments to the Civil Code, both of which are expected to be hostile towards the LGBTI community.99 Moreover, in October 2023, a petition reportedly endorsed by 150,000 signatures was submitted to the Parliament calling for the closure of LGBTI associations and the “prevention of LGBTI propaganda”.100

In parallel to these formal efforts to close civic space for LGBT organisations, throughout 2023, the government continued its policy of systemic bans and crackdowns on demonstrations, often resulting in mass detentions and violence. In June, despite some successful Pride events, activists faced heavy-handed police actions and mass arrests. Additionally, Pride marches faced hostility from extremist religious and nationalist groups, as well as political parties. Anti-LGBT demonstrations, on the other hand, took place with State support, with open calls to ban so-called “LGBT Propaganda”. Classified as a “public service announcement”, an anti-LGBT rally’s promotional video was broadcast on TV channels by Turkey’s media watchdog.101

Despite these incidents, 2023 saw what was termed a “rare victory”, with a positive outcome in the legal battle led by the government against the feminist NGO “We Will Stop Femicide Platform” (KCDP). The lawsuit, initiated in 2022 by the Istanbul Governorship Directorate of Associations and the Public Prosecutor of Istanbul, aimed to permanently close down KCDP, alleging the organisation worked to “undermine the family structure” and “defend members of terrorist organisations”. Hearings took place between June 2022 and March 2023, and in September 2023, the 13th Court of First Instance of Istanbul rejected the lawsuit. Notably, the prosecutor’s office chose not to appeal, solidifying the court’s decision and allowing KCDP to continue its advocacy efforts supporting the Istanbul Convention and aiding victims of gender-based violence.102

In January 2024, it was reported that the closure of an office of the Tarlabası Community Support Association, which the Governor’s Office of Istanbul had been trying to close since April 2022, hadn’t been made effective yet and instead had been postponed to May 2024.103 According to Turkish media, the Governor was seeking its dissolution for organising an event on the protection of LGBTI children in education. According to reports, the lawsuit claimed that the association went against “good morals” by attempting to “influence the sexual identity of children”.104

99 “Government’s ‘family workshops’ exclude NGOs, spread anti-LGBT+ sentiment”, Bianet, 23 September 2023.
100 “Petition from the Grand Family Platform demanding the closure of LGBTI+ associations”, Bianet, 3 October 2023.
101 “Anti-LGBT+ rally once again held in Istanbul with state support”, Duva R (English), 18 September 2023.
102 “Turkey drops bid to close leading women’s rights group”, France 24, 13 September 2023. For a comprehensive analysis of the case, please refer to: “We Will Stop Femicide Platform”, Sessiz Kalma (retrieved 1 April 2024).
103 “Tarlabaşı Toplum Merkezi davası & Oca’k’a brakıldı” [Tarlabaşı Community Center case was postponed to January 8], Bianet, 10 October 2023.
104 “LGBTI’lerle ilgili etkinlik yapın denege kapatma davası” [Closing case against the association that carries out activities related to LGBTIs], Gazete Duvar, 11 April 2022; “Son dakika: Çocuklara ‘LGBT’ istismarı tepki: Tarlabası Toplum Merkezi kapatıldı” [Last minute: Reaction to “LGBT” abuse of children: Tarlabası Community Center should be closed], Sabah, 14 April 2022; “Tarlabaşı Toplum Merkezi davası ertelendi: Örgütlenme özgürlüğüne müdahale ediliyor” [Tarlabaşı Community Center trial adjourned: Freedom of association is being interfered with], Yeşil Gazete, 19 May 2022; “Tarlabaşı Toplumunu Destekleme Derneği’ne açılan ‘fesih’ davası” [Annullment lawsuit filed against Tarlabası Community Support Association postponed], Ağos, 20 May 2022.
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Global Summary — Progress in enacting new anti-discrimination legislation among UN Member States remained limited. However, prospects for advancement emerge as multiple bills await legislative approval.

Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

> One (1) UN Member State (Netherlands) amended its constitution to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation.

> Two (2) UN Member States and one non-UN member jurisdiction enacted new legal protections against discrimination:
  - Moldova enacted new legal protections based on SO and GI.
  - Spain enacted new legal protections based on SC.
  - Guernsey (United Kingdom), enacted new legal protection based on SO.

> In two (2) UN Member States, subnational entities enacted new legal protections against discrimination:
  - In the Philippines, the province of Laguna enacted new legal protections based on SO, GI and GE.
  - In Spain, the Basque Country enacted new legal protections based on "sexual and gender identity".

> Three (3) UN Member States enacted provisions that expanded preexisting protections:
  - Bulgaria expanded existing legal protections based on SO.
  - Cuba expanded existing legal protections based on SO and GI.
  - Spain expanded existing legal protections based on SO, GI and GE.

> In at least nine (9) UN member states, various bills with differing scopes and protected categories were introduced or discussed:
  - Colombia (employment discrimination based on SO and GI).
  - Costa Rica (comprehensive protection based on GI, GE, and SC).
  - Japan ("no unjust discrimination" based on SO or GI) [bill criticised as insufficient]
  - Kenya (comprehensive protection for intersex people).
  - Mexico [federal level] (comprehensive protection based on GI and GE).
  - Philippines (comprehensive protection based on SO, GI, GE, and SC).
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- **Türkiye** (protection in employment and goods and services based on SO, GI, and GE).
- **United States of America** [federal level] (comprehensive protection based on SO, GI, and SC).
- **Venezuela** (protection “in any area of public life” based on SO, GI, and GE).
- In Australia, two (2) subnational jurisdictions introduced bills: Queensland (protection based on SC and GE) and New South Wales (protection based on “sexuality”, which includes “homosexuality”, “bisexuality”, or “asexuality”; and for any person “who lives as a member of another sex”).

Instances of backtracking with regard to antidiscrimination protections were noted in at least five (5) UN Member States:

- **Georgia** (bill to remove GI and GE from antidiscrimination law).
- **Portugal** (law to ensure gender identity and expression in education vetoed by the President).
- **South Korea**, three (3) provinces (initiatives to repeal protections based on SO in education).
- **Spain**, Community of Madrid (replaced protections based on GI and GE with “transsexuality condition”).
- **United Kingdom** (regressive proposal to interpret “sex” as “biological sex” only).

Global Tallies (UN Member States) - April 2024

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION</th>
<th>GOODS AND SERVICES</th>
<th>HEALTHCARE</th>
<th>EDUCATION</th>
<th>EMPLOYMENT</th>
<th>HOUSING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual Orientation</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender Identity</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender Expression</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex Characteristics</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Protection against discrimination (in employment) – Timeline
Legal developments  |  January 2023 – April 2024

Africa

Kenya

Kenya currently does not have national legislation protecting persons based on their SOGIESC in the provision of goods and services, healthcare, education, employment, or housing. As explained in other chapters of this report, a regressive draft bill was introduced in 2023, which, if enacted, will have deleterious effects on local communities. However, some progress was noted in May 2023, as the Intersex Persons Implementation Coordination Committee (IPICC) presented the draft Intersex Persons Bill (2023), fulfilling the task assigned by Kenya’s National Human Rights Commission in August 2019. Article 3 of the bill states the object of the proposed law, which includes the “protection, fulfilment and promotion of the rights of intersex persons” and the “inclusion of intersex persons in all aspects of society, to eliminate all forms of discrimination, particularly in areas of access to justice, security, health, employment, information and education”. The IPICC also invited the public to comment on the bill by the end of May 2023.

Asia

Hong Kong (China)

In 2023, a favourable judicial decision by the Hong Kong Court of Appeal recognised the rights of same-sex couples regarding certain housing rights. For more information, refer to the chapter on Same-Sex Unions in this report.

Japan

In June 2023, a bill entitled Bill for Enhancing Public Awareness of Diversity in Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (2023) was successfully passed and enacted into law. However, the law only includes a provision stating that “there shall be no unjust discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity”. Local activists have thus raised concerns, arguing that this bill falls short of providing comprehensive legal protection against discrimination. The law does not provide for penalties for those who engage in “unjust discrimination” but rather obligates national and local governments, employers, and schools to implement a plan to promote an understanding of diverse sexual orientation or gender identity. Critics have called out the watered-down law as a way to appease political opponents of gender equality and sexual diversity. Despite growing public support for same-sex marriage and other LGBTI rights in Japan, the director of the Japanese division of Human Rights Watch said that this legislation fails to meet international standards of anti-discrimination. In a press conference, Prime Minister Kishida said that he hopes further discussion will promote wider support for the proposed law. However, his former political aide, Masayoshi Arai, has gone on record saying that he would not want to live next to LGBTQ+ people.

Philippines

Since the year 2000, lawmakers in the Philippines have been making efforts to enact national legislation prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. Many bills have also included gender expression and sex characteristics as protected categories. However, despite these attempts, numerous legal developments have failed to materialise, with the most recent being the 2023 Intersex Persons Bill. The bill, if enacted, would provide protection against discrimination based on intersex status and would mandate the inclusion of intersex persons in all aspects of society.

---

1 For more information refer to chapters on criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts, restrictions to freedom of expression and restrictions to freedom of assembly.
5 “Japan passes controversial LGBT law: 5 things to know”, Nikkei Asia, 16 June 2023.
6 “Lower house of Japan’s parliament passes bill to promote LGBTQ+ awareness, but not guarantee rights”, Asahi, 14 June 2023; “Bill to promote LGBTQ understanding passes key step in Japan’s Lower House”, The Japan Times, 09 June 2023.
bills to achieve this goal have faced obstacles and delays, ultimately leading to their expiration without becoming law.7

In June 2023, the Philippines Commission on Human Rights welcomed the approval of a revised Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, Gender Expression, or Sex Characteristics (SOGIESC) Equality Bill (2023) by the House Committee on Women and Gender Equality.8 This bill reportedly consolidates similar bills seeking to prohibit discrimination based on SOGIESC, including House Bills No. 222, 460, 3418, 3702, 4277, 5551, 6003, and 7036.9 Given that the bill has been pending for 23 years without being passed, the Commission on Human Rights emphasised an urgent and overdue necessity for its legislation.10

The latest version of the bill reportedly outlines a variety of acts considered discriminatory based on SOGIESC, which include denying access to public services based on SOGIESC, including disclosure of SOGIESC in the criteria for hiring, promotion, or dismissal in employment, and refusing admission from an educational institution based on SOGIESC among others. The bill also includes acts that would incite violence or stigma against a person based on their SOGIESC as acts of discrimination. The author of this bill said that the proposed legislation essentially seeks to ensure that members of the LGBTQ community are “treated equally to every other human being”.11

At the sub-national level, the Laguna province passed a landmark ordinance offering comprehensive protection from discrimination based on gender. Provincial Ordinance No. 8, S (2023), also known as the “Gender-Fair Ordinance”, includes “LGBTQI” among the protected categories in Section 3 and defines this category as “a diverse and complex range of identities based on sexual orientation, gender identity, and expression”. It also indicates that the term “LGBTQIA+” refers to the “gender and sexuality non-conforming persons, including, but not limited to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer persons”. Section 5 penalises with a prison term and a fine any act of discrimination in the delivery of goods and services, in access to health services and facilities, in education, in employment, and in accommodation in places of dwelling based on their “actual or perceived gender”.12


**South Korea**

Article 30 of the National Human Rights Commission Act (2001) mandates the Commission to investigate acts of discrimination based on "sexual orientation" in various areas, including employment, public accommodations, healthcare, and housing, among others. Article 30(2) of the Act defines the prohibited discrimination and the grounds for protection.13 Even though this law does not confer effective enforceable protection against discrimination, the explicit reference to "sexual orientation" in the Act is relied upon by subnational legislation to incorporate protection based on sexual orientation at the local level (see entries below).

Since 2007, 11 proposals to approve anti-discrimination bills have been discarded because of strong opposition. Additionally, this Act does not specify "gender identity" as a grounds for discrimination. Still, it serves more as a law governing the organisation and operation of the National Human Rights Commission of Korea. Thus, local activists have informed ILGA World there have been calls for more than a decade to enact an "Equality Act" with a more comprehensive list of prohibited grounds of discrimination, but it has yet to be enacted.

In 2023, South Korea saw regressive developments at the subnational level in the provinces, with attempts to repeal local legislation that grants students legal protection against discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in Seoul and South Chungcheong and protection based on sexual orientation in the province of Gyeonggi.

In Seoul, the Ordinance on Student Human Rights (Ordinance No. 7,888) (2012) was enacted in 2012 and details the rights of students in elementary and secondary schools in Seoul. Article 5(1) of the ordinance...

---

7 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database - Philippines, retrieved 1 April 2024.
8 See "An Act Prohibiting Discrimination On The Basis Of Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity Or Expression, Or Sex Characteristic (SOGIESC) And Providing Penalties Therefor (HB00222) – 19th Congress [Text As Filed]", Republic of the Philippines, House of Representatives, retrieved on 30 April 2024.
9 "Statement of the Commission on Human Rights welcoming the approval of the SOGIESC equality bill by the House Committee on Women and Gender Equality", Republic of the Philippines Commission on Human Rights, retrieved on 15 February 2024.
10 "CHR, advocates raise concerns about efforts to derail SOGIE bills", ABS-CBN, 11 February 2023.
12 "A win for progress: Inside Laguna’s groundbreaking LGBTQIA+ ordinance", Good News Pilipinas, 06 July 2023; "Laguna passes LSPU-proposed Gender-Fair Ordinance", Laguna State Polytechnic University, retrieved on 04 April 2024.
states how students have the right not to be discriminated against based on "sexual orientation" and "gender identity". Article 5(2) requires school administration to make an active effort to ensure the rights of such students. In addition, Article 5(3) prohibits any discriminatory remarks, actions, or hate speech based on sexual orientation and gender identity. However, in August 2022, the Residents’ Claims Bill to Abolish the Student Human Rights Ordinance (2022) was submitted to the Seoul Metropolitan Council to seek to abolish provisions protecting LGBTQ+ students in educational institutions.14 In March 2023, the Chair of the Seoul Metropolitan Council proposed that the Ordinance be deliberated. According to MINBYUN, a local self-government organization of lawyers, the Ordinance is currently being litigated in the Seoul Administrative Court for not meeting the requirements outlined in the Act on Resident Initiative (2021).15 However, even though the lawsuit remains pending, the Chair of the Seoul Metropolitan Council attempted to force a plenary vote on the Ordinance. Meanwhile, civic groups applied for an injunction to block its abolition, to which the Seoul Administrative Court agreed in December 2023 and stated that "irreparable damage may occur if the Abolition Ordinance is passed."16 Despite these efforts, ILGA World was informed by local activists that the Seoul Metropolitan Council voted to abolish the Ordinance No. 7,888 (2012) at the end of April 2024, sparking protests in the city.17

In December 2023, the South Chungcheong Provincial Council approved Resident Claim Ordinance No. 586 (2023) to abolish the Student Human Rights Ordinance (2020) enacted in 2020.18 The 2020 Ordinance prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in schools. Similar to Seoul, the bill to repeal this Ordinance was filed with the provincial council by conservative protestant-based residents, who argued that the ordinance followed an "incorrect concept of human rights" when it was passed, noting that it protects LGBTI students. The National Human Rights Commission issued a Formal Opinion in response to the petition to repeal the ordinance, saying the initiative "runs counter to the call for human rights guaranteed in the Constitution and international human rights norms" and threatens to "regress the human rights system of local residents".19 According to the local organisation MINBYUN, this bill’s legality has been challenged in court, where the court issued an injunctive decision to suspend the bill and its effects.

In early 2024, the Chungnam Provincial Office of Education requested a reconsideration of the abolition ordinance, stating that "[the] abolition of the Chungnam Student Human Rights Ordinance violates the Constitution and laws and seriously infringes on the public interest in ensuring the human rights of students, and requires reconsideration". The bill reportedly failed to meet the two-thirds majority required to pass in February 2024.20 However, in the same month, right-wing lawmakers in the South Chungcheong Provincial Council introduced and passed a separate bill (Bill No. 739) (2023) to repeal the ordinance in a separate attempt.21 The Superintendent of Education of South Chungcheong has expressed his intention to request reconsideration of the bill again.22 Despite this, ILGA World was informed that on 24 April 2024, the earlier reconsideration requested by the Chungnam Provincial Office of Education resulted in the concerning abolishment of the Student Human Rights Ordinance (2020). This was the Provincial Council’s fourth attempt to abolish the ordinance.23 A similar instance occurred in 2018.24 Similarly, some members of the Education Planning Committee of the Gyeonggi Provincial Council introduced a draft of the Gyeonggi Province Student Human Rights Ordinance Abolition Ordinance (2023).

14 “서울시에서 동성인권조례 폐지 청구심판, 서울시의회에 제출[충남] 기독교 관련기관 신설 기도받았…” [List of applicants for the abolition of the Student Human Rights Ordinance with over 60,000 signatures submitted to the Seoul City Council], The Christian Daily, retrieved on 15 April 2024; see also “Urgent Appeal to the IE SOGI by South Korea”, MINBYUN – Lawyers for a Democratic Society, retrieved on 15 April 2024.
16 “서울시의회, 공통권리조례 폐지안 제출[충남]..." Abolition of student rights ordinance triggers protests”, The Korea Times, 28 April 2024.
17 “South Chungcheong Votes to Abolish Student’s Rights Ordinance”, KBS World, 15 December 2023.
18 For more information, see “"충남학생인권조례 폐지안[충남]..." [Expression of opinion on the request for abolition of the "Chungcheonnam-do Basic Human Rights Ordinance"], National Human Rights Commission of the Republic of Korea, retrieved on 12 March 2024.
19 “송용석 참의원, "마지막..." [Chungnam Student Human Rights Ordinance, ‘abolition plan’ proposed again], Daejon Ilbo, 05 March 2024.
20 “충남학생인권조례 폐지안..." [Chungnam Student Human Rights Ordinance, ‘abolition plan’ proposed again], Oryukdo Ilbo, 05 April 2024.
21 “学生人権関連、法案に「再審査要求」..." [Chungnam Office of Education requests the Provincial Council to reconsider the ‘Student Human Rights Ordinance Abolition Plan’], Oh My News, 5 January 2024.
22 “"학생인권조례..." ""[The 'Student Human Rights Ordinance' was eventually abolished in South Chungcheong Province... National Power, Leading the Passing], The Hankyoreh, 24 April 2024; "Chungnam Provincial Council Abolishes Student Human Rights Ordinance", Maeil Business Newspaper (MB), 24 April 2024.
23 Article 5 of the Ordinance for the Protection and Promotion of the Human Rights of South Chungcheong Residents (2012) enacted in 2012 prohibits discrimination on the grounds enumerated in the National Human Rights Commission Act (2001), which includes “sexual orientation”. The Ordinance was briefly unenforceable in 2018, but it was fully reinstated in October 2018. Although the provincial council admitted its mistake and re-enacted the Basic Human Rights Ordinance through local elections, it is now once again under threat of repeal, with calls for the repeal of the Student Human Rights Ordinance in 2023. For more information, see “"마지막..." [Chungnam Office of Education requests the Provincial Council to reconsider the ‘Student Human Rights Ordinance Abolition Plan’], Oh My News, 5 January 2024.
This draft ordinance seeks to repeal the previously enacted Gyeonggi Province Student Rights Ordinance (2010), which states, under Article 5, that “students have the right not to be discriminated [based on] ... sexual orientation.” This Abolition Ordinance must pass through the relevant standing committee and be approved by the plenary session to take effect.\(^{25}\) The local organisation, MINBYUN, informed ILGA World that civil society and the National Human Rights Commission of Korea strongly opposed the draft ordinance, which was ultimately abandoned without being submitted to the Council in December 2023.

**Europe**

### Bulgaria

In July 2023, the National Assembly passed the Law Amending and Supplementing the Criminal Code (Decree No. 152) (2023) to expand protections against discrimination in areas of employment. Decree No. 152 amended Article 172 of the Criminal Code to punish with up to three years’ imprisonment and a fine anyone who intentionally impedes another from taking a job or compels them to leave a job because of their “sexual orientation.”\(^{26}\) The local GLAS (Gays and Lesbians Accepted in Society) Foundation reportedly welcomed the amendments as “the first significant legislative change in favour of LGBTI+ people in Bulgaria since the Protection from Discrimination Act was adopted in 2004.”\(^{27}\)

### Georgia

Georgia has had legal protections against discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression since 2014. The scope of such protections comprises all public and private fields of action.\(^{28}\) Despite this, there have been attempts to roll back the coverage of such protections and exclude the word “gender” from multiple laws. In July 2023, the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Amendment Bill (2023) was introduced to amend Section 1 of the Act on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination (2014) to remove “gender identity” and “gender expression” as categories protected from discrimination.\(^{29}\) The bill’s explanatory notes contain the proposal’s rationale: “We believe that there are only two sexes, the difference of which is determined biologically, through chromosomes. The term ‘gender’, on the contrary, is such that any use of it creates ambiguity in the legislation.”\(^{30}\) Notably, the bill also refers to political discussions surrounding gender identity issues in the United States of America, claiming incorrectly that “biological men are allowed to participate in women’s tournaments on the basis that they identified themselves as women, [resulting in] the profanation and destruction [sic] of these [sports] disciplines.”\(^{31}\) This bill is one of many regressive legislative attempts introduced and announced in 2023 and early 2024.\(^{32}\)

### Guernsey (UK)

The Prevention of Discrimination (Guernsey) Ordinance (2022) was voted to pass in the States of Deliberation (the Parliament of the British Crown dependency of Guernsey) in 2022 and came into force in September 2023.\(^{33}\) The ordinance prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation in the provision of goods and services, education, employment and accommodation. The ordinance exempts from this prohibition “anything done in connection with acts of worship or other religious observance.”

---


27 For more information on the existing legal provisions offering protection from discrimination in Bulgaria, refer to: ILGA World, ILGA World Database - Bulgaria, retrieved 1 April 2024.


29 “იმ სახელმწიფოს კათолიკურ ტაძრაში, რომელზეც გერმნული ფეხბურთელი ასოციაცია და ბიქშენი სუპერრეგიონალური ბალტიკის” [We demand the repeal of those laws that recognize gender identity and we ask the Prime Minister for his support], Interpressnews, 1 July 2023; “Гирчи выступает с инициативой убрать из законодательной базы термин «гендер»” [Girchi takes the initiative to remove the term “gender” from the legislative framework], Apiny, 11 July 2023.

30 “გენდერი” საქართველოში პროფესიული სპორტის „ფეხბურთა“ ორგანიზაციებში “გირჩი” გამოსახვით გამოაცხადა [“Girchi” takes the initiative to remove the term “gender” from the legal base], Interpressnews, 9 July 2023.

31 For more information, please refer to the chapters on Freedom of Expression and Freedom of Association in this report.

Italy

At least two progressive judicial decisions were made in Italy regarding employment discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

In the region of Lazio, in January 2023, the Labour Tribunal of Rome ruled that, even if there is no law explicitly prohibiting discrimination based on gender identity in employment, the dismissal of a trans woman from a teaching position was unlawful because it constituted "sex discrimination". As a result, the school was ordered to compensate her for the time during which she could not perform her job. Furthermore, in March 2023, the Court of Cassation, in Judgment No. 7,029 (2023), established that making derogatory or mocking comments about a colleague based on their sexual orientation constitutes discrimination. The court ruled that such behaviour warrants dismissal from employment.

Moldova

In 2023, the Law on Ensuring Equality (Law No. 121 (2012) was amended with the entry into force of the Law of Revision of the Regulatory Framework on Non-Discrimination and Ensuring Equality (Law No. 2) (2023) to include sexual orientation and gender identity among the grounds protected from discrimination in Article 1. While employment discrimination has been legally prohibited since 2013, this amendment extended such protections, as well as protection based on gender identity, to the provisions of goods and services, education, medical assistance services, and other health services.

Netherlands

In January 2023, a constitutional amendment was approved by a 56-15 vote in the Senate. Article 1 of the Dutch Constitution (2023) now states that discrimination based on "sexual orientation" shall not be permitted. In February, the Minister of Interior and Kingdom Relations officially signed the expansion to the anti-discrimination clause.

It is to be noted that the 2023 amendment did not explicitly include gender identity, gender expression, or sex characteristics. However, COC Nederland stated that the government and its proposers "confirmed many times during the consideration of this bill" that the prohibition of discrimination on the grounds of "sex" (already enshrined in the Constitution) also constitutionally protects people against discrimination based on gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics.

According to media outlets, in March 2024, the Minister for the Interior and Kingdom Relations and the Minister for Justice and Security presented a bill to Parliament to amend the Criminal Code. The attempt is to provide better legal protection by updating legal terminology to prohibit and penalise discrimination on the grounds of "sexual orientation," replacing the previous "hetero or homosexual orientation" phrasing.

Portugal

In January 2024, Decree No. 127/XV (2024) was passed by the Assembly of the Portuguese Republic to implement measures to respect children’s gender identity and expression in education. As per Article 1 of the law, its main aim was to establish the legal framework for the administrative measures that schools must adopt to promote the exercise of the right to self-determination of gender identity and gender expression and the right to protection of sex characteristics, as mandated by Article 12(1) of Law No. 38 (2018). The provisions of this bill aimed to ensure that young people undergoing social gender transitions had their autonomy and privacy respected. To that end, administrative procedures were adjusted to accommodate their self-identified gender, allowing for changes in name and gender on official documents. Schools were also mandated to adopt non-discriminatory practices and enable children to use their

33 "Fu licenziata perché transsessuale", il giudice condanna la scuola di Roma a rimborsare la professoressa: “Una sentenza storica” ["She was fired because she was transsexual", the judge condemns the Rome school to reimburse the teacher: "A historic sentence"], Il Fatto Quotidiano, 16 January 2023.
34 "Illazioni sull’orientamento sessuale della collega? Sì al licenziamento" ["Inferences about the sexual orientation of the colleague? Yes to dismissal"], Il Sole 24 Ore, 10 March 2023.
35 "Nederlandse Verfassung schützt jetzt auch LGBTIQ" [Dutch constitution now also protects LGBTIQ], Mannschaft Magazin, 22 January 2023.
36 "Minister signs expanded anti-discrimination article to Dutch constitution", NL Times, 19 February 2023.
37 "Better legal protection for bisexual, transgender, and intersex people in the making" [Beter wettelijke bescherming bi+, trans en interseksie mensen in de maak], Gaykrant, 11 March 2024.
38 "Escolas vão ter responsável para jovens manifestarem identidade de género" [Schools will have responsible for young people to manifest gender identity], Público (Portugal), 18 April 2023.
39 Article 12(1) establishes: Education and teaching, 1 — The State must guarantee the adoption of measures in the educational system, at all levels of education and study cycles, that promote the exercise of the right to self-determination of gender identity and gender expression and the right to protection of the sexual characteristics of people.
chose in all activities, creating environments where self-identified gender was respected, among other measures. Access to adequate bathrooms was also guaranteed, as long as "the well-being of everyone" was ensured and "any adaptations deemed necessary for this purpose" had been made.

However, the President of Portugal vetoed the bill. In his veto resolution, the President argued that children under 16 cannot make decisions regarding school activities, locker rooms, or toilets without sufficient parental involvement. This veto is one of several issued by the President against progressive laws on sexual and gender diversity. In this context, the President stated, "the future Assembly should introduce more realism on this issue."41

Spain

Between January 2023 and March 2024, Spain saw progress in legal protections against discrimination, specifically at the national level and in the Basque Country. However, during this period, the first legal regression on the rights of LGBTQI people took place in the Community of Madrid.

In February 2023, both chambers of the Parliament approved the momentous Law for the real and effective rights of LGBTQI people (Law No. 4) (2023). This law, among many other legal victories, amplifies the protections against discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression that already existed in Spanish legislation. Moreover, it incorporated "sex characteristics" into the categories legally protected against discrimination. The law includes several provisions aimed at guaranteeing equality in the provision of goods and services in healthcare, education, employment, and housing.42 These national-level provisions are complemented by subnational legislation in most Autonomous Communities in Spain to varying degrees.43 In March 2023, right-wing and far-right parliamentarians challenged this law before the Constitutional Court. However, the lodging of this appeal does not automatically result in the suspension of the law. Therefore, the law remains in full effect and continues to be enforced.44

Further progress was observed in the Basque Country when, in February 2024, the local parliament passed the Law on Non-Discrimination on the Grounds of Gender Identity and Recognition of the Rights of Trans Persons (Law No. 4) (2024). This law prohibits discrimination based on "sexual and gender identity". While Article 10 guarantees the right to enjoy the highest level of physical and mental health without discrimination, Article 31 ensures that education is free from pressure, aggression, or discrimination. This protects students, professors, and school staff. Furthermore, Articles 27 and 29 forbid any discrimination in employment, whether in the public or private sector.45

However, in stark contrast to Spain’s consistent path of legal victories since the early 2000s—which has positioned the country as a leader in the legal protection of the rights of LGBTQI people—October 2023 saw the conservative People’s Party (PP) introduced Bill No. 6 (XIII) (2023) and Bill No. 7 (XIII) (2023). Holding an absolute majority in Madrid’s Parliamentary Assembly and control of the regional government, the PP introduced these bills to enact worrying amendments to both Law No. 2 and 3 (2016), as they removed most of the equality measures and safeguards against discrimination included in the 2016 laws, particularly (but not limited to) those concerning trans people. Both bills erase most explicit bans on discrimination based on gender identity or gender expression and replace them with a ban on any discrimination on the grounds of "a transsexuality condition", expressly opening the door to make this "condition" dependent on a medical evaluation.46

40 Several provisions in the law made explicit reference to the involvement of parents in adopted measures, in particular Articles 4(a), 5(2), 5(4)(a), and 6(1)(c). See: Decree No. 127 (2024). Original title: Decreto de la Asamblea de la República No. 127/XV; Establece el quadro jurídico para a emisión das medidas administrativas a adotar pelas escolas para a implementación da Lei n.º 38/2018, de 7 de agosto, e procede à sua alteração.
41 "PAN acusa PP de "falta de imparcialidade" por vetar nome neutro e autodeterminación de género nas escolas" [PAN accuses PP of "lack of impartiality" for vetoing neutral names and gender self-determination in schools], RTP, 30 January 2024; "El presidente de Portugal veta la ley de autodeterminación de género en las escuelas" [The president of Portugal vetoes the law on gender self-determination in schools], InfoLibre, 30 January 2024; "No respeta el papel de los padres": el presidente de Portugal vetó la Ley de Identidad de Género en las escuelas" ["Does not respect the role of parents": the president of Portugal vetoed the Gender Identity Law in schools], Perfil.com, 30 January 2024.
42 For example, Article 79 of Law No. 4 classifies the denial of goods and services based on "sexual orientation", "sexual identity", "gender expression" or "sex characteristics" as a "very serious infraction". For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Protection against discrimination in employment - Spain, retrieved on 20 October 2023.
43 For more information, refer to: ILGA World, ILGA World Database - Spain, retrieved on 1 April 2023.
44 "Vox recurrirá esta semana la ley trans ante el Tribunal Constitucional" [Vox will appeal this week the trans law before the Constitutional Court], LaSexta, 30 March 2023.
45 "Más de 200 voces han cambiado de sexo en el registro tras la entrada en vigor de la 'ley trans'" [More than 200 Basques have changed their sex in the registry after the entry into force of the ‘trans law’], El Correo, 12 February 2024; "La reforma de la 'ley trans' de Euskadi supera el penúltimo trámite con el respaldo de todos los grupos salvo el PP" [The reform of the ‘trans law’ of Euskadi passes the penultimate process with the support of all groups except the PP], Europa Press, 31 January 2024.
46 "En España hay 15 CCAA con leyes trans o LGTBI, pero Madrid es la primera en 'recortar' las suyas" [In Spain there are 15 CCAA with trans or LGTBI laws, but Madrid is the first to ‘cut’ its own], Neutral, 23 December 2023.
These bills have a wide impact on previous anti-discrimination legislation in different areas. For instance, Bill No. 6 (XIII) lifts the prohibition of requiring a psychiatric evaluation to access affirming care and, instead, states that such an evaluation will never be “considered” discriminatory. In practice, this might make it much more difficult to challenge any potentially discriminatory medical decision concerning trans-specific healthcare. Also, Bill No. 6 (XIII) implements a mandatory mental health evaluation for trans and gender-diverse children. If this evaluation is not passed, trans children could be denied authorisation to access trans-specific healthcare, and be given no easy route for them or their legal guardians to appeal. Moreover, Bill No. 6 (XIII) establishes that “transsexual” students should be able to dress freely, but only if this is not deemed as disrespectful to other students, while they should be addressed by their preferred name only if one of their legal representatives authorises it.

For its part, Bill No. 7 repeals every provision of Law No. 3 related to education, including Article 29. The bill also erases the obligation to include respect for sexual and gender diversity in educational curricula or to develop protocols against LGBTI-phobic bullying. Moreover, it also removes the provision that punished discrimination in housing on the grounds of SOGIESC. In December 2023, both bills were passed with no significant changes, as Law No. 17 (2023) and Law No. 18 (2023), respectively.

Although legislation at the State level still protects the right to non-discrimination, regional authorities hold most powers in critical areas such as healthcare and education, so setbacks in the legislation of the Autonomous Communities can profoundly impact effective equality in practice. Moreover, in April 2024, it was reported that the Spanish Ombudsman had filed a lawsuit against Law No. 17 (2023) before the Constitutional Court. If successful, this could potentially revert the changes made to Law No. 2 (2016).  

Türkiye

Türkiye has no national legislation in place protecting persons based on their SOGIESC. In 2015, the Republic People’s Party introduced before the Grand National Assembly a Bill to Amend the Labor Law and the Turkish Penal Code (2015), which sought to include sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression as protected categories from discrimination in employment law and in the provision of goods and services. Despite being reintroduced three times in subsequent legislative sessions, the bill has yet to progress beyond the committee stage, where it was last referred to for review in June 2023 and has not been passed into law.48

United Kingdom

In 2023, regressive initiatives were proposed in the United Kingdom, especially with regard to the legal protections of trans and gender diverse people.50

On 3 April 2023, the Equality and Human Rights Commission issued a letter (2023) addressed to the Equality Minister, recommending that the category of “sex” in the Equality Act (2010) be amended to mean “biological sex”. In their own words; “If ‘sex’ is defined as biological sex for the purposes of [the Equality Act], this would bring greater legal clarity”. The letter makes it clear that the purpose of the amendment would be to exclude trans women from accessing sex-based legal protections.51

In December 2023, the Department for Education published a draft of the non-statutory guidance for schools and colleges in England titled “Gender Questioning Children”, which underwent a 12-week consultation period.52


47 “En España hay 15 CCAA con leyes trans o LGBTI, pero Madrid es la primera en ‘recortar’ las suyas” [In Spain there are 15 CCAA with trans or LGBTI laws, but Madrid is the first to ‘cut’ its own], Newtral, 22 December 2023; “Ayuso recorta las leyes LGBTI de la Comunidad de Madrid con el apoyo de Vox” [Ayuso cuts the LGBTI laws of the Community of Madrid with the support of Vox], RTVE, 23 December 2023.

48 “El Defensor del Pueblo recurre ante el Constitucional la ley trans de Madrid por vulnerar derechos de los menores” [The Ombudsman appeals to the Constitutional Court against Madrid’s trans law for violating the rights of minors], 20minutos, 02 April 2024; “El Defensor del Pueblo lleva al Constitucional la reforma de la ‘ley trans’ de Ayuso por ‘patologizar a los menores’” [The Ombudsman takes the reform of Ayuso’s ‘trans law’ to the Constitutional Court for “pathologizing minors”], eldiario.es, 01 April 2024.


50 All four constituent countries of the United Kingdom (England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland) prohibit employment discrimination based on “gender reassignment”. Additionally, protections based on this characteristic extend to housing, health, goods and services, and education in England, Wales, and Scotland. “Gender reassignment” as a protected category varies from the seemingly more encompassing and widely adopted “gender identity” category. However, local case law and other sources, including the Solicitor General and the Equality and Human Rights Commission, have in recent years explained that “gender reassignment” also encompasses trans people who have not undergone any medical process of transition. For more information, please refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database - United Kingdom (retrieved: 15 April 2024).


described this draft as “upsetting and scary” and “deeply disappointing”, as it “furthers the pain and the misunderstanding that trans young people have experienced in recent years.” For its part, Stonewall stated that the draft guidance “does not put the best interests of children first, and as such is simply not fit for purpose”, and even if it does not constitute enforceable law, it will have “a chilling effect akin to Section 28, leaving children and young people who are trans or questioning their gender exposed to bullying and harassment”.

The draft covers issues such as names, pronouns, uniforms, gender/sex markers, coming out, facilities, and sports.

---

**Latin America & the Caribbean**

---

**Argentina**

On 10 December 2023, President Javier Milei assumed office, and during his initial months in power, Argentina witnessed a succession of regressive measures concerning antidiscriminatory policies. These measures include the elimination of the Ministry of Women, Genders, and Diversity, the Subsecretariat of Diversity Policies, and the position of Special Representative on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity within the Foreign Affairs Ministry; the announcement of the closure of the National Institute against Discrimination, Xenophobia, and Racism (INADI); the announcement of a ban on inclusive language in the National Public Administration; non-compliance with the national law on job quotas for trans and transgender individuals in public employment, among many others.

In December 2020, the province of Santa Cruz passed the Comprehensive Law for the Recognition and Historical Reparation of the Rights of Trans Persons (Law No. 3.724) (2020). The law grants protections to persons in Santa Cruz based on their “gender identity” and “gender expression” in healthcare, education, employment, and housing. The implementation of this law was regulated by the Executive in March 2023 by Decree No. 259.

**Chile**

In January 2024, the Human Rights Commission of the Chamber of Deputies approved a bill to amend and strengthen Law No. 20,609 (2012) which establishes measures against discrimination, locally known as the “Zamudio Law”. The proposed changes to the law entail several key adjustments: revising the law’s objectives, broadening the definition of arbitrary discrimination to include indirect, multiple, and structural forms; increasing the maximum fine for those found guilty of discriminatory acts; explicitly introducing a compensatory action tied to instances of discrimination while declaring its incompatibility with similar actions; significant procedural modifications such as the filing of complaints, rules governing case resolution, and exceptions for defendants. Additionally, amendments are proposed for both the Penal Code and the Labor Code.

---

53 “Gender questioning children: Just Like Us! response to the government’s draft trans guidance for schools”, Just Like Us, January 2024; “What does the proposed trans schools guidance really say?” A Mermaids Explainer. Mermaids, 10 January 2024.
55 In 2023, during the previous administration, the National Institute against Discrimination, Xenophobia, and Racism (INADI) created and formalised antidiscriminatory programs and instruments aimed at various populations, including LGBTI+ individuals. These programs include the Workplace Spaces without Discrimination Program (Resolution No. 53/2023), the Schools without Discrimination Program (Resolution No. 116/2023), the Territories against Discrimination Program (Resolution No. 117/2023), the Equal Opportunity Initiative for People with Disabilities Program (Resolution No. 1 INADI - National Disability Agency), the National Observatory on Discrimination in Digital Coexistence (Resolution No. 138/2023), and the National Observatory on Stigma and Discrimination related to HIV, Viral Hepatitis, other Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs), and Tuberculosis (TB). See, among others: “Políticas contra la discriminación en cada rincón del país” (Anti-Discrimination Policies in Every Corner of the Country), Argentina.gob, 17 June 2023.
56 This was implemented within the Ministry of Defense through Resolution No. 160/2024 (2024).
57 See, among others: “El Frente Orgullo y Lucha adhiere al paro y movilización del 24 de enero en rechazo al mega DNU y a la ley omnibus” [The Orgullo y Lucha Front adheres to the strike and mobilization of January 24 in rejection of the mega DNU and the omnibus law], Conuvarbes por La Diversidad (retrieved 1 May 2024); “Sí a la continuidad del INADI! Pedido del Frente Orgullo y Lucha al Congreso” [Yes to the continuity of INADI! Request from the Orgullo y Lucha Front to Congress], 100% Diversidad y Derechos, 14 January 2024; “Argentina: el gobierno anunció el cierre del INADI” [Argentina: the government announced the closure of INADI], Agencia Presentes, 22 February 2024; “La lucha contra la discriminación ya no es una política de Estado argentino de Milei” [The fight against discrimination is no longer an Argentine State policy by Milei], Afro Femeninas, 23 February 2024; “El gobierno despidió a más de 90 personas trans de la administración pública” [The government dismissed more than 90 trans people from the public administration], Página 12, 6 April 2024; “Al prohibir el lenguaje inclusivo en el Estado, el gobierno argentino incumple la Ley de Identidad de género” [“By prohibiting inclusive language in the State, the Argentine government fails to comply with the Gender Identity Law”], Agencia Presentes, 28 February 2024; “Se oficializó por decreto la eliminación del Ministerio de las Mujeres, Géneros y Diversidad” [The elimination of the Ministry of Women, Gender and Diversity was made official by decree], Perfil.com, 12 December 2023;
58 Other legislation protecting persons on the basis of “sexual orientation” have also been enacted in Santa Cruz in healthcare. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Protection against discrimination in health - Santa Cruz (Argentina), retrieved on 20 October 2023.
59 “Santa Cruz reglamentó la Ley Integral de Reconocimiento y Reparación de los Derechos de las personas trans” [Santa Cruz regulated the Comprehensive Law for the Recognition and Reparation of the Rights of trans people], Página 12, 27 March 2023.
60 Information submitted to ILGA by OTD Chile. See also: “Derechos Humanos aprobó reforma que fortalece Ley Zamudio”, Cámara de Diputadas y
**Colombia**

In 2023, the Government presented a Bill on Labour Reform (Bill No. 367) (2023), which, if passed, would amend various articles of Colombian labour law to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in employment. Another Bill on Labour Reform (Bill No. 409) (2023) was also introduced to enact similar protections.⁶¹

In May 2023, Law No. 2294 (2023) set forth the National Development Plan that acknowledges LGBTIQ individuals as subjects of special constitutional protection and ensures their inclusion and effective equality, materializing it in various actions within this planning tool.⁶² Furthermore, in June 2023, Decree No. 1075 (2023) formalised the creation and operation of the Ministry of Equality and Equity.⁶³

In 2023, the Colombian Constitutional Court issued several progressive decisions that have contributed to strengthening the Colombia legal framework in several regards.

In March, the Court ruled in Judgment SU-067 (2023) in favour of a trans woman who was fired from the clinic she worked for as a doctor after undergoing several medical interventions as part of her transition. The Constitutional Court stated that the courts that had previously considered her case had not correctly assessed whether her dismissal had been motivated by her gender identity and that, in addition, the applicant had been discriminated against in the administration of justice. For these reasons, the Court decided to overturn the termination of her contract, to order her employer to restore her to her job, and to pay her all the wages she had not received since her dismissal.⁶⁴

Furthermore, in Judgement C-324 (2023), the Court ruled that transgender men and non-binary were entitled to apply for parental leave under the same conditions as cisgender women, arising from the Court’s progressive interpretation of legal terms such as "worker", "mother", and "woman" within Article 236 of the Substantive Labor Code, as amended by Article 2 of Law 2114 of 2021.

**Costa Rica**

On 22 June 2023, the Frente Amplio party presented a new bill, File No. 23.809 (2023), to recognise trans, non-binary, gender diverse and intersex identities. If passed, it would introduce a comprehensive legal framework for protection from discrimination based on gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics in education, employment, housing, and healthcare.⁶⁵

In March 2024, according to media outlets, the Constitutional Court ruled against an establishment for refusing entry to an individual due to their appearance and way of dressing, specifically for wearing makeup and carrying a bag, which was perceived as discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender expression. The Court recognised this act as a violation of rights to equality and non-discrimination, ordering the establishment to compensate the victim and cautioning against future discriminatory practices.⁶⁶

**Cuba**

In September 2023, the Protocol of Action in Situations of Discrimination, Violence and Harassment in the Workplace (Decree No. 96) (2023) entered into force. Article 10(1) prohibits discrimination, violence and harassment based on sexual orientation and gender identity in the workplace.⁶⁷

Furthermore, in December 2023, the National Assembly passed the Law on Public Health (Law No. 165) (2023), wherein Articles 132 and 133 recognise the right to sexual and reproductive health without discrimination. It expressly mentions sexual orientation.
and gender identity as a characteristic protected by this right in the area of healthcare.  

Mexico

In November 2023, the Comprehensive Access to the Rights of Trans People Bill (2023) was introduced into the Chamber of Deputies to expand these discrimination protections for transgender people. Article 6 enshrines a comprehensive ban on all forms of discrimination against trans people motivated by their gender identity or gender expression. The bill contains specific provisions on work and labour rights, dignified housing, comprehensive right to education, and the highest attainable standard of health without discrimination based on their self-perceived gender identity or gender expression.  

Venezuela

On 28 March 2023, the National Assembly of Venezuela decided to advance the Draft Organic Law Against All Types of Discrimination (2023) to the second stage of the legislative process. The bill prohibits any distinction, exclusion, restriction, preference, or other differential treatment based directly or indirectly on sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression in any area of public life. In August 2023, the bill underwent a public consultation before returning to the Assembly.

North America

United States of America

On the occasion of Trans Day of Visibility in March 2023, and against a concerning trend of regressive legislation being proposed at the state level, the Democratic Party introduced House Resolution No. 269 (2023) and Senate Resolution No. 144 (2023) in the US Congress with the aim of affirming the obligation of the US Federal Government to formulate and enforce a "Transgender Bill of Rights". These resolutions represent a call to safeguard and enshrine the rights of transgender and nonbinary individuals within the legal framework in order to ensure their access to essential resources such as medical care, housing, security, and financial stability.

However, these initiatives primarily serve a symbolic purpose, as they do not entail any immediate alterations to federal laws or regulations. The directives outlined in them are not binding on lawmakers, even in the event of overwhelming support. Resolutions, being non-binding instruments, neither necessitate the endorsement of the opposing legislative chamber nor the approval of the president, and they lack the force of law.

These resolutions were introduced against the backdrop of the continued trend of state lawmakers introducing hundreds of anti-LGBTQ bills throughout the country. Indeed, by June 2023, the Human Rights Campaign Legislative Impact Report had already recorded over 525 state bills, with 220 targeting transgender individuals having been introduced and over 70 of them having been enacted. These bills and enacted laws reflect a coordinated anti-LGBTQ stance within the Republican establishment, supported by well-funded extremist groups like the Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF), Heritage Foundation, and...
Family Policy Alliance, aiming to exert control over families and lives.71

Additionally, in June 2023, the Equality Bill (HR 15) (2023) was reintroduced to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity, and sex characteristics in employment, housing, public accommodations, and education, among other areas at the federal level.72 This bill is a successor of similar bills passed at the House level in 2019 and 2021 but stalled at the Senate, thus never becoming law. Human Rights Campaign President Kelley Robinson called for the swift and urgent passage of the bill, telling members of a Senate panel that “LGBTQ+ people of the United States of America are living in a state of emergency” in a time of rising political extremism and hundreds of regressive bills introduced and passed in state legislatures.73

Also, in June 2023, the Fair and Equal Housing Act (2023) was reintroduced in the House of Representatives. This bill aims to explicitly include sexual orientation and gender identity as protected characteristics under the Fair Housing Act (1968). Currently, less than half of US states offer this legal protection at the state level.74

In contrast to these progressive attempts in Congress, a sharp setback came from the judiciary with regard to discrimination protections for LGBTQI people in the United States. On 30 June 2023, the Supreme Court rendered its decision in the case of 303 Creative LLC v. Elenis (2023), asserting that the free speech clause of the First Amendment granted a designer the right to decline to create wedding websites for same-sex couples if it conflicts with their personal beliefs. In her dissenting opinion, Justice Sotomayor criticised the decision, contending that it essentially bestows “a constitutional right upon businesses open to the public to deny services to members of protected classes”. The ruling has garnered widespread criticism as a significant setback in protecting the rights of LGBTQI individuals against discrimination in public accommodations.75

Facing the Tide: Monitoring the Assault on Sexual and Gender Diversity Through Regressive Bills in the United States of America

Due to resource constraints, ILGA World’s Research Programme has regrettably ceased its monitoring of the extensive and rapidly evolving legal developments at the subnational level in the United States of America, effective from January 2024.

For current and detailed information on developments in individual US states, please consult:

- Human Rights Campaign: Attacks on Gender Affirming Care by State.
- The Trevor Project: LGBTQ+ Legislation Tracker by State.
- Trans Legislation Tracker Project: 2024 Anti-Trans Bills Tracker.
- For specific information on progressive legislative efforts, please refer to GLSEN: State Legislative Tracker 2024: Pro-LGBTQ+ Legislation Affecting Schools.

Oceania

Australia

Between January 2023 and April 2024, Australia saw progress in protections against discrimination at the subnational level in the states of Queensland and New South Wales.

In April 2023, the Queensland government accepted in principle all recommendations from the Queensland Human Rights Commission (QHRC) in an official government response to introduce a new Anti-Discrimination Act. After public consultation, in February 2024, the Queensland government introduced the Anti-Discrimination Bill (2024), which would replace

---

72 “Equality Act, the Sweeping LGBTQ+ Rights Bill, Reintroduced in Congress”, The Advocate (USA), 22 June 2023.
74 “Fair and Equal Housing Act”, Human Rights Campaign, 7 April 2024.
an existing 1991 Act. The bill seeks to extend the coverage of such protections based on one’s “sex characteristics” while also including “other expressions of the person’s gender, including name, dress, speech and behaviour” in the definition of “gender identity” to provide protections based on gender expression.

Moreover, in June 2023, the Equality Legislation Amendment (LGBTIQA+) Bill (2023) was introduced in the New South Wales Legislative Assembly, seeking to expand these protections and remove specific provisions limiting its coverage. This omnibus bill amends the Anti-Discrimination Act (1977) by removing the term “homosexuality” and replacing it with “sexuality” to include “homosexuality”, “bisexuality”, or “asexuality”. Reference to sexuality in this Bill includes “actual or perceived” sexuality. The Bill, if passed, would also replace the definition of a “transgender person” with “a person who lives as a member of another sex”, which is also not exclusively “male or female”, making it so that legal gender recognition is not a prerequisite to be protected by the Anti-Discrimination Act. The Bill also introduces a new division in the Act, expanding the protections to include “variations of sex characteristics” as a protected category in the provision of goods and services, healthcare, education, employment, and housing.

In August 2023, the Human Rights (Prohibition of Discrimination on the grounds of Gender Identity or Expression, and Variations of Sex Characteristics) Amendment Bill (2023) was introduced in Parliament. The bill amends section 21 of the Human Rights Act to include gender identity, gender expression, and variations in sex characteristics in the prohibited grounds of discrimination. This would apply to access to goods and services (including health services), education, employment, and housing if passed.

---

76 In Queensland, the Anti-Discrimination Act prohibits broad protections against discrimination in the provision of goods and services, in healthcare, in education, in work-related areas, and in housing based on an individual’s ‘sexuality’ and ‘gender identity’, which is a protected characteristic under Chapter 2, Part 2, Section 7(h) of the Act. “Sexuality” is defined as “heterosexuality, homosexuality or bisexuality”. See as well: “Queensland To Introduce Stricter Anti-Hate Crime And Anti-Discrimination Laws”, Star Observer, 06 April 2023; “The Queensland Government’s overhaul of its anti-discrimination framework means big changes for employers”, Lexology, 18 April 2023; “Queensland to toughen penalties for gay and trans hate crimes”, QNews, 29 March 2023.


78 Broad protections against discrimination based on ‘sexual orientation’ have been enacted in New South Wales since the Anti-Discrimination Act (1977) was amended in 1982 (enacted in 1983). The 1996 amendment to the Act saw the inclusion of “transgender persons” as a protected ground against discrimination. For more information please refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Protection against discrimination in the provision of goods and services - New South Wales (Australia) (retrieved: 2 April 2024).

79 “NSW equality legislation set to make queer life easier”, Yahoo News Australia, 22 June 2023; “Sydney MP to introduce omnibus equality bill to allow 16yos to change their sex without surgery, ban gay conversion therapy” [Sydney MP to introduce omnibus equality bill to allow 16yos to change their sex without surgery, ban gay conversion therapy], The West Australian (Australia), 22 June 2023.

80 “Members bills drawn: Rainbow protections, prescriptions and Samoan citizens”, RNZ, 03 August 2023.
Hate Crime Law

Global Summary — While very limited progress was noted, there is potential for further advancement in the coming years as multiple UN Member States deliberate on hate crime bills.

Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Two (2) UN Member States (Bulgaria and Germany) joined the list of countries with hate crime laws for crimes motivated by sexual orientation.
- One (1) non-UN member (Northern Mariana Islands, USA) adopted a new hate crime law for crimes motivated by SO, GI, and GE.
- At least six (6) UN Member States and one subnational jurisdiction deliberated on bills aimed at addressing hate crimes, with varying scopes and protected categories.
  - Dominican Republic (inclusive of SO, GI, and GE) [only applicable to women].
  - Ireland (inclusive of SO, SC, and "gender", in turn inclusive of trans and gender diverse people).
  - Mexico (inclusive of “sexual preference” and “sexual self-ascription”1).
  - Poland (inclusive of SO and GI).
  - South Africa (inclusive of SO, GI, GE, SC).2
  - Ukraine (inclusive of SO and GI).
  - Australia, Queensland (inclusive of SO, GI, GE, and SC).

1 In Spanish: “auto adscripción sexual”.
2 Following the cut-off date for the production of this report, ILGA World received information confirming the enactment of this bill by the President of South Africa.
Global Tallies (UN Member States) - April 2024

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexual Orientation</th>
<th>Gender Identity</th>
<th>Gender Expression</th>
<th>Sex Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

Africa

South Africa

The National Assembly of South Africa has been considering the Prevention and Combating of Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill (Bill B9-2018) (2018) for several years. If enacted, crimes motivated by the victim’s sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression or sex characteristics will be considered a “hate crime” under Article 3 of the bill. The bill lapsed in 2019 but was reintroduced unchanged in October of that year after the country’s national elections. Nationwide public hearings began on 30 March 2022 to decide the fate of the bill. On 14 March 2023, the National Assembly endorsed the bill, pending the endorsement of the National Council of Provinces (NCOP). In April 2023, the NCOP Select Committee on Security and Justice solicited further comments from the public and interested parties on the bill. In November 2023, the NCOP approved the bill with

---

3. "Adoption of Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill welcomed", The South African, 18 March 2023;
4. "New round of public comments for Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill", Mamba Online, 23 April 2023.
proposed amendments, which were sent back to the National Assembly for consideration.\(^5\) On 5 December 2023, the bill was finally approved and sent to the President to be signed into law.

Representatives of the largest political party to oppose the bill, the Democratic Alliance (DA) – the primary opposition party at the national level, and governing party of the Western Cape Province and several municipalities – claimed that the bill was "irrational" as existing anti-discrimination legislation could already be considered to cover the issues dealt with in the proposed new law. Notably, Glynnis Breytenbach, the DA’s Shadow Minister of Justice and Correctional Services, told local media in 2023 that while her party did not oppose the inclusion of sexual orientation in a bill of this nature, it was concerned about the inclusion of "gender identity or expression or sex characteristics", alleging that "no evidence" existed to show that LGBTQ+ people have faced systematic hate because of their "gender identity or expression or sex characteristics".\(^6\)

Local civil society and LGBTQ+ organisations have largely welcomed the eventual progression of the Prevention and Combating of Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill, though, given the prevalence of homophobic, transphobic and misogynistic attacks in South Africa and the dearth of comprehensive data and tracking of such incidents.\(^7\)

---

**Europe**

### Bulgaria

To comply with the 2022 judgment of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of Stoyanova v. Bulgaria (No. 56070/18) (2022), the National Assembly adopted the Law Amending and Supplementing the Penal Code (Decree No. 152) (2023) on 29 July 2023, becoming the only UN Member State in 2023 to join the list of countries with hate crime legislation. This measure is reportedly the first significant legislative change in favour of the LGBTQ community introduced in Bulgaria since 2004 when the Law on Protection from Discrimination was passed.\(^8\)

In 2022, the ECHR ruled that Bulgaria had to ensure that violent assaults motivated by hostility towards the actual or presumed "sexual orientation" of victims were treated as an aggravated crime. As such, the newly adopted Decree aggravates penalties for the crimes of murder, bodily injury, kidnapping, unlawful deprivation of liberty, criminal damage, destruction of property and instigation to commit a serious crime, when their perpetration is motivated by the "sexual orientation" of the victim.\(^9\)

### Germany

In August 2023, Article 1(4) of the Law on the Revision of the Law on Sanctions [...] (2023) amended Article 46 of the Penal Code to aggravate crimes motivated by the victim’s "sexual orientation".

In November 2023, the German government announced a Bill on International Criminal Law (2023), which would amend the Code of International Law to include "sexual orientation" among the prohibited grounds of the "international crime of persecution". The goal is to allow German authorities to prosecute violations of International Criminal Law committed against individuals on the grounds of "sexual orientation".\(^10\)

### Ireland

In April 2023, the Criminal Justice (Incitement to Violence or Hatred and Hate Offences) Bill (Bill No. 105) (2022) was passed by the Dáil Éireann (Lower Parliament passes key Bills", South African Government News Agency, 6 December 2023.

6. "Why is the DA so opposed to the Hate Crimes Bill?", Mamba Online, 13 February 2023; "Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill passes final hurdle in Parliament", Mamba Online, 5 December 2023.

7. "Press Release: Hate Crimes Abound across South Africa, but are Poorly Documented", Hate Crimes Working Group; "Hate Crimes Working Group Welcomes the Adoption of the Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill by the National Assembly", Amnesty International, 15 March 2023; "CHR supports the National Assembly’s passing of the Prevention and Combating of Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill", Centre for Human Rights, 22 March 2023; "South African trans advocates at Iranti-org create hate crime reporting app to influence policy reform", Medill Reports Chicago, 22 May 2023.

8. "Bulgaria passes landmark legislation against homophobic hate crimes", GNC, 1 August 2023.


House) and sent to the Senate. By June 2023, the bill entered the “Committee Stage” for deeper analysis. The bill lists “sexual orientation” and “sex characteristics” as protected characteristics for the definition of hate crime. “Gender identity” is not explicitly listed, but the term “gender”, included under Section 3(1)(g), is defined as “the gender of a person or the gender which a person expresses as the person’s preferred gender or with which the person identifies and includes transgender and a gender other than those of male and female”.  

**Poland**

On 25 March 2023, the Polish government published its first draft of the Bill to amend the Penal Code (2024), which would modify Article 53.2 of the Penal Code to aggravate crimes based on the victim’s sexual orientation or gender identity.  

**Ukraine**

In May 2023, after a two-year deliberation period, the parliamentary Committee on Law Enforcement reviewed Bill No. 5,488 (2021) and recommended its adoption by the Verkhovna Rada (Ukraine’s Parliament). The bill would criminalise hate crimes, including on grounds of sexual orientation and gender identity. As outlined in the Plan of Legislative Work of the Verkhovna Rada for 2023, the bill was slated for deliberation in the last quarter of the year.

**Latin America and the Caribbean**

**Argentina**

In March 2024, the Federal Criminal Oral Court No. 1 of La Plata, made a significant decision by acknowledging transgender individuals as victims of crimes against humanity, resulting in the sentencing of ten perpetrators from the Argentine military dictatorship to life imprisonment. This was the first time that transgender individuals have been officially recognised as victims of such crimes, shedding light on the systematic violence they endured during the Argentine dictatorship (1976-1983). Survivors shared their harrowing experiences of detention and torture at this secret facility, providing crucial testimony for the court.

**Brazil**

Acts motivated by racial prejudice have encompassed homophobic and transphobic motivations since 2019, following the Federal Supreme Court decision in ADO No. 26 and MI No. 4733 (2019).  

In January 2023, Law No. 14,532 (2023) amended Law No. 7,716 (1989) and Brazil’s Penal Code to introduce the crime of “racial insult” [injúria racial] with enhanced penalties when a racist offence occurs in the context of sports, religious, or artistic activities. On 22 August 2023, the Supreme Federal Court ruled to classify homo-transphobic insults against individuals as a form of racial insult.

**Dominican Republic**

In September 2023, the Comprehensive Bill for the Prevention, Attention, and Eradication of Violence against Women (2023) was introduced in the Senate of the Dominican Republic. Article 8 outlines the different types of violence against women. Subsection 8 of this clause defines “violence based on prejudice towards sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression” as “actions aimed at repressing and

---

11 "Criminal Justice (Incitement to Violence or Hatred and Hate Offences) Bill 2022 (Bill 105 of 2022)", Houses of the Oireachtas (retrieved on 31 March 2024).

12 "Za mowę nienawiści będzie grozić więzienie. Jest projekt zmian" [Hate speech will be punishable by imprisonment. There is a project for changes], Wprost, 29 March 2024; "Takie słowa wobec osób LGBT więcej nie przejdą. Resort Bodnara szykuje surowe kary" [Such words against LGBT people will no longer be accepted. Bodnar’s resort is preparing severe penalties], noTemat, 29 March 2024; "Kph Składa Uwagi Do Projektu Nowelizacji Kodeksu Karnego W Zakresie Ochrony Przed Przestępstwami Z Nienawiści I Mową Nienawiści “ [Kph submits comments on the draft amendment to the criminal code regarding protection against hate crimes and hate speech], Campaign Against Homophobia, 12 April 2024.


14 “La Justicia argentina reconoce a personas trans como victimas de delitos de lesa humanidad en un fallo histórico” [In a historic ruling, the Argentine justice system has recognized transgender individuals as victims of crimes against humanity], El País, 27 March 2024.

15 This decision was supposed to fill the legal void until the National Congress adopts a formal law on the matter. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Hate crime law - Brazil, retrieved on 4 January 2024.

16 “Nova lei da injúria racista ajudará no combate ao racismo estrutural negrofóbico e homotransfóbico” [New racist injury law will help combat black-phobic and homo-transphobic structural racism], Estadão, 22 January 2023.

17 “STF julga ação que pode reconhecer ofensa contra LGBTQI+ como injúria racial” [STF judges action that may recognize offense against LGBTQI+ as racial injury], G1, 13 August 2023.
penalising individuals who do not conform to traditional gender norms, whether due to their orientation, identity, or expression of gender”. Moreover, Article 11 enshrines the right of every victim to be respected in their sexual orientation and gender identity, as well as the protection of their dignity, autonomy, and intimacy.18

Mexico

In December 2023, a Bill seeking to reform the Federal Penal Code (2023) was introduced in the Federal Congress of Mexico. The bill adds two paragraphs to Article 51 of the Federal Penal Code with the aim of considering hate crimes and defining them as “intentional crimes perpetrated against any person based on their “sexual [...] preference” and their “sexual self-ascription” [in Spanish: “auto adscripción sexual”]. The proposal will increase the penalty for such offences by up to one-third and will further enhance the penalty when the crime is committed by any person holding public office and acting within the scope of their duties. Additionally, the bill amends Article 149-bis and defines the crime of genocide as “the total or partial destruction of groups based on [...] sexual diversity, carried out by any means”.19 There are currently no provisions for aggravating penalties for crimes motivated by the victim’s “sexual orientation” at the federal level in Mexico. Still, several jurisdictions have included such provisions in their local Penal Codes.20

In February 2024, the Supreme Court of Justice of Mexico ruled on the constitutionality of the Law to Prevent and Eradicate Feminicide in the State of Michoacán de Ocampo (2022), declaring that, although this law does not expressly mention transgender women, all of its provisions should be understood as applying to all women, regardless of their gender identity.21

In March 2024, a Morena party deputy in the Mexico City Congress introduced the Draft Bill to Criminalise Transfemicides (2024), also known as “Paola Buenrostro Law”, proposing modifications to various legal frameworks, including the Civil Code, Penal Code, the Organic Law of the Attorney General’s Office, and the Victims Law in Mexico City. The bill seeks to introduce a specific categorisation for transfemicide and improve access to justice for those affected by transmisogynistic violence.22

Oceania

Australia

On 29 March 2023, the government of the state of Queensland introduced The Criminal Code (Serious Vilification and Hate Crimes) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill (2023). This bill, if approved, would introduce new penalties for crimes motivated by the victim’s “sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and sex characteristics”.23

Northern Mariana Islands (USA)

In 2023, the U.S. territory of the Northern Mariana Islands joined the list of countries with national hate crime legislation when Public Law 23-2 (2023) was signed into law in January 2023. This effectively aggravated penalties for hate crimes committed on the basis of actual or perceived “sexual orientation”, “gender identity”, and “gender expression”.24 Those convicted of committing a hate crime are subject to an extended term of imprisonment for up to 10 years and/or a maximum fine of USD 15,000.25

18 “Castigarian con dos años de cárcel a quienes “repriman” a mujeres por su orientación sexual” [Those who “repress” women for their sexual orientation would be punished with two years in prison], Diario Libre, 6 January 2024;
19 Olga Sánchez Cordero presenta iniciativa para considerar delitos de odio en el Código Penal Federal” [Olga Sánchez Cordero presents initiative to consider hate crimes in the Federal Penal Code], MVS Noticias, 5 January 2024; “Senado alista reforma para establecer delitos de odio” [Senate prepares reform to establish hate crimes], Pulso de San Luis, 5 January 2024.
20 These include Baja California Sur, Mexico City, Coahuila, Colima, Michoacán, Oaxaca, Puebla, and Querétaro. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Hate crime law - Mexico, retrieved on 23 April 2024.
21 “SCJN determina que personas transgénero y transexuales son consideradas víctimas de feminicidio” [SCJN determines that transgender and transsexual people are considered victims of feminicide], El Imparcial (Oaxaca), 2 March 2024.
22 Presentan iniciativa para tipificar transfemicidio en CDMX” [They present an initiative to classify transfemicide in CDMX], El Debate, 26 March 2024.
23 “Queensland to tougher penalties for gay and trans hate crimes”, Qnews, 30 March 2023; “Queensland To Introduce Stricter Anti-Hate Crime And Anti-Discrimination Laws”, Star Observer, 6 April 2023.
Prohibition of Incitement to Hatred, Violence, or Discrimination

**Global Summary** — Despite the urgency to combat hate speech, minimal progress has been made on laws specifically targeting incitement to hatred, violence, and discrimination based on SOGIESC. However, there is potential for future progress, as several States are currently discussing legislative measures on this matter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>➢ Only one (1) UN Member State (Bulgaria) joined the list of countries that prohibit incitement to hatred, and only with regard to the victim’s SO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ At least five (5) UN Member States are currently deliberating on bills, with varying scopes and protected categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ <strong>Estonia</strong> (to include GI).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ <strong>Ireland</strong> (SO, SC, and “gender”, inclusive of trans and gender diverse people).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ <strong>Philippines</strong> (SO, GI, GE, SC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ <strong>Poland</strong> (SO, GI).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ <strong>South Africa</strong> (SO, GI, GE, SC).¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ <strong>Queensland, Australia</strong> (inclusive of SO, GI, GE, and SC).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Following the cut-off date for the production of this report, ILGA World received information confirming the enactment of this bill by the President of South Africa.
Global Tallies (UN Member States) - April 2024

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexual Orientation</th>
<th>Gender Identity</th>
<th>Gender Expression</th>
<th>Sex Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

Africa

South Africa

The National Assembly of South Africa has been considering the Prevention and Combating of Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill (Bill B9-2018) for several years. The bill lapsed in 2019 but was reintroduced unchanged in October of that year after the country’s national elections. Nationwide public hearings began on 30 March 2022 to decide the fate of the bill. On 14 March 2023, the National Assembly endorsed the bill’s approval, pending the endorsement of the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) and subsequent signing by the president to enact it into law. In April 2022, the NCOP Select Committee on Security and Justice solicited comments from the public and interested parties on the bill. In April 2023, the NCOP Select Committee on Security and Justice solicited comments.

2 "Adoption of Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill welcomed", The South African, 18 March 2023;

3 "New round of public comments for Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill", Mamba Online, 23 April 2023.
from the public and interested parties on the bill.4 Finally, in November 2023, the NCOP approved the bill with proposed amendments, which were sent back to the National Assembly for consideration.5 On 5 December 2023, the bill was finally approved and sent to the President to be signed into law.

Under Section 4 of the bill, any person who intentionally publishes, propagates, advocates, makes available or communicates anything to one or more persons in a manner that could reasonably be construed to demonstrate a clear intention to (i) be harmful or to incite harm; and (ii) promote or propagate hatred, based on sexual orientation, gender identity or expression or sex characteristics, is guilty of the offence of "hate speech".

Exemptions to hate speech provisions exist for "any bona fide artistic creativity, performance or other form of expression, to the extent that [it] does not advocate hatred that constitutes incitement to cause harm"; "any academic or scientific inquiry"; "fair and accurate reporting or commentary in the public interest"; and "the bona fide interpretation and proselytising or espousing of any religious tenet, belief, teaching, doctrine or writings, to the extent that [it] does not advocate hatred that constitutes incitement to cause harm". Nevertheless, opponents to the bill, such as representatives of the African Christian Democratic Party (ACDP), have claimed that the bill’s criminalisation of "hate speech" would have a “chilling effect” on freedom of expression and religious liberty.

Representatives of the largest political party to oppose the bill, the Democratic Alliance (DA) – the primary opposition party at the national level, and governing party of the Western Cape Province and several municipalities – claimed that the bill was “irrational” as existing anti-discrimination legislation could already be considered to cover the issues dealt with in the proposed new law. Notably, Glynnis Breytenbach, the DA’s Shadow Minister of Justice and Correctional Services, told local media in 2023 that while her party did not oppose the inclusion of sexual orientation in a bill of this nature, it was concerned about the inclusion of “gender identity or expression or sex characteristics”, alleging that “no evidence” existed to show that LGBTQI+ people have faced systematic hate because of their “gender identity or expression or sex characteristics”.6 Local sources reported that religious and conservative groups resisted the hate speech components of the legislation even from abroad. For example, the detractor group Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) International—an organisation labelled as a “hate group” in the United States—stated that this “unconstitutional bill” should be challenged in court.7

Asia

Philippines

Since the year 2000, lawmakers in the Philippines have been making efforts to enact national legislation prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.8 The latest version of the bill—Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, Gender Expression, or Sex Characteristics (SOGIESC) Equality Bill (2023)—reportedly outlines a variety of acts considered discriminatory on the basis of SOGIESC, which include acts that incite violence or stigma against a person based on their SOGIESC. The author of this bill said that the proposed legislation essentially seeks to ensure that members of the LGBTQ community are “treated equally to every other human being”.9

At the subnational level, in May 2023, the province of Laguna effectively passed Provincial Ordinance No. 8, S (2023), also known as the “Gender-Fair Ordinance”, which includes “LGBTQI” among the protected categories in Section 3 and defines this category as “a diverse and complex range of identities based on sexual orientation, gender identity, and expression”. It also indicates that the term "LGBTQIA+" refers to the "gender and sexuality non-conforming persons, including, but not limited to, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer persons”. Section 5(h) penalises the “promotion of discrimination against LGBT”, deeming it unlawful to “organise groups and activities which promote and incite discrimination against persons based on actual or perceived gender”.

---

4 “New round of public comments for Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill”, Mamba Online, 23 April 2023.
6 “Why is the DA so opposed to the Hate Crimes Bill?”, Mamba Online, 13 February 2023; “Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill passes final hurdle in Parliament”, Mamba Online, 5 December 2023.
8 For more information on these bills please refer to the chapter on Protection against Discrimination.
Europe

Bulgaria

On 29 July 2023, the National Assembly of Bulgaria passed the Law Amending and Supplementing the Criminal Code (Decree No. 152) (2023), which amended Article 162(1) of the Criminal Code to punish with one to four years’ imprisonment and a fine “anyone who, by speech, press or other media, by electronic information systems or in another manner, propagates or incites discrimination, violence or hatred” on the ground of sexual orientation.10 Previously, harassment and incitement to discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation were classified as forms of discrimination, as per Articles 4(1) and 5 of the Protection Against Discrimination Act (2003).11

However, on 11 October 2023, the Supreme Administrative Court ruled in its Decision No. 9474 (2023) that certain derogatory statements made by a public figure on social media against Sofia Pride 2021 volunteers did not violate the Protection Against Discrimination Act. The court argued that these statements were aimed specifically at the Pride volunteers and not at the LGBTQ community as a whole. According to the court, the statements were deemed to be “not directed at a fundamental aspect of the identity of the LGBT community and were unable to affect the human dignity of its representatives”.12

Estonia

In Estonia, incitement to hatred based on sexual orientation is currently prohibited under the Electronic Communications Amendment Act (2006). In May 2023, the Estonian Minister of Justice sought to expand these protections by submitting a draft bill to criminalise incitement to hatred, violence, or discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation and gender identity, among other grounds. In June 2023 the bill was approved by the Government and referred to the Parliament.13 While the bill passed its first reading in the Estonian Parliament, in September 2023, the parliament’s Legal Affairs Committee Chair indicated that the bill would not be sent for its second reading before spring 2024.14

France

In March 2024, the National Assembly approved the Bill to Reinforce the Criminal Liability of Racist, Antisemitic or Discriminatory Infractions (Bill No. 251) (2024), which criminalises incitement to hatred, discrimination or violence based on sexual orientation and gender identity, even when not perpetrated publicly.

The proposed law converts current “administrative offenses of provocation, defamation, and non-public insults with racist or discriminatory content” into criminal offenses. It aims to more effectively penalise remarks made within specific settings, such as in workplaces, public services, or private messages. Additionally, these offenses may entail supplementary penalties like community service or citizenship courses. The proposal also includes measures for victim-offender mediation and allows organisations, rather than just individuals, to act as plaintiffs. Furthermore, it introduces a dedicated course on combating discrimination, which may be mandated for offences punishable by imprisonment.15

Georgia

In December 2022, the Georgian Parliament passed amendments to the Broadcasting Law (2022) to ban media content that incites violence or intolerance based on sexual orientation and gender identity. The Georgian National Communication Commission (GNCC) was designated as the exclusive oversight agency to monitor hate speech in the media.

In June 2023, the Commission's authority to enforce the law was revoked, reverting to the previous "self-regulatory" system for broadcasters. Nevertheless, in October 2023, Parliament reinstated the GNCC's oversight powers once again.16

---

10 "Bulgaria steps up legislation against hate crimes", The Sofia Globe, 29 July 2023.
11 For more information, refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Prohibition of incitement to violence, hatred or discrimination - Bulgaria, retrieved on 26 November 2023.
13 "Latnet sends hate speech draft amendments for approval", ERR News (English), 12 May 2023.
14 "Hate speech law will not come up for second reading before spring", ERR.ee, 21 December 2023.
15 "Proposition de loi visant à renforcer la réponse pénale contre les infractions à caractère raciste, antisémite ou discriminatoire" [Proposal for a law aimed at strengthening the criminal response against racist, anti-Semitic or discriminatory offenses], Vie Publique - Republique Francaise, 7 March 2024.
16 "Georgian Dream rushes through controversial amendments outlawing ‘obscenity’", OC Media, 21 October 2023.
Ireland

In April 2023, the Criminal Justice (Incitement to Violence or Hatred and Hate Offences) Bill (Bill No. 105) (2022) was passed by the Dáil Éireann (Lower House) and sent to the Senate. By June 2023, the bill entered the “Committee Stage” for deeper analysis. Section 7 criminalises communication or behaviour in public likely to incite violence or hatred against individuals or groups based on protected characteristics, requiring intent or recklessness regarding incitement of violence or hatred.

The bill lists "sexual orientation" and "sex characteristics" as protected characteristics. "Gender identity" is not explicitly listed but the term "gender", included under Section 3(1)(g), is defined as "the gender of a person or the gender which a person expresses as the person’s preferred gender or with which the person identifies and includes transgender and a gender other than those of male and female". A person guilty of this offence would be liable to a fine or a five-year prison term.¹⁷

North Macedonia

Since 2014, amendments to the Criminal Code have designated hate speech as a criminal offence. Article 394-d, paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code (2014) stipulates a prison sentence of one to five years for anyone spreading racist and xenophobic material via computer systems or inciting hatred, discord, or intolerance based on any discriminatory grounds, including membership in a marginalised group. Although "sexual orientation" was not explicitly listed as one of the protected areas from discrimination, in March 2024, the first judicial conviction for hate speech based on sexual orientation was issued. The Basic Court in Negotino issued a one-year suspended sentence to an individual who had disseminated hate speech against the LGBTI+ community.¹⁸

Poland

On 25 March 2024, the Polish government published its first draft of the Bill to amend the Penal Code (2024), which would modify Articles 256 and 257 of the Penal Code to punish whoever "incites to hatred against" or "publicly insults" a person or a group based on their sexual orientation and gender identity with up to three years of imprisonment.¹⁹

Latin America

Brazil

Law No. 14.532 (2023) was enacted in January 2023, amending Law No. 7.716 (1989) and the Penal Code, to classify "racial insult" as a crime of racism with a penalty of two to five years’ imprisonment and a fine. In August, the Supreme Federal Court issued a decision to include homo-transphobic insults against individuals as a form of "racial insult".²⁰

Oceania

Australia

On 29 March 2023, the Government introduced The Criminal Code (Serious Vilification and Hate Crimes) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill (2023). This bill would amend Section 124A to clarify what constitutes incitement. Furthermore, it would also relocate Section 131A of the Anti-Discrimination Act (1991) to the Penal Code and raise the maximum penalty to 3 years of imprisonment.²¹

In April 2023, the Queensland government accepted "in principle" all recommendations from the Queensland Human Rights Commission (QHRC) in an official government response to introduce a new Anti-Discrimination Act. After a period of public consultation, the Queensland government introduced the Anti-Discrimination Bill (2024) which would replace the 1991 Act.²²

---

¹⁷ "Criminal Justice (Incitement to Violence or Hatred and Hate Offences) Bill 2022 (Bill 105 of 2022)", Houses of the Oireachtas (on 31 March 2024).

¹⁸ "Izvršena kazna za vlogu nanihavljevanje LGBT. Novelizacija kodeksa kamnega" [3 years in prison for anti-LGBT hate speech. Amendment to the Penal Code], naTemat, 30 March 2024, “Za nanihavljanje bodo kazane tudi vrednosti. Tako je izvršila vloga” (Hate speech will be punishable by imprisonment. There is a project for changes), Wprost, 29 March 2024; “Takšne vloge vobec oseb LGBT bi ne smelj da prejme. Resort Bodnara sreče surove kare” [Such words against LGBT people will no longer be accepted. Bodnar’s resort is preparing severe penalties], naTemat, 29 March 2024.

¹⁹ "STF julga ação que pode reconhecer ofensa contra LGBT como injúria racial" [STF recognizes offense against LGBT as racial injury], G1, 13 August 2023.

²⁰ Section 124A(1) of the Anti-Discrimination Act (1991) was amended by the Discrimination Law Amendment Act (Act No. 74) (2002) to prohibit incitement of hatred towards a person or a group on the ground of "sexuality" and "gender identity". For more information refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Prohibition of incitement to violence, hatred or discrimination - Queensland (Australia) (retrieved: 23 April 2024).

²¹ "Queensland to toughen penalties for gay and trans hate crimes", Qnews, 30 March 2023; “Queensland To Introduce Stricter Anti-Hate Crime And Anti-Discrimination Laws", Star Observer, 6 April 2023.
Chapter 7

Regulation of So-Called “Conversion Therapies”

Global Summary — While the number of UN Member States enacting regulations against “conversion therapies” continues to grow, State-sponsored “rehabilitation” appears to be making inroads in Africa and advancing as official policy in Malaysia.

Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Momentum for regulatory action against so-called “conversion therapies” increased from January 2023 to April 2024:
  - Seven (7) UN Member States enacted nationwide bans (Belgium, Cyprus, Iceland, Mexico, Norway, Portugal, and Spain).
  - Four (4) UN Member States where subnational bans were enacted (Australia, Mexico, Switzerland, and the United States of America).
  - Bills were under debate at the national level in at least seven (7) UN Member States (Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Netherlands, and the United Kingdom).
  - Bills were under debate at the subnational level in at least four (4) UN Member States (Australia, Brazil, Switzerland, and the United States of America).
- Indirect regulations were not favoured.¹ No additional UN Member States enacted such legislation since 2022.
- Increasing number of concerning legal provisions and public policies aimed at “treating” or “rehabilitating” LGBT people. Examples:
  - Malaysia continued to implement State-led programmes for LGBT “rehabilitation”.
  - Uganda enacted provisions to permit courts to order “rehabilitation” for convicted homosexuals.
  - In Ghana and Kenya proposals for the “rehabilitation” of homosexuals have been included in proposed or announced bills.
  - Russia issued a Ministerial Order to deploy sexologists to treat “sexual identity and sexual preference disorders” with regulated forced interventions.

¹ “Indirect regulations” refer to laws that, even though they do not explicitly target so-called “conversion therapies”, prevent health professionals from legally providing them by prohibiting a diagnosis based on the patient’s sexual orientation or gender identity.
Regulation of So-Called "Conversion Therapies"

Global Tallies (UN Member States)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>States with nationwide regulations</th>
<th>States with nationwide regulations</th>
<th>States with nationwide regulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

Africa

Ghana

In early March 2024, Ghana’s parliament approved the contentious Promotion of Proper Human Sexual Rights and Ghanaian Family Values Bill (2021) nearly three years after the bill’s initial introduction in 2021. The bill contains various provisions criminalising different aspects of LGBTI people’s lives, from consensual same-sex sexual acts to gender-affirming care. Article 23 of the bill also provides for the “assistance for persons designated as ‘questioning’.” This provision essentially empowers the government to “provide assistance […] in the form of therapy or any other assistance relevant to the circumstance” to individuals questioning their sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression. Given that virtually all diverse sexual orientations and gender identities are in and of themselves criminalised by the...

---

2 “Ghana’s anti-LGBTQ bill draws international condemnation after it is passed by parliament”, NBC News, 01 March 2024.
3 Under Section 2 of the Promotion of Proper Human Sexual Rights and Ghanaian Family Values Bill (2021), “questioning” is defined as “the process engaged by a person by the use of social media or other means to explore or discover the sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression of the person”. 
**Uganda**

In February 2023, the Inter-Religious Council of Uganda, which brings together seven top religious Christian and Muslim institutions, issued a statement expressing concerns over what they labelled the “growing spread of homosexuality and the LGBTQ agenda in the country”, which had led to young people being “lured into homosexuality with the promise of money, property and a better future”. Therefore, the Council stated that they would “advocate for the establishment of centres from where individuals with spiritual, emotional, physical and medical needs arising out of homosexual and LGBTQ activities will be supported”.

The issue of the “rehabilitation of homosexuals” sparked a debate between President Museveni and Members of Parliament, as reported on the President’s website. In a meeting held with MPs of the National Resistance Movement Parliamentary caucus at Kololo Independence Grounds in April 2023, President Museveni congratulated MPs for their stance on homosexuality and agreed to sign the Anti-Homosexuality Bill (2023) into law once a few changes were made. He stated, “I totally agree with the bill, but my original concern lies with the psychologically disoriented individual”. Hellen Wandera, MP for Busia Auma, told the President that “homosexuals, once rehabilitated, can change”, citing supposed examples of her female colleagues who were homosexuals but had “changed” and are “now happily married with families”.

On 29 May 2023, President Yoweri Museveni signed the Anti-Homosexuality Act (2023) into law. While the text does not directly mention "conversion therapy", Section 16 grants the courts the authority to order the provision of "social services aimed at rehabilitating the convicted individual" after being found guilty of the offence of homosexuality. As a result, those who are convicted may face the possibility of court-ordered “conversion therapies”.

Mental health professionals from various regions of Africa criticised the bill, warning as well that

---

**Kenya**

In March 2023, MP Peter Kaluma introduced the Family Protection Bill (2023). Similar to Section 16 of the Ugandan law, per Section 31 of the bill courts can order the provision of "social services for the purposes of rehabilitating" those convicted under this law. The Kenyan bill provides that this "rehabilitation" may be provided by prison services or by probation officers.

---

4 During parliamentary proceedings on February 15, Deputy Majority Leader Alexander Afenyo-Markin proposed to replace incarceration with “community service” for homosexuality offences, emphasising the need for “rehabilitation” of homosexuals over punishment. However, due to strong opposition within Parliament, he withdrew these proposed amendments. See: “Afenyo-Markin blocks 3rd reading over custodial sentencing”, Joy FM, 16 February 2024; “Afenyo-Markin surrenders to Minority pressure, withdraws proposed amendments to anti-gay bill”, Happy Ghana, 22 February 2024; “Parliament ready to pass Anti-LGBTQ+ Bill”, Ghana MMA, 23 February 2024.


7 “UN experts urge Ghana’s President to reject discriminatory bill”, OHCHR, retrieved on 25 March 2024.


9 “IRCU Advocates for Centers to Help People Struggling with Homosexuality”, Uganda Radio Network, 17 February 2023. A full-text version of the statement can be read at: “Inter-Religious Council Uganda speaks up against same sex marriage”,attachment Dr. Joseph Serwadda, 7 March 2023. The statement was signed by Dr Stephen Samuel Kazimba Mugal, Archbishop Church of Uganda; Dr. Joseph Serwadda, Presiding Apostle. Born Again Faith in Uganda; Sheikh Shaban Ramadhan Mubaje, Grand Mufti of Uganda; Joseph Antony Ziwa, Chairman of the Ugandan Catholic Episcopal Conference; Moses Maka Ndimukira, President Seventh-day Adventist Church in Uganda; Bishop Joshua Loree, General Overseer, Association of Pentecostals and Evangelicals; Charles Kasinge Vicar General, Archdiocese of Kampala; Joshua Kikukule, Secretary General Inter-Religious Council of Uganda.

10 “Be Ready To Sacrifice - President Tells NRM Caucus Members”, President Yoweri Museveni (Official Website) (retrieved on 5 March 2023).

psychologists in Uganda may be compelled to breach confidentiality if a client discloses their LGBTQ status. This included practitioners from Kenya, Uganda, Cameroon, Nigeria, and South Africa who reportedly endorsed a declaration condemning “conversion practices” aimed at coercively altering the sexual orientation, gender identity, or expression of individuals.¹²

**Somalia**

In February 2023, Australian media outlets reported an incident involving the alleged forcible transfer of an Australian citizen to Somalia for “conversion therapy”. Officials from the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs confirmed their provision of consular support and assistance to the individual, with the Australian High Commission in Nairobi actively monitoring the case.¹³

A similar story emerged in November 2023 when a high school student residing in Sweden travelled to Somalia to visit his father, originally planning a two-week stay. However, upon arrival, he was unexpectedly locked up in a reformatory and subjected to a cruel attempt to forcibly change his sexual orientation. His father, disapproving of his perceived femininity, sought to “convert” him. During his time in captivity, the youth reportedly endured physical abuse, including beatings with a whip, and was coerced into praying for hours each day. He managed to escape after a year with assistance from a relative to return home to Sweden.¹⁴ These are not the first cases of individuals being unexpectedly interned and made captive to undergo “conversion therapy” in Somalia that ILGA World is aware of. The 2020 report “Curbing Deception” included the story of a Somali-American queer woman who travelled to Mogadishu to visit her family, but was shortly thereafter interned by her father in a “rehabilitation facility” where people are sent to receive “an Islamic education” geared to eliminate behaviour deemed “culturally unacceptable”. Additionally, the testimony of a Kenyan refugee residing in the United States described how religious leaders operate camps in Somalia and Kenya, where captives are subjected to severe beatings, shackling, food deprivation, and other cruel practices, often involving an intensive Islamic curriculum.¹⁵

**Zambia**

President Museveni’s position on “assisting homosexuals” reverberated in the Zambian National Assembly in March 2023, as MP Kanyongo articulated: “Those experiencing same-sex attraction need help. For us, as African nations, Presidents have spoken. If you listen to President Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, you will find that he is very clear and does not miss his words”. He further stressed that there are people who have that condition, but that could not be accepted. In conclusion, he declared: “Let us help those people who are unwell”.¹⁶

**Asia**

**Hong Kong (China)**

In January 2023, the Hong Kong government was urged to take action to regulate “conversion therapies” as activists and researchers presented their findings on the adverse effects of these harmful practices. Led by the “Society of True Light”—an LGBTQ-affirming rights group—and supported by members of academia, this call to action emphasised the need for legislative measures and highlighted the importance of the government fostering greater understanding and support for sexual minorities within social welfare, education, and medical sectors. The study showed that SOGIE change efforts in Hong Kong are primarily headed and administered by faith-based organisations and local churches.¹⁷

---


¹³ “Concern that Australian was smuggled to Somalia for conversion therapy”, Out In Perth, 19 February 2023; “Concerns Australian smuggled to Somalia for gay therapy”, Canberra Times, 17 February 2023.


¹⁶ National Assembly of Zambia, Order Paper (2024) Friday, 10 March 2023 (retrieved 1 April 2024).

¹⁷ “團體指「拗直」性小眾致八成人想自殺倡立法禁性向改變課程” [Groups report 80% of “converted straight” sexual minorities to commit suicide and advocate legislation to ban conversion therapy courses], LINE Today, 15 January 2023; “A Dark Journey Into Hong Kong’s World of LGBTQ+ Conversion Therapy”, World Crunch, 25 July 2023.
India

In March 2023, reports emerged indicating the occurrence of a three-month training program operating under the auspices of the “World Congress of Psychologists” within the territory of Andra Pradesh (in the southern coastal region of India). The program purportedly involved training sessions aimed at addressing 47 distinct “disorders”, encompassing categories such as “homosexuality, lesbianism, and transvestism”. Upon receiving knowledge of this training program, the Delhi Commission of Women issued a formal notice to the National Medical Council, requesting remedial measures against the responsible organising entities.\(^{18}\)

Subsequent to the disclosure of numerous testimonies by survivors to the media in 2023 detailing their experiences with “conversion therapy”, activists have continued to advocate for governmental intervention through the enactment of comprehensive legislation proscribing such practices beyond the purview of medical professionals and practitioners. It has been reported that a local activist is currently in the process of initiating legal proceedings by filing a petition with the Supreme Court. Concurrently, efforts were reportedly underway to solicit additional individuals to participate as co-petitioners in this legal action.\(^{19}\)

Malaysia

In Malaysia’s pervasive context of criminalisation, another aspect of the State’s position regarding LGBT people is that LGBT people “can” and “should” change their SOGIE. Misinformation, alongside religious, cultural, and societal beliefs about sexual and gender diversity, creates overwhelming pressure for LGBT persons to change while concurrently fuelling government action and policies.

In March 2023, during a parliamentary sitting, the Religious Affairs Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department explained the government’s policy with regard to “curbing the perverse culture of LGBT in the country”. In his response, Na’im Mokhtar said that a special committee convened by the Islamic Development Department (JAKIM) and consisting of various ministries, departments, agencies and NGOs “handled” matters and issues involving LGBT Muslims in the country through a four-pronged approach: “(1) education and advocacy, (2) research, (3) guidance (i.e. ‘rehabilitation’), and (4) enforcement”. He also noted that, between January 2021 and April 2023, several “rehabilitation” programmes had been conducted. This included JAKIM’s largest “rehabilitation camp”, known as Mukhuyum, as well as other programmes administered by Islamic-based NGOs, and the “Riqab” Rehabilitation Programme run by the Selangor state government.

In terms of education and advocacy, the committee conducted various seminars, webinars, and programmes in collaboration with the Youth and Sports Ministry, JAKIM, and the Ministry of Health aimed at curbing “social issues” and preventing the spread of HIV. Moreover, the committee and JAKIM funded a research study by the Islamic Science University (USIM) on Islamic fatwas surrounding transgender people and mukhannath (a term commonly found in Islamic scholarship to describe individuals with effeminate characteristics) to effectively disprove Islamic acceptance of gay and transgender people, and assert that they should be “guided to the right path”. The Religious Affairs Minister clarified that these programmes were part of the Islamic Social Action Plan 2019 – 2025 (2019).\(^ {20}\)

It is important to emphasise that “rehabilitation” programmes and “conversion practices” in Malaysia are funded and supported by the government. The Mukhuyum camp is currently the most extensive programme run by JAKIM and consists of a three-day, two-night “conversion” camp. The programme started in 2011 and has since had thousands of individuals sent to such camps.\(^ {21}\) The latest available statistics from 2021 reveal that over 1,730 LGBT people have been sent to JAKIM’s “rehabilitation” camp to “change” their sexual orientation.

\(^{18}\) “DCW asks NMC to take action against illegal training on conversion therapy for LGBTQIA+ community”, The Indian Express, 25 March 2023. Nota Bene: The Delhi Commission for Women is a statutory body established by the Government of the National Capital Territory (NCT) of Delhi, India. It operates as an independent organisation tasked with safeguarding and promoting the rights of women within the NCT of Delhi. The commission operates under the provisions of the Delhi Commission for Women Act, 1994, and has the authority to investigate and address complaints related to gender-based discrimination, violence against women, and other issues affecting women’s welfare.

\(^{19}\) See, among others: “Conversion therapy’ still continues in India, despite a ban”, The News Minute, 1 August 2023; “Will file a petition urging the Supreme Court to declare conversion therapy as illegal in India: Manverda Singh Gohil”, Times of India, 12 August 2023. In February 2022, the National Medical Council informed the Madras High Court (in Tamil Nadu) that any medical practitioner under their authority who practised “conversion therapies” would be guilty of an “illegal act” and in breach of the Indian Medical Council Regulations (2002), though the regulations do not expressly ban these practices. The Madras High Court ordered the National Medical Council to thus disseminate recommendations pertaining to “professional misconduct” for “conversion therapy” to all state-level medical councils. The court also issued a directive to the National Medical Council in July 2022, asking it to “formally define” the practise of “conversion therapy” as a form of professional misconduct. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies” – India, retrieved on 27 March 2024.


\(^{21}\) In October 2018, an official from JAKIM stated that these programmes had “helped 1,450 people”, indicating that “some have gone on to get married, some have changed their dressing, and some are practising control from going back to that lifestyle”. Furthermore, in 2022, the Selangor Islamic Religious Council (MAIS) reported that they were able to “guide” and “return” 200 LGBT individuals to their “original selves” through the Riqab Rehabilitation Division since 2012. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies” – Malaysia, retrieved on 5 March 2024.
In 2023, ILGA World was informed of a State-sponsored programme that has been conducting "conversion therapy" practices in health centres in Qatar. These practices reportedly take place mainly at the Behavioural Health Support Centre in Doha, which is a "private institution of public benefit" overseen by the Social Work Foundation (an influential organisation founded by Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, mother of the Emir of Qatar). The Charter of the Behavioural Health Support Centre, published on the website of the Ministry of Justice, uses relatively transparent language to indicate, under Article 1, that its target social group includes individuals “experiencing gender identity disorders” or “those vulnerable to difficulties adapting to their biological nature or society”. As per the same provision, the Centre aims to promote “righteous” and “positive” behaviour aligned with “common sense, Islamic teachings, cultural norms, and national values”. Additionally, it focuses on “rehabilitating individuals” who struggle with physical, psychological, social, cultural, or legal adaptation while also aiming to “deviant to Islamic teachings” and those who engage in same-sex relationships. During a Johor State Assembly sitting, the State Islamic Religious Affairs Committee chairman said that the government allocated roughly 400,000 Malaysian Ringgit (approximately 84,500 USD) to set up the centre, with operations expected to start in July 2024.22 LGBT advocacy groups in the country have criticised the state government’s plans and urged State actors to ensure the right to equality, non-discrimination, and privacy for the LGBTIQ community in Malaysia.23 Rights groups backed their opposition, citing local research that studied the impact of these "rehabilitation" efforts, such as the negative effect on their mental health, resulting in them dropping out of school and harbouring suicidal thoughts.24 The Malaysian AIDS Council also described such plans as regressive and a “waste of taxpayers’ money”, considering the high costs associated with setting up the centre.25

Qatar

In 2023, ILGA World was informed of a State-sponsored programme that has been conducting "conversion therapy" practices in health centres in Qatar. These practices reportedly take place mainly at the Behavioural Health Support Centre in Doha, which is a "private institution of public benefit" overseen by the Social Work Foundation (an influential organisation founded by Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, mother of the Emir of Qatar). The Charter of the Behavioural Health Support Centre, published on the website of the Ministry of Justice, uses relatively transparent language to indicate, under Article 1, that its target social group includes individuals “experiencing gender identity disorders” or “those vulnerable to difficulties adapting to their biological nature or society”. As per the same provision, the Centre aims to promote “righteous” and “positive” behaviour aligned with "common sense, Islamic teachings, cultural norms, and national values". Additionally, it focuses on "rehabilitating individuals" who struggle with physical, psychological, social, cultural, or legal adaptation while also aiming to “deviant to Islamic teachings” and those who engage in same-sex relationships. During a Johor State Assembly sitting, the State Islamic Religious Affairs Committee chairman said that the government allocated roughly 400,000 Malaysian Ringgit (approximately 84,500 USD) to set up the centre, with operations expected to start in July 2024. LGBT advocacy groups in the country have criticised the state government’s plans and urged State actors to ensure the right to equality, non-discrimination, and privacy for the LGBTIQ community in Malaysia. Rights groups backed their opposition, citing local research that studied the impact of these "rehabilitation" efforts, such as the negative effect on their mental health, resulting in them dropping out of school and harbouring suicidal thoughts. The Malaysian AIDS Council also described such plans as regressive and a “waste of taxpayers’ money”, considering the high costs associated with setting up the centre.

22 See: "Oral Answers of First Meeting of Fourth Term, Fourteenth Parliament (2018-2022) (September 14, 2021)" Portal Rasmi Parlimen Malaysia, retrieved on 29 March 2024; see also: "M’sia PM Ismail Sabri: Over 1,730 M’sian LGBTs have been sent to religious rehab camp", Motherhood, 16 September 2021; “Lebih 1,700 Rakyat Malaysia Dari Komuniti LGBT Di Hantar Ke Kem Pemulihan Tahun Ini” [More than 1,700 Malaysians from the LGBT community were sent to rehabilitation camps this year], The Vocket, 17 September 2021.


24 “JAKIM’s ‘Hijrah Diri’ App to Save The LGBTQ Among Muslims Removed From Google’s Play Store”, World of Buzz, 18 March 2022.


26 See: See: Justice For Sisters, Hidden Behind The ‘Right Path’: Untangling Malaysia’s ‘soft approach’ to LGBTQ rehabilitation (Kuala Lumpur: Justice For Sisters, 2022).


28 “This is torture” - rights group slams Johor LGBT rehab plan, Malaysia Kini, 02 December 2023; ‘Johor Islamic rehab centre for LGBT akin to torture’ | Daily Express Malaysia”, Daily Express (Malaysia), 1 December 2023; “Justice for Sisters: Johor ‘rehab’ centre for LGBT akin to torture”, Malay Mail, 1 December 2023.


30 “LGBTQ rehab centre seen as waste of taxpayers’ money”, Daily Express (Malaysia), 9 December 2023.
“protect vulnerable individuals” from “behavioural deviations” or manifestations of “gender identity disorders”. Several victims, whose identities are withheld for safety reasons, have described the “treatment” they received at the centre. This treatment often involved extended sessions where the perceived sinful nature of their sexuality or gender identity was consistently emphasised, along with persistent efforts to compel changes in their behaviour. Many of these individuals were reportedly referred to the centre by their families and, in some cases, even their schools.

---

**Europe**

**Council of Europe**

In February 2023, Commissioner for Human Rights, Dunja Mijatović, issued a statement urging the 46 Member States of the Council of Europe to unequivocally prohibit "conversion therapy", denouncing it as a violation of fundamental human rights and emphasising that such practices infringe upon the rights to freedom from torture, privacy, family life, and equality. Mijatović stressed the urgent need for member states to enact comprehensive legislation to combat and remedy these practices, highlighting concerns that societal prejudices and misinformation may pressure victims to consent to such interventions.

**Austria**

In response to the Government’s failure to comply with Motion No. 557 A(E)XXVI/GP (2019) approved by the National Council in July 2019—which called on the Government of Austria to “immediately submit to the Federal Council a government bill banning the use of ‘conversion and reparative therapies’ on minors”—a parliamentary petition was submitted to Parliament in February 2023. This petition, supported by individual citizens, urges the Federal Government of Austria to promptly submit a bill prohibiting these pseudo-scientific practices.

---

**Belgium**

In July 2023, the Chamber of Representatives adopted Bill No. 3429 (2023) after consolidating two similar bills from 2019 and 2021. In October it was officially enacted as the Law amending the Penal Code to criminalise conversion practices (2023), making Belgium one of the six UN member states to enact national legislation aimed at banning SOGI change efforts throughout the reporting period of this publication. The law introduces a new section in the Penal Code titled "About Conversion Practices", penalising individuals with up to two years’ imprisonment and a fine for engaging in such practices. Attempts to administer them also incur penalties ranging from eight days to six months’ imprisonment.

The law identifies aggravating factors to determine the gravity of the offence. This includes situations where an individual perpetrates the act in a recognised position of trust, authority, or influence over the victim, or when the offence is committed against a minor or an individual whose vulnerability due to age, pregnancy, illness, or physical or mental disability is apparent or known to the perpetrator.

In relation to professionals, courts are also empowered to prohibit the exercise of a professional or social activity associated with the commission of any offences punishable under this law for a maximum period of five years.

---

31 [Document of Establishment of the Behavioral Health Support Center], Website of the Ministry of Justice of Qatar (retrieved on 20 March 2024).
32 "Nothing to cure: putting an end to so-called “conversion therapies” for LGBTI people", Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe, 16 February 2023.
33 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies” - Austria (retrieved: 29 August 2023).
35 "La Chambre approuve l’interdiction des pratiques de conversion, des amendes ou des peines de prison seront prévues" [The House approves the prohibition of conversion practices, fines or prison terms will be provided], RTBF, 20 July 2023; "Menschen mit einer anderen sexuellen Orientierung zu „bekehren“, wird strafbar" [“Converting” people with a different sexual orientation becomes a criminal offence], Gere Echo, 23 July 2023; "Kamer stemt over verbod op omstreden conversietherapie om LGBTIQ+-personen “te genezen” [Chamber votes on ban on controversial conversion therapy to “cure” LGBTQI+ people], VRT, 20 July 2023.
Section 9 delineates that any institution of public interest and any legal entity meeting specific domestic requirements can initiate legal proceedings in cases pertaining to the application of this law with the victim’s consent.

**Croatia**

In May 2023, a bill to reform the Criminal Code (Bill No. 489) (2023) was submitted, among other things, to criminalise so-called "conversion therapies". Proponents of the bill explained to the media that even when such practices are, in principle, not officially carried out in hospitals in Croatia, there are indications that they are often carried out in private practices or premises.\(^{36}\)

**Cyprus**

In May 2023, Cyprus became the second UN Member State in 2023 to successfully enact national legislation prohibiting "conversion therapies" by passing the Criminal Code Reform (2023). Initially filed in January 2022, this bill received broad parliamentary support.\(^{27}\)

Before the bill’s passage, the Church of Cyprus and the far-right National Popular Front (ELAM) exerted extensive political pressure against it. On 22 May, the Holy Synod of the Church of Cyprus issued a statement asserting that the bill violated religious freedom, and condemned what it deemed "the criminalisation of seeking pastoral care within the Church". The Synod argued that the law would undermine the right to freely decide, choose, and seek spiritual guidance within legal and religious freedom frameworks, especially in personal and sensitive matters.\(^{38}\) In the legislative process, ELAM attempted to insert amendments exempting priests and non-health professionals from the law and sought not to criminalise the act when there was consent. As explained by the vice president of Accept-LGBT Cyprus, these amendments contradicted the philosophy of the bill. They would have worsened the situation as the law would have validated the existence of these "cures".\(^{39}\) The Cyprus Psychologists Association (ΣΨΚ) also expressed its opposition to the exemption of cases where individuals provide consent, as well as to the exemption for "conversion" practices carried out by priests.\(^{40}\) Even though the attempt to include an exemption was unsuccessful, a clause stating that the legal provisions are applied "without affecting the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion" was inserted in the law.

The approved text introduced Article 233B to the Criminal Code to prohibit "conversion therapies", referred to as "pseudo-therapies", that aim to change sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression. Those found in violation of this prohibition could face a maximum penalty of two years’ imprisonment and a fine. The law also specifies that the penalty can be increased to up to three years’ imprisonment in cases where the victim is a minor, is in a vulnerable position, or depends on the person applying the therapy. The same aggravated penalty applies to legal guardians who refer individuals under guardianship to such practices. The legislation also addresses the promotion of these practices and assigns penalties accordingly.

**Finland**

In June 2023, a citizens’ initiative calling for a ban on "conversion therapy" garnered over 50,000 signatures, meeting the requirement for parliamentary consideration in six weeks. A similar initiative had been submitted in October 2021.\(^{41}\)

**Iceland**

On 9 June 2023, the Icelandic Parliament unanimously voted in favour of passing Bill No. 153 (2023) to ban so-called "conversion therapy". With the enactment of this law, Iceland officially joins the list of the six UN member states that enacted nationwide legislation to ban "conversion practices" from January 2023 to March 2024. The law amends the Penal Code (1940) to incorporate Article 227b. This provision outlines that individuals who use tactics like coercion, deceit, or threats to compel someone into treatment aimed at suppressing or altering their sexual orientation, gender

\(^{36}\) "Bosanac: Postoje naznake da neke klinike pružaju "terapije" obraćanja LGBTIQ osoba" [Bosanac: There are indications that some clinics provide "therapy" for LGBTIQ people], Index.hr, 18 May 2023; "MOŽEMO! predstavio paket mjera "Ravno do ravnoopravnosti!" za unapređenje prava LGBTIQ osoba" [MOŽEMO! presented a package of measures "Straight to equality!" for the advancement of the rights of LGBTIQ persons], CriL LGBT News Portal, 18 May 2023.


\(^{38}\) "Ανακοίνωση Ιεράς Συνόδου για την πρόταση νόμου «Ψευδοθεραπείες μεταστροφής...» [Announcement of the Holy Synod on the proposal of the law “Pseudotherapies of conversion...”], Church of Cyprus (Official Website), 22 May 2023.

\(^{39}\) "Πλακοστοίχιση τις ψευδοθεραπείες στους ομοφυλόφιλους η Βουλή-Πέρασε η κοινή τροπολογία" [The Parliament criminalized pseudo-treatments for homosexual], Reporter Cyprus, 26 May 2023; "Proposed amendments to conversion therapy bill receive backlash (Updated)", Cyprus Mail, 19 May 2023.

\(^{40}\) "Σύνδεσμος Ψυχολόγων Κύπρου: Εναντίον σε εξαιρέσεις για ιερείς και σύνεση για θεραπείες μεταστροφής ΛΟΑΤΚΙ+ ατόμων" [Association of Psychologists of Cyprus: Against exemptions for priests and prudence for conversion treatments of LGBTI+ people], To Thema Online, 12 May 2023.

\(^{41}\) "50 000 vill förbjuda omvändelseterapi – frågan går till riksdagen" [50,000 want to ban conversion therapy – the question goes to the Riksdag], Svenska YLE, 4 June 2023.
identity, or gender expression may face a maximum prison sentence of three years. If the "therapy" is imposed on a minor under the age of 18, the penalty could extend to five years in prison. Those who take a minor abroad for such treatment would face the same penalty. Moreover, anyone who directly performs, indirectly encourages, or financially gains from the described treatment could be fined or sentenced to up to two years in prison.45

**Ireland**

In January 2023, Ireland’s Minister for Children, Roderic O’Gorman, stated the government’s intention to enact a ban against “conversion therapy”.42 In February 2023, the government announced the launch of a report titled “An Exploration of Conversion Therapy Practices in Ireland”, conducted by Trinity College Dublin’s School of Nursing and Midwifery under the Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth.44 The study revealed the existence of “conversion therapy” practices in Ireland and emphasised the resultant harm inflicted on individuals. The commitment to enact a legislative ban was reiterated in June 2023.45

**Malta**

Malta became the first European country in 2016 to enact regulations against “conversion therapy” when the Maltese legislature signed into law an act that became the most comprehensive ban enacted until then and the first nationwide law specifically drafted, and approved with a comprehensive approach to prohibit and prevent these practices by professionals and non-professionals alike.46

In January 2023, the Maltese government submitted bill NRU 45 (2023) to amend the Affirmation of Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and Gender Expression Act (2016). The bill aims to strengthen existing legislation by redefining the advertising clause of the law to expressly prohibit the “publication, display, sharing, promotion, referral, circulation of” any material promoting the practice.47

**Netherlands**

On 27 January 2023, the Advisory Division of the Council of State adopted its official advice on the legislative proposal on a bill aiming to criminalise “conversion therapies” initially filed in February 2022.48 The Council questioned the necessity of a new law, suggesting that existing legislation may suffice and warned that enacting laws that are too difficult to enforce risked eroding public trust in criminal law. It also advised initiators to further justify the need for criminalisation and clarify its relationship with existing measures.49

In October 2023, local media announced that a new bill was introduced in the House of Representatives, reportedly taking into account the suggestions made by the Council of State.50

**Norway**

On 16 June 2023, Bill No. 132 L (2022-2023) was introduced in the Norwegian Parliament, aiming to penalise the practice of “conversion therapies” directed towards changing the sexual orientation or gender identity of children and adults.51

Later, in December 2023, the bill was passed as Law No. 16 (2023-2024).52 This law amends Article 270 of the Penal Code to punish “conversion therapies” with a fine, or imprisonment of up to three years (or up to six if the offence is deemed to be aggravated). Under Article 270a, titled “serious conversion therapy”, the severity of the offence is assessed based on factors such as the

---

43 “Irish Minister plans to ban conversion therapy in 2023”. Irish Central, 9 January 2023.
45 “Ban on conversion practices to be brought forward this year”, Irish Legal News, 21 June 2023.
46 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies” - Malta (retrieved on 25 September 2023).
47 “Harsher penalties for promoting conversion therapy under new law”, Malta Today, 13 January 2023; “Conversion therapy law amendments approved unanimously at committee stage”, Malta Today, 30 March 2023.
48 The Council of State advises the government and States General, comprising royal family members and Crown-appointed individuals with political, commercial, diplomatic, or military backgrounds.
50 “Initiatiewet verbod conversieïntherapie ingediend bij de Tweede Kamer” [Initiative law banning conversion therapy submitted to the House of Representatives], Gay Krant, 13 October 2023; “Wetsvoorstel voor verbod conversieïntherapie ingediend bij de Tweede Kamer - Out TV” [Bill to ban conversion therapy submitted to the House of Representatives - Out TV], OUTtv, 13 October 2023.
51 “Regeringen har lagt frem forbud mot konverteringsterapi” [Government has put forward a ban on conversion therapy], Prime Minister, 17 June 2023.
extent of harm caused to the person’s body or health, the duration of the therapy, and whether it involved a larger group of people. Furthermore, under Article 270b, anyone who markets specific offers to expose others to psychotherapeutic, medical, alternative medicine or religiously based methods or similar systematic methods aimed at influencing someone to change, deny or suppress their sexual orientation or gender identity, is liable to imprisonment of up to six months and a fine.

### Portugal

In April 2023, Portugal’s legislature granted preliminary approval to four different bills aimed at prohibiting "conversion therapies" and referred them for further review to the Committee on Constitutional Affairs, Rights, Freedoms and Guarantees. In December 2023, these proposals were approved in a single unified text. In January 2024, the president promulgated the law as Law No. 15 (2024).

This law introduces Article 176c into the Penal Code to penalise anyone who subjects another person to acts intended to alter or suppress their sexual orientation, gender identity, or expression. Such acts include medical-surgical procedures, pharmacological practices, psychotherapeutic methods, or other psychological or behavioural interventions. Offenders face imprisonment for up to three years or a fine if a more severe penalty isn’t applicable under another legal provision.

Furthermore, under Article 177, harsher sentences under specific circumstances are established, including when the practices involve more than one person; when the victim is pregnant; experiences severe physical harm; infection with a potentially deadly pathogen; suicide; when the victim is a minor; and when the victim is exceptionally vulnerable due to disability, illness, or pregnancy.

Additionally, the law amended Articles 69b and 69c to impose certain restrictions on employment and child-rearing. Under Article 69b, convicted individuals, when the victim is an adult, may face a prohibition from professions, employment, or activities involving regular interaction with minors for a duration ranging from two to 20 years. When the victim is a minor, penalties extend to prohibitions ranging from five to 20 years. Moreover, under Article 69c, those found guilty under 176c may be barred from assuming the care of a minor (i.e. by means of adoption, guardianship, foster care, civil sponsorship, custody, etc.) for two to 20 years if the victim was an adult, and five to 20 years if the victim was a minor. Offenders may be restricted from exercising parental responsibilities for five to 20 years if the offence is perpetrated against the offender's own descendant.

Lastly, the law mandates a study to examine the prevalence of such practices in Portugal and the implementation of awareness campaigns.

### Russia

In June 2015, media reports emerged alleging that President Vladimir Putin had instructed the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation to establish an institute at the “Serbsky Centre for Psychiatry and Narcology” to study the “social behaviour” of LGBT people. This revelation came from Minister of Health Mikhail Murashko during a dialogue with Deputy Anatoly Wasserman at the first reading of the bill banning trans-affirming care in the State Duma.

On 1 July 2023, Ministry of Health Order No. 668N (2022)—titled "Approval of the procedure for providing medical care in mental disorders”—officially came into force. According to the order, the duties of a sexologist now formally include “providing primary specialised medical and sanitary care to persons suffering from mental disorders related to sexual development and orientation, disorders of sexual identity and sexual preference” as well as treating patients with “family-sexual disharmony, sexual dysfunctions”. In addition, sexologists will offer services in standard clinics alongside primary medical care and will have the authority to employ “coercive measures of a medical nature” in coordination with a psychiatrist.

Russian activists have raised concerns regarding the appointment of sexologists to clinics under Russia’s restrictive legal framework against sexual and gender diversity. They expressed fear that these professionals may not adhere to internationally accepted treatment protocols but instead resort to “conversion therapy”.

---

53 "Aprovada lei que criminaliza ‘práticas de conversão’ de pessoas LGBT+” [Law passed that criminalizes "conversion practices" of LGBT+ people], Público (Portugal), 22 December 2023; “Parlamento aprova proibição e criminalização de ‘terapias de conversão’ sexual” [Parliament approves ban and criminalization of sexual conversion therapies], Expresso, 22 December 2023; “Parlamento aprova proibição e criminalização de terapias de conversão sexual” [Parliament approves ban and criminalization of sexual conversion therapies], Observador, 23 December 2023.

54 The official title of the law reads: A law to prohibit so-called “sexual conversion” practices against LGBT+ people, criminalizing acts aimed at altering, limiting or repressing sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, amending Law No. 38/2018, of August 7, and the Penal Code [Proíbe as denominadas prácticas de «conversão sexual» contra pessoas LGBT+; criminalizando os atos dirigidos à alteração, limitação ou repressão da orientação sexual, da identidade ou expressão de gênero, alterando a Lei No. 38/2018, de 7 de agosto, e o Código Penal]. See: “Lei que proíbe prácticas de conversão sexual em pessoas LGBT+ entra em vigor em Março” [Law prohibiting sexual conversion practices in LGBT+ people comes into force in March], Público (Portugal), 29 January 2024; “Portugal promulga la criminalización de las terapias de conversión forzada a personas LGBT+” [Portugal enacts the criminalization of forced conversion therapies for LGBT+ people], Cadena SER, 21 January 2024.

55 “Мурашко: Путин поручил Минздраву создать психиатрический институт по исследованию поведения ЛГБТ-людей” [Murashko: Putin instructed the Ministry of Health to create a psychiatric institute to study the behavior of LGBT people], Important Stories (Stories), 15 June 2023.

56 “С 1 июля в российских полилиниах и ПНД появится кабинет врача-сексолога” [From July 1, a sexologist’s office will appear in Russian polyclinics and PND], Твердь, 27 June 2023; “What is going on with the draft law on the prohibition of transgender transition [...]” […], LGBT World Beside, 12 July 2023.
While the assignment of sexologists to clinics could be viewed positively, activists argue that in Russia, “it can be used more to harm than to benefit patients”, given the potential misuse of such measures within the existing legal context.57

Further indication that sexologists deployed in clinics may engage in “conversion therapy” was found in the explanatory text provided by “Parlamentskaya Gazeta” (the official publisher of federal laws and acts of the chambers of the Federal Assembly), which stated that the help from a sexologist is necessary if a person wants to get rid of “disorders of sexual behaviour”, including non-standard preferences such as “homosexuality”, among many others.58

In March 2023, right-wing and far-right parliamentarians challenged this law before the Constitutional Court. However, the lodging of this appeal does not necessarily mean the suspension of the law.61

In February 2024, the Basque Parliament passed the Law on Non-Discrimination on Grounds of Gender Identity and Recognition of the Rights of Trans People (Law No. 4) (2024). Article 14 prohibits “the use of aversive therapies and any other procedure that involves an attempt to annul the personality or will of the trans person” in the public health system.

Regressive legal developments in the Community of Madrid

In what is largely considered to be the first regression on the legal protections of LGBT people in Spain, in December 2023, the Autonomous Community of Madrid passed Law No. 18 (2023).62 Introduced and promoted by the conservative People’s Party (PP), this law rolled back many of the protections enshrined in Law No. 3 (2016), especially with regard to trans and gender-diverse people.

Among the many concerning amendments introduced by this law, Clause 6 specifically removed “self-perceived gender identity” from Article 7(2), which prohibited “conversion therapies” in the Public Health System of the Community of Madrid. Therefore, protection against these harmful practices now applies only with regard to sexual orientation. Additionally, Clause 15 repealed the entire chapter of Law No. 3 (2016) that specified the penalties for perpetrators.

In combination with other measures targeted at trans people’s right to health—such as imposing psychiatric evaluations to access gender-affirming care and making it legally impossible to challenge those evaluations—local activists have argued that this bill could create the conditions for “conversion therapies” aimed at changing “gender identity”.63

Despite this regression at the subnational level, legislation prohibiting “conversion therapies” with regard to gender identity and gender expression remains in force at the national level under Law No. 4 (2023) referenced above. It is still unclear how much this regression will hinder legal protections in this area.64
**Sweden**

In July 2023, Swedish government-appointed investigator, Court of Appeal Judge Maria Hölcke, submitted her report addressing whether and how “conversion therapy” should be criminalised in Sweden. Hölcke argued against criminalisation, deeming existing legislation sufficient for protecting LGBTQ individuals. She asserted that expanding punishment grounds without concrete evidence of the insufficiency of existing laws was unwarranted. Therefore, she opposed aggravating punishments for “conversion” attempts. RFSL’s acting president, Peter Sjidlund Ponkala, strongly criticised the inquiry’s stance.65

In August, the Swedish Government announced its intention to gather more information about the prevalence of conversion therapy in the country. The initiative will involve the Swedish Agency for Gender Equality and the County Administrative Board.66

**Switzerland**

The regulation issue of “conversion therapies” prompted extensive discussions among Swiss authorities and members of legislative bodies at both the cantonal and federal levels throughout 2023 and early 2024.

In May 2023, Neuchâtel became the first Swiss canton to pass a local law regulating “conversion therapies”.67 A bill was formally introduced in the canton of Geneva,68 while another is still pending in the canton of Vaud.69 In Valais, a bill was introduced in January 2024 following a consultation held in 2023.70

Furthermore, since 2021, several cantons—including Geneva, Basel, Lucerne, Bern, and Saint Gallen—have raised this issue locally and adopted motions calling for a ban on these practices. These motions represent partial progress towards enacting regulations. In 2023, the cantons of Jura and Zurich joined the list of subnational jurisdictions with motions of this kind.71

At the federal level, in August 2023, the Legal Affairs Committee of the Council of States issued a press release to clarify the potential implementation of a federal ban. While acknowledging consensus against “conversion therapy” among multiple cantons, the Committee decided to temporarily suspend progress on the matter until the publication of a commissioned report on the prevalence of “conversion therapy” in Switzerland and the technical needs of regulating these practices through legislation.72

**United Kingdom**

In January 2023, the UK government announced plans to introduce a draft bill prohibiting “conversion therapy” for all individuals. The bill would undergo pre-legislative scrutiny, with potential review by a joint Parliamentary Committee. However, by September, reports suggested the government might fail to fulfil its pledge, sparking protests and accusations of broken promises.73 The issue has persisted for five years, with concerns growing over the lack of progress.74

On 22 October 2023, news emerged that the commitment to outlaw “conversion therapy” had been postponed. This decision came in response to over 40 Tory MPs who wrote to the Prime Minister, urging him to abandon the proposed legislation despite its long-standing promise.75 Nevertheless, on 20 November 2023, the Conversion Therapy Prohibition (Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity) Bill (2023) was submitted to the House of Lords. The bill would apply to England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland if

---

65 “RFSL "mycket besvikna" på utredning som inte vill kriminalisera omvändelsterapi” [RFSL “very disappointed” at investigation that does not want to criminalize conversion therapy], QX.se, 4 July 2023.
66 “Regeringen ger uppdrag: Undersök omvändelseförsök mer” [The government gives assignments: Investigate conversion attempts more], QX.se, 6 August 2022.
68 “Projet de loi pour interdire les “thérapies de conversion” déposé à Genève” [Bill to ban “conversion therapies” tabled in Geneva], RTS, 10 May 2023.
69 “Communiqué du Conseil d’État: Vers l’interdiction des pratiques visant à modifier l’orientation affective et sexuelle ou l’identité de genre” [Press release from the Council of State: Towards the prohibition of practices aimed at modifying emotional and sexual orientation or gender identity], Site Officiel État de Vaud, 22 December 2022.
70 “Nouvelle loi sur la santé: le nombre de médecins pourra être limité en Valais” [New health law: the number of doctors may be limited in Valais], Le Nouvelliste, 7 February 2024.
71 “Une motion veut interdire les thérapies de conversion dans le Jura” [Motion wants to ban conversion therapy in Jura], Tribune de Geneve, 22 January 2023; “Zürich will «Konversionstherapien» verbieten” [Zurich wants to ban “conversion therapies”], Mannschaft Magazin, 8 November 2023.
72 “Communiqué de presse: La CAJ-E se penche sur l’interdiction des mesures de conversion” [Press release: The CAJ-E examines the ban on conversion measures], L’Assemblée Fédérale Suisse [website], 16 August 2023.
74 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies” - United Kingdom (retrieved on 12 January 2024).
75 “Prime Minister shelves conversion therapy ban after MPs demand he scrap plans for long-promised manifesto pledge”, Daily Mail, 23 October 2023.
adopted. It would subject those who practise or offer to practise to change a person’s sexual orientation, gender identity, or expressions thereof to a fine.76

In January 2024, the Scottish Government initiated a formal 12-week consultation aimed at addressing and ultimately banning “conversion therapy” practices.77 The consultation outlines that the proposed legislation will focus on identifying coercive and repetitive behaviours directed at changing or suppressing an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity.78 Shortly after the launch of the consultation process, the Catholic Church in Scotland expressed concern over the proposal’s “unclear nature”, fearing it could have a “chilling effect”. Meanwhile, the Christian Institute has begun laying the groundwork for legal action.79

Latin America & the Caribbean

Brazil

In 2023, ILGA World noted legal developments concerning “conversion therapies”—encompassing legislative and judicial actions—at the federal and subnational levels, including in the state of São Paulo and the Federal District.

Brazil was the first UN Member State to regulate “conversion therapy” through Resolution No. 1/1999, issued by the Federal Council of Psychology. Though the Resolution initially only referred to “sexual orientation”, Resolution No. 1/18 (2018) extended these restrictions for change efforts for “gender identity”.80 In 2023, new attempts were made to roll back the protections offered by these resolutions. As explained in ILGA World in its “Curbing Deception” (2020) report, this is not the first time that these protections have come under attack by religious groups.81 In September 2023, the conservative Novo party and the Brazilian Institute of Law and Religion filed a lawsuit challenging the resolutions, claiming they infringe on psychologists’ religious freedoms and constitutional rights.82

However, efforts to bolster the prohibition through legislation were also underway in 2023. In Brazil’s Federal District, Bill No. 312 (2023) was introduced in April 2023. This bill prohibits the practice and promotion of “conversion efforts”, imposing fines of up to BR 6,510 (approximately USD 1,300). For cases involving minors, fines may be increased by up to tenfold. Additionally, repeat offenders could face license revocation for operating their establishment following a fifth penalty.83 In São Paulo, Bill No. 22 (2023) was introduced in February 2023 by the first trans woman in the Legislative Assembly of São Paulo, Erica Malunguinho. The bill aims to prohibit “conversion efforts or therapies”. After it was shelved at the start of the new legislature, it was reintroduced in November 2023 as Bill No. 1495 (2023).84

Chile

In August 2023, Bill 12,660-18 (2019)—locally known as “Nada Que Corregir” or “Nothing To Fix” in Spanish—was approved by the Commission on Human Rights. Introduced to the Chamber of Deputies in May 2019, the bill seeks to classify “conversion therapy” on LGBTI youth as a type of “intrafamily violence” and “arbitrary discrimination”. It would complement the existent prohibition on mental health professionals from diagnosing patients based on their sexual identity or orientation under Article 7 of Law No. 21.331 (2021). The approval by the Commission paves the way for the bill’s consideration and approval by the plenary of the Chamber of Deputies.85

---

79 “SNP minister wants plan for conversion practices ban to send ‘strong message’”, The Guardian (UK), 10 January 2024.
80 The resolution bars psychologists from performing any action that favours the pathologisation of transsexual and travesti people and from proposing, carrying out or collaborating with private, public, institutional, community or promotional events or services aimed at conversion, reversal, readjustment or reorientation therapy of gender identity of transgender and travestis. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies” - Brazil (retrieved on 15 March 2024).
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82 ““Cura gay”: projeto quer multa de até R$ 65 mil para quem promover “conversão sexual”” [“Gay cure”: project wants a fine of up to R$ 65,000 for those who promote “sexual conversion”], Metrópoles, 21 April 2023.
83 “Proyecto de lei busca punir programas de ‘cura gay’” [Bill seeks to punish ‘gay cure’ programs], gay.blog.br, 16 November 2023.
84 “Comisión de DDHH de la Cámara aprueba y despacha la reforma a la Ley Zamudio” [House Human Rights Commission approves and dispatches the reform to the Zamudio Law], MOVILH, 25 January 2024.
In May 2023, public hearings on the approval of Bill No. 272 (2022) began, which was introduced in May 2022 and aimed at banning so-called "conversion therapies" as well as any medical diagnosis based on sexual orientation, gender identity or expression. Efforts to "correct" and/or "suppress" sexual orientation and gender identity and expression will be prohibited when carried out through medical interventions, surgical procedures, hormonal treatments, psychological counselling, and religious or spiritual guidance that undermine human dignity, through torture, cruel, inhuman, degrading treatment, and violence.

The initial phase of the discussion proved intricate, marked by proposals from detractors to archive the initiative, but these were ultimately rejected, ensuring that the bill would remain active. However, a specific provision was added to the bill, stating that "under no circumstances shall this law be interpreted and/or applied to prohibit messages, counselling, guidance, or spiritual teachings, which are carried out without the use of violent means". Local activists have informed ILGA World that religious entities, the main opponents of the bill, will not be excluded or completely prohibited from working with individuals seeking spiritual guidance, as long as it does not involve the use of violent means.

On 20 March 2024, the bill was passed by the Chamber of Representatives and was submitted to the Senate.

Throughout 2023, Bill No. 20,970 (2018), aimed at regulating "conversion therapies" in Costa Rica and initially introduced in the Legislative Assembly in 2018, experienced several delays. In October 2023, local media reported that, despite the collective efforts of three opposition political parties to expedite the bill’s consideration, the ruling party had managed to obstruct proceedings.

In 2024, resistance against the bill grew considerably. In February, Deputy and leader of Nueva República, Fabricio Alvarado, threatened to submit 100 motions to delay Bill 20,970 if parliamentary debate on the bill proceeded. He stated that his party would not support it until a less detrimental project for churches, psychologists, and counsellors was developed. In March, additional stakeholders opposed the Bill, including the Evangelical Alliance and the Catholic Episcopal Conference, which argued that the law would violate the rights of individuals "who are dissatisfied with their condition and seek help to change." Shortly thereafter the President of Costa Rica, Rodrigo Chaves Robles, also expressed his opposition to the bill.

In Mexico, the regulation of "conversion therapy" saw multiple legal developments between January 2023 and March 2024, both at the federal and the subnational levels, including in the states of Baja California Sur, Coahuila, Morelos, Querétaro, Quintana Roo, and Yucatán.

In October 2022, the Federal Senate of Mexico passed the Bill amending the Federal Penal Code and General Health Law (2020). The amendment introduces a chapter titled “Crimes against Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity of Persons” in the Federal Penal Code and amends the General Law on Health. The amended provisions would establish penalties of up to six years in prison and fines for individuals offering "conversion therapy".
therapies”. Penalties would be more severe for cases involving minors, seniors, or individuals with disabilities, and when there’s a work, teaching, domestic, medical, or any other relationship implying subordination of the victim. Professionals practising such therapies face suspension from practice for up to three years.

The bill was submitted to the Chamber of Deputies, where it made parliamentary progress during 2023. However, in response to several delays, activists launched a renewed call, urging deputies to approve the bill. In March 2024, the bill was approved by the Chamber and returned to the Senate for final approval. In April 2024, the law passed the finally passed by the Senate.

Please note that due to the timing of the law’s approval, subsequent to the cut-off date of this report, ILGA World was unable to obtain access to the final approved version of the law’s text. We kindly request that our readers consult the ILGA World Database for updates in the near future.

In April 2023, the Supreme Court of Mexico rendered a ruling with regard to one of the provisions regulating “conversion therapy” in the state of Baja California Sur in Constitutionality Action No. 130/2021 (2023). The Supreme Court deemed the penalty of permanent disqualification for a public official repeatedly convicted of administering “conversion therapies” as a “disproportionate punishment”. Consequently, the Court annulled said clause while affirming the validity of the remaining provisions of the law in their entirety. Additionally, laws to ban “conversion therapies” were effectively adopted in the states of Morelos, Querétaro, and Quintana Roo, and, in September 2023, a law that had been adopted in Yucatán in 2021 was finally enacted with the publication of Decree No. 667 (2023) in the Official Gazette, following pressure from local activists.

A bill was introduced in the state of Coahuila in April 2023, joining two separate bills introduced in 2022. This new bill aims to add Article 238 bis, which would punish the imparting or coercing of “conversion therapy” with two to five years of imprisonment and community work.
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United States of America

Throughout 2023, numerous legal developments were observed at the subnational level in the United States of America. Progressive legislation was enacted in Minnesota and Michigan while existing protections were formally codified into law in Utah. Additionally, a groundbreaking bill was introduced in Oregon and the Supreme Court declined to hear a case challenging a ban in Washington. However, regressive measures were adopted in Indiana and Wisconsin, while regressive judicial decisions invalidating local bans against “conversion therapies” in Florida continued to be issued by the 11th Circuit of the US Court of Appeals.

At the time of publication, restrictions on "conversion therapies" (mainly for minors) exist in 22 US states and the District of Columbia. Minnesota and Michigan were the states that joined this list in 2023.103

In May, the Minnesota Senate passed HF No. 16 (2023), which had previously been approved by the House of Representatives, to outlaw "conversion therapy" on individuals below the age of 18 and "vulnerable adults", with violators liable to disciplinary action. The law also banned advertising, sales and misrepresentations of “conversion therapy”.104 The following month, the Michigan state legislature passed House Bill No. 4616 (2023) and House Bill No. 4617 (2023). While the former prohibits mental health professionals from conducting "conversion therapy" with minors, the latter introduces the definition of "conversion therapy" in the state’s Mental Health Code. The definition encompasses attempts to alter an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity, including modifying behaviour, gender expression, or reducing same-gender attractions. Violators are liable to disciplinary action, including license suspension or revocation.105

Additionally, in March 2023, Utah codified into law an existing administrative ban from 2020.106 In Arizona, additional measures to restrict "conversion therapies" were adopted, including mandates for State Agencies to refrain from supporting such practices for minors and prohibiting fund allocations to them.107

In terms of new bills being introduced, in January 2023, House Bill No. 2458 (2023) was introduced in Oregon to ban licensed counsellors and therapists from practising "conversion therapy" on adults, potentially becoming the first US state to prohibit such practices on adults.108

However, in a clearly regressive move, Senate Bill No. 350 (2023) was signed into law by the Indiana Governor in May 2023, thereby restricting the authority of local government units to pass bans on so-called “conversion therapies". This law, the first of its kind in the United States, came after the withdrawal of a city ordinance that was meant to ban unlicensed counsellors in West Lafayette from conducting “conversion therapy”.109 Furthermore, in January 2023, Wisconsin’s Joint Committee for the Review of Administrative Rules temporarily suspended Rule 20.02 (25) of the MPSW Administrative Code, which defined "conversion therapies" as unprofessional conduct.110 A bill—AB No. 3 (2023)—was later introduced in both houses of the legislature to make this suspension permanent.111

In February 2023, the Eleventh Circuit of the US Court of Appeals issued a decision in Vazzo and Pickup v. City of Tampa (2023), affirming the district court’s judgment against the local ordinance that prohibited “conversion therapies” on minors in the city of Tampa, Florida. This decision follows a concerning precedent set by the same Court in Otto & Hamilton v. City of Boca Raton & County of Palm Beach (2020), where county ordinances banning sexual orientation change efforts on minors were deemed unconstitutional under the First Amendment.

Furthermore, in December 2023, the United States Supreme Court dismissed a case sponsored by the "Alliance Defending Freedom" (ADF) that aimed to challenge the ban against “conversion therapy” in the state of Washington, despite objections from three conservative justices. Justices Thomas, Alito, and Kavanaugh expressed interest in hearing the appeal, highlighting concerns over free speech rights and the “fierce public debate over how best to help minors with gender dysphoria”.112

104 "HF 16 - Status in the House for the 93rd Legislature (2023 – 2024)", Office of the Revisor of Statutes (Minnesota) (retrieved 1 April 2024).
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Making Sense of Ongoing Litigation on “Conversion Therapies” in the United States of America

Most laws and ordinances regulating “conversion therapies” in the United States have a limited scope of protection, usually imposing restrictions exclusively on medical or mental health professionals and only concerning minors. However, psychologists and counsellors who are promoters of these pseudo-scientific practices have fiercely contested these provisions, with legal aid often provided by religious organisations. In summary, they argue that such laws violate their freedom of conscience, religion, and speech by prohibiting their attempts to convert minors to cis-heterosexuality.

In these debates—extensively covered in ILGA World’s “Curbing Deception” report—opponents of restrictions on “conversion therapies” claim, among other things, that such provisions impede their ability to express and disseminate their views on sexual and gender diversity, contending that therapy is primarily “conveyed through speech”. This has even been stretched to suggest that prohibiting “conversion therapies” would “ban the Bible”.

Legal action based on these arguments was promptly brought by “conversion therapy” proponents shortly after California enacted the first state ban in 2012. Similar litigation was replicated in other US states when new bans were enacted. However, these legal challenges were largely unsuccessful as Courts consistently determined that such regulations constrained specific forms of “professional conduct”. This framing is a critical element of judicial reasoning in these cases because restricting professional conduct requires a lower level of judicial scrutiny compared to the one required to limit a fundamental right, as is the case for freedom of expression or freedom of religion.

In other words, if the act of providing “conversion therapy” had been regarded purely as a form of speech, the assessment of the restriction imposed by the ban would have been carried out under a more stringent test, technically called “strict scrutiny”. In essence, stronger arguments are required to justify limitations on a fundamental right (in this case, the right to free speech and religion of “conversion therapy” proponents) compared to the regulation of professional conduct.

Case law consistently validated the evidence of harm caused by “conversion therapies” and their ineffectiveness, justifying the restriction of professional conduct and upholding the legal bans. However, this changed when the bans enacted in Palm Beach County and the cities of Tampa and Boca Raton in Florida were challenged in district courts and subsequently appealed to the 11th Circuit of the US Court of Appeals. For the first time, the view that providing “conversion therapy” to minors falls within the protection of the First Amendment of the US Constitution was accepted by the courts. The Court of Appeals sided with marriage and family therapists who were willing to administer these “therapies” to children in November 2020.

This has created a situation where conflicting case law now exists among different circuits of the US Court of Appeals, typically necessitating a decision by the Supreme Court to determine which direction of case law should prevail. Indeed, detractor organisations are pushing for a case on “conversion therapy” to ascend the appellate chain to the Supreme Court in hopes of obtaining a victory that could potentially invalidate all bans in force in the United States.

The latest attempt was made by the “Alliance Defending Freedom” in Tingley v. Ferguson, where they provided legal aid to a Christian licensed marriage and family counsellor who challenged Washington state’s prohibition on “conversion therapy” for minors. However, the majority of the Supreme Court decided to “deny certiorari” (i.e., reject the appeal). Nevertheless, conservative justices—including Thomas, Alito, and Kavanaugh—explicitly wrote about “the need to discuss this issue”.

In fact, Justice Thomas anticipated how he would approach the issue in the following terms:

The petitioner, Brian Tingley, stands on one side of the divide. He believes that a person’s sex is “a gift from God, integral to our very being.” As a licensed marriage and family counsellor, Tingley seeks to assist minors who suffer from gender dysphoria but “want to become comfortable with their biological sex.” Tingley does so through “talk therapy”—i.e., therapy conducted solely through speech. The State of Washington is on the other side of the divide. Its view is that the State should “protect its minors against exposure to serious harms caused by” counseling to change a minor’s gender identity, Note, Wash. Rev. Code §18.130.180 (2018), and, as a result, that counselors should only affirm a minor’s chosen gender identity. Washington silenced one side of this debate by enacting S.B. 5722, 65th Leg., Reg. Sess. (2018) (SB 5722). SB 5722 prohibits licensed healthcare providers from “[p]erforming conversion therapy on a patient under age eighteen.”

More cases are expected to be brought before the Supreme Court in the future.

Oceania

Australia

Developments related to the regulation of "conversion therapy" took place at the subnational level in Australia.

On 12 December 2023, the Justice Miscellaneous (Conversion Practices) Bill 2024 (2023) was introduced in the state of Tasmania for public consultations, scheduled to last until February 2024.114 This came after the State Government committed to ban such practices in June 2023.115 The bill seeks to make amendments to the Health Complaints Act (1995) and the Police Offences Act (1935) to prohibit attempts to alter a person’s sexual orientation or gender identity. However, local activists have reportedly criticised the bill for several claimed “loopholes” which would allow psychological or religious attempts at “conversion” to continue.116

In March 2024, both houses of the New South Wales parliament passed the Conversion Practices Ban Bill (2024). The legislation effectively makes conversion practices directed at “changing or suppressing the sexual orientation or gender identity of individuals” an offence punishable with up to five years of imprisonment if they cause substantial damage to the person’s physical or mental health or endanger their life (Section 5). Moreover, Section 8 also punishes with up to three years or a fine the act of taking somebody to or from New South Wales to force them into “conversion practices” (Section 6). Section 8 also bans any kind of “conversion practice” in general terms (even if only those included in Sections 5 and 6 would be criminally punishable), creating a mechanism to enforce civil liability for them.117 A previous attempt to ban “conversion practices” was introduced in 2023, although it lapsed at the end of the year without approval.118

New Zealand

In October 2023, the New Zealand Human Rights Commission (NZHRC) published the Guidance for Medical Healthcare Practitioners on Conversion Practices (2023). The guidance clarifies ethical standards, which will help the NZHRC and the courts determine which medical practices are unethical, unreasonable, and not up to professional standards.119 The guidelines say that “conversion” practices are only legal if they are both (1) according to a medical practitioner’s “reasonable professional judgement” and (2) in compliance with all “legal, professional, and ethical standards.” Otherwise, they are punishable.

These guidelines exist alongside the Conversion Practices Prohibition Legislation Act enacted in 2022 that prohibits “conversion practices” aimed at changing the sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression of any person under the age of 18 or those lacking legal decision-making capacity. Those in violation are liable to imprisonment for up to three years, while those responsible for practices which cause “serious harm” can be sentenced to up to five years imprisonment.120

114 “Sex conversion practices to be criminalised under draft law”, Launceston Examiner, 14 December 2023.
117 “NSW Government introduces laws to ban harmful LGBTQ+ conversion practices”, Govt. of New South Wales, 13 March 2024; “Everyone deserves respect”, New South Wales bans gay conversion therapy”, 9News, 22 March 2024.
120 Active prosecution of cases, however, may only be undertaken with the consent of the Attorney-General. The bill was initially introduced in October 2018, receiving around 106,000 submissions from the public (approximately three times as many submissions as were made during the process of legalising same-sex marriage). For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Regulation of so-called “conversion therapies” - New Zealand, (retrieved on 18 April 2024).
CHAPTER 8

Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions

Global Summary — Legal protection for same-sex couples continued to grow, primarily in Europe and some parts of Asia. Multiple bills currently under debate reflect the potential for more progress.

Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Steady progress in the enactment of rights for same-sex couples:
  - Four (4) UN Member States legalised same-sex marriage (Andorra, Estonia, Greece, and Slovenia). Additionally, an interim order has been issued in Nepal to allow for same-sex marriage.
  - Two (2) UN Member States legalised same-sex civil unions (Bolivia and Latvia).
  - In one (1) UN Member State (Japan), multiple subnational jurisdictions legalised same-sex unions.

- Bills indicating forthcoming advancements have been deliberated in multiple UN Member States across regions.
  - At least six (6) UN Member States introduced bills to legalise same-sex marriage (Italy, Japan, Liechtenstein, Peru, South Korea, Thailand).

- At least six (6) UN Member States introduced bills to legalise same-sex partnerships¹ (Lithuania, Peru, Philippines, Slovakia, South Korea, Ukraine).

- Additionally, in one (1) UN Member State (Czechia), a bill aims to expand the rights granted to existing civil unions (after the same-sex marriage bill was heavily modified).

- Favourable judicial decisions in six (6) UN Member States (Croatia, Japan, Latvia, Namibia, Peru, South Korea) and two (2) non-UN Member jurisdictions (Hong Kong, China; Cayman Islands, United Kingdom).

- Unfavourable judicial decisions in at least four (4) UN Member States (India, Lithuania, Panama, Suriname).

¹ Brazil has witnessed the introduction of a bill aimed at enshrining same-sex marriage into legislation. Since 2013, same-sex marriage has been legal nationwide following a decision by the National Council of Justice.
Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

Africa

Ghana

In early March 2024, Ghana’s parliament approved the contentious Promotion of Proper Human Sexual Rights and Ghanaian Family Values Bill (2021) nearly three years after the bill’s initial introduction in 2021. The bill contains various provisions criminalising different aspects of LGBTI people’s lives, from consensual same-sex sexual acts to gender-affirming care. Although same-sex marriages or civil unions are not recognised in Ghana, this bill introduces a clause to punish those who enter into same-sex marriages and those who “administer, witness, abet or aid” the solemnisation of such marriages with a prison term of between one and three years. Marriage to any person who has undergone gender-affirming surgery (except for intersex individuals) would also be prohibited. In late March 2024, the President’s office requested that Parliament postpone sending the bill for presidential assent due to ongoing legal challenges against it.²

² For more information about this bill please refer to the section on criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts in this report.
**Kenya**

In March 2023, the parliamentarian George Peter Kaluma announced the draft *Family Protection Bill* (2023), which aims to amend the definition of “family” in Article 45(2) of the Constitution and Section 162 of the Penal Code (1930). Article 6 of the bill not only criminalises same-sex marriages but also punishes those who “solemnise,” “witness,” “aid,” or “knowingly attend” such unions with a prison term of not less than ten years.³

In October 2023, the National Policy on Family Promotion and Protection “Happy and Stable Families For a Strong Society” (2023) was approved by the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection. Under this policy, “family” is defined as “a societal group that is related by blood (kinship), adoption, foster care or the ties of marriage (civil, customary or religious) of two persons of opposite sex”. Furthermore, under Section 2.4, “efforts to guide and nurture families with skills to inculcate, internalise and practice good moral and family values” are included among the rationale for the policy. In the same line, “promoting gender responsive and age-appropriate programs that help people understand sexuality framed in the context of marriage as the best option” is included as a priority for policy interventions by the government in collaboration with relevant stakeholders.⁴

**Namibia**

On 16 May 2023, the Namibian Supreme Court ruled in *Digashu et al. v. Government of the Republic of Namibia et al.* (2023), recognising two foreign same-sex partners as “spouses” for migration purposes under the *Immigration Control Act* (1993). This ruling overturned a 2022 High Court decision that had ruled against the applicants. The case involved two same-sex couples who challenged the State’s refusal to issue a work permit and permanent residency visa, respectively. In hearing their case, the High Court had rejected their claims, citing a 2001 Supreme Court ruling. However, the Supreme Court determined that even though same-sex marriage was not legal in Namibia, denying recognition to same-sex marriages lawfully concluded outside the country infringed on the applicants’ right to dignity and equality.⁵

In late May 2023, the government reportedly began conducting a legal assessment of the landmark ruling before deciding on a course of action.⁶ However, on 6 June, the Prime Minister of Namibia, Saara Kuugongelwa-Amadhila, announced that the Government would introduce a bill to the National Assembly to restrict the recognition of same-sex marriages, even if solemnised in countries where such marriages are legal.⁷ Soon after that, in July 2023, lawmakers from the governing SWAPO Party submitted two bills that would prohibit same-sex marriages. On the one hand, the Bill to Provide for the Definition of the term “Spouse” (Bill) (2023) invokes Articles 81 and 45 of the Namibian Constitution to expressly contradict the Supreme Court decision and define “spouse” as “a person, being one half of a legal union between a man and a woman of the opposite sex of that person”. The other bill, the Marriage Amendment (Bill) (2023), would also define the term “spouse” to only include those of the “opposite sex”, in addition to introducing a clause that would prohibit same-sex marriages and not recognise foreign same-sex marriages as valid. Any person found to solemnise such marriages or “witness, promote or propagate” same-sex marriages would also be guilty of committing an offence, being liable, upon conviction, to a fine or to imprisonment. Both bills reportedly passed the National Assembly vote with minimal amendments, and on 19 July 2023, the National Council, Namibia’s upper house, reportedly passed both bills. Since September 2023, both bills have been awaiting final approval from the President.⁸

In addition, the Amendments to the Civil Registration and Identification Bill (2023) were also introduced to define “spouse” as a “genetically born man of full age” and “a genetically born woman of full age”. This would place many trans, gender-diverse or intersex Namibians who have attained legal gender recognition in a position of being excluded from “heterosexual marriages”.

**South Africa**

In July 2023, the Department of Home Affairs invited public comment on the *Draft Marriage Bill* (2022). The bill seeks to consolidate the three different acts

---

³ For more information about this bill please refer to the section on criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts in this report.


⁹ The full definition under Article 14 of the bill reads: “In this section, ‘spouse’ means a person, being one half of a legal union between a genetically born man of full age and a genetically born woman of full age of the opposite sex of that person in a civil marriage concluded under the laws governing civil marriages in Namibia and a genetically born man or a genetically born woman of full age of the opposite sex of that person in a customary marriage concluded under customary law in Namibia”.

---
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governing marriage in South Africa and to recognise all types of intimate partnerships, irrespective of “gender, sex, or sexual orientation”. The bill would legislate and define monogamous marriages as being possible between any two adult prospective spouses, regardless of their sex or gender, while also allowing for polygamous marriages.10

On 29 May 2023, the Anti-Homosexuality Act (2023) was signed into law by the President of Uganda. Section 10 of the bill expressly prohibits and punishes the attempt to contract marriage, formally or informally, with a person of the same sex as well as the presiding over, preparation, or attendance to a same-sex wedding with up to ten years imprisonment.11

**Uganda**

In September 2023, the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal issued a landmark decision in *Sham Tsz Kit v. Secretary for Justice* (2023) establishing that the Government was in violation of its obligation under Article 14 of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights to establish an alternative framework for the legal recognition of same-sex partnerships and to provide for appropriate rights and obligations. The applicant, a Hong Kong permanent resident, entered into a same-sex marriage in New York in 2013 after being unable to marry locally. The Court gave the government two years to comply with its final order.12

Furthermore, in October 2023, the Court of Appeal issued a progressive ruling in *Ng Hon Lam Edgar and Li Yik Ho v. Secretary for Justice* (2023), affirming a 2020 decision issued by the Court of First Instance that established that the marriage provisions excluding same-sex couples under local inheritance laws and regulations were discriminatory and unconstitutional.13 Hong Kong’s Secretary for Justice appealed the decision, reportedly arguing that the law needed to protect traditional marriages and the formation of traditional families, and that a decision in the opposite direction would weaken the status of traditional marriages and families, but the Court of Appeals unanimously dismissed the government’s appeal in all its claims.14 In November 2023, it was reported that the Secretary for Justice decided again to appeal the decision, this time before the Court of Final Appeal.15 On 26 February 2024, the Court of Appeal granted permission for the defendant to appeal the case at the Court of Final Appeal.16

**India**

By 2022, many cases were pending in several Indian High Courts seeking legal recognition of same-sex marriage, including the Supreme Court, the Delhi High Court, and the Kerala High Court. In January 2023, the Supreme Court absorbed all pending cases at other courts relating to this matter. In March, the central government appealed to the Supreme Court to defer the issue of same-sex marriage to Parliament. The government argued that “same-sex marriage cannot be

---

10 “South Africa’s new Marriage Bill raises many thorny issues - a balancing act is needed”, The Conversation, 03 August 2023.
11 For more information about this bill, please refer to the section on criminalisation of consensual same-sex sexual acts in this report.
12 “前按政府政後年內確立替代架構提供法律承認同性伴侶關係” [Court of Final Appeal urges government to establish an alternative framework within two years to provide legal recognition for same-sex partnerships], Bastille Post, 28 October 2023; “兩婚案終審上訴部分得准政府須付予子女撫養費” [The appeal section of the same-sex marriage case finally wins and the government must pay the legal fees of Shum Zijie], Oriental Daily News, 27 October 2023. Following the ruling, a member of Hong Kong’s Legislative Council known for his pro-Beijing political stance wrote to the Chairman of the Council’s Panel on Constitutional Affairs, questioning the verdict and urging the Government to seek clarification from the Chinese National People’s Congress (NPC). He also called for a review of previous decisions on sexual and gender diversity issues to ensure alignment with the Constitution and the National Security Law. See: “同性婚姻 | 要求認同性伴侶關係 建議政府修訂兩婚案” [Same-sex marriage | Ho Kwan-yiu is dissatisfied with the Final Court’s ruling to establish a framework for recognising same-sex couples and urges the National People’s Congress to interpret the law], HK 01, 09 November 2023.
13 This includes the Intestates’ Estates Ordinance (IEO) and the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependents) Ordinance (IPO). The Intestates’ Estates Ordinance is a law that outlines what happens to a person’s property and assets if they die without leaving a will (intestate). In other words, it determines how the deceased person’s estate will be distributed among their surviving family members according to a predefined set of rules. These rules typically prioritise spouses, children, and other close relatives in a specific order. The Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependents) Ordinance is a law that allows certain family members and dependents to claim a share of a deceased person’s estate if they believe they have not been adequately provided for in the deceased’s will or under the rules of intestacy (if there is no will). Simply put, this ordinance provides a legal mechanism for family members and dependents to claim the deceased’s estate if they feel they have not received a fair share of the inheritance.
14 “同志權爭取再度訴訟亦獲勝契約制同性婚姻立法全面落實” [LGBT Rights Case Wins Repeatedly - Lee Yihao Brings the Verdict to His Spouse’s Grave, Hoping for Government to Restore His Late Husband’s Dignity], Yahoo News (Hong Kong), 25 October 2023.
15 “同志情侶遭前伴侶以暴凌被判入獄多年 男方不服上訴獲無罪上訴” [The government’s appeal against the gay couple’s inheritance lawsuit was rejected, and the government lodged a final appeal], HK01, 15 November 2023.
16 “公屋政策及遺產條例 損失同性伴侶權益案” [ Public Housing Policy and Heritage Ordinance: Discrimination against same-sex couples is alleged to be unconstitutional. Government allows final appeal], HK01, 26 February 2024.
equated to traditional Indian family values, where the only legally recognised marriage is between a man and a woman, as husband and wife. 17

In October 2023, amidst global anticipation within the LGBT movement, the Supreme Court in *Supriyo v. Union of India* (2023) determined that it lacked the power to legalise same-sex marriages, citing that India's constitution does not consider marriage a fundamental right. In its ruling, the Supreme Court reminded the State of its obligation to recognise such unions while also stressing that the responsibility of creating legislation on this issue lies within the authority of the Indian Parliament, not the judiciary. 18 According to the judgement: "This court cannot either strike down the constitutional validity of the Special Marriage Act or read words into the Special Marriage Act because of its institutional limitations. The court, in the exercise of the power of judicial review, must steer clear of matters, particularly those impinging on policy, which fall in the legislative domain. [...] The judiciary cannot legislate".

On 1 November 2023, a plea was submitted to the Supreme Court, urging a review of its decision. The petition argued that the judgment contains evident errors and is perceived as "self-contradictory" and "manifestly unjust". 19 As a subsequent development, a hearing was scheduled in the Supreme Court on 28 November. The petitioners, who had filed review petitions against the Constitution Bench’s earlier decision, further demanded that these petitions be heard in an open court rather than a closed chamber. 20

The Supreme Court’s October ruling marks a possible backpedalling in a country where jurisprudence has historically been a critical avenue for the recognition of the rights of people of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities and expressions in India. The historic judgement of *Navej Singh Johar v. Union of India* (2018), which struck down the colonial-era provision criminalising consensual same-sex sexual acts, 21 paved the way for other significant court decisions recognising the "right to love". Cases such as *Mandu Bala v. State of Uttar Pradesh* (2020) and *Shampa Singh v The State of West Bengal* (2019) were significant in recognising the right of same-sex adult individuals to have consensual relationships, including the right to cohabitation. 22

Against this backdrop of progressive judicial decisions, the 2023 Supreme Court ruling marked a challenge for India in fully recognising the "right to love" and the right to same-sex marriages.

Additionally, following the apex court’s decision and the subsequent disappointment from local communities, the Madras High Court presented a separate opportunity for the recognition of same-sex unions. In November 2023, at the subnational level in the state of Tamil Nadu, it was reported that the Madras High Court issued an order urging the Tamil Nadu government to establish an administrative procedure to register “Deeds of Familial Association” to same-sex couples, thereby recognise civil unions between such couples. 23 This emerging concept aims to provide protection against harassment and discrimination for same-sex couples, ensuring they have a right to live in a recognised relationship. This, however, does not amount to a contractual legal status as couples, nor does it grant the rights of a marriage or civil union. Nevertheless, it could provide a legal template for the recognition of such relationships in the absence of a national, unequivocal right to marriage. 24

---

**Japan**

Japan has no nationwide law recognising same-sex civil unions or marriages. However, on 6 March 2023, Japan’s Constitutional Democratic Party introduced a *Bill to Revise the Civil Code* (2023) to legalise same-sex marriage by using gender-neutral language in the law and explicitly mentioning "parties ... [of] the same sex" under the article defining marriage. 25 On 29 March 2023, the Japanese Communist Party also submitted a bill to the same effect. 26

Additionally, a variety of lawsuits have been filed against the Japanese government in various districts in the years since 2019, arguing that not allowing same-sex marriages is unconstitutional. On 29 May 2023, the Nagoya District Court ruled in *Case No. 597* (2023) that not allowing same-sex marriage was in violation of...
Article 14(1) of the Constitution (equality before the law). Notably, the court also found that not allowing same-sex marriage does not violate Article 24(1) but does violate Article 24(2). Paragraph 1 of Article 24 establishes marriages as "solely on the basis of consent of both sexes" while Paragraph 2 of the Article stipulates that laws regarding marriage and family "must be enacted based on the individual dignity and the essential equality of the sexes". Essentially, the ruling recognises that marriages are between those of different sexes but also rules it unjust and unconstitutional for the government not to create a system for same-sex couples to become families.27 Additionally, although the court rejected the claim for compensation from the male couple who filed the lawsuit, it affirmed the unconstitutionality of the current legal system.28 This verdict follows a previous ruling by the Tokyo District Court in November 2022 (Case No. (Wq) 3465 (2022)), which deemed the country's Civil Code and Family Registration law as unconstitutional for violating Article 24(2).29

One week after the Nagoya District Court ruling, on 8 June 2023, the Fukuoka District Court also handed down a ruling in Case No. (Wq) 447 (2023), which – like previous rulings from the Fukuoka District Court – deemed current legislation to be in violation of Article 24(2) of Japan’s Constitution.30

Furthermore, a 2021 Sapporo District Court ruling—one of the first in the nation to deal with the recognition of same-sex unions—saw an appeal by the plaintiffs more recently. The Sapporo District Court initially ruled in 2021 that the Japanese government’s failure to recognise same-sex marriage was unconstitutional. On 14 March 2024, the Sapporo High Court reaffirmed that the absence of same-sex marriage provisions in the law violated Article 14(1), adding that it also violated Article 24(2) but not Article 24(1).31 Despite this, the plaintiffs were reportedly dissatisfied with this decision, as the court also concluded that the Japanese Diet (legislature) could not be said to have failed to legislate on same-sex marriages, making it unlikely for the government to pass such legislation in the near future. The plaintiffs have since expressed intent to bring this forward to the Supreme Court.32 It was reported that on the same day, the Tokyo District Court also found the lack of same-sex marriage provisions unconstitutional, which the plaintiffs also reportedly seek to appeal in order to obtain a stronger judgement of unconstitutionality at the High Court.33 This makes it the sixth instance of courts finding Japan’s lack of recognition for same-sex unions to be unconstitutional.

In contrast to the significant progress by courts in recognising the right for same-sex couples to marry, another instance where a court declined to recognise the rights of same-sex couples was also noted in September 2023. It was reported that the Sapporo District Court rejected a claim for damages filed by a former employee of the Hokkaido prefectural government in a same-sex partnership who did not receive spousal benefits. The plaintiff argued that Hokkaido’s denial in providing spousal benefits violated the constitutional guarantee of equality. ILGA World was informed by a local organisation, Marriage For All Japan, that the plaintiff declined to appeal against the decision, making the District Court decision final.

Despite the absence of a national law, since 2019 several prefectures—Japan’s first level of administrative divisions—and hundreds of other local administrations have recognised same-sex couples by issuing "partnership certificates". These certificates usually allow same-sex partners to consent to each other’s medical treatments, or visit each other at the hospital, as well as other social welfare issues. However, family relations and their duties or rights are still defined by the national Civil Code, limiting the scope of benefits afforded to same-sex couples that heterosexual couples can access. Nevertheless, some prefectures have started signing bilateral and multilateral agreements to

27 "【主張】同性婚訴訟で原告側が上告 " [Claim] Judgment in same-sex marriage lawsuit denial of gender is difficult to understand], Sankei Shimbun, 2 June 2023.

28 "Japan court rules that a bar on same-sex marriage is unconstitutional", Openly, 30 May 2023; "Japanese higher court rules in favor of marriage equality", LGBTIQ Nation, 05 June 2023.

29 For more information on the different judicial rulings on same-sex marriage in Japan, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions - Japan, retrieved on 12 January 2024.

30 "主張:同性婚の法制化" [Claim / Legalization of same-sex marriage / Continuing unconstitutional judgment It’s the turn of the country to move: Japanese Communist Party], Shim bun Akuhato; 11 June 2023; "同性婚相続法法制化を強く求めている 広島毎日新聞" [Same-sex marriage court ruling strongly calls for legalization-Shimano Mainichi Shim bun], Shinano Mainichi Shim bun, 11 June 2023.


32 "同性婚相続法法制化を強く求めている " [Claim appeals in same-sex marriage lawsuit, Sapporo dismisses claim as unconstitutional], Nikkei, 26 March 2024; "同性婚相続法法制化を強く求めている " [Claim appeals in same-sex marriage lawsuit, Supreme Court declares unconstitutional, calls for pressure on the Diet], Mainichi, 25 March 2024.

mutually recognise legal partnership certificates issued by one another. For instance, Saga has signed agreements with Fukuoka and Ibaraki, while Ibaraki has signed similar agreements with Gunma and Tochigi. In the absence of a nationwide mechanism, these agreements allow same-sex couples to be legally recognised as such beyond the borders of their prefecture.

Between January 2023 and March 2024, legal progress in this direction was made in the prefectures of Aichi,24 Fuku,25 Gifu,26 Hyogo,27 Ishikawa,28 Kagawa,29 Nagano,30 Nara,31 Oita,32 Okinawa,33 Shimane,34 Shizuoka,35 Shiga,36 Tottori,37 Toyama,38 Yamagata,39 Yamanashi,40 Yamaguchi,41 and Wakayama.52
Unveiling the Rainbow: Japan's Journey Towards Marriage Equality

As of present, neither of the two bills proposed to the Diet aimed at legalising same-sex marriage has undergone any discussion at the national level. Despite a ruling by the Sapporo High Court in 2021 declaring the existing laws that do not recognize same-sex marriages as unconstitutional, Prime Minister Kishida has reiterated the stance of the previous government, stating that the recognition of same-sex marriages is “not envisioned in the Constitution”. Furthermore, he has suggested that “not having a provision on same-sex marriage does not constitute a violation of the Constitution”.

In February 2023, the Prime Minister addressed the House of Representatives Budget Committee, emphasising the need for careful consideration of same-sex marriage, citing its potential to impact people’s perceptions of family, values, and society. In response to Kishida’s remarks, Masayoshi Arai, who served as an Executive Secretary responsible for media relations for Kishida, expressed personal reservations, stating a reluctance to reside near individuals identifying as gay or other sexual minorities. Arai further commented on same-sex marriage, expressing concerns about its negative impact on society and indicating opposition from the secretary’s office.

An opinion poll conducted by the Asahi Shimbun newspaper revealed that more than 70% of respondents supported the legalisation of same-sex marriage, marking the highest percentage ever recorded. However, conservative politicians, led by Japan’s ruling Liberal Democratic Party, continue to resist legalising same-sex marriage despite repeated unconstitutional rulings. This misalignment between the viewpoints of conservative politicians and public sentiment has hindered progress in Japan. While over 70% of the public supports same-sex marriage, only 42% of Diet members are in favour.

Nevertheless, various prefectures and municipalities (including cities, wards, towns, and villages) have made notable progress in introducing “partnership certificate systems” since 2015. The first of these same-sex partnership systems was the “Partnership Declaration System” of Shibuya Ward, put in place in 2015. Initially, only the municipality-level bodies introduced similar systems one after another, after which Ibaraki prefecture introduced the first prefecture-level one in 2019 when there was no municipality in the prefecture implementing the system. Later, Akashi City (in the prefecture of Hyogo) introduced the first “Family-ship system” which recognised the couple as well as children brought up by them as a family, which was followed by other local government bodies soon introducing “family-ship” systems as well as adding the recognition of family members (primarily children) to partnership systems. Meanwhile, more prefectures began in 2020 to introduce the prefecture-level systems to follow Ibaraki, with or without municipalities within them that had implemented the systems before.

With the development of these “partnership certificate” systems across the many different prefectures across Japan, as of 2023, only about 20% of the population do not have access to this system, including one whole prefecture (Miyagi) which does not have the system in any of its municipalities. While there is no thorough analysis of the registered users who have accessed these “partnership certificate” systems, most of the local bodies have found a fair number of users. Commonly, some time passes before the first couple accesses the certificate system. Data provided by Nijiro Diversity have estimated that the population coverage ratio of these same-sex partnership systems has significantly increased from about 64.7% at the end of 2022 to roughly 81.1% as of March 2024, where more than 5,000 couples have registered their partnerships through these mechanisms as of June 2023. The introduction of the system has been mostly welcomed and regarded as a sign of the community’s friendliness and acceptance towards LGBT people living in the different municipalities and prefectures.

Additionally, local bodies (prefectures and municipalities) usually implement other policies together with these partnership systems that benefit LGBT residents, including public housing eligibilities in properties managed by these local bodies and welfare services to same-sex couples equally given to heterosexual married couples (both in private and public employment). Moreover, the private sector is introducing benefits, such as banks offering combined mortgages to registered couples, hospitals and clinics allowing medical authorisation to same-sex partners, and telecommunication providers regarding registered couples as families, among other benefits. In this context, activists believe that the gradual spread of the system over eight to nine years has improved the social and community awareness of general LGBT issues, developing from urban and suburban to rural areas.

---

53 We are appreciative of the information provided by Marriage For All Japan for this essay.
54 “editorial: Diet behind the times in dealing with same-sex marriage issue”, Asahi Shimbun, 16 March 2024.
55 “Kishida cautious on gay marriage because it would ‘change society’”, Asahi Shimbun, 03 February 2024.
56 “Japan PM to dismiss secretary for discriminatory remarks against sexual minorities”, The Mainichi, 04 February 2023.
58 See the “Opinion Meter of the Japanese Diet”, Marriage For All Japan, retrieved on 15 April 2024.
59 For more information and to see a specific example of the prefectures and municipalities in Tokyo, see “The Structure of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government (TMG)”, Tokyo Metropolitan Government, retrieved on 17 April 2024.
On 3 May 2023, in the case of Adheep Pokhrel and Tobias Volz v. Ministry of Home Affairs, Department of Immigration (2023), the Supreme Court of Nepal issued an interim order directing the government to establish a transitional mechanism for the registration of marriages for same-sex couples and other non-traditional heterosexual couples. The order recognises marriage rights based on gender identity and sexual orientation, calling for necessary amendments to the provisions related to marriage within the Civil Code. The court also mandated the creation of a separate register of marriages for sexual and gender minority communities. The court’s order allows same-sex couples to legally register their marriages while awaiting potential legislative changes.

However, in July 2023, media reported that the Kathmandu District Court had refused to register a same-sex marriage on the grounds that since the Supreme Court’s order was addressed to the government, the lower courts were not bound to comply with it. In October 2023, the Patan High Court reportedly upheld the decision of Kathmandu District Court denying the marriage registration of Maya Gurung and Surendra Pandey. It was reported a month later in November 2023 that authorities in Dordi in the district of Lamjung, where Gurung and Pandey are both from, agreed to follow the interim court order and officially register their marriage, making it the first-ever instance of same-sex marriage in Nepal.

There have been several attempts to legalise same-sex civil partnerships in the Philippines since the 17th Congress session in 2017, but none of the legislative proposals moved past the second and third readings. In January 2023, the Civil Partnership Bill (House Bill No. 6,782) (2023) was introduced in the House of Representatives. Section 3 of this bill defines “civil partnership” as the “legal relationship between two persons, of either the same or opposite sex”.

At the subnational level, in February 2024, Quezon City in Metro Manila passed Ordinance No. SP-3221 (2024), also known as the “Quezon City Right to Care Ordinance”, which authorises same-sex couples to choose the kind of hospital treatment, medical procedures, tests, and prescriptions that their partners shall receive. They will also be allowed to provide care during hospitalisation and receive important information for the duration of admission.

In February 2023, South Korea’s High Court reached a decision in Case No. 2022-32797 (2023) where it concluded that there was no rational justification for differentiating between same-sex and different-sex couples under the principle of equality in the context of extending insurance coverage to “dependents”. The case had started in February 2020, when the plaintiff secured health insurance beneficiary status as the “de facto spouse” of his male partner. Following media exposure of this fact, the National Health Insurance Service (NHIS) retroactively rescinded the plaintiff’s dependent qualification, asserting that the prior grant was an “error”. In 2022, the Seoul Administrative Court ruled against the couple’s claims and asserted that there existed no legal foundation to extend protection to same-sex couples. Therefore, with its February 2023 ruling, the High Court issued an order requiring the NHIS to reinstate coverage for partners within same-sex relationships. However, in March 2023 the NHIS filed an appeal against the High Court decision.

Additionally, in April 2023, Congressman Yong Hae-in introduced the Life Partnership Bill (Bill No. 2121647) (2023) in the National Assembly. The bill aims to legalise same-sex unions and includes amendments to 25 laws to provide social security protections for life partners similar to those granted to married couples.

Soon after, in May 2023, Jang Hye-yong, a member of the minor opposition Justice Party, introduced the Family Formation Right Act (2023), a bill to amend the Civil Code to recognise same-sex marriage. This is the country’s first-ever same-sex marriage bill, hailed by...
Before 2023, foreign nationals were only allowed to enter into a same-sex marriage in Taiwan if the laws of their home country recognised such unions. However, this changed in January 2023 when Taiwan’s Ministry of the Interior issued Ordinance No. 1120240466 (2023), notifying local governments that the Act for the Implementation of J.Y. Interpretation No. 748 (2019) extends to transnational same-sex couples. In the ordinance, the Ministry states that “two persons of the same gender shall not be denied the ability to establish an intimate and exclusive permanent union for the purpose of living together”. This means that same-sex couples consisting of one Taiwanese citizen and one foreign national can now register their marriage, regardless of the legality of same-sex marriages in the foreign partner’s jurisdiction. This law extends as well to partners from Hong Kong and Macau but does not encompass “cross-strait” couples, which are governed by different regulations.

In May 2023 the Move Forward Party, which won the general elections, announced it had reached a government agreement with other political forces that included the approval of same-sex marriage. However, the party’s leader was denied the position of Prime Minister, ultimately leading to his coalition being dissolved and replaced by a Pheu Thai-led coalition without the Move Forward Party, leaving them consigned to the opposition, sparking protest and criticism. The Move Forward Party had previously submitted a Draft Act to Amend the Civil and Commercial Code (2022) in June 2022, which was approved by the House of Representatives before the 2023 elections. Following the parliamentary dissolution in March 2023, progress on the bill lapsed. However, on 28 September 2023, the Marriage Equality Bill (2023) was presented to Parliament by members of the Move Forward Party in another attempt to legalise same-sex marriage. The bill aims to amend Section 1448 of the Civil and Commercial Code by making the marriage law applicable to “any couple, regardless of gender”, essentially granting same-sex couples the same rights, duties, and family status as their heterosexual counterparts, including adoption. Following this, the Ministry of Justice opened the bill for public comment throughout October and November 2023.

On 21 December 2023, the Lower House of Parliament gave preliminary approval to four separate bills on same-sex marriage, including the Marriage Equality Bill (2023). The other bills were submitted by another opposition party, the current governing party, and members of civil society for the first time. A local activist informed ILGA World that the bill submitted by civil society successfully gathered 360,000 signatures, despite only requiring 10,000 to show sufficient public support for parliamentary submission.

After Parliament’s approval in the first reading, a committee of 39 members scrutinised the four proposed drafts before they were tabled for the second reading. Following the scrutiny, it was reported that...
these four draft bills were to be consolidated into one version.81

By March 2024 the Marriage Equality Bill (2023) received the committee’s approval as well as that of the Lower House of Parliament, with an overwhelming 400 representatives voting in favour and only 10 against. On 2 April 2024, it was reported that the Senate had also overwhelmingly voted in favour of the bill on its first reading (147 in favour, 4 against, 7 abstentions).82 As of the time of publication of this report, the bill still requires endorsement from the King before marriage equality is achieved in Thailand If passed into law, Thailand would be the first nation in Southeast Asia to legally recognise same-sex marriage.83

Europe

Andorra

In 2022, the Andorran General Council approved the Qualified Law on the Person and the Family (Law No. 30) (2022), which introduced marriage equality.84 However, it maintained a slight difference in the name between civil marriages (casament), which are open for same-sex couples, and Catholic marriage (matrimoni), which are not, although the legal effects were the same. Shortly after the law was passed, the Constitutional Court declared this terminological difference unconstitutional in its Judgment on Case No. 2022-1-L (2022), considering that it amounted to discrimination on the grounds of religious beliefs and sexual orientation.85 Following this ruling, in January 2023 the Andorran Parliament unanimously approved a reform that uses the same wording for all types of unions, effectively legalising same-sex marriage in the country, becoming one of four UN member States in 2023 to allow such unions.86

Bulgaria

After Bulgaria’s Supreme Administrative Court refused in 2019 to recognise a marriage between two Bulgarian women who had married in the UK, both women challenged its ruling before the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). As a result, in September 2023 the ECHR ruled against Bulgaria in Koilova and Babulkova v. Bulgaria (Application No. 40209/20) (2023) for failing "to satisfy its positive obligation to ensure that the applicants had available to them a specific legal framework providing for the recognition and protection of their union as a same-sex couple".87 The Court, in its ruling, rejected the Bulgarian government’s arguments that the recognition of same-sex unions would be a violation of public interest and that such grounds do not outweigh the plaintiffs’ interest in obtaining adequate recognition and protection by law of their relationship.88

Croatia

In December 2023, the Constitutional Court rejected in Judgement No. 92-14 and 98-19 (2023) three claims that were filed almost a decade prior in 2014 against the Same-Sex Life Partnership Act (2014), which legalised same-sex civil unions.89 The Constitutional Court pointed out that the right to respect for family life is guaranteed to all persons, regardless of sexual orientation and gender identity, and is under the direct protection of the Constitutional Court and the

---

81 "#どう考えてもイレブン：彼女3人が婚約者、国民投票不走行を求める-元・バブル/news" [Equal Marriage: Opening 3 draft amendments to the Civil Code. Unlocking is not limited to men and women.], Law (Thailand), 20 December 2023.
82 "Senate has accepted the principles of the draft law on equal marriage," Bangkok Biz News, 03 April 2024;
83 "มติเป็นเอกฉันท์ในการเห็นชอบร่างรัฐธรรมนูญฉบับเดิม ท. รมว.ศธ. ยกระดับสิทธิฯ" [Open debate on the equal marriage law of the Senate before deciding to accept the principle.], BBC (Thailand), 2 April 2024.
84 "Same-sex marriage bill moving ahead", Bangkok Post (Thailand), 14 March 2024; "Thailand’s lower house passes bill to legalize same-sex marriage", CNN, 27 March 2024.
85 "Andorra aprueba el matrimonio civil igualitario" [Andorra approves equal civil marriage], Dos Manzanas, 22 July 2022.
86 "L’ús del terme ‘casament’ per a les parelles gais acaba al TC" [The use of the term ‘marriage’ for gay couples ends in TC], Diari d’Andorra, 15 September 2022.
87 "Lum verd a la tipificació de matrimoni, sigui quina sigui la orientació sexual de la parella" [Green light for the classification of marriage, whatever the sexual orientation of the couple], Andorra Difuix, 31 January 2023.
88 "Court Rules Bulgaria Must Recognize Same-Sex Relationships", Human Rights Watch, 8 September 2023.
European Court of Human Rights. Local LGBTI organisations have hailed this decision as a "significant step towards achieving equality." 90

---

Czechia

In June 2023, the Chamber of Deputies voted in favour of Bill No. 241 (2022), aimed at reforming the Civil Code to legalise same-sex marriage. After its initial reading, the bill was forwarded to various parliamentary committees for thorough discussion. Subsequently, on 7 February 2024, the revised text, as agreed upon by the committees, passed a second reading in the Chamber. However, before the final reading, several amendments were proposed seeking to exclude marriage equality from the legislation. One such amendment, introduced by MPs from different parties, suggested replacing same-sex marriage with a new form of legally recognised partnership called "partnerství". This proposal granted these partnerships similar rights and obligations as traditional marriages unless specified otherwise by law. On 20 February 2024, this amendment was ratified during the bill's third reading in the Chamber, resulting in the approved text focusing on partnerships rather than same-sex marriage. The revised version, now designated as Bill No. 234 (2024), was then forwarded to the Senate for further consideration. While the amended bill aimed to enhance the rights of registered partnerships in Czechia, it still lacked provisions granting them equivalent parental rights to those enjoyed by married couples. 95

---

Estonia

In June 2023, the Estonian parliament adopted the Law to reform Family Law and other related laws (2023), which amended the legal concept of marriage to define it in gender-neutral terms, thus legalising marriage equality. Besides legalising same-sex marriage, this law extends certain rights and responsibilities to registered partnerships, including property rights, adoption, legal residency, and citizenship. The President of Estonia enacted the Law a few days after it was passed. The law entered into force on the first day of 2024. Prior to this, same-sex couples had been able to enter civil unions since the Registered Partnership Act (2014) which entered into force in 2016. 97

---

Greece

The Greek government announced in September 2023 its intention to introduce a bill to legalise same-sex marriage. Previously, in July 2023, the Prime Minister had publicly supported marriage equality after being re-elected by a landslide. Furthermore, in December 2023 government spokesman Pavlos Marinakis, reaffirmed the government's stance and said that it would fulfil its commitment to legalise same-sex marriage following strong opposition from the country's influential Orthodox Church. In a 1,500-word statement of opinion, the Church expressed its arguments against same-sex marriage, but the government reassured the

90 "Rješenje Ustavnog suda Republike Hrvatske o Zakonu o životnom partnerstvu - Dugine obitelji" [Ruling of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Croatia on the Law on Life Partnership - Bi-parenthood], 28 December 2023.
91 "Ustavni sud donio važnu odluku za istospolne zajednice: "Značajan korak naprijed"" [The Constitutional Court made an important decision for same-sex unions: "A significant step forward"], Dnevnik (Croatia), 28 December 2023.
93 "V ČR posunuli ráhov o manželstvi i pre homosexuality páry do 3. čítania" [In the Czech Republic, they moved the proposal on marriage for homosexual couples to the 3rd reading], Trenz, 08 February 2024.
94 "O Čem Bude Hlasovat Sněmovna Ve 3. Člení Jedno Manželství, Jeden Posměšňovák A Čtyři Úplné Ukrajovák" [What Will The House Vote On In The 3rd reading, Or One Marriage, One Amendment And Four Complete Cuts], Jsme Fér, 16 February 2024.
95 "Sněmovna schválila partnerství pro páry stejného pohlaví. Adopce možné nebudou" [The House approved partnerships for same-sex couples. Adoptions will not be possible], deník.cz, 28 February 2024; "Czech lawmakers approve bill on same-sex marriages, without the right to adopt children", Radio Prague, 29 February 2024; "Sněmovnou ve stíhu prošlo novela občanského zákoníku, která mění svazky stejnopohlavních párů a zlepšuje jejich práva" [An amendment to the Civil Code, which changes the unions of same-sex couples and improves their rights, was passed by the Chamber of Deputies on Wednesday], Deník N, 01 March 2024.
96 "OTázky A Odpovědi K Novele O Partnerství", [Questions and answers to the partnership amendment], Jsme Fér, 07 March 2024.
97 "Rigikogu kehtestas abieluvõrdsuse " [The Rigikogu established marriage equality], Gei ja lesbi infokeskus (Estonian Gay League), 22 June 2023.
98 The Registered Partnership Act (2014) is open to same-sex and different-sex couples and contains limited adoption rights for joint adoption by a second parent. However, "family status" under Estonian law requires a union between a man and a woman. However, effective implementation of the Registered Partnership Act reportedly remains sporadic, as many of the amendments to laws and provisions required to do so have not been ratified by the Parliament to date, meaning that some same-sex couples have had to have certain rights confirmed by the courts on a case-by-case basis. For more information about this Act, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions - Estonia, retrieved on 8 February 2024.
99 "ΛΟΑΤΚΙ+: Νομοσχέδιο της κυβέρνησης για γκέι γάμους και τεκνοθεσία" [LGBTI+: Government bill on gay marriage and procreation], in.gr, 04 September 2023.
media that it would commit to legalising same-sex marriage. This is not the first time in recent years that the government had discussions surrounding the legalisation of same-sex marriage following the approval of same-sex civil unions in 2016 through Greece’s Government Gazette (2016).

After a period of public consultation in January 2024, the government introduced its marriage equality bill to the Greek Parliament on 1 February 2024. The bill also improves labour legislation to protect same-sex spouses and parents, and expands anti-discrimination protections. On 15 February 2024, the bill was passed by 175 votes to 77. It was signed by the President the following day and enacted as the Law on Civil Marriage Equality (Law No. 5,089) (2024), taking immediate effect and legalising same-sex marriage in Greece. Same-sex couples will also now be allowed to jointly adopt children with the passing of this law.

However, there have been judicial decisions recognising same-sex couples as "couples" within the meaning of the Latvian Constitution. By April 2023, the Riga Administrative District Court had recognised 36 same-sex couples as "families", and about 30 more cases have been filed or are being prepared. The Minister of Justice has also declared that a package of several draft laws on same-sex partnerships was under preparation.

In November 2023, Parliament passed a bill that would allow same-sex couples to enter into civil unions. The bill was submitted for approval of the President, and it was originally slated to enter into force in July 2024. However, a group of 34 parliamentarians have since submitted a motion to the President requesting a postponement of the law’s entry into force in order to hold a referendum on the matter. The bill’s entry into force was reportedly suspended for two months as per the country’s Constitution, allowing the group time to collect the signatures required to proceed with the referendum (at least 155,000). As of January 2024, according to reports from Latvian media, they had not yet reached this threshold having roughly only 15% of the required number of signatures. Accordingly, that same month, the President enacted the Law on the Reform of the Notary Law (2024), which allows same-sex couples who “have a close personal relationship, a common household and the intention to mutually nurture and support each other” to formalise their relationship in a public deed signed before a notary. The law also specifies that such a “partnership” does not constitute a marriage in any case. Notably, the passing of this law also comes after eight attempts to pass legislation on civil partnerships over a 24-year period.

In 2022, the Bill on a Civil Unions Law (Bill No. 1380) (2022) to legalise civil unions for same-sex couples was introduced, but it has not yet been passed by Parliament. There have been several attempts to vote on the bill, but they have all failed. Activists have also tried to collect signatures for a citizens’ legislative initiative, but the Parliament has so far voted against taking it into consideration.

However, there have been judicial decisions recognising same-sex couples as "couples" within the meaning of the Latvian Constitution. By April 2023, the Riga Administrative District Court had recognised 36 same-sex couples as "families", and about 30 more cases have been filed or are being prepared. The Minister of Justice has also declared that a package of several draft laws on same-sex partnerships was under preparation.

In November 2023, Parliament passed a bill that would allow same-sex couples to enter into civil unions. The bill was submitted for approval of the President, and it was originally slated to enter into force in July 2024. However, a group of 34 parliamentarians have since submitted a motion to the President requesting a postponement of the law’s entry into force in order to hold a referendum on the matter. The bill’s entry into force was reportedly suspended for two months as per the country’s Constitution, allowing the group time to collect the signatures required to proceed with the referendum (at least 155,000). As of January 2024, according to reports from Latvian media, they had not yet reached this threshold having roughly only 15% of the required number of signatures. Accordingly, that same month, the President enacted the Law on the Reform of the Notary Law (2024), which allows same-sex couples who “have a close personal relationship, a common household and the intention to mutually nurture and support each other” to formalise their relationship in a public deed signed before a notary. The law also specifies that such a “partnership” does not constitute a marriage in any case. Notably, the passing of this law also comes after eight attempts to pass legislation on civil partnerships over a 24-year period.

In November 2022, a bill was introduced to amend three existing laws: the Marriage Act, the Partnership Act, and the Personal and Company Act. In March 2024, Parliament approved the bill legalising same-sex marriage in its first reading, with 24 votes in favour and
only one against. A second reading of the bill is slated for July 2024, and if approved, the law will be enacted on 1 January 2025.110 According to the bill, no further registered partnerships will be formed in Liechtenstein, though existing ones will still be acknowledged and may be converted to marriages through a straightforward process.

After the cut-off date of this report, ILGA World was informed that the bill was passed. We kindly request that our readers consult the ILGA World Database for updates in the near future.

Lithuania

In May 2023, the Bill on Civil Unions (2022), introduced in May 2022, passed the first stage of the legislative process.111 The bill defines civil unions in gender-neutral terms, although it has been reported that it is not as comprehensive as local CSOs would have preferred. Nevertheless, it has been described as an important step forward. It was subsequently reported in March 2024 that the Seimas voted not to include a discussion on this bill in the current legislative agenda.112

Amidst these legislative discussions and in the absence of legal protections, same-sex couples resorted to the courts to have their unions recognised. In April 2023, local media reported that a group of same-sex couples had filed a request before local courts to have their civil partnerships officially recognised. However, later that month, it was reported that the District Court of the City of Vilnius rejected the motion on the basis that there existed no law on civil partnerships.113 Similarly, in July 2023, the Vilnius District Court denied another request from a same-sex couple to register their union. The couple appealed this decision in August 2023 before the Vilnius Regional Court.114

Luxembourg

In 2023, a new version of the Constitution of Luxembourg (2023) entered into force. Although it includes no mentions of "sexual orientation", Article 15.4 establishes the right of "every person" to "form a family" and be respected in their family life,115 which some commentators have interpreted as a safeguard for marriage equality.116

Moldova

In March 2023, a same-sex couple submitted an application to the Public Services Agency to register their marriage, despite the absence of any law recognising same-sex marriage in Moldova. Their request was officially rejected, leading them to file a joint suit against the administrative body. In September 2023, the couple announced via social media that they had received a summons for the first hearing on their case.117

Poland

In November 2023, media reports revealed that the Supreme Administrative Court of Poland sought a preliminary ruling from the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). The query pertained to whether EU Member States are obligated to recognise a same-sex marriage legally solemnised in another EU Member State, despite the former’s domestic legislation not permitting such unions. The case involved a couple comprising a Polish man and a Polish-German man who had wed in Germany and subsequently sought recognition of their marriage in Poland.118

110 ‘Parlament in Liechtenstein sagt Ja zur Ehe für alle’ [Parliament in Liechtenstein says yes to marriage for all], Mannschaft Magazin, 10 March 2024.
111 ‘Seimas po svarstymo pritarė Civilinės sąjungos įstatymo projektui (papildyta)’ [After the discussion, the Seimas approved the draft law on Civil Union (supplemented)], Alfa, 24 May 2023.
112 ‘Civilinės sąjungos projektas išbrauktas iš pasvastario darbų programos’ [The civil union project has been removed from the spring work program], LRT, 15 March 2024.
113 ‘Teismas atmetė vienalytės poros prašymą registruoti civilinę partnerystę’ [The court rejected the same-sex couple’s request to register a civil partnership], LRT, 22 April 2023.
114 ‘Skundžiamas teismo sprendimas neregistruoti tos pačios lyties asmenų santuokos, prašoma kreiptis į KT’ [The court’s decision not to register a same-sex marriage in Moldova. Their request was officially rejected, leading them to file a joint suit against the administrative body. In September 2023, the couple announced via social media that they had received a summons for the first hearing on their case], LRT, 12 September 2023.
115 Original provision reads: “Toute personne a le droit de fonder une famille. Toute personne a droit au respect de sa vie familiale”.
116 ‘Luxemburgs neue Verfassung schützt die Ehe für alle’ [Luxembourg’s new constitution protects marriage for all], Queer, 1 July 2023.
117 ‘Un cuplu LGBT din Moldova a depus cerere la ASF pentru inregistrarea cásătoriei: Dacă primim refuz, vom merge în judecată’ [An LGBT couple from Moldova submitted an application to ASF for marriage registration: If we receive a refusal, we will go to court], UNIMEDIA, 02 March 2023; ‘Cuplul LGBT, care a depus cerere de înregistrare a căsătoriei la ASF, a fost refuzat’ [The LGBT couple, who applied for marriage registration at the ASF, was refused], Yam News, 04 March 2023; ‘Cuplul LGBT Angelica Frolov și Leo merge în judecată: Cer drepturi egale’ [LGBT couple Angelica Frolov and Leo go to court: They demand equal rights], Știri.md, 23 September 2023.
118 So far, the CJEU has ruled in the Coman case that same-sex marriages celebrated in an EU Member State must be recognised in the rest of EU States for residence purposes (for instance, when an EU citizen marries a person of the same sex who is not an EU citizen and they ask for the permission to reside in the EU Member State of origin of their partner). For this reason, a new EU ruling could have wide implications for same-sex marriages throughout the European Union, as it could potentially force Member States that don’t allow (or even ban) same-sex marriages to admit their validity in their own jurisdictions as long as they were legally celebrated in another EU Member State. See: “Un tribunal polaco preguntará a la UE si tiene que reconocer los matrimonios homosexuales” [A Polish court will ask the EU if it has to recognize gay marriages], Infobae, 18 November 2023.
In December 2023, the European Court of Human Rights ruled against Poland in the case Przybyszewska and others v. Poland (Application No. 11454/17) (2023). The Court concluded that the Polish State had neglected its obligation to establish a specific legal framework for recognising and safeguarding same-sex partnerships. This failure resulted in the inability of applicant couples to regulate fundamental aspects of their lives, deemed a violation of their right to privacy and family life. After national elections, the newly formed Polish government (comprising several opposition parties supportive of advancing LGBT issues) declared its intention to introduce legislation recognising same-sex civil unions.119

In May 2023, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) ruled against Romania in the case Buhuceanu and others v. Romania (2023). The court found Romania in violation of the right to private and family life of several couples, based on Romania’s failure to establish a system to adequately recognise and protect same-sex civil relationships, notably in the form of civil unions.120 However, in August 2023, the Romanian government formally communicated its decision to challenge this ruling before the Grand Chamber of the ECHR.121

In July 2023, the Romanian Ministry of Internal Affairs released a Draft Amendment to GEU 194-2002 (2023) to supplement the Emergency Ordinance on the Regime of Aliens in Romania (GEO No. 194) (2002) and enable family members of Romanian citizens "who have established a family life in another EU member state", to apply for a visa for family reunification (e.g., same-sex partners/spouses).122 In response to rumours and misinformation that this amendment was "a disguised legalisation of same-sex marriage in Romania", the Ministry issued a Press Release clarifying the proposal in the following terms: "This draft law does not regulate the recognition of same-sex marriages or civil conventions on Romanian territory and other rights deriving from this recognition. The draft law is an implementation in the national legislation of the legal provisions existing at the EU level, only regarding the free movement of persons. The implementation of these provisions is a mandatory condition for Romania, following the judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) of 5 June 2018 in Case C-673/16 (2018), and failure to comply with it makes it possible to initiate an infringement procedure that can end with the conviction of Romania by the European Court*.123 A local organisation, Asociata Accept, has criticised this move by the Romanian government, calling it a "timid step" five years after the CJEU decision.124 They explained that if the draft law is approved as presented, same-sex couples would still face unequal treatment, lacking full rights, and same-sex couples who have entered into a civil partnership in another State will continue to be treated as two strangers with no family ties.125

In January 2023 Slovakia’s Ministry of Justice put forth a legislative amendment titled Act on Fiduciary Declaration and Amendment of Certain Acts (2023), aiming to address the circumstances of unmarried couples, including same-sex pairs.126 The bill aimed to establish a procedure, facilitated by a notary, where an

---

119 “Poles nya regering vill erkänna samkönade relationer” [Poland’s new government wants to recognize same-sex relationships], QX.se, 19 December 2023; “Historyczny wyrok Trybunału w Strasburgu. Polska ma wprowadzić regulacje związków tej samej płci” [Historic judgment of the Strasbourg Court. Poland is to introduce regulation of same-sex relationships], Warszawa Wyborcza, 12 December 2023; “El Tribunal de Estrasburgo reprocha a Polonia que no reconozca los derechos de las parejas del mismo sexo” [The Strasbourg Court reproaches Poland for not recognizing the rights of same-sex couples], El País, 14 December 2023; “Premier Tusк: ustawa o związkach partnerskich to kwestia tygodni” [Prime Minister Tusк: the law on civil partnerships is a matter of weeks], Queer.pl, 28 December 2023.

120 “România e obligată să recunoască legal cuplurile de același sex” [Romania is obliged to legally recognize same-sex couples], Avocatnet.ro, 23 May 2023.

121 “Ultima oră - România contestă decizia CEDO prin care era condamnată pentru nelegalizarea partneriatelor între persoane de același sex” [Last minute - Romania contests the decision of the ECHR by which it was condemned for the illegalization of partnerships between persons of the same sex], Stiriplusrose (Romania), 26 August 2023.

122 “Dreptul de ședere pentru membri de familie ai românilor căsătorii în alt stat UE nu va mai fi conditionat de transcrierea certificatului de căsătorie între persoane de același sex” [The right of residence for family members of Romanians married in another EU state will no longer be conditional on the transcription of the same-sex marriage certificate], Avocatnet.ro, 7 July 2023.

123 “Asociaţia Accept a găsit hibe mari la protectia de lege care dă unelte drepturi pentru cuplurile gay căsătorite în alte state” [The Accept Association found strong support for the bill that gives some rights to married gay couples in other states], Spotmedia, 22 September 2023.

124 In June 2018, the CJEU issued a decision in Relu Adrian Coman et al. v Inspectorul General pentru Imigrări et al. (Case C-673/16) (2018), ruling in favour of Adrian Coman, a Romanian citizen who—with support from the Romanian organisation Asociaţia Accept—had filed a lawsuit before a Romanian court, seeking recognition of his marriage to Claibourn Hamilton (an American citizen) which had been solemnised in Belgium. The CJEU ruled that EU Member States were required to recognise same-sex marriages conducted in another EU Member State for residency rights. In light of this decision, in September 2019, the Constitutional Court of Romania ruled that the State must grant residency rights to same-sex spouses of EU citizens and that same-sex couples enjoy the same rights to a private and family life as different-sex couples. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions - Romania, retrieved on 14 February 2024.

125 “Asociaţia Accept – Statement on the draft law on the regime of foreigners in Romania”, Facebook, retrieved on 14 February 2024.

126 “Návštevy si bližšie osoby vrátane nezosezbených párov rovnoměraň policeváho pohľadu možno jednoduššie riešiť životné situácie” [People close to each other, including unmarried same-sex couples, could deal with life situations more easily], Bleskovky - Zoznam, 21 January 2023.
individual could designate a fiduciary to act on their behalf in various life situations, encompassing matters such as inheritance, guardianship, and health information access. By April 2023 the finalised version reached the National Council. However, this proposed law was criticised by activists as an inadequate substitute for true recognition of same-sex couples as it does not provide for inheritance and joint ownership policies awarded to heterosexual couples. As the bill progressed through the legislative process in May 2023, the Ministry of Justice suggested its withdrawal.

Following public discourse on the draft law, in May 2023 a group of 30 National Council members reportedly lodged a petition with the Constitutional Court, urging the court to call upon Parliament to align with international human rights standards by legally acknowledging and safeguarding same-sex couples through the official recognition of civil partnerships. A positive ruling from the Constitutional Court could find the National Assembly’s inaction to recognise same-sex partnerships as unconstitutional. One of the MPs who petitioned the court said that they are convinced “that the Constitutional Court is the institution that can send a clear message to the [National Assembly] to adopt legislation that will be in accordance with the Constitution”.

Simultaneously, by April 2023 the Bill on Life Partnerships (2023) had been presented to the National Council by members of the Freedom and Solidary (SaS) party. This bill aims to permit both same-sex and different-sex couples to formalise their relationships through a civil union. According to the bill, couples where at least one of them is a citizen of the Slovak Republic can enter into a civil union. This is not the first time such a legislative amendment has been proposed in the country.

---

**Slovenia**

On 31 January 2023, in accordance with the 2022 and 2023 decisions of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Slovenia, the Act Amending the Family Code (2023) entered into force, thereby legalising same-sex marriage. The law was initially meant to be adopted in October 2022, but it was blocked by an attempted referendum by representatives of the conservative "Coalition For Children" who submitted 30,600 citizens' signatures to the National Assembly. The initiative was deemed inadmissible by a vote of the National Assembly on 28 October 2022. Subsequently, the Constitutional Court issued Decision U-I-398/22-16 (2023), confirming that the decision to reject the referendum was, indeed, in line with the Constitution. Following the enactment of the law in January, various administrative bodies notified persons in pre-existing same-sex partnerships and civil unions in February 2023 that they could convert these partnerships into marriages if they so wished until 31 July 2023.

---

**Türkiye**

In January 2023, the Constitutional Commission of Turkey's Grand National Assembly approved Bill No. 2/4779 (2022) which, if passed, would amend Article 41 of the Constitution (on the "protection of family") to stipulate that "marriage shall consist only of the union of a man and a woman," President Erdoğan, when commenting on the proposed amendments in a public speech, said: "We want to prevent the virus of heresy, which is against human nature, from poisoning our nation's existence."
United Kingdom

Same-sex marriage was legalised across all constituent countries of the United Kingdom between 2014 and 2020, though some religious exemptions continue to apply.¹³⁸ To this end, in March 2023 a Labour MP introduced a bill that would make it legal for willing Church of England clergy to conduct same-sex marriages on church grounds. British law currently prevents the clergy from carrying out same-sex marriages even if they want to. This is due to what is known as the “quadruple lock” to the Equal Marriage Act.¹³⁹ As of January 2024, the bill has had only its first reading.¹⁴⁰

Ukraine

In 2022, in the context of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, a petition by an activist to legalise same-sex marriage obtained the 25,000 signatures that the Ukrainian Constitution requires before the President is obliged to respond to it. The petition was based on the need to guarantee the rights of same-sex couples, particularly in the case of the death of one of the partners. In response to the petition, President Zelensky stated that the Ukrainian Constitution does not allow for equal marriage, and would therefore need to be amended, and that this was prohibited during wartime. However, he announced that his government would consider the possibility of legally recognising same-sex couples.¹⁴¹

In March 2023 it was reported that an MP from the opposition introduced the Draft Law on the Registration of Partnerships (Draft Law No. 9103) (2023), which would recognise the “voluntary family union of two persons of legal age, of the same or different sex, registered in accordance with the procedure laid down in this law, based on mutual respect, mutual understanding, mutual support, mutual rights and obligations”.¹⁴²

Moreover, in June 2023, the European Court of Human Rights ruled in Maymulakhin and Markiv v. Ukraine (2023) that denying same-sex couples the possibility of having their relationship recognised through a civil union amounted to discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation. However, in keeping with its current case law, the court also stated that Ukraine is free to restrict access to marriage to different-sex couples.¹⁴³

Latin America & the Caribbean

Aruba (Netherlands)

Same-sex marriages cannot be legally performed in Aruba.¹⁴⁴ However, in December 2022 the Joint Court of Justice of Aruba, Curaçao, Sint Maarten and of Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba ruled in Case No. AUA 2020 H00099 (2022) that same-sex partners must be allowed to marry in Aruba. In the ruling, the court stated that excluding the possibility for same-sex couples to enter marriages violates the prohibition of discrimination enshrined in the constitution. In February 2023, it was reported that the government of Aruba had appealed against this decision, thereby delaying the implementation of the ruling.¹⁴⁵

In December 2023, the Attorney General contended that the countries’ arguments were unfounded, as the antidiscrimination law of the Netherlands is applicable to Aruba. A provisional ruling by the Supreme Court is anticipated in May 2024.¹⁴⁶

---

¹³⁸ For more information on the different Acts legalising same-sex marriage across the constituent countries of England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions - United Kingdom, retrieved on 14 February 2024.
¹³⁹ “Same Sex Marriage (Church of England) – Parliamentary Hansard (21 March 2023 debate)”, UK Parliament, retrieved on 14 February 2024; The quadruple lock occurs due to the four safeguards put in place to protect religious institutions and individuals who oppose same-sex marriage. For more information on the quadruple lock, see “Equal Marriage – the key to the (quadruple) lock”, The Campaign for Equal Marriage in the Church of England, retrieved on 14 February 2024.
¹⁴¹ “Зеленський відповів на петицію про легалізацію одностатевих шлюбів - Укрінформ” [Zelensky responded to the petition on the legalization of same-sex marriages - Ucrinform], Укрінформ. Новини України та світу, 02 August 2022.
¹⁴² “У Раду направили законопроєкт про реєстративні партнерства для ЛГБТ-пар” [A draft law on registered partnerships for LGBT couples was sent to the Council], Novoe Vremya, 08 March 2023.
¹⁴³ “Перемога в ЄСПЛ: суд визнав порушення Україною прав одностатевих пар” [Victory in the ECtHR: the court recognized Ukraine’s violation of the rights of same-sex couples], Helsinki Committee for Human Rights in Ukraine, 01 June 2023.
¹⁴⁴ After years of political and social pushback, the Aruban legislature voted to amend the Civil Code (2012) to recognise same-sex couples from other parts of the Netherlands and afford them the legal rights of a married heterosexual couple. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions - Curacao (Netherlands), retrieved on 22 September 2023.
In 2020, Bolivia marked a significant milestone towards the recognition of civil unions between individuals of the same sex, following a court decision which facilitated the inaugural registration of a civil union between a same-sex couple. However, the validity of this registration, along with subsequent registrations, hinged upon a review mandated by the Plurinational Constitutional Court. In June 2022, this court rendered Judgment SCP 577/2022-S2 in the case of David Aruquipa Pérez and Guido Montaño Durán. Through this decision, the registration of the couple’s union was affirmed, thereby officially validating unions between individuals of the same sex, commonly referred to locally as “free unions.” Subsequently, in July 2023, the Full Chamber of the Supreme Electoral Tribunal (TSE), following Judgement SCP 577/2022-S2 (2023), issued Resolution TSE-RSP-ADM No. 175 (2023) to amend the Regulations on Free Unions (2016) and extend its applicability to all same-sex couples. Consequently, same-sex couples are now able to formalise their free unions under the same conditions and criteria as heterosexual couples.

In Brazil, there is no specific law regulating same-sex marriage. This right has been recognised nationwide since 2013 by means of Resolution No. 175 (2013) issued by the National Council of Justice. Ten years later, in March 2023, the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies reopened the discussion on Bill No. 580 (2007), originally proposed in 2007 to legalise same-sex marriage in the country. The bill, which has been stalled for over 16 years, passed the Social Assistance, Childhood, Adolescence and Family Committee, and was submitted to the Human Rights, Minorities and Racial Equality Committee in December 2023. Conversely, in September 2023, Bill No. 5.167 (2009) was reactivated in the Chamber of Deputies. This bill establishes that “under constitutional terms, no relationship between people of the same sex can be equated to marriage or a family entity.” Legislators justified this text under Article 226 of the Constitution, which establishes that family unions are “between a man and a woman”, despite the 2013 Court ruling revising the definition thereof. In October 2023, this bill passed the Social Security Commission vote. Additionally, in October 2023 Brazilian media reported that three bills were being discussed in a committee of the Chamber of Deputies aimed at banning the legal recognition of polyamorous relationships of the same sex and between different sexes.

In June 2021, two women who were married in the United Kingdom initiated a lawsuit against the government of the British Virgin Islands. They contested the government’s refusal to issue them a marriage certificate, arguing that the ban on same-sex marriage violated the territory’s Constitution. The High Court commenced proceedings on this case in July 2023. Concurrently, in December 2022, Cabinet decided to refer the issue of same-sex marriage to a referendum, marking the first such referendum in the history of the British Virgin Islands. Before the referendum can take place, a resolution regarding this matter must be presented to the House of Assembly. Upon successful passage, a date for the referendum will be established. In June 2023, Cabinet submitted a Draft Resolution

---

147 In July 2020, the Second Constitutional Chamber of the Departmental Court of Justice of La Paz issued Constitutional Resolution No. 127 (2020), quashing a resolution issued by the National Civil Registry (known locally as “SERECI”) that denied registration to a same-sex couple in 2019. SERECI had alleged that the registration of same-sex couples was contrary to article 63 of the Bolivian Constitution (which limits marriages and “free unions” to those formed by a man and a woman) and to article 168 of the Family Code. For more information on similar court cases, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions - Bolivia, retrieved on 7 February 2024.

148 The decision is dated 22 June 2022, but was made public in March 2023 and only then were the parties notified. “Sentencia del TCP legaliza unión libre entre personas del mismo sexo” [TCP ruling legalizes common-law union between people of the same sex], Los Tiempos, 21 March 2023.

149 “Bolivia permitirá unión libre civil a partir de esta noche” [Bolivia will allow free civil union starting tonight], Midísimo.com, 27 March 2023.

150 “TSE modifica reglamento y parejas del mismo sexo pueden legalizar su unión” [TSE modifies regulations and same-sex couples can legalize their union], Correo del Sur, 22 July 2023. Note: As stressed by Colectivo TLGB de Bolivia, however, marriage continues to be restricted in a discriminatory manner, exclusively for heterosexual couples.

151 “Após 16 anos, Câmara dos Deputados debaterá projeto de lei sobre casamento homoafetivo” [After 16 years, the Chamber of Deputies will debate a bill on same-sex marriage], Diário de Pernambuco, 20 March 2023.


153 “Após veto casamento gay, comissão da Câmara pode votar nova polêmica” [After vetoing gay marriage, House committee may vote on new controversy], Metrópoles, 14 October 2023.

154 “Após casamento gay, deputados brasileiros querem proibir união poliafetiva no país” [After gay marriage, Brazilian deputies want to ban polyaffectionate unions in the country], Observatório G, 17 October 2023.

155 “Controversial same-sex case to get underway today in BVI High Court”, BVI News, 4 July 2023.

156 “Revised Statement By Premier Wheatley on the Announcement of Referendum on Same Sex Marriage”, Govt of the Virgin Islands, 19 December 2022.
(2023) to the House of Assembly, outlining proposed referendum questions. This resolution addresses the provisions within the Matrimonial Proceedings and Property Act (1995), which declare marriages void if the parties are not of different sexes, as well as the Referendum Act (2002), which authorises Cabinet to refer significant matters to a referendum when deemed to be of national importance.157

**Cayman Islands (UK)**

After initially failing to pass by a vote, the Governor of the Cayman Islands used his executive authority to pass the Civil Partnership Act (2020). In December 2021 a judicial review was brought against the Governor by a conservative Christian preacher, arguing that he had acted unconstitutionally in using his executive authority to enact the law. In March 2022 the Grand Court ruled that it was within the Governor’s authority to act, as the government’s failure to offer an equivalent system to marriage for same-sex couples constituted a “breach of the European Convention on Human Rights”. In October 2023 local media reported that a representative of a conservative Christian advocacy group had requested leave to take the matter up with the UK’s Privy Council, though the Court of Appeal refused this action.158

**Curaçao (Netherlands)**

Same-sex marriages cannot be legally performed in Curaçao.159 However, in December 2022 the Joint Court of Justice of Aruba, Curaçao, Sint Maarten and of Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba ruled in *Case No. AUA 2020 H00099* (2022) that same-sex partners must be allowed to marry in Curaçao. In the ruling, the court stated that excluding the possibility for same-sex couples to enter marriages violates the prohibition of discrimination enshrined in the constitution. In February 2023, it was reported that the government of Curaçao had appealed against this decision, thereby delaying the implementation of the ruling.160

In December 2023, the Attorney General contended that the countries’ arguments were unfounded, as the antidiscrimination legislation of the Netherlands applies to Curaçao as well. A provisional ruling by the Supreme Court is anticipated in May 2024.161

Following these developments, in May 2023 MP Rennox Calmes reportedly introduced a bill to ban same-sex marriage in the Constitution of Curaçao.162

**Mexico**

Same-sex marriage has been legal in all jurisdictions within Mexico since 2022. However, in June 2023 the Congress of the state of Nuevo León approved the Civil Code Amendment Bill (2023) that enshrined same-sex marriage in the state’s legislation.163 Same-sex marriage has been legal in Nuevo León since 2019 following a decision issued by the Supreme Court of Mexico.164

**Panama**

On 16 February 2023, the Supreme Court of Justice issued its Decision No. 1042-16 (2023) concerning a constitutional challenge against several provisions defining marriage as “between a man and a woman” and explicitly prohibiting same-sex marriage. The court held that the legal norms were not unconstitutional on the grounds that it was justified to “privilege heterosexual unions that establish families, reproduce, and ensure the continuity of society”. Furthermore, the court stated that the “differential treatment” was based on the immanent purpose of the classical institution of marriage and “not on the sexual propensities of individuals”.165 In the court’s verdict, officials stated that the right to equal marriage “does not fall into the category of a human right or a fundamental right”.166

It’s worth mentioning that this litigation was the result of lawsuits filed by four couples, each with their own allegations and requests. In October 2016, Enrique Raúl Jelsensky Carvajal challenged the constitutionality of the phrase “between a man and a woman” in Article 26 of Law No. 3 (1994), which approved the Family Code, and requested the registration of his marriage conducted abroad with John Winstanley. In March 2017, a second claim was filed before the same court. Álvaro José

---

158 “Appeals court refuses to send same-sex partnership review to Privy Council”, Cayman Compass, 27 October 2023.
159 After years of political and social pushback, the Aruban legislature voted to amend the Civil Code (2012) to recognise same-sex couples from other parts of the Netherlands and afford them the legal rights of a married heterosexual couple. For more information, see ILGA World, *ILGA World Database: Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions - Curaçao (Netherlands)*, retrieved on 22 September 2023.
162 “Parlementariër Curaçao wil via wet openstellen huwelijk tussen man en vrouw” [Parliamentarian Curaçao wants to block the opening of marriage through law], Reformatorisch Dagblad, 27 May 2023.
163 “Congreso de estado mexicano de Nuevo León aprueba el matrimonio igualitario” [Congress of the Mexican state of Nuevo León approves equal marriage], Swissinfo, 16 June 2023.
164 For more information, refer to: ILGA World, *ILGA World Database: Same-sex marriage and civil unions - Mexico*, retrieved on 14 April 2024.
165 “La Corte Suprema falla en contra del matrimonio igualitario” [Supreme Court rules against same-sex marriage], *La Prensa (Panama)*, 02 March 2023.
166 “Panama’s Supreme Court rules against same-sex marriages”, *Le Monde*, 2 March 2023.
López Levy also questioned the constitutionality and requested the registration of his marriage conducted abroad with Kenneth Jay Gilberg, focusing as well on the phrase “persons of the same sex” in Article 34(1) of the Family Code and Article 35 of Law No. 61 (2015) in its entirety, which prohibits the marriage of persons of the same sex. A third and fourth couple joined these initiatives in 2018, Yamiletth Garcés and her wife Jessica Atkinson, and Juan Francisco Alonzo and his husband Juan David Parra, but this time through the Third Chamber of the Court. The decision was unfavourable despite the submission of 75 amicus curiae in support of the lawsuits. This outcome not only affected the first two couples involved but also closed the door to the other two who joined later. In April 2024, local activists informed ILGA World that all 4 cases have been brought before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, following the corresponding processes.167

### Peru

In July 2023, the Fourth Constitutional Chamber of the Superior Court of Justice of Lima issued a ruling in Case No. 00931-2020 (2023), instructing the National Registry of Identification and Civil Status (RENIEC) to officially register the marriage of a same-sex couple solemnised in Argentina. Notably, the court opted not to enforce Article 234 of the Civil Code, which stipulates marriage as being “between a man and a woman”, citing its inconsistency with the principles of equality and non-discrimination outlined in the constitution and international agreements. While this ruling establishes a significant precedent for the legal recognition of marriage equality, it does not alter the substance or validity of Article 234.168

Subsequently, in September 2023, a congresswoman introduced the Bill on Equal Marriage (Bill No. 5819) (2023). This bill would amend Article 234 of the Civil Code to define marriage in gender-neutral terms as the “voluntarily agreed union between two persons”, which, if passed, would legalise same-sex marriage.169 Similar bills have been introduced in the legislature in 2017 and 2021 but failed to pass.170

Another bill was introduced in Peru’s Congress in July 2023 but was rather aimed at legalising civil unions for same-sex couples. The contents of Bill No. 05584/2022-CR (2023) were notably similar to that of Bill No. 02803/2022-CR (2022) introduced the year before in August 2022. Although both bills sought to recognise same-sex civil unions, they both excluded the right to second-parent adoption in its provisions.171

### Suriname

In February 2023, Suriname’s Constitutional Court refused to recognise the marriage of a same-sex couple which was performed in Argentina. The court ruled that the ban on same-sex marriage did not violate the Constitution and upheld the decision of the Central Bureau for Civil Affairs to withhold registration of the marriage. The court, in its ruling, highlighted that Suriname’s Civil Code only permits marriage between a man and a woman. Although the court reportedly acknowledged “the outdated nature of the law”, it did not find it discriminatory.172

Activists criticised the decision for disregarding international and regional jurisprudence on the rights of LGBTQ people, particularly considering Suriname’s status as a party to the American Convention on Human Rights and the fact that the decision openly contradicts Advisory Opinion No. 24 (2017) of the Inter-American Court. Activists expressed disagreement with the decision calling “for a public debate on the matter” made by the Court and argued that human rights should not be subjected to public opinion, especially for marginalised groups.173

---

167 We are grateful for the information provided by Asociación Hombres y Mujeres Nuevos de Panama.

168 “Poder Judicial dispone que Reniec inscriba matrimonio entre personas del mismo sexo” [Judiciary provides that Reniec register marriage between people of the same sex], AP Noticias Perú, 22 July 2023.

169 “Plantean PL para reconocer matrimonio igualitario en el Perú y los realizados en el extranjero” [They propose PL to recognize equal marriage in Peru and those carried out abroad], La República (Peru), 7 September 2023.

170 In 2017, a same-sex marriage bill was introduced but failed to pass. In 2021, several MPs introduced Bill No. PL-525 (2021), which would amend the Civil Code to define marriage as the union between “two persons”, thus allowing same-sex marriage. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions - Peru, retrieved on 8 February 2024.

171 “Presentan proyecto de ley para permitir la unión civil de parejas del mismo sexo” [They present a bill to allow the civil union of same-sex couples], Perú 21, 19 July 2023.

172 “Zware klap voor LGBTQ-gemeenschap Suriname” [Heavy blow to LGBTQ community Suriname], Drimble, 9 May 2023.

173 “LGBTQIA-gemeenschap krijgt bittere pill te slikken” [LGBTQIA community gets a bitter pill to swallow], DWT Online, 1 February 2023.
Adoption by Same-Sex Couples

Global Summary — Legal protection for same-sex couples continued to grow, primarily in Europe and some parts of Asia. Multiple bills currently under debate reflect the potential for more progress.

Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Adoption by same-sex couples was legalised in two (2) UN Member States (Greece, joint and second-parent adoption; Estonia, joint adoption). One (1) non-UN member (Taiwan) legalised joint adoption for same-sex couples.
- Progressive developments were observed in at least four (4) UN Member States: Cyprus (bill introduced), Brazil (decision to ensure non-discrimination of same-sex couples in adoption), Italy and Israel (judicial decisions).
- Regressive developments were observed in at least six (6) UN Member States (Czechia, Ghana, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Latvia).

Global Tallies (UN Member States) – April 2024

- 36 where joint adoption is legal
- 6 where second parent adoption is legal
**Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024**

**Africa**

**Ghana**

In early March 2024, Ghana’s Parliament approved the contentious *Promotion of Proper Human Sexual Rights and Ghanaian Family Values Bill (2021)* nearly three years after its initial introduction in 2021.1 The bill contains various provisions criminalising different aspects of LGBTI people’s lives, from consensual same-sex sexual acts to gender-affirming care. The bill introduces a clause (Clause 17) which would allow courts to refuse applications for adoption, intercountry or otherwise, on the basis that the applicant is a “lesbian, a gay, a bisexual, a transgender, a transsexual, a queer, an ally, a pansexual, intersex, [or] questioning”. Clause 18 also allows the Department of Social Welfare to do the same in applications for “fosterage”. At the time of writing, the bill is still awaiting presidential assent.2

**Kenya**

In March 2023, MP George Peter Kaluma announced the draft *Family Protection Bill (2023)*, which aims to amend the definition of “family” contained in Article 45(2) of the Constitution and Section 162 of the Penal Code (1930). Section 23 of the bill prohibits adoption for those “who openly identify as a homosexual” and those “who engage in unnatural sexual activity”, essentially prohibiting adoption by LGBTQ individuals.3

**Asia**

**Israel**

Joint adoption has been available to same-sex couples in Israel since 2008 through judicial interpretation of the 1981 Adoption Law by the Attorney General.4 However, the actual wording of the law still states that adoption is limited to “a husband and wife”.5 Local sources state that current practice prioritises adoption to married heterosexual couples, pushing same-sex couples to the end of the State’s “waiting list” to adopt children.6

In February 2023, the Knesset reportedly rejected a lawmaker’s bill to formally allow same-sex couples and single people to adopt children. The bill was defeated in a preliminary reading by 45 votes to 37.7 The opposition lawmaker who introduced the bill criticised those who voted against it, calling this the “most homophobic government in the history of the State of Israel”.8 A similar bill was reportedly introduced in 2019 but was not successful in the Knesset either.9

At the same time, local media reported that the government requested to delay a hearing on a petition against the 1981 Adoption Law, which the High Court of Justice rejected in April 2023 following several postponements by the government in recent years. This is the first hearing since the initial petition was filed in 2017 when the State had already admitted before the

---

1 “Ghana’s anti-LGBTQ bill draws international condemnation after it is passed by parliament”, NBC News, 01 March 2024.
2 “Ghana president caught in squabble over anti-LGBTQ bill”, Africa News, 21 March 2024; “Ghana president won’t act on anti-LGBTQ bill before legal challenge resolved”, Reuters, 19 March 2024. For more information about this bill please refer to the section on criminalization of consensual same-sex sexual acts in this report.
3 “Details of Kaluma’s bill on criminalising LGBTQ”, Kenya Moja, 09 April 2023.
4 Although revisions to the 1981 Adoption Law make no reference to “reputed spouses”, in 2008 the Attorney General declared it should nonetheless be interpreted as also relating to them. The right to joint adoption was affirmed in 2018 by the High Court of Justice that ordered the Interior Ministry to list the names of a same-sex couple as the legal parents on the birth certificate of their adopted child. For more information, see : ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Adoption by same-sex couples - Israel, retrieved on 22 September 2023.
6 “Israel’s Top Court Rejects State Request to Delay Hearing on LGBTQ Right to Adopt”, Haaretz, 04 April 2023.
7 “Knesset shoots down opposition bill to enable adoption for same sex couples”, Times of Israel, 23 February 2023.
9 “Israel’s Top Court Rejects State Request to Delay Hearing on LGBTQ Right to Adopt”, Haaretz, 04 April 2023.
High Court that the law discriminates against LGBTQ people and pledged to amend it. In August 2023 the Supreme Court in Jerusalem began hearing arguments on whether to include same-sex couples in the adoption of children. Supreme Court Justices noted that a decision would need to be reached through the judiciary, as “it is unlikely the issue will be resolved through legislation”. Justice Uzi Vogelman said to the media that “there is absolutely no prospect that this will come to legislation” and that “an interpretative decision cannot be avoided”. In response to the ongoing hearings of the petition, the Welfare Minister reportedly said in July that the current Adoption Law should not be amended or reinterpreted, as allowing a child to be adopted by a same-sex couple would be against the child’s best interests. The legal debates culminated in December 2023, as the Supreme Court ruled unanimously in favour of allowing same-sex couples to adopt children under the terms of the 1981 Adoption Law. In the ruling, Justice Vogelman asserted that professional opinions presented to the court illustrated that the sexual preferences of a child’s parents have no bearing on the child’s welfare and that including homosexual couples in the interpretation of the law “best realises the provision’s purpose” for the good of the child.

Kazakhstan

In February 2024, the Law on Amendments and Additions to Certain Legislative Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Education, Mentoring and Children’s Safety (2024) came into effect. This legislation prohibits individuals of “non-traditional sexual orientation” from serving as “mentors” for children residing in orphanages and from applying to adopt children. Natalya Zhumadildaeva, the First Vice-Minister of Education, informed local media about the implementation of a “special large psycho-test” to assess the suitability of applicants for mentorship or adoption of orphans.

Kazakhstani human rights activists have reportedly voiced their opposition to this law, saying that the authorities have acted “according to the Russian model in the field of persecution of minorities”.

Taiwan (China)

The Act for the Implementation of J.Y. Interpretation No. 748 (2019), which legalised same-sex marriage in the country, ensures under Section 20 that one of the spouses in a married same-sex couple may adopt the biological children of the other as a second parent. This has widely been interpreted as excluding joint adoption by both parents, with numerous suits brought by same-sex couples being rejected. Nevertheless, in May 2023, the Legislative Yuan enacted amendments (2023) to Section 20 the Act, granting same-sex married couples the right to engage in joint adoption of children who are not biologically related to either party. This amendment was first passed in a preliminary review at the Taiwanese legislature’s Judiciary and Organic Laws and Statutes Committee in May 2022. The revised Article 20 eliminated the reference to a “genetic child”. Instead, it states that the adoption provisions of the Civil Code shall be applicable when one party to the union “adopts the child of the party” or when the couple jointly adopts a child. This change makes the process for adoption the same for same-sex couples as it is for any other couple under Taiwan’s laws. With the passing of these amendments, Taiwan joins the list of countries that allow joint adoption for same-sex couples.

Additionally, in April 2023 the Ministry of the Interior reportedly announced amendments to regulations that omit mentions of adoptive parents in the national identity cards of those adopted by same-sex parents, bringing the regulations in line with the current practice for those adopted by different-sex couples.

10 "Israel's Top Court Rejects State Request to Delay Hearing on LGBTQ Right to Adopt", Haaretz, 4 April 2023.
11 "High Court hears petition on adoption by LGBTQ couples: ‘Decision cannot be avoided’", Times of Israel, 3 August 2023.
12 "Minister of Education, Mentoring and Children’s Safety Decides to Ban Same-Sex Couples from Adoption", Times of Israel, 27 July 2023.
13 "High Court approves adoptions by same-sex couples in landmark decision", Times of Israel, 29 December 2023.
14 "State Can’t Discriminate Against Same-Sex Couples Looking to Adopt, Israel’s Top Court Rules", Haaretz, 29 December 2023.
15 "Гоileo ЛГБТ учредиён жетёл балаларды асырап немесе талымыркылы душана тыныш салтын замы қол қоңырау", [Tokayev signed a law prohibiting LGBT representatives from adopting or mentoring orphans], Stan.kz, 23 February 2024; "Правила об усыновлении сирот в Казахстане - KaTAT" [LGBT representatives will not be able to become mentors for orphans in Kazakhstan - KaTAT], KazTag, Kaztag (Kazakhstan), 2 February 2024.
16 "В Казахстане представителям ЛГБТ+ не дадут усыновлять сирот. Закон копирует российские практики преследования меньшинств" [In Kazakhstan, LGBT+ representatives will not be allowed to adopt orphans. The law copies Russian practices of persecution of minorities], Current Time, 07 February 2024.
17 Although numerous suits brought by same-sex couples were rejected, it is to be noted that a judge at the Kaohsiung Juvenile and Family Court ruled in favour of two men seeking to co-adopt in December 2021, reportedly on the basis that Section 20 does not explicitly prohibit such joint adoptions. This ruling, however, does not appear to set a judicial precedent on the matter. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Adoption by same-sex couples - Taiwan (China), retrieved on 28 February 2024.
18 "Adoption rights for same-sex couples expanded", Taipei Times, 16 May 2023.
19 "Taiwan amends law to allow same-sex couples to adopt", Taiwan News, 16 May 2023.
20 "內政部預告同性婚收養子女比照異性婚省略「養」字" [The Ministry of the Interior announces that the word “adopted” will be omitted for children of same-sex marriages, same as heterosexual marriages], Yahoo News Taiwan, 24 April 2023.
Europe

Croatia

In October 2023, Croatian media reported that, despite the Government introducing a new bill amending several provisions related to the Family Law, none of them included recognising same-sex couples’ right to adopt. This was despite the High Administrative Court granting this right to same-sex couples in April 2022. Even with the High Administrative Court ruling, activists of the local NGO, Rainbow Family Association, have said same-sex couples’ applications for adoption differ from couple to couple as it “depends on who you deem to fit into in the [social welfare] centre” and “what kind of information you will receive from the ministry”. Legal experts have also said that judicial verdicts are insufficient. Given the absence of the “inclusion of [same-sex] partners in the legal text, public authorities are actually free […] to discriminate” against same-sex couples in adoption procedures. The bill introduced in October presented an opportunity to resolve these issues, but the Ministry of Social Policy said that changes to the Family Law were introduced for different reasons, thus sparking dissatisfaction among the Croatian LGBTI community. A parliamentary representative of the Social Democratic Party also publicly called upon the ruling party in November to “ensure the equal right to adoption, regardless of sexual orientation.”

Czechia

Although Czechia’s Constitutional Court ruled in Pl. ÚS 7/15 (2016) that couples living in registered partnerships should have no impediments to adopting children as individuals, joint and second-parent adoption by same-sex couples still remains illegal to date. However, in January 2023, local media reported that the Ministry of the Interior was preparing a decree that would allow same-sex couples to be formally registered on birth certificates as parents of their children. The following month the official Draft Decree Amending Decree No. 207/2001 (2023), along with its relevant explanatory notes, was published on the official government information website.

This proposal acts as a response to Judgement No. 29 A 166 (2018) of the Regional Court in Brno in 2018. In that judgement, a same-sex couple’s request to be entered in their child’s birth certificate as father and father or parent and parent was initially rejected by the Brno registry office, which the court then annulled in 2018. The court essentially upheld the right of the couple to be recognised as the child’s parents on the

Cyprus

In Cyprus, adoption is reserved for married couples. Since same-sex marriage has not been legalised, same-sex couples are effectively barred from adopting.

However, in October 2023, an MP of the Green Party tabled a Bill to reform the Civil Partnership Law (2023) that would remove the clause from the current law that bars those in a civil partnership from adopting children. The bill would effectively allow all couples in a civil partnership agreement—including same-sex couples—to adopt. When speaking to local media, the Green Party leader explained that the tabled bill provides the opportunity for same-sex couples to “offer the love and stability” children need, instead of going from foster home to foster home.

22 In 2016, a same-sex couple who lived under a “life partnership” agreement (akin to a civil union) lodged two applications to become foster parents and adoptive parents, respectively. Both of them were rejected by the Ministry of Family, so they appealed to the courts. As for the request to apply for foster care, in 2020, the Croatian Constitutional Court ruled that this possibility should be equally accessible to everyone, including same-sex couples. Although in 2022 a new Law on Foster Care (2022) was passed without expressly mentioning same-sex couples as potential foster parents, the Constitutional Court judgment still would grant that right to them. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Adoption by same-sex couples - Croatia, retrieved on 29 February 2024.
23 “Hrvatski gay par: ‘Traže nas da udomimo još djece, a kad trebamo postati posvojitelji država nas sprječava’” [ Croatian gay couple: “They ask us to adopt more children, and when we need to become adoptive parents, the state prevents us”], Dalmacija Danas, 17 October 2023; "Ivo Šegota: “Traže nas da udomimo još djece, a kad trebamo postati posvojitelji država nas sprječava”” [Ivo Šegota: “They ask us to adopt more children, and when we need to become adoptive parents, the state prevents us”], Dnevnik (Croatia), 17 October 2023.
24 “Gej parova treba dati da posvaju djecu, kaže saborska zastupnica” [Gay couples should be allowed to adopt, says MP], Index.hr, 10 November 2023.
25 “Greens propose law allowing same-sex couples to adopt children”, Cyprus Mail, 14 October 2023; “На Кипре однополым парам могут разрешить завести детей” [Same-sex couples may be allowed to have children in Cyprus], Parni Plus, 18 October 2023.
26 "Vnitro chystá nové formuláře pro matky, které počítají i se dvěma otcí či matkami” [Vnitro is preparing new forms for registers, which also allow for two fathers or mothers], Deník N. 28 January 2023.
Although the amended bill would expand the rights registered partnerships currently enjoyed in Czechia, such as entitlement to widower’s pensions and the ability to jointly purchase a house, it would still fall short of granting them the right to adopt.

**Estonia**

On 20 June 2023, the Estonian Parliament adopted the Law to reform Family Law and other related laws (2023), which amended the legal concept of marriage to define it in gender-neutral terms, thus legalising marriage equality. Moreover, it also reformed many other provisions to expand the rights and obligations of married couples to legally registered partnerships, including those of the same sex. For instance, property rights, adoption, legal residency or citizenship, among others. The President of Estonia ratified the law, which entered into force on the first day of 2024.

Joint and second-parent adoption in Greece were restricted to married couples under Article 1545 of the Civil Code (1975). Consequently, due to the absence of legal recognition for same-sex marriage in Greece before 2024, same-sex couples were also ineligible for joint and second-parent adoption.

Following a period of public consultation in January 2024, the government introduced its marriage equality bill to the Greek Parliament and on 15 February 2024 it was passed. The next day, it was signed by the President and enacted as the Law on Civil Marriage Equality (Law No. 5,089) (2024), thus legalising equal marriage in Greece. The law includes several provisions aimed at ensuring equal parenting rights for all couples.

---

29 "Dvě matky, dva otcové, nebo dva rodiči? Rodně listy dětí českých gay/les párů by se měly již letos změnit a ulehčit všem život" [Two mothers, two fathers, or two parents? The birth certificates of the children of Czech gay couples should change this year and make life easier], LUI, 25 February 2023.
31 "V ČR posunuly návrh o manželství i pro homosexuály páry do 3. čtení" [In the Czech Republic, they moved the proposal on marriage for homosexual couples to the 3rd reading], Teraz, 8 February 2024.
32 "O Čem Bude Hlasovat Sněmovna Ve 3. Čtení Aneb Jedno Manželství, Jeden Pozněmhovák A Čtyři Úplné Ukrajováky" [What Will The House Vote On In The 3rd Reading, Or One Marriage, One Amendment And Four Complete Cuts], Jesse Fér, 16 February 2024.
33 "Sněmovna schválila partnerství pro páry stejného pohlaví. Adopce možné nebudou" [The House approved partnerships for same-sex couples. Adoptions will not be possible], deník.cz, 28 February 2024; "Czech lawmakers approve bill on same-sex marriages, without the right to adopt children", Radio Prague, 29 February 2024; "Sněmovnou ve středu prošlo novela občanského zákonníku, která mění svažky stejnopohlavních párů a zlepšuje jejich práva" [An amendment to the Civil Code, which changes the unions of same-sex couples and improves their rights, was passed by the Chamber of Deputies on Wednesday]. Deník N, 1 March 2024.
34 "O Tázky A Odpovědi K Novele O Partnerství", [Questions and answers to the partnership amendment], Jesse Fér, 7 March 2024.
35 "У однополых пар появилась возможность получать детские пособия наравне с разнополыми семьями" [Same-sex couples now have the opportunity to receive child benefits on the same basis as opposite-sex families], ERR News, 09 January 2024; "Estonia’s first ever same-sex marriages take place", ERR News (English), 4 February 2024.
36 "Граждане однополых конвивантов: Европейский парламент издал декрет о уважительности гомосексуалистов", [Marriage of same-sex couples: The bill secured a large majority], Radio Estonia, 08 February 2024; "Λόγος του κράτους: O γάμος των ανθρώπων χρηστοί" [Same-sex marriage is state law], Lifo, 16 February 2024; "Greece legalises same-sex marriage", BBC, 15 February 2024.
Joint adoption by same-sex couples is currently not allowed in Italy. However, in 2021, the Court of Cassation declared in its Judgment No. 9006 (2021) that an adoption legally made abroad by a same-sex couple was valid in Italy, as long as surrogacy was not involved.37

Between October 2022 and March 2023, several bills on marriage equality and adoption were proposed. On 13 October 2022, the Movimento 5 Stelle party introduced Bill DDL 130 (2022) to the Senate, aiming to legalise adoption for same-sex couples. Similarly, on 25 October 2022 Italia Viva proposed Bill DDL 215 (2022) in the Senate with the same objective. Furthermore, on 26 October 2022, Alessandro Zan, a member of the Chamber of Deputies, proposed Chamber Act No. 479 (2022), seeking to reform the Civil Code and Civil Procedure Code to permit adoption for same-sex couples. Building upon these efforts, on 7 March 2023 Giulia Pastorella, another member of the Chamber of Deputies, introduced the proposed Chamber Act No. 958 (2023), also aiming to reform the Civil Code and Civil Procedure Code to allow for joint adoption for same-sex couples.38

In sharp contrast, in February 2023, the right-wing Fratelli d’Italia (FdI) party submitted Draft Law No. 887 (2023) to amend article 12 of Law No. 40 (2004), which would potentially enable legal action against Italian residents who resort to surrogacy abroad.39 Following this, the Democratic Party and +Europa proposed amendments to the draft law in May. Their amendments sought to allow recognition of filiation relationships between children and parents through official foreign documents in the Italian civil registry. However, these amendments were ultimately rejected in Parliament. It was later reported in June 2023 that the Commission of Justice concluded the vote on the amendments, sending the text to the Chamber of Deputies for further consideration.40

These legislative discussions took place against a backdrop of concerning instances of refusal by certain authorities to register birth certificates of children born abroad via surrogacy and the rejection of registration for the second mother of children born in Italy through medically assisted reproduction. Families affected by these refusals turned to the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), yet their appeals were deemed inadmissible as the matters fell within the State’s discretionary powers.41 In July 2023, a mother reportedly received an official letter notifying her that her name had been removed from her daughter’s birth certificate. Such administrative actions are seen to be in line with the ruling FdI party, and Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni’s, policies against same-sex parenting and surrogacy.42

Despite the apparent regressive moves made in the legislature and through official policy, courts in Italy were noted to have ruled in favour of same-sex couples and their children. It was reported in November 2023 that after the Municipality of Palermo refused to issue adoption certificates for four children born in the UK and adopted by bi-national same-sex couples, the Court of Appeals of Palermo ruled in favour of the couples. The Court ordered the Municipality and the Ministry of the Interior to recognise the adoptions and to reimburse litigation expenses to the couples.43 Local sources also reported that in March 2024 the Court of Padua rejected a 2023 order by the Public Prosecutor’s office, which challenged the Municipality’s decision to register the children of two mothers. The order by the Prosecutor’s office aimed to retroactively remove non-biological mothers from the birth certificates of 37 children dating back to 2017, however, the court found it inadmissible.44

Between the right-wing government’s attempts to make surrogacy a crime and progressive attempts to recognise joint adoption for same-sex couples, it was reported in September 2023 that a bill was introduced in the Senate proposing a streamlined adoption process for children born through surrogacy. The proposal reportedly mandates applications to juvenile courts for expedited decisions within four months. The courts are to ascertain the minor’s birth from a deliberate, jointly held parental intention and continuous nurturing and affective ties, ensuring the adoption serves the child’s best interest. The adoption, however, can be challenged by the Public Prosecutor within 30 days. The bill has been described as a “thorny” attempt, as the introductory texts of the bill reportedly state that the bill’s purpose is to maintain the ban on surrogacy.45

---

37 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Adoption by same-sex couples - Italy, retrieved on 5 April 2024.
38 “Matrimonio egualitario e adozione per i single nella proposta di legge del Pd” [Egalitarian marriage and adoption for singles in the Pd’s bill], La Repubblica (Italy), 20 March 2023.
41 “Coppie gay, Corte europea dei diritti umani respinge il ricorso per il riconoscimento di due madri” [Gay couples, European Court of Human Rights rejects the appeal for the recognition of two mothers], TGCom 24, 8 July 2023.
43 “Una coppia gay può adottare. La Corte d’Appello di Palermo condanna il sindaco e il ministro dell’Interno” [A gay couple can adopt. The Court of Appeal of Palermo condemns the mayor and the Ministry of the Interior], Gayburg, 18 November 2023.
44 “Padova: respinti ricorsi famiglie arcobaleno, madri riconosciute” [Padua: rainbow families’ appeals rejected, mothers recognized], Circolo di Cultura Omosessuale Mario Miel, 5 March 2024.
45 “Figli delle coppie gay, la terza via dei cattolici del Pd: una adozione “affettiva”” [Children of gay couples, the third way of the Catholics of the Democratic Party: an “affectionate” adoption], Il Fatto Quotidiano, 14 September 2023.
The self-governing UK dependency of Jersey has allowed for joint adoption for same-sex couples since the Civil Partner Clauses Rules were enacted in 2012. It was reported in September 2023 that Jersey authorities were drafting new legislation to build upon this and enhance the legal rights of same-sex parents. The proposed law would enable both same-sex parents to be listed on birth certificates and confer legal parental status to children born through surrogacy. Deputy Children’s Minister Louise Doublet was noted as actively prioritising this initiative, with the goal of safeguarding the rights of same-sex parents and ensuring equality for their families within Jersey’s legal framework. Notably, this legislation goes a step further than the UK by retrospectively extending these rights to the majority of same-sex parents on the island. In March 2024, the State Assembly unanimously approved the Draft Children and Civil Status (Amendments) Law (2024), which the Minister for Children and Education said would take effect by the end of 2024.

In April 2023, the parliament approved an Amendment to the Law on the Protection of Children’s Rights (2023), which essentially prohibits foreign same-sex couples from adopting children in Latvia. The amendment states that “a child can be adopted by a person or spouses within the meaning of Article 110 of the Constitution”, with Article 110 prohibiting same-sex marriage. The law took effect in May 2023.

In January 2023, the Liechtenstein Parliament passed the Bill for the Equality of Same-Sex Couples in Adoption Law (2023) in its first reading. This law amends the Civil Code and the Partnership Act (2022) to further secure the right to adoption for same-sex couples, with equal rights and obligations as married different-sex couples. The law was published in the National Legal Gazette on 25 April 2023 and entered into force on 1 June 2023.

In September 2023, the Republic of Tatarstan made amendments to the Family Code to ban citizens who have changed their gender from being guardians and adopting children.

Latin America

Brazil

In November 2023, the National Council of Justice issued Resolution No. 532 (2023), reaffirming the rights of same-sex couples to adopt. The resolution mandates that courts and judges uphold equal rights and combat discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. It prohibits expressions opposing applications solely due to the sexual orientations or gender identities of individuals, couples, or families applying to adopt, ensuring fair treatment in qualification, adoption, custody, and guardianship processes. Additionally, State Courts of Justice are required to develop interdisciplinary preparatory courses for adoption, emphasising procedural guarantees and providing personal assistance to applicants. Judges must assess caregiver qualifications in shelters, report inadequacies, and promote adoption by including same-sex and transgender-affirming families in encouragement activities while facilitating avenues for lodging discrimination complaints.

---

46 See also “Adoption (Amendment No. 3) Rules 2012”, Jersey Legal Information Board, retrieved on 25 April 2024.
47 "Same-sex parents in Jersey to be given greater legal rights", ITV Channel TV, 16 September 2023.
48 "Same-sex parents given equal rights in Jersey", BBC, 20 March 2024; "Jersey's government urged to enact same-sex parental rights", BBC, 21 March 2024. See also "Draft Children and Civil Status (Amendments) Law", States Assembly (States of Jersey) - Official Website, retrieved on 25 April 2024.
49 "Bērnu aizsardzības likumā liedz bērna adoptīciju viendzimuma pāriem ārvalstīs" [The Child Protection Act prohibits the adoption of a child by same-sex couples abroad], Delī (Latvija), 20 April 2023.
50 “Il Liechtenstein ha esteso il diritto di adozione alle coppie gay” [Liechtenstein has extended the right to adopt to gay couples], Gayburg, 6 March 2023.
51 “В Татарстане транс-люди запретили усыновлять детей” [Trans banned from adopting children in Tatarstan], Russia, 15 September 2023.
52 The National Council of Justice (CNJ) is an institution established by the Constitution in 2004. It acts as the administrative and financial body of the Brazilian judiciary system, responsible for the regulation, supervision, and transparency of the judiciary’s activities. It is composed of several members, including judges, lawyers, and citizens appointed by various bodies within the judiciary and the legal community. The CNJ plays a crucial role in overseeing the Brazilian judiciary and implementing reforms to enhance access to justice and uphold the rule of law.
53 “ТЖРУ вай рефорцаи прага ЛГБТфобиа эм процессос адовац” [TJRU will reinforce the prohibition of LGBTphobia in adoption processes], O Povo, 21 January 2024.
Restrictions on Interventions on Intersex Minors

Global Summary — Modest legal progress is being made amidst an overwhelming silence of legal frameworks regarding interventions on intersex minors across UN Member States. However, there are grave concerns over backsliding in Russia and the United States of America.

Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Two (2) UN Member States (Chile and Spain) and two (2) subnational jurisdictions (Australian Capital Territory, Australia; Balearic Islands, Spain) approved legal restrictions on interventions on intersex minors.
- In at least one (1) UN Member State (Costa Rica) a bill to enact these restrictions has been introduced.
- In one (1) UN Member State (Russia) and in multiple subnational jurisdictions in another one (United States of America), regressive prohibitions of gender-affirming care incorporated specific exceptions that promote interventions on intersex minors.

Global Tallies (UN Member States) - April 2024

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

Africa

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights

In March 2023, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) issued Resolution No. 552 (2023) titled “Resolution on the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Intersex Persons in Africa”.\(^1\)

In this momentous instrument, the Commission recognised “that non-consensual and unnecessary surgical and other genital normalisation procedures performed on intersex persons in a medical or another setting may cause them lifelong physical and psychological suffering, permanent sterility, incontinence, and loss of sexual pleasure” and that they have irreversible consequences “similar to genital mutilation and can be considered as such”.\(^2\)

The Commission thus urged all States Parties to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights to—among other things—“stop non-consensual genital normalisation practices on intersex persons, such as surgical, hormonal and sterilisation procedures that alter the sexual characteristics of intersex persons and ensure respect for their rights to make their own decisions regarding their bodily integrity, physical autonomy and self-determination”,\(^3\) and to “ensure that any action concerning an intersex minor is carried out with the permission of the parents and after medical analysis, taking strict account of the best interests of the child”.\(^4\)

In a statement, the Intersex Community of Zimbabwe (ICoZ) welcomed the resolution while also urging the African Commission to rectify certain terminological inaccuracies and ambiguities within it.\(^5\)

Kenya

In March 2023, MP George Peter Kaluma announced the draft Family Protection Bill (2023), which would ban gender-affirming care with at least ten years’ imprisonment for medical practitioners.\(^6\) This includes gender-affirming puberty blockers, hormone therapy and surgeries. Under Section 14(6)(a), this bill explicitly excludes surgeries performed on intersex individuals who “are born with a genetically or biochemically verifiable disorder of sex development, including, but not limited to, XX disorder of sex development or XY disorder of sex development, sex chromosome disorders, XX or XY sex reversal and ovo-testicular disorders”. If enacted, this bill could clash with the Children Act (Law No. 29) (2022), which prohibits “organ change or removal in case of an intersex child” from being performed without “advice of a medical geneticist”.\(^7\)

In June 2023, the Intersex Persons Implementation Coordination Committee (IPICC) presented the draft Intersex Persons Bill (2023), as requested by Kenya’s National Human Rights Commission in August 2019.\(^8\) Under Article 11(1)(b), the bill ensures that intersex individuals are protected from “intrusive and involuntary medical testing, treatment, or procedures that may have long-term negative consequences”. Additionally, Article 11(3) outlines guidelines for healthcare providers and the Cabinet Secretary of Health to develop “protocols on surgical and hormonal or other interventions that constitute medical emergencies necessary to avoid serious, urgent and irreparable harm to an intersex person”, along with other programs and requirements for appropriate medical care for intersex persons.

---

2. Id., preamble.
3. Id., operative clause 2.
4. Id., operative clause 3.
6. For more details on the context surrounding the introduction of this bill, please refer to the chapter on Freedom of Association in this report.
7. Law No. 29 (2022) defines “intersex child” as a “child with a congenital condition in which the biological sex characteristics cannot be exclusively categorized in the common binary of female or male due to inherent and mixed anatomical, hormonal, gonadal or chromosomal patterns, which could be apparent prior to, at birth, in childhood, puberty or adulthood” and provides some broad categories of protection for intersex children. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Restrictions on interventions on intersex minors - Kenya, retrieved on 12 October 2023.
Asia

India

In 2023, the Kerala High Court issued Judgement WP(C) No. 19610 (2022) on a case where the parents of a child born with “ambiguous genitalia” sought “permission to conduct a genital reconstructive surgery for raising the child as a female”. The final decision consisted of three mandates. First, the Court ordered the government to constitute a State Level Multidisciplinary Committee consisting of experts, including a paediatrician or paediatric endocrinologist, a paediatric surgeon and a child psychiatrist or psychologist. Second, that this Committee examine the petitioners’ child within two months and decide whether the child is facing any “life-threatening situation by reason of the ambiguous genitalia” and, if so, to grant permission for carrying out the surgery. Third, that the government issue an order regulating “sex selective surgeries” on infants and children within three months. The Court further determined that until such time, such surgeries shall be permitted “only based on the opinion of the State Level Multidisciplinary Committee that the surgery is essential to save the life of the child”.9

Europe

Belgium

On 7 February 2023, the Brussels Court of Appeals upheld a decision against the Queen Fabiola Children’s Hospital for performing an unjustified surgery on an intersex minor in 2010. The vaginoplasty the minor was subjected to at the age of 16 had no urgency and the patient was misinformed and ill-prepared, the court ruled.10

Luxembourg

In June 2021 it was reported that an “inter-ministerial working group” had begun discussing the possibility of drafting legislation to ban medically unnecessary surgery on intersex minors. However, in August 2023, the Minister of Health stated that the task of drafting the legislation would have to fall to the next government, as the working group had not yet agreed on the scope of the ban.11

Netherlands

In July 2023, the Minister of Health, Welfare, and Sport expressed concerns in a letter regarding non-medically necessary, non-consensual treatments for intersex children. The Minister announced an ongoing investigation, with a report expected by December 2023.12 At the time of publication, the issue remained ongoing.

Russia


10 “Une personne intersexe opérée lorsqu'elle était mineure : l'hôpital a été condamné” [An intersex person operated on when she was a minor: the hospital was sentenced], RTBF, 29 March 2023.
11 “Geschlechtsangleichende Operationen bei Kindern könnten verboten werden " [Gender reassignment surgeries on children could be banned], Luxemburger Wort, 10 August 2023.
12 “Kamerbrief over voorkomen van niet-medisch noodzakelijke behandelingen intersexe kinderen” [Letter to parliament on preventing non-medically necessary treatments for intersex children], Government of The Netherlands, 7 July 2023.
13 The bill also eliminates the possibility of amending the civil status record. For more information, please refer to the chapter on Legal Gender Recognition.
The bill received support from 400 MPs, who endorsed it upon its introduction, and by the end of July, it secured approval from both chambers of the Federal Assembly.\(^{14}\)

This "exception", among many other problematic elements, was denounced by the Association of Russian Speaking Intersex (ARSi). In their own words: "The law simultaneously prohibits medical interventions for transgender people when there is a person's will and medical necessity but allows medical interventions on intersex children when both the person's will and medical necessity may be absent. In both cases, a person's will or medical necessity for intervention is less important than the definiteness and immutability of sex characteristics. Thus, the law protects not children but the sex homogeneity of society\(^{15}\). In their analysis of the law, they also highlight the problems that this law brings as a consequence of its problematic terminology and other issues related to the amendment of civil status documents, adoption, guardianship, and termination of marriages of intersex people.\(^{15}\)

### Spain

Between January 2023 and March 2024, Spain achieved advancements both nationally and subnationally.

In February 2023, both chambers of the national Parliament approved the Law for the Real and Effective Equality of Trans People and to Guarantee the Rights of LGBTI People (Law No. 4) (2023). Under Article 19(2), all "genital modification practices" on individuals under the age of 12 are prohibited, except in cases where medical indications are that such interventions are in the interest of safeguarding the person's health. For children aged between 12 and 16 years, such practices may be permitted upon the request of the minor, provided that they demonstrate the necessary age and maturity to provide informed consent.\(^{16}\)

In April 2023, the Government of the Balearic Islands issued the Protocol for the Comprehensive Care of Intersex People (2023), making it the first of its kind in Spain.\(^{17}\) This initiative follows the approval in 2016 of Law No. 8 (2016), which included several provisions regarding intersex-specific healthcare and restrictions on non-consensual interventions on intersex minors. The main aim of the protocol is to address the needs of intersex individuals, stressing bodily autonomy, mental well-being, and open communication about intersex realities. It requires respectful language in care, spanning medical, psychological, social, educational, and cultural aspects. The protocol also emphasizes informed consent in capturing images of patients and discourages unnecessary genital displays. Moreover, the significance of sensitive diagnostic language is highlighted, prioritising "conditions" over "syndromes" for intersex traits.

Furthermore, in February 2024, the Basque Parliament passed the Law on Non-Discrimination on Grounds of Gender Identity and on the Recognition of the Rights of Trans People (Law No. 4) (2024). Article 18 of this law bans "any genital modification or cosmetic surgery not medically necessary, as well as any other harmful medical procedure, both for adults and newborns, when the sexual or gender identity of the person has not been identified". Exceptions are allowed if these interventions are essential to prevent a genuine risk to the person's life or health, and when they are unavoidable for verifiable, demonstrable, and clinically justified reasons. In addition, Article 18(6) envisages a review of past medical treatment of intersex persons to provide redress and assistance in cases where such interventions have caused physical or psychological harm.

### Switzerland

In November 2023, the Council of States adopted a motion aimed at improving the treatment of children born "with variations in sexual development". The motion emphasises the need to protect these children from unnecessary or harmful interventions and aligns with the view of the Legal Affairs Committee of the Council of States (CAJ-E), which asserts that this objective can be achieved not through criminal prohibition but by ensuring competent and specialised treatment. Upon implementation, the motion states that the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences should not solely adhere to position statement no. 20/2012 (November 2012) of the National Ethics Commission in the field of human medicine regarding attitudes towards variations in sex development. Instead, consideration should be given to advancements in medicine and the healthcare system over the past decade.\(^{18}\)

---

14. "В Госдуму внесли законопроект о полном запрете смены пола" [A bill on a ban on gender reassignment was submitted to the State Duma], Radio Svoboda, 31 May 2023; “Russia put back years’: intersex people fear fallout from sex change curbs”, South China Morning Post, 12 November 2023.

15. For a comprehensive analysis of the law, please consult: “Intersex and Legal Ban on Gender Transition in Russia: Lawyer’s Comment” and “Analysis of the Problems and Dangers of the Draft Law No. 369814-8 for intersex people in Russia”, Association of Russian Speaking Intersex (retrieved 1 April 2024).

16. See, among others; “Las claves de la ley trans: autodeterminación de género desde los 16 años” [The keys to the trans law: gender self-determination from the age of 16], Voz Pópuli, 17 February 2023; Note: In April 2023, right-wing and far-right parliamentarians challenged this law before the Constitutional Court. However, lodging this appeal does not entail suspending the law. For more information, refer to: "Vox recurrirá esta semana la ley trans ante el Tribunal Constitucional" [Vox will appeal this week the trans law before the Constitutional Court], LaSexta, 30 March 2023.

17. “Les Balears ja dispensen el primer protocol d’atenció integral a persones intersexuals de l’Estat" [The Balearic Islands already have the first comprehensive care protocol for intersex people in the State], Diari de Baleares, 3 April 2023.

Latin America & the Caribbean

Chile

In December 2023, the Ministry of Health issued the Circular on Necessary Measures to Guarantee the Best Interests of Children and Adolescents with Variations in Sex Characteristics (Circular No. 15) (2023) prohibiting the performance of "surgeries and treatments whose sole purpose is to modify [the child's body] to meet social and/or aesthetic expectations" without the child's consent. The Circular stipulates that in the event of detecting a "variation in sexual characteristics," comprehensive information regarding the variation must be provided to the patient, their family, and/or legal representatives. In cases where there is disagreement within the medical team regarding the necessity of an intervention, the Circular outlines a procedure involving a team from another medical centre and the Healthcare Ethics Committee in the decision-making process. If a disagreement arises with the patient, their family, or legal representatives, the case is to be jointly analysed with the Committee, with legal action considered if necessary to uphold the best interests of the child. Additionally, if the medical team deems an intervention unnecessary but the patient's legal representatives demand it, the Circular mandates the provision of necessary measures to inform them about why the intervention should not be performed.19

Costa Rica

In June 2023, the Frente Amplio party presented a Bill for the Recognition of Trans, Non-Binary, Gender Diverse and Intersex Identities (File No. 23,809) (2023), with multiple provisions relevant to intersex people. Article 27 incorporates two specific provisions relevant to the right to self-determination and the right to health of intersex people. While Article 27(a) prohibits medical interventions that are not deemed medically necessary and without the informed consent of the individual, Article 27(b) bans engaging in any form of photography, filming, or exhibition that is not explicitly consented to by the individual in question. The prohibitions contained in subsections (a) and (b) are absolute in the case of minors, even with the consent of the parents or legal representatives.20

North America

United States of America

On the occasion of Trans Day of Visibility in March 2023, and against a concerning trend of regressive legislation being proposed at the state level, the Democratic Party introduced House Resolution No. 269 (2023) and Senate Resolution No. 144 (2023) in the US Congress with the aim of affirming the obligation of the US Federal Government to formulate and enforce a “Transgender Bill of Rights”. Both resolutions call for the banning of “forced surgery that violates medical ethics and human rights on intersex children and infants”. However, these initiatives primarily serve a symbolic purpose, as they do not entail any immediate alterations to federal laws or regulations. The directives outlined in them are not binding on lawmakers, even in the event of overwhelming support. Resolutions, being non-binding instruments, neither necessitate the endorsement of the opposing legislative chamber nor the approval of the President, and they lack the force of law.21

Between January 2023 and March 2024, the significant surge of “anti-trans” bills continued across numerous US states, aiming—among many other things—to restrict transgender youths’ access to gender-affirming healthcare. These regressive legislative efforts not only undermine trans rights but also impact intersex children, making them “anti-intersex” as well.

19 "Hitoe: Chile vuelve a prohibir las cirugías a niños, niñas y adolescentes intersex" [Milestone: Chile once again prohibits surgeries for intersex boys, girls and adolescents], MOVILH, 28 November 2023.
20 "Diputada propone que instituciones reserven plazas a personas trans" [Deputy proposes that institutions reserve places for trans people], CRHoy.com, 25 June 2023.
21 "Exclusive: Democrats reintroduce federal Trans Bill of Rights as GOP tries to advance restrictions", 19th News (USA), 4 April 2023.
In effect, as highlighted in October 2022 by interACT Advocates for Intersex Youth, the SOGIESC Human Rights Initiative of the University of North Carolina Human Rights Law Program, and Human Rights Watch, many of these bills contain explicit exemptions for interventions performed on intersex children. These procedures are typically referred to in the legislation as “children with a medically verifiable disorder of sex development” or “DSD”, terms that are increasingly viewed as pejorative. These provisions ostensibly protect doctors conducting genital and other surgeries on infants and young children with intersex traits from facing legal and professional consequences. Of particular concern is that these exemptions are included within the same laws that seek to penalise identical procedures when performed on older transgender youth who actively seek such medical interventions.22

In 2023, the list of US states enacting such bills included Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and West Virginia.

Facing the Tide: Monitoring the Assault on Sexual and Gender Diversity Through Regressive Bills in the United States of America

Due to resource constraints, ILGA World’s Research Programme has regretfully ceased its monitoring of the extensive and rapidly evolving legal developments at the subnational level in the United States of America, effective from January 2024.

For current and detailed information on developments in individual US states, please consult:

- Human Rights Campaign: Attacks on Gender Affirming Care by State.
- The Trevor Project: LGBTQ+ Legislation Heatmap by State.
- Trans Legislation Tracker Project: 2024 Anti-Trans Bills Tracker.
- For specific information on progressive legislative efforts, please refer to GLSEN: State Legislative Tracker 2024: Pro-LGBTQI+ Legislation Affecting Schools.

Oceania

Australia

In June 2023, the Variation in Sex Characteristics (Restricted Medical Treatment) Bill (2023)—passed in the Australian Capital Territory with bipartisan support—was successfully enacted. Initially introduced in March 2023, the law aims at safeguarding the human rights of people with innate variations of sex characteristics in medical settings. This legislation is designed to introduce mechanisms for the regulation of non-urgent medical care, fostering child involvement in medical decisions, establishing pioneering oversight mechanisms, and enhancing transparency in medical practices and decision-making processes. It specifically provides for the creation of an independent assessment board with committees comprised of people with lived experience and experts in medicine, human rights, ethics and psychosocial support and criminalises specific deferrable procedures that permanently alter the sex characteristics of children. Notably, as explained by Intersex Human Rights Australia (IHRRA), accompanying this legislative framework is the allocation of funding to provide essential psychosocial support services for affected families and children. Numerous local organisations expressed their satisfaction with the outcome of this legislative process.23

22 “Mapping the Intersex Exceptions: Anti-Trans Legislation Across the United States Permits Rights Violations Against Intersex Children”, Human Rights Watch (retrieved 1 April 2024). This research is a joint effort of InterACT Advocates for Intersex Youth, the SOGIESC Human Rights Initiative of the UNC Human Rights Law Program, and Human Rights Watch. Contributors include: Holning Lau, Willie Person Mangum Distinguished Professor of Law at UNC School of Law; Erika Lorshbough, Executive Director of interACT; Sylvan Fraser, Legal and Policy Director at interACT; Yasemin Smallens, LGBT rights coordinator at Human Rights Watch; and Kyle Knight, senior researcher on health and LGBT rights at Human Rights Watch.

23 “Legislation to protect intersex human rights in the ACT passed!”, Intersex Human Rights Australia (IHRRA), 8 June 2023; “ACT Passes First Laws Protecting Intersex People From Unwanted Surgeries”, Star Observer, 8 June 2023.
Legal Gender Recognition

**Global Summary** – Several additional UN Member States have adopted legal gender recognition based on the principle of self-identification, alongside notable successes in challenging surgical requirements within diverse court systems, particularly in East Asia. However, these advancements are unfolding amidst an escalating and well-financed global anti-gender movement that is also attaining legal victories.

### Top Legal Developments (January 2023 – April 2024)

- Five (5) UN Member States (Ecuador, Finland, Germany, New Zealand, Spain) and one (1) subnational jurisdiction (Yucatán, Mexico) enacted laws on legal gender recognition based on the principle of self-identification.

- One (1) UN Member State (Sweden) and one (1) subnational jurisdiction (Queensland, Australia) adopted laws to simplify and streamline existing legal gender recognition procedures.

- In at least four (4) UN Member States (Japan, Peru, Romania, and South Korea) and two (2) non-UN members (Hong Kong and Taiwan, China), surgical requirements were successfully challenged before the courts. In one (1) additional subnational jurisdiction (New South Wales, Australia) a bill was introduced to eliminate this requirement.

- At least seven (7) UN Member states (Costa Rica, Czechia, Montenegro, Namibia, South Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam) and one (1) subnational jurisdiction (New South Wales, Australia) considered bills to establish or amend procedures for legal gender recognition, with varying requirements, markers and procedures.

- Progress towards the introduction of non-binary markers was observed in at least eight (8) UN Member States (Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands, and South Africa) and in at least six (6) subnational jurisdictions (Quebec, Canada; Jalisco, Mexico City, Quintana Roo, Tabasco, and Tamaulipas, Mexico).

- Regressive developments were observed in at least ten (10) UN Member States (Bahrain, Bulgaria, Czechia, Georgia, Hungary, Pakistan, Paraguay, Russia, Tunisia, and the United Kingdom).

---

Global Tallies (UN Member States) – April 2024

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LGR Based on Self-ID</th>
<th>AT LEAST</th>
<th>AT LEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23&lt;sup&gt;(3)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>18&lt;sup&gt;(3)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where non-binary gender markers are available</td>
<td>where surgery or sterilisation is required</td>
<td>where a diagnosis is required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legal developments | January 2023 – April 2024

**Africa**

**Namibia**

In June 2023, the Civil Registration and Identification Bill (2023) was introduced. Clauses 21(2)(g) and 21(8) of this bill initially allowed for the Registrar-General to amend an applicant's registered sex marker with evidence of "medical procedure or medical treatment undertaken to modify sexual characteristics". However, the Ministry of Justice published Amendments to the Civil Registration and Identification Bill (2023) the following month, deleting the above clauses.

**South Africa**

In April 2023 the Department of Home Affairs published a draft National Identification and Registration Bill (2023) for public comment. The bill seeks, among other things, to "empower the Director-General to issue a gender-neutral identity number to [a] non-binary person", and to issue non-gender specific identity numbers to newborns whose sex "status" could not be determined. Some local activists have critiqued the bill for retaining the medical and procedural requirements of Act No. 49 (2003), and have expressed concern that a national biometric database proposed by the bill could risk the safety and privacy of trans and gender-diverse citizens.<sup>4</sup>

**Tunisia**

It was reported in May 2023 that a trans man applied for legal gender recognition with the Tunis Court of First Instance, requesting to change his gender marker from female to male and his name from Sarah to Ahmed. The court denied his request, basing their decision on the "lack of a medical reason for gender reassignment" and the lack of a suitable legal framework in Tunisia. Moreover, the judge told him that what he was trying to do was "Haram" (religiously forbidden in Islam). Subsequently, he reportedly appeared on a local news segment talking about his experience, including his being subjected to online and physical threats, along with the threat of eviction.<sup>5</sup>

---

<sup>2</sup> Breakdown: LGR based on Self-ID at the national level (17); LGR based on Self-ID for Non-Binary Markers Only (2); LGR based on Self-ID at the subnational level only (4).

<sup>3</sup> Breakdown: Non-Binary Markers available at the national level (10); Non-Binary Markers for Intersex People only (4); Non-Binary Markers available at the national level (4).

<sup>4</sup> "New Legislation Aims to Create More Inclusive Identity Processes", Public Sector Leaders (South Africa), 29 June 2023; "South Africans get their chance to comment on national ID bill", Biometric Update, 1 June 2023.

<sup>5</sup> "Transgender chiede cambio stato civile, scoppia il caso in Tunisia" [Transgender asks for marital status change, the case breaks out in Tunisia], Agenzia ANSA, 29 May 2023.
Asia

Bahrain

In May 2023, it was reported that a Bahraini lower court rejected a trans man’s application to amend his gender marker and access gender-affirming healthcare. Without an established procedure, the plaintiff submitted medical documentation from Bahrain and abroad to the court indicating a diagnosis and consistent social presentation as a male. During the proceedings, the court emphasised that in the absence of a positive law regarding “sex change”, it was obliged to rely on principles derived from judgements from the Court of Cassation (Bahrain’s highest court) and Islamic Sharia. The court reportedly explained that Islamic Sharia—as interpreted by the Court of Cassation—prohibits “sex change” without necessity, as established in past interpretations from the Sunni school of thought (as opposed to Shia) that distinguish between “mental conditions” (i.e. “gender identity disorder”) and “biological conditions” (i.e. intersex status). While intersex individuals are encouraged to seek gender-affirming treatment to align with binary sex and gender norms, transgender individuals are not allowed to undergo such procedures under Islamic law. The court determined that the plaintiff, despite identifying as male, is biologically female and, therefore, did not qualify for legal gender recognition or gender-affirming care, as it contradicts both Islamic Sharia and the legal principles established by the Bahrain Court of Cassation.6

Bangladesh

In Bangladesh, despite some recognition of hijra identities, uncertainty remains regarding gender marker changes on official documents.7

Home Minister, Asaduzzaman Khan Kamal, announced in January 2024 that the government would not pass laws deemed “anti-Islamic”, explicitly rejecting legal gender recognition for trans individuals.8 This declaration coincided with discussions on the unreleased “Protection of Rights of Transgender Persons Act” (2023), aimed at addressing gaps in trans and gender-diverse people’s rights. In this line, Deputy Director of the Ministry of Social Welfare, Shah Jahan, stated that the law—still in the drafting stage—would provide more certainty to transgender rights, including with regard to education, healthcare, and land ownership. However, Islamist groups, including Hefazat-e-Islam, launched a campaign against the proposed law, urging the government to abandon it. Additionally, the National Fatwa Board reportedly planned to disseminate anti-trans messages through literature, leaflets, seminars, and press conferences, branding transgender individuals as “cursed” and advocating for their exclusion.9

Such negative sentiments against trans people have been echoed by other prominent government figures. ILGA World was informed by JusticeMakers Bangladesh in France (UMBF) that in April 2023, the Assistant Secretary of the Health Service Department under the Health and Family Planning Department likened “gender dysphoria” to a “disease” while advocating for so-called “conversion practices” to these groups through extensive psychological treatment. He further stated that Bangladesh has not enacted any laws allowing for legal gender recognition, and that allowing it would be “contrary to social norms and religious teachings in the country”. He made such comments following news that an application for sex reassignment surgery was denied.

Hong Kong (China)

In February 2023, the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal ruled in Tse Henry Edward v. Commissioner of Registration (2023) that it was unconstitutional for the government to require a person to complete “full sex reassignment surgery” (or “full SRS”) before the “sex entry” on their passport list.10

6. “[The court rejects the lawsuit of a female who requested to transform into a male], Ahkbar Al Khaleej, 21 May 2023; “Bahrain: Continued Denial of Legal Gender Recognition and Gender-affirming Healthcare for Transgender People in the Name of Islamic Sharia”, Cairo 52, retrieved on 22 March 2024.


8. “Transgender haram, no law will be passed on it: Home Minister”, Shomoyer Alo, 26 January 2024; “Transgender haram, no law will be passed on it: Home Minister”, Shomoyer Alo, 26 January 2024; “Transgender haram, no law will be passed on it: Home Minister”, Shomoyer Alo, 26 January 2024; “Transgender haram, no law will be passed on it: Home Minister”, Shomoyer Alo, 26 January 2024.

identity card could be changed. The decision came after several years of legal challenges against the Guidelines on Sex Change on the Identity Cards (2012), which stipulate that only people who undergo full SRS can change their gender marker on ID cards.  

The applicants—who had not undergone full SRS—challenged the guidelines and the decision of the Commissioner who refused to amend their IDs, though the Court of First Instance ruled against them in Q, R and Tse Henry Edward v. Commissioner of Registration (2019) and again in January 2022 when they appealed against the 2019 decision in Q and Tse Henry Edward v. Commissioner of Registration (2022). Despite this, the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal declared in February 2023 that the 2012 Guidelines and the decision of the Commissioner were unconstitutional. Following this, the Immigration Department clarified that it was in the process of reviewing its policy concerning the amendment of sex entry on Hong Kong identity cards and would seek legal advice on follow-up actions to comply with the judgment of the Court of Final Appeal.

In April 2023, it was reported that in the absence of the enforcement of the judicial decision, up to one thousand transgender people were waiting to change their ID cards.

On 15 March 2024, Henry Tse, the plaintiff in the HKID gender marker lawsuit, filed a judicial review over the delay in changing the gender marker on his ID card despite a landmark court win in 2023. About two weeks after this court filing, in April 2024, the Hong Kong government issued a revised Policy on Change of Sex Entry on Hong Kong Identity Card (2024). The updated regulations stipulate that alongside individuals who have undergone “full sex reassignment surgery” (SRS), applicants who have undergone other specific surgical procedures to modify sexual characteristics (and meet the revised criteria and requirements) may also seek to amend their sex entry on their Hong Kong identity cards. According to the new policy, applicants would need to undergo bilateral mastectomy (breast removal) for a change of gender from female to male, and removal of the penis and testes for a change of gender from male to female. Furthermore, applicants would need to demonstrate a history of gender dysphoria, having lived as the opposite sex for at least two years before application (“real-life” test), committing to lifelong gender alignment, undergoing continuous hormone therapy for at least two years before application, and consenting to random hormonal profile checks by the Commissioner. If the applicant is unable to meet certain medical requirements, such as surgery and hormone replacement therapy (HRT), the commissioner would consider the application “on an exceptional basis, taking into account all relevant facts and circumstances of the case”. On 29 April 2024, applicant Henry Tse successfully obtained his new Hong Kong ID card reflecting his male gender.

In response to the revised policy, lawyer Wong Hiu-chong, representing trans activist Henry Tse, expressed ongoing concerns about the persistent surgical requirement, citing life-threatening risks. Wong criticised additional criteria, deeming them discriminatory, particularly the blood tests, which are not mandated for other Hong Kong ID card holders, and conveyed clients’ frustration over the prolonged wait for policy revision. Local activists joined in expressing their frustration. Zephyrus Tsang and Christine Chu, affiliated with Quarks, a local organisation supporting trans youth, expressed that the surgical prerequisites constituted a breach of transgender individuals’ rights to bodily integrity and highlighted the inequity of the new requirements, particularly for trans women, describing them as a form of compelled sterilization due to the demand for genitalia removal.

Japan

Japan’s Law No. 111 (2003) allows Family Courts to approve gender registration modification but requires mandatory sterilisation and surgical procedures. In September 2023, however, the Supreme Court convened to assess the constitutionality of the requirement mandating the “removal of reproductive
functions” as a prerequisite for legal gender recognition. The case involved a trans woman who petitioned a family court for a legal gender marker change without undergoing surgery. Both the Family Court and the High Court rejected her requests in 2018 and 2020, respectively. On 25 October 2023, in a landmark ruling, the Supreme Court ruled that requiring mandatory sterilisation surgery was unconstitutional. The 15 justices ruled unanimously that forced sterilisation constitutes a “significant constraint on freedom from invasive procedures” in violation of Japan’s Constitution.19

Following this ruling, the Ministry of Justice announced plans to amend Law No. 111 (2003) to remove the mandatory sterilisation requirements from the law. Subsequently, in December 2023, the Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare as well as the Ministry of Justice reportedly sent notifications to local governments and relevant academic societies regarding this ruling, officially suspending the practice of requiring doctor’s certificates to state whether an applicant for legal gender recognition has reproductive capacity or not.21

At the same time, in October 2023, while the Supreme Court case was still pending, the Shizuoka Family Court also ruled, this time regarding a trans man’s petition, that the requirement of surgery to remove reproductive capacities to access legal gender recognition was unconstitutional.22

Additionally, in December 2023, following the Supreme Court decision, a trans man filed an application for legal gender recognition with the Okayama Family Court. In February 2024, the Court ruled in his favour, allowing his petition to legally change his gender without undergoing sterilisation surgery. This was the second time this applicant was litigating with this aim, as the Supreme Court had initially ruled against him in 2019.

---

18 “Supreme Court may adjust requirements for gender status change”, The Japan Times, 27 September 2023
19 “「社会的状況が変化」19年「合憤」判断の裁判所長…女性変更の家事審判” [“Social circumstances have changed” Presiding judge ruled on "constitutionality" in 2019 - Domestic relations trial for gender change], JIL, 27 October 2023
20 “性同一性障害特例法は、司法解釈が改正相談 最高裁決定受け” [Ministry of Justice considers revision of Gender Identity Disorder Special Cases Act following Supreme Court decision], Nikkel, 26 October 2023.
21 “生殖能力の診断記載を不要に 性別変更要件で通知 最高裁決定受け” [No need to record fertility diagnosis due to gender change requirement, following Supreme Court decision], Mainichi, 12 December 2023.
23 “性別変更を求める審判，2度目の申し立て 今回も「希望を持って」” [“Second appeal for gender change, this time “with hope”], Asahi, 16 December 2023.
24 “手術なしの申請と 性別変更承認の 最高裁の変更決定受け” [Allowing change of gender on family register without surgery after Supreme Court ruling unconstitutional], Shimotsuke, 14 February 2024; “手術なしでトランスジェンダー男性の性別変更を認めた” [Okayama family court allows transgender man to change gender without surgery], LGBTER (Japan), 16 February 2024.
25 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Pakistan, retrieved on 1 April 2024.
26 Additionally, the Balochistan Assembly adopted a resolution unanimously calling upon the provincial government to plead with Islamabad to declare the Act “null and void” in deference to the religious parties. For its part, the Council of Islamic Ideology declared several proposals of the Act to be against Sharia law and decided to form a high-level committee to review it. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Pakistan, retrieved on 23 January 2024.
In February 2023, Judge Woo In-seong of the Second and Third Civil Divisions of the Seoul Western District Court issued a decision allowing for the change of gender markers for a transgender woman who had not undergone any surgical procedures.\(^{34}\) This decision reversed a lower court’s ruling, which initially denied the application. The appellate court reaffirmed that “gender reassignment surgery” is not a prerequisite for legal gender recognition and emphasised that compelling a transgender person to undergo surgery against their will would constitute a violation of their human rights.\(^{35}\)

Additionally, in an effort to advocate for the formal removal of surgical requirements to access legal gender recognition in South Korea, the National Human Rights Commission recommended (2023) that the Supreme Court revise the Guidelines for Handling Gender Recognition (2020) and the National Assembly to enact a special act related to legal gender recognition.\(^{36}\)

Following this, in November 2023, the National Assembly announced the Legal Gender Recognition Bill (2023), signalling a potential policy shift by removing mandatory medical treatment—including gender-affirming surgery—for applicants. Additionally, the bill expands legal gender recognition rights regardless of marital or parental status.\(^{37}\) The introduction of this bill, however, came with backlash from detractors and religious-based organisations. The Korean Christian Public Policy Council issued a statement in strong opposition to this bill, calling it “unconstitutional” and warning that the institutions of marriage and the family would be destroyed.\(^{38}\)

Amidst these legislative discussions, according to media outlets, in January 2024, the Supreme Court began deliberations on abolishing the existing surgery requirements in the guidelines for legal gender recognition. This change would allow individuals to alter their gender marker without needing to prove they have undergone gender affirmation surgery.\(^{39}\)

---

30. “A person can’t change gender at will, rules FSC”, The Nation (Pakistan), 20 May 2023.
34. Requirements for gender marker change were set by the Supreme Court’s en banc Order 2004-04u-42 (2006) in 2006, which include mandatory sterilisation, “gender reassignment surgery”, alongside other medical and pathological requirements. Though the surgical requirements were relaxed in 2020 through the Supreme Court’s Guidelines for Handling Gender Recognition (2020), many courts still regard surgery as a significant criterion and reject legal gender recognition applications on that basis. For more information, refer to: ILGA World, *ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition — South Korea* (retrieved: 1 April 2024).
35. 범죄인 “성별인정 수술 안 해도 성별 정정 가능” [Court “can correct gender without gender reassignment surgery”]. YTN, 17 March 2023.
37. 성별정정 제 정책 수술 요구안에 대한 법안의 발표 [Announcement of bill to not require gender confirmation surgery when correcting gender], The Hankyoreh, 21 November 2023.
38. “지급금…성별정정 수술 안해도 성별정정 가능” [Qigonhuyup, “Gender Recognition Bill” is unconstitutional and unscientific], News Power (South Korea), 27 November 2023.
In February 2023, Taiwan’s highest judicial organ, the Judicial Yuan, dismissed the Taipei High Administrative Court’s application for constitutional interpretation regarding a lacuna on legal gender recognition in the country’s laws. The Judicial Yuan found that their application was "procedurally inadmissible", as they deemed the Taipei High Administrative Court to have the capacity to directly judge whether the lacunae in the relevant Acts are unconstitutional without a ruling from the Judicial Yuan. This is an update from the 2021 court case of Wu Yuxuan v. Taipei City Zhongzheng District Household Registration Office (2021), where the court ruled that the gaps in the Household Registration Act (2015) and the Enforcement Rules of the Household Registration Act (2015) regarding gender marker changes were unconstitutional. The case has since returned to the Taipei High Administrative Court to continue its trial.

In a separate case in September 2023, the Supreme Administrative Court of Second Instance issued its decision in Case No. 558 (2023), affirming that the Household Registration Act (2015) does not mandate surgery as a prerequisite for amending an applicant’s legal gender marker. The case arose in 2018 when a transgender woman applied to the Household Registration Office to change her gender markers without undergoing surgery. However, the Office rejected her application, citing the absence of evidence of genital intervention. Following an appeal and subsequent litigation, the Kaohsiung High Administrative Court upheld the requirement for such proof of surgery as stipulated by law, thereby denying her request for a gender marker change. Subsequently, the Supreme Administrative Court of Second Instance overturned the initial decision.

Not a note: A “lacuna” refers to a gap or deficiency in the law where existing statutes or regulations fail to address a specific issue adequately. These gaps can arise due to societal changes or advancements that outpace the current legal framework. Legal scholars and policymakers often work to propose new legislation or interpretations to fill these gaps, ensuring that the law remains relevant and capable of addressing evolving societal needs. The goal is to adapt the legal system to changes and promote justice in situations not explicitly covered by existing laws.

On 28 September 2023, representatives of human rights groups presented three bills to Deputy House Speaker Padipat Suntiphada, among them the Draft Act on Gender Recognition (2023). The bill provided for legal gender recognition based on self-identification. Applicants would only need to submit a request for a “gender certification” to the Registrar and subsequently sign a “Gender Identity Declaration of Intent”, which would have allowed them to identify as either male, female or non-binary. The bill also permitted legal gender recognition for people under 18, with parental consent and psychiatric confirmation. Additionally, it outlined rights afforded to transgender people, including healthcare, employment, education, and the provision of goods and services. The deputy House Speaker stated that parliament would publish the draft law for review and receive signatures from the public while setting up a committee to specifically consider the initiative.

However, in February 2024, the bill was rejected by 254 votes against 157 in favour. Detractor MPs resorted to arguments related to “deception or harassment”, alleging that people would change their gender markers “to deceive or harass others”.

In April 2023, it was reported that a proposal was presented to the National Assembly Standing Committee to draft a law on legal gender recognition, which would also create procedures for gender affirmation, including surgeries and legal gender recognition. Another bill, the Draft Law on Gender
European view on legal gender recognition

Europe

Austria

In 2023, several judicial decisions were made regarding legal gender recognition and the introduction of non-binary markers. Vienna’s Regional Administrative Court ruled in four cases that non-binary gender markers should be accessible to individuals who are not intersex. Moreover, in one instance, it determined that the individual’s self-declaration sufficed to alter the gender marker. However, the Ministry of Interior appealed against all four decisions to the Supreme Administrative Court. The appeal reportedly contended that immediate enforcement of gender entry modifications in the Central Civil Status Register (ZPR) is not feasible, as it would necessitate an overhaul of the entire ZPR system, requiring public authorisation and incurring costs that were allegedly "unquantifiable".

Belgium

In March 2023 it was reported that the federal government of Belgium was preparing a bill to streamline the process of name and gender marker changes and also introduce a non-binary option for gender markers. The process is currently established by the Law Amending Transgender Legal Matters (Law of 25 June) (2017), which removed the previous surgical and medical requirements for the purposes of legal gender recognition. Subsequently, in May 2023, the Minister of Justice and Secretary of State for Gender Equality proposed Bill Doc 55 3356/001 (2023). This new bill was prompted by the Constitutional Court’s Judgement No. 99 (2019), which found the 2017 law insufficient in safeguarding the rights of non-binary and gender-fluid individuals. Moreover, if the bill is enacted, it would allow multiple changes of gender and first name.

---

47 "Tiếp tục hoàn thiện các quy định, các chính sách trong dự án luật chuyển đổi giới tính" (Continue to improve regulations and policies in the gender transition law project), National Assembly (Vietnam), 28 January 2024.
48 "tham vấn ý kiến chuyên gia phục vụ soạn thảo dự án luật chuyển đổi giới tính" (Consult experts to draft a gender transition law project), National Assembly (Vietnam), 25 December 2023.
49 "Verwaltungsgericht Wien ermöglicht Geschlechtseintrag «nicht-binär»" [Vienna Administrative Court allows gender entry "non-binary"], Mannschaft Magazin, 5 February 2023.
50 "Österreich weitet dritten Geschlechtseintrag aus" [Austria expands third gender entry], Queer.de, 5 February 2023.
51 In 2019, local organisation TransKat informed ILGA World that, according to local administrative proceedings, to amend their gender markers, applicants need to present one statement (in some provinces, two) by a psychologist, a psychiatrist or a psychotherapist attesting for the following facts: (1) a permanent feeling of belonging to the other gender; (2) that it is irreversible in all foresight; and (3) that measures have been taken that lead to convergence to the outer appearance of the other gender. Gender affirmation surgeries were no longer required after a Constitutional Court judgement from 2009. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Austria, retrieved on 30 September 2023.
52 For more information on these cases, refer to: "Keine aufschiebende Wirkung – nicht-binärer Geschlechtseintrag muss sofort im ZPR eingetragen werden" [No suspensive effect - non-binary gender entry must be entered immediately in the ZPR], Genderklage Blog, 17 April 2023.
53 "Van geslacht veranderen kan binnenkort " (Changing gender will soon be possible), Het Nieuwsblad, 27 March 2023.
54 Since that date, a trans person no longer has to meet medical conditions to have their gender and first name officially changed on civil status records and in the population register. However, the law still provides for a three-month period where the public prosecutor can refuse the application for public order reasons. For more information about the specific requirements for LGR in Belgium see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Belgium, retrieved on 30 January 2024.
55 "Il sera désormais possible de changer plusieurs fois de sexe et de prénom sans restriction" [It will now be possible to change gender and first name several times without restriction], DH Net, 15 June 2023.
In February 2023, the Bulgarian Supreme Court of Cassation, through its Interpretative Decision No. 2/2020 (2023), ruled that Bulgarian law does not permit Courts to change the sex marker on civil registration for transgender individuals. The decision reads: "The objective material law [...] does not provide for the possibility for the court to allow [...] a change of data on the gender, name [...] of an applicant who claims to be transgender". The court ruled that allowing such gender marker changes could have other legal consequences that could be "contrary to public interest". This decision effectively ended the sporadic practice of certain Courts that had previously allowed such changes.55 Subsequently, the Court clarified that appealing this decision would not be possible.

However, in June 2023, the Supreme Court of Cassation did admit an appeal against the rejection of two gender marker change applications of a trans woman. The argument presented was that the interpretative decision and the subsequent denials could go against the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union. Following this, in January 2024, three justices from the Supreme Court of Cassation filed a formal request (Request No. 50005) (2024) with the Court of Justice of the European Union to provide a ruling in the absence of a legislative framework governing legal gender recognition. This appeal was based on the Constitutional Court’s 2021 decision, which interpreted the concept of "sex" strictly in biological terms. The three justices opine that this decision may not have been in line with EU law, as the practice of the European Court of Human Rights is that the possibility of gender reassignment falls within the scope of the right to private and family life, which requires the State to ensure this is respected.56

Additionally, judicial proceedings aimed at challenging some of the restrictive laws have largely been unsuccessful in the Czech Republic. One such case was decided in August 2023, whereby the Supreme Administrative Court refused to refer to the Constitutional Court the case of a trans man challenging the requirement of surgery and forced sterilisation for access to legal gender recognition. The judges relied upon a 2022 decision by the Plenum of the Constitutional Court, which dismissed the applicant’s motion to challenge the Civil Code (2014) and ruled that legislators should decide on such matters. The judges’ refusal was also based on the fact that the 2022 decision has the authority of res judicata and could not be re-litigated.

55 "ВКС: Полът не може да се променя в документите, за които той има само биологичен смисъл" [VKS: Gender cannot be changed in documents, for the law it has only biological meaning], 24 Chasa, 21 February 2023; "Върховният касационен съд реши първо нюанс за смяна на пола, след като я изключи" [The Supreme Court of Cassation decided the first request for gender reassignment after ruling her out], Dnevnik (Bulgaria), 11 March 2023.

56 "ВКС допусна жалба спрямо отказ за юридическа промяна на пола" [The Supreme Court allowed an appeal against the refusal of a legal gender change], Lex.bg, 7 July 2023.

57 "Три съди Съда за процедурата във Великобритания съди за необходимостта за промяна на пола на хора" [Three judges appealed to the European Court because of the impossible sex change in our country], Medipol, 19 January 2024; "Върховни съди Съда на Европа съди за необходимостта за промяна на пола" [Supreme judges have appealed to the court in Luxembourg in an attempt to "overturn" the interpretation decisions of the CC and the Supreme Court on gender reassignment], Lex.bg, 19 January 2024.

58 "V Cesku skonci povinnost kazstrad pro uznani trans lidi. Je proti mezinarodnim zavazkum" [In the Czech Republic, the obligation to castrate to recognize trans people will end. He is against international obligations], Alarm, 3 April 2023.


60 For more information, refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Czechia, retrieved on 31 January 2024.

61 "Czecky sput: Zmiana plic w dokumentach tylko po operacji" [Czech court: Gender change on papers only after surgery], Do Rzeczy, 19 August 2023.

62 Whilst this decision was dismissed by the Plenum, the Senate continued the proceedings on the constitutional complaint itself and concluded that it was unfounded, according to T2 47-2022 (2022) from the Chamber of the Constitutional Court. For more information about this judicial decision, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Czechia, retrieved on 31 January 2024.

63Nota Bene: Res judicata, a Latin term translating to “a matter judged” in English, denotes a fundamental legal principle. While the specific nuances of its application may vary from one jurisdiction to another, its essence remains consistent: once a court has rendered a final judgment on a case, that same matter cannot be re-litigated between the same parties. In essence, res judicata signifies the irrevocable resolution and conclusion of a legal dispute by a competent court. This principle serves to prevent the repetitive litigation of identical issues, thereby fostering certainty and conclusiveness within the legal system.
In April 2023, Finland enacted legal gender recognition legislation based on the principle of self-identification. The Act on Legal Recognition of Gender (2023) was passed with strong parliamentary support in February and was signed into law in March by the Finnish President. The law officially entered into force on 3 April 2023. With the passage of this law, transgender people aged 18 and above may now change their legal gender marker at their request simply by filing a written application. Media reports indicated that discussions are also underway to allow such amendments for children aged 15 and above. Previously, as per Law No. 562 (2002), to amend a gender marker, applicants were required to go through a lengthy medical process, including diagnosis, mandatory sterilisation, and gender affirmation surgeries, among other requirements.

Local experts Étienne Deshoulières and Nathan Kuentz, explained that ‘in practice, these circulars replaced the sterilisation requirement with a ‘passing’ requirement, meaning individuals must present themselves in court as the gender opposite to that originally stated on their birth certificate’. Trans individuals are thus compelled by this requirement to undergo hormonal treatments to be able to change their gender markers on civil records. The suit emphasised infringements on the right to privacy—which includes the right to self-identify—as well as discrimination based on physical appearance because individuals whose physical appearance does not conform to gender stereotypes are still denied a change in their gender marker by the courts, which constitutes discrimination against non-binary individuals.

On 25 March 2024, Mamuka Mdinaradze, the leader of the Georgian Dream parliamentary majority, announced two draft constitutional laws aimed at amending Article 30 of the Constitution to include provisions for the "protection of family values and minors". Additionally, Mdinaradze indicated that the party would introduce more specific amendments to existing legislation, which are anticipated to impact numerous laws. This includes proposals to outlaw legal gender recognition.

In early April 2024, Germany joined the roster of nations offering the legal framework to modify gender markers in the civil registry based on the principle of self-determination. This law was passed by the Bundestag on 12 April, marking a historic triumph for the German transgender community. It is anticipated that the law will come into force in August 2024.

The bill was initially introduced in May 2023 as the Bill on Self-Determination (2023). The initiative aimed to replace the outdated Law on Transsexuality (1981), which imposed restrictive requirements for legal gender recognition. In particular, the bill that has now been approved allows for gender markers to be changed by means of an affidavit, without the need for expert reports or other pathologising and stigmatising requirements. In addition, the bill establishes specific rules for children under the age of 18, depending on whether or not they have reached the age of 14.

Due to the timing of the law’s approval, subsequent to the cut-off date of this report, ILGA World was unable to obtain access to the final approved version of the law’s text. We kindly request that our readers consult the ILGA World Database for updates shortly.
Hungary

In 2023, the right to legal gender recognition encountered further restrictions following the significant impact of Law No. 9,934 (2020), enacted in 2020, which effectively outlawed this procedure. In February 2023, the Constitutional Court issued Judgment No. 3,058 (2023), reaffirming the constitutionality of the provisions amended in 2020, which prohibit new requests for changes to gender markers in government registry records. The Court justified this decision by asserting that an individual’s sex assigned at birth is deemed necessary data relevant for “health care” and “criminal policy” purposes, thereby determining that the measure was neither unnecessary nor disproportionate. Nevertheless, the local Hátter Society criticised this decision, contending that it contradicted a 2018 Constitutional Court ruling that recognised the right to legal gender recognition.

In June 2023 the European Court of Human Rights issued a ruling in R.K. v. Hungary (2023), finding that Hungary had infringed upon the human right to the private life of a Hungarian trans man by dismissing his petition for legal recognition of his gender. Specifically, the Court determined that the prevailing legal framework failed to offer “prompt, transparent, and accessible procedures” for reviewing requests to amend the registered gender of transgender individuals on birth certificates. This deficiency, the Court noted, resulted in “considerable uncertainty for the applicant regarding his private life and the acknowledgement of his identity”. The judgment drew upon both the jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court and extant legislation that prohibits legal gender recognition.

Further ECHR rulings on this matter can be expected, as legislation that prohibits legal gender recognition and the Constitutional Court’s February 2023 decision that upheld it.

Amidst these judicial proceedings, the Budapest District Court also initiated a preliminary ruling procedure in April 2023 before the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). This was brought to the courts to essentially restore legal gender recognition in Hungary.

The Court is to determine if Article 16 of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (2016) provides for the rectification of registered gender and under what conditions, including if gender affirmation procedures are necessary. A favourable outcome of this proceeding would require the Hungarian legislature to reassess the existing prohibition on legal gender recognition and subsequently align local legislation with European Union standards.

Iceland

In September 2023 Bill No. 103 (2023) was introduced with the purpose of enhancing the Law on Gender Autonomy (2019). The 2019 Law enables legal gender recognition based on self-identification. Bill No. 103 aims to authorise the issuance of an additional passport to individuals recognised in the national registry as “gender neutral”, thereby possessing two passports. This proposed legislation aims to afford applicants the opportunity to obtain legal gender recognition without fear of the potential risks associated with travelling to countries where their amended passports could jeopardise their safety. Bill No. 103 (2023) represents a reiteration of Bill No. 293 (2022), which had previously failed to pass.

Italy

In 2023 Italian media reported on at least two instances where individuals were granted legal authorisation to change their gender markers without the necessity of surgical interventions. In July 2023, a landmark decision by a court in Trapani, Sicily, affirmed an individual’s right to modify both their name and gender marker without the prerequisite of surgery or hormone therapy. Furthermore, in October of the same year, a court in Campobasso, Molise, authorised a legal gender change without mandating affirmative surgery. According to the online media outlet Gay.it, these two cases represent pioneering legal precedents in Italy, as they built upon the foundation set by the Court of Cassation’s Judgment No. 15138 (2015).

72 Legal gender recognition was initially regulated in 2018 with Decree 429/2017(XII.20) (2017) outlining the processes for registering and amending various personal details in the birth registry but was later outlawed in May 2020. The law was purportedly created “to tackle the spread of the COVID-19 virus during the global pandemic”, but Article 33 of the law amends civil status legislation. According to this provision, the category “sex” has been replaced in Civil Registry documents by “sex at birth”, defined as the “primary or chromosomal sex”. For more information, refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Hungary, retrieved 1 April 2024.

73 “Döntött az Alkotmánybíróság a transzneműek nem- és névváltoztatásáról” [The Constitutional Court has decided on the gender and name change of transgender people], Index, 4 February 2023.

74 “Elmarasztalták Magyarországot, mert elutasította egy transznemű ember nem- és névváltatását” [Hungary was condemned for refusing to change the gender and name of a transgender person], RTL (Hungary), 23 June 2023.

75 “Több mint 60 magyar transznemű fordult a strasbourgi bírósághoz” [More than 60 Hungarian transgenders appealed to the court in Strasbourg], Humen Online, 19 November 2023.

76 “Az Európai Bíróság döntethet a transz emberek nemének jogi elismeréséről” [The European Court of Justice can decide on the legal recognition of the gender of trans people], Humen Online, 7 April 2023.


78 “Sentenza storica del Tribunale di Trapani: ok a cambio nome e identità di genere anche senza operazione. Primo caso in Italia” [Historical sentence of the Court of Trapani: ok to change name and gender identity even without an operation. First case in Italy], Il Fatto Quotidiano, 16 July 2023; “Affermazione
As for the legal gender recognition of trans youth, in January 2023 the Court of Rovigo issued Judgment No. 68 (2023), ruling in favour of allowing a legal change of gender for a minor without the requirement of surgery. Furthermore, Italian media outlets have reported that, in February 2023, the Court of Trento also rendered a judgment in favour of a legal gender change for a minor.79

Local sources also reported that in February 2024, the Bolzano Court, South Tyrol, recognised in Order No. 11 (2024) the right of a non-binary trans person to opt for a non-binary marker in their documents. As a result, the Bolzano Court referred the case to the Constitutional Court to address the possible unconstitutionality related to the impossibility, according to Italian law, of assigning a non-binary option to those who do not identify with either the male or female gender.80

Montenegro

Presently, Montenegro operates a gendered ID number system governed by the Law on Registry Books (Law No. 01-382/13) (2008). Article 27 allows for a change in that number with an amended birth certificate.81

In May 2022, the Government declared that in accordance with their Strategy for Improving the Life of LGBTI persons (2019), a Working Group would draft a bill to enable the change of gender and identification number in personal documents without any obligation to undergo medical procedures. In February 2024, the Draft Law on Legal Recognition of Gender Identity Based on Self-Determination (2024) was published. The Bill, as espoused in its title, would allow for gender marker changes based on self-identification, with the removal of invasive pathological and surgical requirements. It would also allow children over the age of 15 to change their gender markers with the consent of their parents, as opposed to the previous minimum age requirement of 16.82 According to the civil society organisation, LGBT Forum Progress, as of March 2024 the bill was being internally discussed by a working group after a public consultation process.83 It was reported that the introduction of the draft law faced backlash, with detractors claiming that the law “protects paedophiles” and that it is “directed against the family” institution.84

Netherlands

In October 2023, the District Court in The Hague supported a non-binary person’s plea for a gender registration change, highlighting the need to create a legal framework for non-binary identities. According to the court: “complex considerations must be made”, and this requires “further debate and decision-making”.85 The attorney of the non-binary plaintiff, when explaining the implications of this ruling to the press, said that it establishes that the Netherlands “must recognise and implement a third gender option”. The court is reportedly expected to give the government a definitive amount of time to make these adjustments to the local laws.86

Poland

In January 2024, it was reported that the Grand Chamber of the Supreme Court had started to review a judicial appeal against the legal gender recognition procedure in force in Poland at the request of the former Ministry of Justice.87 According to statements by his successor, the previous Minister filed this appeal to obtain a ruling that would make the process even
more difficult. Therefore, the Ministry decided to withdraw it.98

In March 2024, the Ministry of Justice announced a proposal to improve and streamline the court proceedings for legal gender recognition. The director of the Campaign Against Homophobia, Mirosława Makuchowska, reportedly welcomed this proposal.89

> Due to the timing of the proposal’s publication, ILGA World was unable to obtain and include further details on this development. We kindly request that our readers consult the ILGA World Database for updates shortly.

**Portugal**

In May 2023, several bills were introduced to strengthen Portugal’s existing laws and policies governing legal gender recognition to recognise and affirm the right to choose a neutral name and remove the requirement for third-party consent for changes to birth and marriage records.90 These included Bill No. 762 (2023), Bill No. 765 (2023), Bill No. 767 (2023), and Bill No. 783 (2023), which were consolidated into the "Law to modify the system for the attribution of first names and annotations to birth and marriage certificates" (Decree No. 132/XV) (2024). This Decree was adopted in January 2024 but was vetoed by the President of Portugal shortly after.

**Romania**

As of January 2024, the Court of Justice of the European Union has been deliberating on the case of Arian Mirzarafieh-Ahi, a transgender man with dual Romanian and British citizenship. Arian, who has been legally recognised as male in Great Britain, alleges that Romanian authorities have refused to amend his civil status documents to reflect his gender identity.91

In February 2024 Bucharest’s District Court 6 reportedly ruled in favour of a trans man from Brăila, allowing for the amendment of his gender marker in civil status records and the issuance of a new birth certificate. The decision exempted the applicant from undergoing surgery as a prerequisite for the change.92

Before 2023 it was legally possible for applicants to change their civil gender status as per Article 70 of the Law on Acts of Civil Status (Law No. 143-FZ) (1997) by providing the Civil Registry Office with a “change of sex/gender document” [«документ об изменении пола»] issued by a medical organisation in compliance with standards which were to be established by a relevant federal authority responsible for public health policies.93

However, in April 2023, the Ministry of Justice and the Speaker of Parliament began discussions to introduce legislation to amend the Law on Acts of Civil Status (1997) in order to ban any form of legal gender recognition.94 In May, a Duma representative introduced a Bill to amend the Federal Law on Acts of Civil Status and the Federal Law on the Fundamentals of Protecting Citizens’ Health (Bill No. 369814-B) (2023) in order to repeal Article 70 of the Law on Civil Status Acts and thus prohibit any change in gender markers. The text, supported by 400 representatives of the Duma, also bans "any intervention aimed at changing the sex of a person".95 In late July 2023, the bill was approved by both chambers of the Federal Assembly and signed into law by Russia’s President Vladimir Putin.96 This effectively marked the end of the practice that, to some extent and with inconsistencies

---

93 "Sprawami o korekcie płci sądy zajmą się poza kolejką? RPO pisze do Bodnara" [Will the courts deal with gender reassignment cases out of turn? The Commissioner for Human Rights writes to Bodnar], Rzeczpospolita, 23 March 2024.
94 "Zmiana płci w sądzie będzie szybsza. Bodnar planuje zmianą regulaminu sądów" [Gender change in court will be faster. Bodnar plans to change the court regulations], Rzeczpospolita, 30 March 2024.
95 Portugal’s current legal framework provides for LGR based on self-ID under Law No. 38 (2018) by means of a procedure before the Civil Registry. Article 9 expressly bars any requirements to prove that a person has undergone medical procedures, including gender-affirming surgery, sterilisation, or hormone therapy, as well as psychological and/or psychiatric treatment. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Portugal, retrieved on 29 February 2024.
96 "Curtea de Justiție a UE dezbate cazul unui român care este și cetățean britanic, recunoscut ca bărbat în Marea Britanie după schimbarea de gen și care acuză refuzul autorităților române de a-i modifica" [The EU Court of Justice is debating the case of a Romanian who is also a British citizen, recognized as a man in Great Britain after the gender change and who accuses the refusal of the Romanian authorities to change them], G4Media.ro, 25 January 2024.
98 Because no law specified what exactly was understood by “change of sex/gender” before 2018, applications were largely subject to the varying practices of regional courts and civil registry offices. Documented instances showed that in different regions, different standards were applied, ranging from only proof of a diagnosis of “transsexualism” (using code F64.0 of the International Classification of Diseases) to hormone therapy, gender-affirming surgery or multiple requirements at the same time. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal Gender Recognition - Russia, retrieved on 2 February 2024.
99 "В Госдуме подготовят решения по регулированию процедуры смены пола" [The State Duma will prepare decisions on regulating the procedure for changing sex], The Red Spring, 29 April 2023.
100 "В Госдуму внесли законопроект о полном запрете смены пола" [A bill on a complete ban on gender reassignment was submitted to the State Duma], Radio Svoboda, 31 May 2023.
and varying requirements, had allowed trans applicants to amend their gender markers.

After advocacy by the Association of Russian-Speaking Intersex (ARSI), NFP+ and Intersex.Ru, deputies allowed legal gender recognition for intersex individuals, contingent upon medical commission approval and limited to binary markers.97 Tragically, following the ban on legal gender recognition, at least six trans people, including a minor, committed suicide, as reported by local CSOs.98

\[\text{Slovakia}\]

In February 2023, Bill No. 1486 (2023) was proposed. This bill mandated a "genetic test" for rectifying birth registration errors in cases of gender marker change, thereby imposing restrictions on legal gender recognition for transgender people. The draft legislation stipulated that altering one’s gender marker would only be permissible in instances of an "incorrect" entry.99

Nevertheless, a noteworthy development occurred within the Ministry of Health in March, when the departing Health Minister approved a new Public Health Standard (2023) eliminating the forced surgical requirement or sterilisation for changing one’s gender marker in the Registry Office. Instead, the new standard allowed gender change through hormone replacement therapy and living in an "opposite-sex role" for at least one year.100 However, the implementation of the new guidance was rescinded by the incoming Health Minister in November 2023, purportedly as a way to "declare the stability of the governing coalition", raising concerns that the forced sterilisation requirement could be reinstated.101

\[\text{Spain}\]

In 2023, Spain joined the list of UN Member States to enact legislation on legal gender recognition based on the principle of self-identification. In February 2023, both chambers of the Spanish Parliament endorsed the Law for the Real and Effective Equality of Trans People and to Guarantee the Rights of LGBTI People (Law No. 4) (2023). This legislative measure abrogated the previous Law on the Rectification of the Sex Marker (Law No. 3) (2007) and instituted an overhauled legal gender recognition process grounded in self-identification,102 with children aged 12 and above having access to legal gender recognition through diverse procedures contingent upon their age.103 The enactment of this law has been widely regarded as a momentous achievement for the Spanish LGBTI movement, notably in the realms of legal gender recognition and broader protections for LGBTI individuals.

However, despite this stride forward, the newly enacted law encountered opposition before the Constitutional Court in March 2023, initiated by parliamentarians from right-wing factions. The lodging of this appeal does not automatically trigger the suspension of the law, so notwithstanding the legal challenge, the law remains in force.104

Furthermore, with non-binary gender markers unavailable at the national level, the High Court of Andalusia issued a directive in May 2023 mandating the Ministry of the Interior of Spain to register a non-binary individual from Germany as possessing an "undetermined" gender in an administrative register.105

In terms of additional progress achieved at the subnational level, in February 2024 the Basque Country enacted the Law on Non-Discrimination based on Gender Identity and on the Recognition of the Rights of Trans Persons (Law No. 4) (2024), superseding Law No. 14 (2012). Of particular significance is Article 4 of this law, which underscores the fundamental principle of free self-determination for trans people and notably eliminates the requirement for psychiatric evaluations, psychological diagnoses, or medical interventions as prerequisites for accessing legal gender recognition. Moreover, Article 9 of the law delineates provisions for transgender individuals to access appropriate administrative documentation while awaiting the formal alteration of their official records. It specifies that the regional government will institute an administrative

97 “Appeals in connection with Bill No. 369814-8”, Association of Russian-Speaking Intersex (retrieved 1 April 2024).
99 "Anna Záborská je späť. Transgender ľuďom chce zmeniť tranzíciu" [Anna Záborská is back. She wants to make it impossible for transgender people to transition], Refresher (Slovakia), 28 February 2023.
100 "Už žiadna povinná sterilizácia. Lengvarský podpísal nový štandard pre transrodových ľudí, unikáto im zapisanie zmeny pohlavia" [No more mandatory sterilization. Lengvarský signed a new standard for transgender people, it will make it easier for them to register their gender change], Refresher (Slovakia), 5 March 2023.
102 "El Congreso aprueba definitivamente la Ley del aborto y la Ley trans" [Congress definitively approves the Abortion Law and the Trans Law], Antena 3, 19 February 2023.
103 There are different rules for children under the age of 16. While applications filed by persons between 14 and 16 years of age follow the same procedure, they must be assisted by their legal representatives. In the case of minors older than 12 but younger than 14, their applications must be authorised by a judge, who can take any evidence needed to prove the applicant is mature enough and that their will to modify their gender markers is stable. For more information, see: ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Spain, retrieved on 27 July 2023.
104 "Vox recurre al Tribunal Constitucional la ‘ley trans’ por estimar que anula derechos de padres y menores” [Vox appeals to the Constitutional Court against the ‘trans law’ because it considers that it nullifies the rights of parents and minors], El País, 12 April 2023.
105 “Aleman que inscribirán con género indeterminado pide no ser caso excepcional” [German who will register with indeterminate gender asks not to be an exceptional case], La Vanguardia, 4 May 2023. Note that some autonomous communities in Spain offer non-binary gender markers.
procedure facilitating the amendment of all pertinent documents, save for confidential medical records.

In January 2024, the Government of Catalonia unveiled a Draft Bill for an Integral Law to recognise the right to gender identity and expression (2023). Law No. 11 (2014) currently refers to the obligation of the Catalonian administration to recognise the “chosen name” of trans and intersex persons, without mentioning the possibility of modifying the legal gender marker. This new bill expressly recognises the right to the “free self-determination of gender identity and expression” (Article 1) and to the “recognition of the gender freely manifested gender identity without any medical or psychological report to prove it” (Article 4). This bill is based on the “principle of non-pathologisation of trans people” (Article 5), banning any medical or psychological requirements. Moreover, if approved, this bill would order every public administration in Catalonia to incorporate a non-binary option into every public form, document or electronic system.106

Despite these strides, October 2023 marked a significant setback in the Autonomous Community of Madrid, as the conservative People’s Party, holding an absolute majority in Madrid’s Parliamentary Assembly and controlling the regional government, introduced Bill No. 6 (XIII) (2023) aimed at overhauling Law No. 2 (2016). A few months later, in December 2023, the bill passed largely unchanged as Law No. 17 (2023).107

Regarding as the first regression on the legal protections of LGBT people in Spain, this bill sought to strip away all legal gender recognition procedures outlined in Law No. 2 (2016), effectively nullifying the right to self-determination of gender identity as enshrined in Articles 3 and 4. This move is poised to significantly impact trans youth and children, potentially depriving them of vital legal gender recognition procedures. It should be noted, however, that Law No. 17 (2023) cannot alter national-level legislation on legal gender recognition, which, as of February 2023, is based on self-determination and allows for name and gender marker changes in documents like birth certificates and national IDs. Furthermore, while state-level legislation mandates Autonomous Communities like Madrid to establish legal gender recognition procedures for relevant documents within their jurisdiction, the removal of such procedures from Madrid’s legislation raises legal uncertainties regarding the feasibility of modifying one’s name or gender in practice. In April 2024 it was reported that the Spanish Ombudsman had filed a lawsuit against Law No. 17 (2023) before the Constitutional Court. If successful, this could potentially revert the changes made to Law No. 2 (2016).108

### Sweden

In April 2024, RFSL reported that the Swedish Parliament passed the "Law on Improved Opportunities to Change Gender" (2024) after almost 17 years of exhaustive public inquiries and varied legislative proposals. The legislation replaces the previous legal framework established in 1972. While not fully embracing the principle of self-identification, the law introduces key reforms aimed at expediting the process and enhancing the safety and security of transgender people. Crucially, the legislation eliminates the need for a diagnostic assessment, requiring only a certificate from a medical professional. Additionally, it lowers the age threshold for legal gender alteration to 16 years, contingent upon guardian consent.

According to RFSL, this reform is anticipated to substantially reduce the arduous waiting period—currently spanning five to eight years—for transgender individuals seeking legal gender recognition, alleviate administrative burdens, and shorten waiting times.109

#### Switzerland

Since 2022, Switzerland has provided for legal gender recognition based on self-identification. However, non-binary markers are not legally available. Despite several

---

106 "Cataluña será la primera comunidad en reconocer el ‘tercer sexo’ en la documentación oficial” [Catalonia will be the first community to recognize the ‘third sex’ in official documentation], ABC (Spain), 24 January 2024; “Catalunya somete a audiencia pública su futura ley trans para “proteger” los derechos del colectivo” [Catalonia submits its future trans law to a public hearing to “protect” the rights of the group], Europa Press, 20 January 2024.

107 "En España hay 15 CCAA con leyes trans o LGTBI, pero Madrid es la primera en ‘recortar’ las suyas” [In Spain there are 15 CCAA with trans or LGTBI laws, but Madrid is the first to ‘cut’ its own], Newintel, 23 December 2023.

108 "El Defensor del Pueblo recurre ante el Constitucional la ley trans de Madrid por vulnerar derechos de los menores” [The Ombudsman appeals to the Constitutional Court against Madrid’s trans law for violating the rights of minors], 20minutos, 02 April 2024; “El Defensor del Pueblo lleva al Constitucional la reforma de la ley trans de Ayuso por “patologizar a los menores”” [The Ombudsman takes the reform of Ayuso’s ‘trans law’ to the Constitutional Court for “pathologising minors’], eldiario.es, 1 April 2024.

109 “Ny lag om könsstöldhärighet: välkommet steg i rätt riktning” [New gender recognition act: a step in the right direction], RFSL, 17 April 2024.
legislative attempts in recent years to introduce such markers on identity documents, progress in passing such legislation has been limited.110

In May 2023, the Commission on Legal Affairs of the National Council heard from various experts on the recognition of non-binary individuals. The Transgender Network Switzerland and Ekirov (Association non-binares Suisse romande) explained the lived experience as non-binary people in Switzerland and the legal needs of local non-binary communities. Following the hearing, the Committee submitted a commission request to the Federal Council, tasking it with proposing "measures to improve the situation of non-binary individuals without legally abandoning the binary gender model".111

Non-binary markers have also been the subject of discussion within the Swiss judiciary. In June 2023, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court overturned a ruling from Aargau and mandated that Swiss citizens must officially identify "as either female or male" in their documents. In March 2021, the Cantonal Court of Appeal in Aargau had issued Decision 21-03-29 (2021) ruling in favour of a non-binary individual who had successfully removed their gender marker from their German identification documents and sought a similar change for their Swiss documents.112

United Kingdom

Legal gender recognition in the United Kingdom, including all its four constituent countries is regulated by the Gender Recognition Act (2004; in effect 2005), which imposes intrusive medical and restrictive administrative requirements. Even with the enactment of this Act, the constituent countries of the UK may enact their own legislation regarding gender recognition and name change if they choose to do so.113

In January 2023, the government of the United Kingdom took the unprecedented step of invoking Section 35 of the Scotland Act (1998), which allows the Secretary of State to make an order prohibiting the Presiding Officer of the Scottish Parliament from submitting a bill for Royal Assent. This was done to prevent the Gender Recognition Reform (Scotland) Bill (2022) from coming into force.114 The bill was meant to enact legal gender recognition procedures based on the principle of self-identification, reducing the minimum age for application from 18 to 16 years, removing the Gender Recognition Panel from the process, and reducing the period for which an applicant must have lived "in their acquired gender" from two years to three months.115

Among other civil society organisations, Stonewall reacted by highlighting that the Gender Recognition Reform (Scotland) Bill (2022) received strong multipartisan support from MSPs and underwent a comprehensive review. Stonewall also asserted that the bill was in harmony with the national Equality Act (2010) and offered greater safeguards than the Gender Recognition Act (2004). Additionally, the organisation expressed concern over the unprecedented use of Section 35 of the Scotland Act, which it viewed as a threat to the devolution settlement and a potential source of constitutional and diplomatic conflicts.116

In April 2023 the Scottish Government took legal action against the UK Government in response to the latter's use of Section 35 of the Scotland Act. In June 2023 the Scottish Courts confirmed the hearing would take place at the Court of Session in Edinburgh in September 2023.117

Finally, in December 2023, the Court of Session, as part of Scotland's highest court, ruled in the Opinion of Lady Haldane (2023) that the UK government had acted lawfully in blocking the enactment of the Scottish

110 The National Council voted in favour of an "X" gender marker on identity documents in 2018 and 2022. However, in December 2022, the federal Executive of the Swiss Confederation declared that Switzerland "was not prepared" for the implementation of non-binary markers. It indicated that introducing such markers would necessitate extensive changes to the country's constitution and laws at the national and cantonal levels. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Switzerland, retrieved on 5 February 2024.
111 "Rechtskommission Des Nationalrates Hörte TGNS An" [Legal Affairs Committee Of The National Council Heard TGNS], Transgender Network Switzerland, 28 April 2023; "Postulate CAU-N. Amélior er la situation des personnes non binaires" [Improvement of the situation of non-binary people], Swiss Federal Assembly, 27 September 2023.
113 For more information on the Gender Recognition Act and its requirements for LGR, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - United Kingdom, retrieved on 5 February 2024.
114 "Gender Recognition Reform (Scotland) Bill: statement from Alister Jack", Department for International Development DFID, 16 January 2023; "Trans people protest against UK government blocking Scottish gender bill", Gay Times, 20 January 2023; "We are people, not hurdles to get past" say region's trans community following recent political turmoil", Liverpool Echo, 24 January 2023.
115 For more information, see: Gender Recognition Reform (Scotland) Bill: consideration prior to Stage 3 (2022).
government’s Gender Recognition Reform Scotland) Bill (2022).\textsuperscript{118} For its part, the Scottish government confirmed that it would not appeal the judgement.\textsuperscript{119}

In Wales, the \textit{LGBTQ Action Plan for Wales} (2023) was released in February 2023 to initiate discussions with the UK Government to facilitate the inclusion of non-binary markers on passports and driver licenses. Additionally, the plan seeks to engage in negotiations to request the devolution of powers pertaining to legal gender recognition.\textsuperscript{120}

\textbf{Latin America & the Caribbean}

\textbf{Argentina}

In the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires, the Civil Registry issued Disposition DI-2023-05089072 (2023), which established that adolescents aged 16 to 18 should be considered as adults, allowing them to access gender marker changes according to their self-perceived gender identity. The initiative aligns with the Argentine Civil Code, which, while stating that individuals under 18 exercise their rights through their legal representatives, also recognises their age and sufficient level of maturity and evolving capacities to exercise rights independently. The measure also recognises legal assistance as a right in cases of conflicts of interest with their legal representatives. Local organisations received the support of the Public Defender’s Office of the City.\textsuperscript{121}

\textbf{Brazil}

In 2023, Public Defender Offices in Rio de Janeiro and Pernambuco achieved notable success in granting individuals the option of listing “non-binary” as their gender marker on birth certificates.\textsuperscript{122} This followed earlier progress regarding non-binary gender markers in Sao Paulo and Brazil’s Federal District in 2021 and 2022.\textsuperscript{123}

In May 2023, the media reported that the Ministry of Justice was considering modifying passport forms to accommodate non-binary gender markers. Currently, passport forms offer “male”, “female”, or “unspecified” gender options. The proposal aimed to align with the International Civil Aviation Organization standard, replacing “unspecified” with “X” for non-binary individuals.\textsuperscript{124}

Furthermore, Brazilians residing abroad were also afforded rights to legal gender recognition in October 2023 when the National Authority of Justice (“Corregedoria”) approved Disposition No. 152 (2023). This regulation now, among other administrative adjustments, allows Brazilian trans persons residing abroad to access legal gender recognition through Brazilian consulates.\textsuperscript{125}

\textbf{Chile}

Legal gender recognition has been available in Chile since 2018 through the enactment of the Law that Recognises and Protects the Right to Gender Identity (Law No. 21,120) (2018). The Law does not require the applicant to undergo any type of intervention or appearance-modifying treatment but does necessitate a hearing in which the applicant must be supported by two witnesses to declare under promise or oath that the applicant is aware of all the legal effects implied by

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{118} “Scottish government loses first court battle over gender recognition bill”, Scottish Legal News, 8 December 2023.
\item \textsuperscript{119} “Scottish government abandons court case over gender law veto”, BBC News, 22 December 2023.
\item \textsuperscript{120} “Wales joins Scotland in defying Westminster on trans rights”, Dazed, 8 February 2023.
\item \textsuperscript{121} “Adolescentes de 16 a 18 años serán considerados adultos para acceder al cambio de DNI por la Ley de Identidad de Género” [Adolescents from 16 to 18 years old will be considered adults to access the DNI change through the Genero Identity Ley], Asociación Familias Diversas de Argentina, 11 May 2023.
\item \textsuperscript{122} “Não-Binários: pessoa consegue na Justiça alterar registro civil” [Non-binary: person manages to change civil registration in court], TV Brasil, 24 February 2023; “Pernambuco aprova identidade "não binária" no registro civil” [Pernambuco approves “non-binary” identity in the civil registry], Pleno News (Brazil), 16 February 2023.
\item \textsuperscript{123} For further information please refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Brazil, retrieved on 8 April 2024.
\item \textsuperscript{124} “Justiça estuda incluir gênero não binário em documentos para emitir passaporte” [Justice considers including non-binary gender in passport documents], O Globo, 05 May 2023.
\item \textsuperscript{125} “Pessoas trans brasileiras no exterior poderão retificar documentos” [Brazilian trans people abroad will be able to rectify documents], TV Brasil, 19 November 2023.
\end{itemize}
accepting the request for rectification of your birth certificate regarding your gender and name.126

In November 2023, the head judge of the Second Family Court of Santiago set a precedent in Decision RIT R-23-2023 (2023) by recognising the right of a ten-year-old trans girl to rectify her name and gender marker under the Law that Recognises and Protects the Right to Gender Identity (2018). The judge concluded that denying trans children and adolescents access to this procedure would constitute a violation of their fundamental rights and an obstacle to their comprehensive development.127

Furthermore, in Judgement T-236 (2023), the Constitutional Court determined that trans people have the right to be recognised and addressed by their name without the need to change their legal documents. The decision highlighted the need to prevent workplace discrimination against transgender individuals, mandating training for judges and judicial officers on gender-based violence and human rights.

### Colombia

The right to legal gender recognition based on self-ID has been available in Colombia since 2015.128 However, it was not until February 2022 that the right to "non-binary" gender markers was officially recognised by the Constitutional Court in its Judgement T-33 (2022). In this decision, the Court required both the Civil Registry and the Federal Government to include a non-binary category and to provide "everything necessary for the implementation of this identification scheme". In response, the Foreign Affairs Ministry announced in August 2023 its intention to include the "X" category in the gender marker field of Colombian passports, thereby enabling non-binary identification.129

Furthermore, in March 2024, the Government revealed plans to extend the "non-binary" category to other official documents. Colombian media reported that this process would be based on the principle of gender self-determination, requiring only a statement from the applicant, or their legal representatives in the case of minors.130

Costa Rica

Costa Rica lacks a standardised procedure for gender marker changes, with sporadic advancements observed through executive and judicial actions in recent years. However, it remains unclear how consistently this can be accessed by those who wish to obtain legal gender recognition.131

On 22 June 2023, the Frente Amplio party introduced a new bill, File 23.809 (2023), aimed at recognising trans, non-binary, gender diverse, and intersex identities. The bill provides the possibility of changing names and genders registered at birth, including for minors. Co-drafted with local civil society organisations, it also outlines affirmative action measures for the LGBTQI+ community in public employment and education.132

Simultaneously, local activists have indicated that three petitions have been filed with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights against Costa Rica as of September 2023. These petitions address issues such as the right to name and sex marker changes, gender identity considerations in electoral parity, and sex registration rectification for non-binary individuals.133

126 The law also allows children over 14 to request rectification of the gender marker through their legal representatives. In such a case, the request will be judicial and must be founded, clearly and precisely stating the factual background and the legal grounds on which it is based. In addition, the court may request psychological reports that show that the child and their family environment have received professional support for at least one year before the request, as well as to rule out the determining influence of third parties. The law currently lacks provisions for non-binary markers, yet local organisations have informed ILGA that nearly 30 individuals have accessed such markers. However, they encounter obstacles in accessing public services. For more information on current regulations in force please refer to ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Colombia, retrieved on 30 January 2024.

127 “Jueza ordena cambio de sexo y nombre de niña trans de 10 años” [Judge orders change of sex and name of 10-year-old trans girl], Acción Gay, 12 January 2024.

128 In 2015 the Constitutional Court issued rulings T-63-2015 (2015) and T-99-2015 (2015) which recognised the right to legal gender recognition and prompted the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Justice to draft Decree No. 1,227 (2015), which is the legal basis that allows the modification of the gender marker in identification documents. The gender marker can be modified again only 10 years after the first modification and a maximum of twice in a lifetime. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Colombia, retrieved on 30 January 2024.

129 “Pasaporte de Colombia incluirá la opción no binaria en variable sexo/género” [Colombian passport will include a non-binary option in the sex/gender variable], Orgullo LGBT, 27 August 2023; “Cancillería agrega la categoría ‘X’ en el pasaporte para personas no binarias” [Foreign Ministry adds category ‘X’ in the passport for non-binary people], El Tiempo (Colombia), 26 August 2023.

130 “Gobierno permitirá incluir categoría ‘no binario’ en el documento de identidad” [Government will allow the ‘non-binary’ category to be included in the identity document], El Universal (Colombia), 09 March 2024; “El Gobierno Nacional permitiría bajo decreto que se tenga la categoría no binario en los documentos de identidad” [The National Government would allow under decree that the non-binary category be included in identity documents], El País (Colombia), 09 March 2024.

131 In June 2018 the President signed Executive Decree No. 41.173 (2018) and the Presidential Instruction 15-P (2018) requiring all state institutions to modify documents, procedures and records for trans persons who wish to change their name, photograph, or gender marker. Additionally, on 30 July 2021, the Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice issued Resolution No. 16,542 (2021) by which it ordered the General Directorate of Migration and Foreigners (DGME) to issue a new passport to a trans woman with a sex marker per her identity. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Costa Rica, retrieved on 30 January 2024.

132 “Diputada propone que instituciones reserven plazas a personas trans” [Deputy proposes that institutions reserve places for trans people], CRHoy.com, 25 June 2023.

133 “Demandan a Costa Rica por negarse a modificar el sexo de personas trans en el registro civil” [They sue Costa Rica for refusing to change the sex of trans people in the civil registry], La República (Costa Rica), 19 January 2023.
Dominican Republic

In January 2023, the Organic Law on Civil Status Acts (2023) was passed to replace the Law on Acts of Civil Status (Law No. 659) (1994). The Law introduced a simplified name change procedure in charge of the Superior Electoral Court, which decides on the merits of the request and then entrusts the Central Electoral Board with its registration, without the need for a decree from the executive branch. The law, however, does not allow for legal gender recognition.

Ecuador


Initially, under the Organic Law on Identity Management and Civil Data (2016), adult applicants who wanted to amend their markers were able to do so only by means of requesting the substitution of their “sex marker” with a “gender marker” that could be amended, requiring endorsement by two witnesses. However, the individual’s “registered sex” remained immutable. In 2017, the Constitutional Court granted the National Assembly one year to regulate changes to “sex markers” rather than “gender markers”.

After years of inaction, the Court issued a non-compliance action in May 2022, mandating that the Civil Registry process all requests for modification of “registered sex”. Finally, in December 2023, the National Assembly passed amendments to establish a procedure to rectify registry data pertaining to “sex”. However, on 11 January 2024, President Daniel Noboa issued a partial veto to include the mention of “gender” among the elements amendable by applicants, citing the freedom of self-determination.

Ultimately, in January 2024, the Ecuadorian National Assembly ratified the Amendment to the Organic Law on Civil Identity and Data Management (2024), allowing any individual over 18 years old to change their “sex” or “gender” markers on identity documents based on self-identification.

El Salvador

In February 2022 the Constitutional Court of El Salvador issued Decision No. 33-2016/195-2016 (2022), mandating that transgender individuals be permitted to change their names and directing legislative modification accordingly. The court granted the legislature one year to enact this procedure. However, by February 2023, NGOs like Human Rights Watch and Comunicando y Capacitando Trans (COMCAVIS Trans) reported that this deadline had not been met, attributing the failure to a broader pattern of eroding democratic institutions and judicial autonomy in El Salvador.

These organisations noted that proposed but unpassed legislation from 2021 would have aligned with the court's decision. Subsequently, in response to the missed deadline, local civil society organisations announced intentions to request a hearing before the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights (IACHR) to hold El Salvador accountable for its non-compliance with the Constitutional Court’s ruling.

Mexico

In February 2023 reports emerged stating that the General Council of the National Electoral Institute (INE) approved the inclusion of a non-binary “X” marker, in line with decisions made by the Electoral Tribunal, to be made available on the basis of applicant self-identification. The President of the Federal Voter Registry Commission clarified that while sex assigned at

---

134 The Law on Civil Status Acts (Law No. 659) (1994) regulated the requirements for a name change, which was carried out via an administrative process before the Attorney General’s Office and the Executive. Pursuant to this regulation, in 2014, the President issued the first decree (Decree No. 76) (2014) authorising a trans woman to change her name, along with 35 other cisgender persons. For more information regarding this law, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - Dominican Republic, retrieved on 27 July 2023.

135 “Nueva Ley de Registro Civil no garantiza derecho a la identidad a las personas LGTBIQ+” [New Civil Registry Law does not guarantee the right to identity for LGBTIQ+ people], Acento, 27 January 2023.

136 “Ecuadorianos ahora pueden cambiarse de sexo e género en documentos de identidad” [Ecuadorians can now change sex and gender on identity documents], El Imparcial (Mexico), 28 January 2023; “Ecuadorianos pueden cambiarse de sexo y género en el documento de identidad” [Ecuadorians can change their sex and gender on their identity document], Primicia (Venezuela), 28 January 2024; “Los ecuatorianos ahora pueden cambiarse el sexo, además del género, en el documento de identidad” [Ecuadorians can now change their sex, in addition to their gender, on their identity document], Associated Press, 29 January 2024.

137 “El Salvador no cumple plazo para legislar sobre identidad trans, dicen ONG” [El Salvador does not meet the deadline to legislate on trans identity, say NGOs], La Prensa Gráfica (El Salvador), 23 February 2023.

138 In May 2021 a Bill for a Gender Identity Law was dropped by the Parliament. A group of civil society organisations presented to the Legislative Assembly an updated proposal for this law that seeks that transgender people have their documents in accordance with their gender identity and expression, but it has not seen legislative progress. For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - El Salvador, retrieved on 30 January 2024.

139 “Pedirán audiencia a la CIDH por ley del nombre” [They will request a hearing from the IACHR by law of the name], La Prensa Gráfica, 1 February 2023.
birth will remain on birth certificates, applicants will have the option to be registered with the non-binary marker upon identification. On 17 May 2023 Mexico’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Marcelo Ebrard, confirmed that the Mexican government had issued the first passport with a non-binary gender marker. Carlos Alfonso Candelaria López, General Director of Passport Offices in Mexico, noted that efforts had been made since 2008 to ensure the country offered documents supporting individuals with non-binary gender identities. Additionally, throughout 2023, ILGA World noted steady progress towards improving the legal frameworks for legal gender recognition at the subnational level in Mexico. In particular, bills to provide for the amendment of gender markers based on self-ID were introduced in Chiapas, Veracruz, and Yucatán. Age restrictions were challenged, eased, or removed in Baja California Sur, Jalisco, Oaxaca, the state of Mexico (“Edomex”), and Sonora. Finally, progress with regard to allowing for non-binary markers was noted in Jalisco, Mexico City, Quintana Roo, Tabasco, and Tamaulipas.

In September 2023, the Appellate Court issued Judgment No. 47 (2023), which reversed a decision that had authorised the name change requested by a trans applicant (no amendment of gender marker involved). In so doing, the Court determined that Article 56 of the Civil Registry Law (Law No. 1,266) (1987)—which prohibits the registration of names that “could lead to confusion regarding the person’s sex”—did not violate the Constitution. The court argued that transgender individuals already had sufficient legal protection, as they were allowed to use their chosen names “as pseudonyms” in their social circles. The Appellate Court did not refer to the applicant by her chosen name at any point in their judgment. Local organisations informed ILGA World that the case was brought before the Human Rights Committee, where it is currently pending resolution.

### Paraguay

In September 2023, the Appellate Court issued Judgment No. 47 (2023), which reversed a decision that had authorised the name change requested by a trans applicant (no amendment of gender marker involved). In so doing, the Court determined that Article 56 of the Civil Registry Law (Law No. 1,266) (1987)—which prohibits the registration of names that “could lead to confusion regarding the person’s sex”—did not violate the Constitution. The court argued that transgender individuals already had sufficient legal protection, as they were allowed to use their chosen names “as pseudonyms” in their social circles. The Appellate Court did not refer to the applicant by her chosen name at any point in their judgment. Local organisations informed ILGA World that the case was brought before the Human Rights Committee, where it is currently pending resolution.

### Peru

According to PROMSEX, one of the main local organisations in Peru, the lack of a specific law regulating the legal recognition of gender means that “transgender people seeking recognition of their social name and gender have to resort to a judicial process in civil proceedings”. Generally, court proceedings for legal gender recognition require a person to undergo gender-affirming surgery and other pathologising requirements.

In May 2023, a judge in a civil court in Cusco reportedly permitted a change in name and gender marker without

---

*140* “Apuebra INE credenciales no binarias” [INE approves non-binary credentials], 24-horas, 1 March 2023; “Así se puede solicitar el INE con reconocimiento de identidad no binaria” [This is how you can apply for the INE with non-binary identity recognition], TV Azteca Noticias, 1 March 2023.

*141* “SRE emite el primer pasaporte a una persona con género no binario” [SRE issues the first passport to a person with a non-binary gender], Forbes Mexico, 17 May 2023; “México presenta el nuevo pasaporte no binario” [Mexico presents the new non-binary passport], Cromosoma X, 22 May 2023.

*142* “Se hará justicia a la comunidad trans en Chiapas tras reforma propuesta en el Congreso” [Justice will be done to the trans community in Chiapas after a reform proposed in Congress], El Heraldo de Chiapas, 25 June 2023.

*143* “Veracruz: personas trans podrían cambiar género en acta” [Veracruz: trans people could change gender in minutes], Imagen del Golfo, 27 April 2023.

*144* “Congreso de Yucatán: Garantícan el derecho a la identidad de las personas trans” [Yucatan Congress: Guarantee the right to identity of trans people], All Out (Action), 22 April 2023.

*145* “Congreso de Baja California Sur analiza ley para que menores puedan elegir su género” [Congress of Baja California Sur analyzes a law so that minors can choose their gender], El Universal (Mexico), 13 May 2023.

*146* “Menores de 8 estados pueden pedir cambio de género en actas de nacimiento” [Minors from 8 states can request a change of gender on birth certificates], El Sol de México, 25 June 2023.
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*150* “Emiten primer acta de nacimiento con género no binario en Jalisco” [They issue the first birth certificate with a non-binary gender in Jalisco], El Debate, 15 January 2023.

*151* “Proponen reconocer identidades no binarias en CDMX” [They propose recognizing non-binary identities in CDMX], Excélsior, 07 September 2023.

*152* “Registro civil de QRoo realiza primer trámite de identidad no binaria” [QRoo’s civil registry carries out the first non-binary identity process], La Jornada, 15 February 2023.

*153* “Estado reconoce a primera persona no binaria” [State recognizes first non-binary person], El Universal (Mexico), 13 January 2023.

*154* “Se expide primer acta de nacimiento a persona no binaria en Tamaulipas” [First birth certificate is issued to a non-binary person in Tamaulipas], Milenio, 21 October 2023.

*155* “Tribunal resuelve que trans no puede cambiar su nombre” [Court resolves that trans cannot change their name], Extra (Paraguay), 9 September 2023.

*156* We are grateful for the information provided by Mirta Moragas.

*157* The process has also been described as “cumbersome, long and often full of stereotypes (...) [which] contains more steps and longer deadlines, leading to a longer time for the resolution of the case”. For more information, see ILGA World, *ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition* - Peru, retrieved on 23 April 2024.
requiring surgical intervention, perhaps marking one of the first instances of legal gender recognition without surgery documented in Peru. In his decision, the judge cited the fundamental rights to dignity guaranteed by the Peruvian Constitution and the right of equality established by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. However, this decision does not create a binding precedent automatically applicable to other cases.

**Puerto Rico (USA)**

In December 2023, a lawsuit was reportedly filed in the Federal Court of San Juan against the government of Puerto Rico. The plaintiffs demanded that the Demographic Registry of Puerto Rico include a non-binary “X” option in their birth certificates to reflect the gender identity of non-binary and intersex people.

**North America**

**Canada**

All of Canada’s ten provinces and three territories currently allow for the amendment of sex markers through the amendment of applicants’ birth certificates, as long as the applicants were born within that jurisdiction. Specific regulations and requirements governing these amendments vary between jurisdictions, as do the processes for amending other documents, such as driver’s licences.

One recent development has been noted at the sub-national level, when the government of Quebec announced plans in March 2024 to allow a non-binary “X” marker on health cards and driving licences.

**United States of America**

On the occasion of Trans Day of Visibility in March 2023, and against a concerning trend of regressive legislation being proposed at the state level, the Democratic Party introduced House Resolution No. 269 (2023) and Senate Resolution No. 144 (2023) in the US Congress with the aim of affirming the obligation of the US Federal Government to formulate and enforce a Transgender Bill of Rights. These resolutions represent a call to safeguard and enshrine the rights of transgender and non-binary individuals within the legal framework in order to ensure their access to essential resources such as medical care, housing, security, and financial stability.

However, these initiatives primarily serve a symbolic purpose, as they do not entail any immediate alterations to federal laws or regulations. The directives outlined in them are not binding on lawmakers, even in the event of overwhelming support. Resolutions, being non-binding instruments, neither necessitate the endorsement of the opposing legislative chamber nor the president’s approval, and they lack the force of law.

The proposed protections encompass various measures, including streamlining administrative procedures by eliminating unnecessary gender identification requirements on government-issued documents and facilitating the process of updating names and gender markers. This also includes the proposal for the inclusion of a non-binary “X” marker on federal identification records, passports, and Social Security cards. Furthermore, the resolutions advocate for the adoption of “self-attestation” policies wherever feasible, granting individuals the autonomy to effect changes based on their own affirmation.

At the sub-national level, individual states maintain a diverse range of legal and procedural requirements for residents to attain legal gender recognition. 2023 saw continued attempts to undermine access to legal gender recognition in some jurisdictions, alongside attacks against discrimination protections, freedom of expression, and gender-affirming care for trans and gender-diverse Americans.
Facing the Tide: Monitoring the Assault on Sexual and Gender Diversity Through Regressive Bills in the United States of America

Due to resource constraints, ILGA World's Research Programme has regrettably ceased its monitoring of the extensive and rapidly evolving legal developments at the subnational level in the United States of America, effective from January 2024.

For current and detailed information on developments in individual US states, please consult:

- Human Rights Campaign: Attacks on Gender Affirming Care by State.
- The Trevor Project: LGBTQ+ Legislation Heatmap by State.
- Trans Legislation Tracker Project: 2024 Anti-Trans Bills Tracker.
- For specific information on progressive legislative efforts, please refer to GLSEN: State Legislative Tracker 2024: Progressive LGBTQ+ Legislation Affecting Schools.

Oceania

Australia

As of 2023, New South Wales (NSW) remains the only sub-national jurisdiction in Australia which requires surgery for legal gender recognition. However, in August 2023, the Equality Legislation Amendment (LGBTIQA+) Bill (2023) was introduced in the local legislative assembly to amend more than 20 laws. One of these laws is the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act (1999), which outlines the surgical requirement under Article 32.163 If the bill passes, it would allow people over the age of 16 to change their gender on identity documents without surgery, requiring only a statutory declaration.164 Those under the age of 16 may also alter the record of their gender marker with their parents’ consent, and approval from the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT).165

In December 2022 the Queensland Parliament introduced the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Bill (2022), which was subsequently passed in June 2023, becoming the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act (2023). Importantly, this law grants individuals aged 16 or older the right to request a change in their registered gender without the previous requirement of gender-affirming surgery. Such a request should include a statement affirming their gender identity and intention to live accordingly. Furthermore, it must be accompanied by a “supporting statement” from an individual aged 18 or older who has known the applicant for at least 12 months and supports the request. The law also permits the adoption of “any sex descriptor,” including male, female, or any other descriptor, including non-binary markers, as long as it does not qualify as offensive, absurd, or overly complex, laden with unpronounceable symbols, or against the public’s best interest. For applicants under 16, the child’s parents have the authority to apply for a change in the child’s registered gender. In some cases, the child may seek the change with court approval. Equality Australia representative and ILGA World Co-Secretary General, Ymania Brown, said that this was a “life-changing moment” for trans and gender-diverse people in Queensland. “What most people in Australia take for granted as a simple piece of paper is for trans and gender-diverse people the right to exist and be seen for who we are”, she said in a statement.166

New Zealand

New Zealand joined the list of UN Member States that enacted legislation granting legal gender recognition based on self-identification in June 2023. Before 2023, applicants seeking to obtain legal gender recognition in New Zealand were required to undergo irreversible medical intervention, such as surgery (up to 2008), as well as other medical interventions, such as hormone replacement therapy (up to 2021). These requirements were significantly eased with the passing of the Births, Deaths, Marriages and Relationships Registration Act (2021), which came into force in June 2023. Since then, people over 18 have been able to modify their gender markers through self-identification, selecting between male, female, or non-binary gender markers. Persons under 18 may also alter their gender marker on official documentation, but the specifics thereof vary depending on whether they are below or above 16 years of age.167

163 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - New South Wales (Australia), retrieved on 15 January 2024.
164 “Sydney MP Alex Greenwich introduced LGBTIQA+ equality bill, moves to ban gay conversion therapy”, Daily Telegraph, 24 August 2023.
167 For more information, see ILGA World, ILGA World Database: Legal gender recognition - New Zealand, retrieved on 25 January 2024.